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ABSTRACT

The Discourse of Advance Care Planning: End-of-Life Decision-Making in a Multicultural
Population of Cancer and AIDS Patients

by
Theresa S. Drought

Anne J. Davis, Ph.D., R.N., F.A.A.N., Committee Chair

This study examines the processes and practices of planning for end-of-life
decisions in a multi-cultural population of patients dying from cancer or AIDS. Interview
data from the Ethics and Cultural Pluralism project, a 5-year multilingual empirical study
of the effects of bioethics on clinical practice were used. In this secondary analysis, I use
the concept of discourse to interrogate the bioethics conventions, the clinical practices,
and the patient and provider concerns that inform and reflect end-of-life decision-making
in general and advance care planning in particular. Advance care planning is supported by
the philosophical foundations of bioethics and is championed as a model for clinical
practice as evidenced by the SUPPORT study.

I trace developments within biomedicine, bioethics, public policy and law that have
coalesced into the discourse of advance care planning and its current performance in
clinical practice. The analysis focuses on the ways individuals perform, resist, and subvert
engagement with the discourse. The advance care planning discourse is an example of
Foucault's notion of biopower in that it is simultaneously a discipline applied to the body
and a means of regulating populations. As such, it can also be a creative source for
resistance and change. The discourse of advance care planning has achieved wide spread
acceptance by health care professionals, patients, and the public, yet its application to the
particular individual is consistently resisted.

The main precepts of advance care planning—autonomy, choice, and early
recognition, acceptance, and planning of terminality—deny the concerns of patients and
providers in the clinical setting. The discourse can require a violation of the meaning
giving self, the subjective experience of the individual, as it distracts attention from an
engagement with shared decision-making within the illness context by short-cutting the
negotiative process. The discourse directs attention to particular tasks (getting a DNR
order) rather than toward a decision-making process that acknowledges and incorporates
the meanings, concerns, and subjective experience of both the provider and the patient.
The decision-making model implicit in advance care planning creates potential conflicts
between patients and providers by failing to acknowledge the limits of both patient choice
and medical power.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Suffering as part of the fabric of existence is an enigma that engages mankind.
(Migueis, 1990, p. 3)

The purpose of this study is to examine the processes of planning for end-of-life

decisions and the practices surrounding that planning in a multi-cultural population of

patients dying from cancer or AIDS. I will use the concept of discourse to interrogate the

bioethics conventions,' the clinical practices, and the patient concerns that inform and

reflect end-of-life decision-making in general and advance care planning in particular. This

discourse is comprised of many elements, including the myriad and heterogeneous forms,

regulations, documents, and policies used in its performance, the public and professional

dialogues, the provider-patient conversations as well as discussions and documentation of

those conversations; and the professional literature and media representations about

advance care planning. In this analysis, I do not assume that discourse is a more or less

accurate representation of a nondiscursive reality. Instead, like Foucault, I begin with "the

assumption that discourse is a violence that we do to things, a practice we impose on

them" (Shumway, 1992, p. 21).

'I am indebted to Barbara Koenig for identifying and applying this term to describe the constructs and
products of bioethics.
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My analysis will focus on data collected in the Ethics and Cultural Pluralism

project conducted by Barbara Koenig and Anne Davis from 1991 through 1995 (see

Appendix 1). This project was an empirical investigation of the effects of developments

within bioethics on a population of culturally diverse, terminally ill cancer and AIDS

patients. The project involved interviewing various individuals facing death in the medical

arena. These individuals included 88 patients, 94 of their family members, and 39

physicians and other care providers. A total of 462 interviews, lasting from 30 minutes to

two hours each, were ended The interviews elicited the interviewees’ perceptions

about what decisions were made or were needed, what the interviewee's role in the

decisions was or should have been, and how the decisions were in fact made. The semi

structured interviews (and related field notes about the clinical setting in which these

discussions were held and the decisions made) provide a window into the actual practices

of those involved in end-of-life care. How these actual practices compare with the

discourse on advance care planning is the locus of this study.

The goal of this study is to examine the influence of the discourse of advance care

planning on clinical practice. I will explore how the discourse is practiced by individual

clinicians, how it shapes their practice, and how it affects their prioritization and

identification of legitimate areas of discussion when presenting therapeutic options. In

turn, I will explore how the discourse itself is shaped and altered by the way it is invoked

and performed in practice. I will then compare these interpretations with an analysis of the

viewpoints of patients and their families. I will examine what patients and their families

identify as important in the individual patient’s care, what decisions they prioritize or focus

on, and their understanding of the treatment regime. I will also explore the prospect of
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empowerment, resistance, or subjection, for patients, their families, and their care

providers, created by the discourse.

All discourses have intended and unintended consequences, create subjectivities,

and possess tremendous power to privilege and silence individuals, groups and issues. In

this way, a discourse is never innocent and can do violence to both its subject and its

participants. I will suggest that the discourse of advance care planning serves (a) as a way

of enacting and legitimating authority, (b) as a mode of concealing and perpetuating

inequality, and (c) as a method of regulating behavior. The cross-cultural nature of the

study provides what Smith refers to as a "point of rupture" which exposes perspectives

that might otherwise be hidden by a more homogeneous group. That is, in a more

homogeneous group, the hegemonic structures—those socially accepted norms and

practices that exhibit a ruling or controlling influence on individual behavior—would be

rendered invisible by their embeddedness within the social fabric (Smith, 1987). However,

my cultural focus will primarily be on medicine with the ethnic cultures held in

background. I will examine what the distinctive culture of Western medicine requires of

individuals from all cultures. I will further examine the specific challenges it poses for

those from other (non-U. S. or marginalized) cultures.

Choices about end-of-life medical treatment must take into account the

experiences, meanings, and values of the patient and his or her family, as well as of the

health-care professionals involved. Fundamental issues of identity, spirituality, mortality

and suffering are inherent in all these choices at some level. Thus, medical policies have

evolved that encourage, and even mandate, the patient's active involvement in the

decision-making process whenever possible. Mechanisms have been put into place to
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legally insure that the patient's wishes continue to be honored even after the illness has

rendered the patient incapable of active participation in decision-making. Informed

consent and advance directives are attempts to allow the patient's values and meanings to

be seriously integrated into the medical decision-making process. The question that arises

is whether these mechanisms can meaningfully accommodate such concerns within the

clinical encounter. This study examines that question.

The field of bioethics was developed to incorporate such concern for meanings and

values into the practice of medicine and nursing. Incorporating ancient principles of

philosophy and religion, the traditional ethos of the professions of medicine and nursing,

and contemporary understandings of culture and society, bioethics has developed into a

prominent field of study with wide-ranging effects upon clinical practice and public policy

over the last thirty years. Using theoretical and methodological tools of philosophy and

(to a much lesser extent) of anthropology and sociology, a corpus of bioethics literature—

describing principles to be considered, virtues to be cultivated, and methods to be used to

resolve conflict—has been developed. However, bioethics has also been inordinately

influenced and interpreted by the courts and by narrow concerns that are more legalistic in

nature than the preceding description suggests.

Bioethics has been particularly active in addressing concerns of medical care for

the dying. This focus—on what is often called end-of-life care—has resulted in a specific

way of thinking about dying, about what constitutes a good death, and about what counts

and who should be involved in the decisions that arise. Practices, policies, forms, and

legislative initiatives have converged into what I call the discourse of advance care

planning.

(/º º :

%
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The Ethics and Cultural Pluralism Project

Purpose

The overall aim of the Ethics and Cultural Pluralism Project was to conduct an

empirical investigation of the effects of developments within bioethics on a population of

culturally diverse, terminally ill cancer and AIDS patients receiving care in an urban

outpatient clinic. Specific aims of this descriptive research were as follows:

(1) To identify and describe major ethical decisions faced by cancer and AIDS patients

in the last months of life, as defined by the patients themselves, their family members, and

their care providers;

(2) To describe and analyze the processes by which these ethical decisions are made in

the course of therapy for advanced cancer and AIDS, particularly the dynamics within

families and between families and care providers,

(3) To describe and analyze the impact of specific bioethics conventions (complete

disclosure of information, informed consent, and explicit discussion of treatment

limitation, including resuscitation) on decision-making processes;

(4) To compare and contrast the decision-making processes of Chinese and Latino

immigrant, African-American, and Anglo-American patients, and

(5) To examine and analyze the relationship between the fundamental philosophical

principles of bioethics and the ethical decision-making practices observed during the

empirical investigation.

The study design and supporting materials can be found in Appendices 2-7.
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In my independent analysis of these data, I will focus on aims (1), (2), and (5)

above. My interpretive approach is one of discourse analysis. First, I will develop a kind

of genealogy of the discourse of advance care planning as represented in the medical and

bioethics literature. I will review developments within the field of bioethics as well as the

resultant social, legislative and regulatory policies. Next, I will examine the accounts of

practice reflected in the interviews with providers, patients, and family members and in the

clinical observations detailed in the project field notes. I will compare the broader concept

of advance care planning to the representations about the discourse made in the interviews

with patients, their caregivers, and providers.

I began my analysis with a fresh reading of the data set and the codes developed by

the project team. I then expanded and refined some of the codes, developed my own code

words and recoded the entire data set using Ethnograph v.5.0 (Appendix 8). My

particular focus was on any discussion of limiting treatment, advance directives, do-not

resuscitate orders, and plans or discussions of future decisions. It was apparent that the

patients and their family members had very different conceptions of what was at stake in

these discussions than did their providers. These differences became central to my

analysis. Latent and covert, and occasionally overt, power struggles are implicated in the

tensions that were manifest in the interviews.

A Nursing Study in the Aftermath of Bioethics

Nurses have extensively debated whether it is possible to claim a separate science

of nursing since so much of the science used in nursing is borrowed from other disciplines

(Beckstrand, 1978, Feldman, 1981, Johnson, 1959). But this “borrowed" science does
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not constitute the full domain of nursing knowledge required to examine the practices and

relationships involved in caring for dying patients, advance care planning, or any other

question of serious concern to nursing. In order to address the complex questions of

critical importance to the practice of nursing, nurses must turn to a variety of other

disciplines for insight and methodology (Benner & Wrubel, 1989, Fuller, 1978; Gortner,

1980; Henderson & Nite, 1978).

The science of nursing requires a holistic approach that must go beyond the logical

empiricist tradition upon which many other disciplines base their research (Bunting &

Campbell, 1990; Campbell & Bunting, 1991; Ellis, 1983; Holmes, 1990; Silva & Rothbart,

1984; Watson, 1981). An integration of multiple theories, perspectives, and philosophies

is required in order to achieve the holism necessary for an understanding of the relations

between the individual, health, and disease (Gortner, 1983; Jacox, 1981; Watson, 1981).

Gortner states that "the profession surely can accommodate multiple paradigms (analytic,

humanistic) and modes of inquiry (naturalistic, experimental, historical)" (1983, p. 6).

These "multiple paradigms...and modes of inquiry" are sometimes mutually exclusive,

oppositional, or even incommensurable (Meleis, 1987). However, the multiple

perspectives provide an opportunity, and are in fact necessary, to clarify and expand

nursing science in a holistic manner. Haraway (1991, p. 187) describes how such an

approach allows "a more adequate, richer, better account" as each line of inquiry provides

a partial perspective, a unique facet, a particular way of understanding the clinical

environment that when taken together allows greater insight into the whole.

For at least the last thirty-five years, nursing has struggled to define itself, as a

practice, as a discipline, and as a science. Throughout this debate, certain themes and
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perceptions of nursing have remained constant: first, an emphasis on health rather than

disease; and second, the assertion that the experiences and perceptions of the patient are

central to nursing's work. Virginia Henderson's definition of the role of the nurse is to act

"as to assist the individual, sick or well, in the performance of those activities contributing

to health or its recovery (or to a peaceful death) that he would perform unaided if he had

the necessary strength, will or knowledge" (Henderson, 1961, p. 42). The knowledge

necessary for a science of nursing is that which provides an understanding of and the

ability to perceive "relationships among the dimensions of the human being and a condition

of health" (Fuller, 1978, p.266). Examining the effect of the discourse of advance care

planning—how it shapes relationships and possibilities within the healthcare setting as well

as how it shapes the experience of the dying patient—fits squarely within this domain of

nursing concern.

Nursing has embraced the concept of advance care planning wholeheartedly and

somewhat uncritically. Nurses have been actively involved in implementing the Patient

Self Determination Act (1990), in counseling patients on advance directives and other

means of advance care planning, and in attempts to improve patient involvement in

planning for the end of life. A great deal of nursing research has focused on "fixing"

advance directives—increasing their use, improving readability, finding better educational

approaches—and improving communication about these issues in the clinical setting

(Brent, 1994; Hague & Moody, 1993; Haisfield et al., 1994; Hogan, 1992; Kupecz, 1991;

Levenson & Pettrey, 1994; Madson, 1993; Mezey & Latimer, 1993, Molloy et al., 1996;

Murphy, 1994; Oleson, Jones-Schenk, & Tuohig, 1994; Palker & Nettles-Carlson, 1995,

Rushton, 1993) Nevertheless, it is time that nurses take a critical look at the discourse
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and practice of advance care planning and its effects on patients, on nursing practice, and

on the practice of medicine. Only by examining the assumptions underlying the discourse

phenomenon and understanding how the process unfolds in the clinical setting, can nurses

evaluate whether advance directives and advance-care planning meaningfully assists

patients in planning, decision-making, and living as death approaches. My project

illuminates the problems in some of the assumptions behind advance directives and end-of

life care.

Nursing is active in the space where bioethical theory and its conventions intersect

with clinical practice. It is in this space that the discourse of advance care planning is

performed and enacted upon individual lives. This study does not focus on nursing care

per se, but on issues that have a definite, albeit indirect effect on the practice of nursing.

This is a nursing study because nurses are highly involved in programs to promote the use

of advance directives. Nurses view advance directives as useful tools for preserving

patient autonomy, protecting the patient from needless suffering, and advancing the hidden

Subtext of cost utility. Nurses are zealous in their defense of patient autonomy and patient

involvement in medical decision-making—this is rooted in their self-described role as

patient advocates. Finally, most nurses in clinical practice have uncritically accepted the

theses, conventions, and practices emerging from the discipline of bioethics. Although

nurses are not directly involved in most of the interviews in this study, nurses and nursing

care are affected and involved in the aftermath of end-of-life discussions and the decisions

that result. I will argue that it is incumbent upon nurses to critically analyze the effects that

bioethics and its products have had upon patients, families, and nursing practice.

*
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Regardless of whether its corpus has been developed by nurses or others, the effects of

bioethics are real and influential in contemporary nursing practice.

This is a philosophic study in the broad sense that William James describes as "the

habit of always seeing an alternative, of not taking the usual for granted, of making

conventionalities fluid again, of imagining foreign states of mind. In a word, it means the

possession of mental perspective" (James, 1978, p. 4). It is an anthropologic study in that

it is a cross-cultural study of the "collective meanings, social institutions, and dynamics of

political power in a particular society [and how they] construct local forms of medical

knowledge and therapeutic action that are differentially distributed across gender, age,

ethnic and class lines" (Kleinman, 1995, p. 1667). And it is a sociologic study in what

Smith defines as a feminist sense that must

begin with actual subjects situated as they actually are; it must be,
therefore, an insider's sociology....Hence there can be no theory, no method,
and no knowledge as a product of these that is not made by men and
women and made from a definite standpoint in the society and in the
interests of those who make it (1990, p. 32).

It is what Callahan has referred to as "Cultural bioethics refer[ring] to the effort

Systematically to relate bioethics to the historical, ideological, cultural, and social context

in which it is expressed" (1995a, p. 251). Each of these perspectives—the philosophical,

the anthropological, the sociological—allows different elements to emerge as important,

compels others to become invisible, sanctions certain values and beliefs that produce and

limit the inferences that can be made.

Furthermore, the effect of combining these perspectives is feminist in nature

because of its privileging of perspectives that would otherwise be silenced by subjugation

to the possibility of a singular, obtainable, objective truth—and its insistence on taking
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into account the hegemonic structures that support so-called objective perspectives. "[I]t

is precisely in the politics and epistemology of partial perspectives that the possibility of

sustained, rational, objective enquiry rests" (Haraway, 1991, p. 191). What makes the

work nursing, however, is that these partial perspectives—these multiple and often

conflicting accounts—are filtered, viewed and developed from within the value structures,

world understanding, sensibility and perspective of nursing and of a particular nurse, the

author.

Bioethics

The questions of bioethics "turn on the meaning of life and death, the bearing of

pain and suffering, the right and power to control one's life, and our common duties to

each other and to nature in the face of grave threats to our health and well-being"

(Callahan, 1995a, p. 248). Bioethics is a particular form of applied ethics. Sissela Bok,

quoting Samuel Johnson, refers to what is applied "as something capable of being 'put to

the use of life."(1996, p. 6) Ethics has been defined as a philosophical or theoretical

discipline concerned with the tasks that occupy ordinary, reflective individuals (Slote,

1995). The medical context provides a forum within which all questions of moral choice

facing human beings are encountered with special urgency.

Medicine provides a magnifying mirror held up to human interaction in all
its complexity. When people are helped or hurt by medical care or through
research, dealt with fairly by health professionals or exploited, lied to or
told the truth, this often matters to them more than at times when they have
less at stake and are less vulnerable (Bok, 1996, p. 5).

Bioethics presents a conceptual and theoretical framework within which to

consider the issues involved in end-of-life decision-making. There is a large and growing
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body of literature on bioethics, and end-of-life issues in particular, in the theoretical,

professional, and popular press (Bok, 1996). Most of this literature reflects the revival of

normative ethical theories in applied philosophy that coincided with the development of

the discipline of bioethics in the 1960s and early 1970s (Soloman, 1995). The

philosophical assumptions and biases inherent in these normative theories are reflected in

the biomedical and juridical practices generated under the auspices of bioethics. However,

there is great debate and disagreement over the theoretical basis of bioethics (Clouser &

Kopelman, 1990; Flynn, 1991; Fox & Swazey, 1984; Green, 1990; Phillips, 1992;

Sherwin, 1992; Wolf, 1996) and little or no agreement on what the approach should be or,

in fact, is (Annas, 1993; Beauchamp & Childress, 1994; Engelhardt, 1986; Jonsen, 1993;

Jonsen, Siegler, & Winslade, 1986; Jonsen & Toulmin, 1988, Levine, 1991; McCormick,

1984; Reich, 1982; Riessman, 1993; Rothman, 1991; Thomasma, 1988; Veatch, 1987,

Veatch, 1989, Wolf, 1996). My purpose here is not to concentrate on the philosophical or

theological traditions that have formed and influenced these theories.” These are

overwhelming based on the Western canon. Rather, my purpose is to describe the context

within which these theories are applied and the effect they have had on those involved in

and affected by the clinical practice of medicine.

*See Beauchamp and Childress (1994). Sherwin (1992), Munson (1992), and Maclean(1993) for a
fuller discussion of these theories in general. For more on principle-based theories, see Frankena (1973),
Ross (1930), and Gillon and Lloyd (1993) See Mill (1978) and Smart and Williams (1973) on
utilitarianism; Jonsen and Toulmin (1988) for a discussion of casuistry; and Aristotle (1990) and
MacIntyre (1984) for a discussion of virtue. Noddings (1984), Gilligan (1982), Fry (1989), Phillips
and Benner (1994), Larrabee (1993) and Tronto (1993) have developed the concept of an ethic of care
strongly based in virtue. For discussions of more empirical approaches to bioethics see Addelson(1991),
Wol■ (1996), Holmes and Purdy(1992), Weisz (1991), Dula and Goering (1994) and Lock and
Gordon(1988).
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Bioethics Applied: Clinical Ethics

In clinical practice, it is impossible to use any of the theoretical approaches in a

pure sense. The most frequent clinical approach is to appeal to various tenets from

multiple theories in any given situation. As Bok delineates, clinicians "apply" bioethics;

they "put it to the use of life" (1996) and are not so concerned about theoretical

foundations, limitations, or purity. Clinicians look for methods to solve the real problems

they confront in practice. Bioethics is increasingly becoming an empirically based ethics.

In the busy world of clinical medical practice, the pace and pressure of practice

rarely allow the opportunity for moral reflection during the everyday encounter. The

profound time compression that clinicians face in the clinical realm of the late 1990s has

filrther exacerbated this situation. However, if a difficult situation refuses to be ignored,

providers prefer maxims to memorize, rules to apply, and if at all possible, an algorithm to

follow to resolve the situation (Brody, 1992). Despite the carefulness of theoretical

development, the translation into clinical practice too often becomes simplified and

contorted into a form recognizable and familiar from medical training. In practice we

encounter what Caplan has called the “engineering model” of medical ethics (Caplan,

1983). This model is both familiar to and favored by the clinician because of its

hypothetico-deductive method that mimics the logico-deductive mode of reasoning used in

the scientific basis of medicine. It can be represented like this:

One should always respect the autonomy of those capable of rational thought.
In the case at hand, X is capable of rational thought.
In the case at hand, X has chosen to refuse treatment.
Therefore, one ought to honor X's refusal of treatment. (Brody, 1992,
p.239)
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Based in Enlightenment assumptions, this approach assumes that the right action can be

ascertained without close scrutiny of the circumstances and particularities of the situation

or individuals involved. A brief outline of what happened is all that is necessary in order to

be able to identify the appropriate rule or principle that should be applied. Such a

presentation eliminates needless emotional overlay when considering the issues and

facilitates reaching a rational resolution. It also closely resembles the familiar “case

presentation” format that structures the presentation and discussion of medical cases.

Other methods have been proposed that break away from the routine case

presentation structure. Casuistry, a method of case-based reasoning, allows some

consideration of context (Jonsen & Toulmin, 1988). Narrative ethics has been proposed

to fully incorporate the patient's "story" into the considerations of bioethics (Brody, 1987;

Davis, 1991; Wolf, 1996). Neither has been strongly embraced in the clinical setting.

Not surprisingly, there is strong clinical consensus today about certain "ethical"

maxims regarding the provision of life-sustaining and end-of-life care. These maxims

include (a) the necessity of informed consent for treatment; (b) the right of the patient to

refuse treatment; (c) the acceptibily of the withdrawal or withholding of life-sustaining

treatment even though death may result; and, (d) the legitimacy of surrogate decision

making for patients incapable of deciding for themselves (Bulger, Bobby, & Fineberg,

1995, Hastings Center, 1987; Office of Technology Assessment, 1988, President's

Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral

Research, 1983). These maxims are at the heart of the discourse of advance care

planning. The issue of euthanasia, mercy killing or physician-assisted suicide hovers on
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the edges (and with increasing frequency at the center) of this discourse but has not yet

reached the status of common acceptance.

The clinical acceptance of the above ethical maxims stems, in large part, from the

authority of the bodies that originally presented and explicated the positions. These range

from Presidential commissions (The President's Commission for the Study of Ethical

Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research in the 1970's and 1980's),

Congressional advisory groups (the now defunct Office of Technology Assessment and

the Institute of Medicine), professional organizations (the American Medical Association,

the American Nurses Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American

College of Physicians, the American Thoracic Society, the Society of Critical Care

Medicine and others), and public advisory groups (The Hastings Center, The Kennedy

Institute for Ethics). The primary function and methodology of most of these groups was

to develop consensus on the issues being considered. However, consensus can lead to

"excessive pressure to reach agreement...[and] underestimation of risks and objections,

ignoring of unpopular viewpoints, or failure to consider alternatives or additional

information" (Bulger et al., 1995, p. 13). Clearly, the resultant areas of agreement from

such a process are subject to the social and political context from within which they were

developed and the hegemonic position of those who have the authority to participate and

Speak on their own behalf. While there has been seeming social agreement with what has

been produced by these bodies, many groups and individuals have not had a voice in that

agreement, particularly minorities, the poor, immigrants, and those with language barriers.

The above maxims for end-of-life care are considered to be universal, acontextual

principles. The claim of universality—which can oversimplify and obscure the issues
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involved—provides a false assurance that the principles are derived from extensive rational

analysis, which is not always the case. These maxims are best articulated as individual

rights. However, this rights-based justification often creates an adversarial climate—one

person's claim to rights imposes a duty on another—amenable to legal adjudication

(Toulmin, 1981). In fact, these maxims have all been subject to judicial or legislative

proceedings. This approach, and the resulting decisions supporting these maxims, has less

to do with moral agreement on the issues at stake than with the peculiar appeal in this

country of solving problems legalistically. Inevitably, what has insured the widespread

acceptance of these ideas about end-of-life care are the legal decisions that have addressed

and supported them (Annas, 1993; Engelhardt, 1986; Macklin, 1987; Nelson, 1989). The

words of Joseph Campbell ring sadly true, "law has become very important in this country.

Lawyers and law are what hold us together. There is no ethos" (Annas, 1993, p. 258).

I am not proposing that these maxims for end-of-life care are wrong, or that they

lack usefulness or are otherwise an impediment to the care of patients. I merely suggest

that the agreements and conventions about end-of-life care are less inherently moral or

immoral than they are socially expedient and legally defensible. While bioethics is

purported to bring philosophical reflection and deliberation to common problems

encountered in the medical arena, it is probably best known for its pragmatic contributions

to clinical practice and for the body of regulatory, statutory, and case law that it has

Spawned. These contributions gave rise to the conventions of bioethics, and while most

are given authority through some form of legal or regulatory status, others achieve status

through appeal to community or professional standards of care. A critical examination of

the effects of these conventions, the possibilities they create and the kinds of oppression
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they can impose, is necessary in order to begin to understand whether the moral concerns

of the dying, and those caring for the dying, have been adequately addressed by the

discourse of advance care planning.

Social Sciences as a Corrective

A major problem with normative ethical theories and their acontextual approach,

as alluded to above, is that clinical practice is deeply embedded in multiple contexts. The

details matter. Normative theories force the clinical encounter into a grid of concerns—

autonomy, beneficence, justice—which may not reflect the moral concerns of the

individuals involved. Philosophical theories are based on assumptions of rationality that

do not operate independently in the real world where power is intrinsic to every

relationship. Nor does normative thinking lend itself to due consideration of the social

roles and positions of the actors in the situation. In the perfect philosophical world of

hypotheticals and thought experiments—where there can be equality and true

egalitarianism—it would not be so problematic, however the world we live in is not so

tidy.

A radical change is emerging in the theoretical approaches to bioethics. A leading

figure in the field of bioethics signals this shift in thinking:

It is becoming increasingly difficult to find diehards who will flatly assert
that bioethics and social science have nothing to contribute to (and learn
from) one another. The rigid separation of facts and values once enshrined
in academic discourse by the influence of logical positivism and Kantian
formalism is now untenable (Jennings, 1990, p. 261).

Addelson (1989) delineated the impossibility of a philosophical claim to knowledge

that is neutral or theory-independent. She claims that the ideals of objectivity and
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rationality are based upon a priori assumptions that these are the proper methods for

discovering the truth about the world. These a priori assumptions are grounded in the

Enlightenment ideals of objectivity and logic which were thought to enable analytic

philosophy to construct a permanent, neutral framework for inquiry that could be used to

judge all forms of knowledge development (Rorty, 1979). If we develop our methods

properly, Enlightenment theory posits, we will discover neutral facts and make neutral

theory (Holton, 1993), hence, theory that all will find rationally compelling. Though

contemporary theorists rarely claim allegiance to the Enlightenment position, its influence

is strongly felt. It is still widely held that the rationalist approach makes good progress

toward the ideal of objective, universal theory.(Engelhardt, 1986)

Nevertheless, the very appeal to rationality sets the conditions of discourse, limits

what can be counted as knowledge, and defines the rules of argument—a position that can

hardly be called neutral (Foucault, 1973)'. Such an appeal also presupposes that there is

only one rational explanation for any question, ignoring the possibility that there can be

multiple explanations with equally rational justifications (MacIntyre, 1984; Maclean,

1993). The decision of which rational justification is presumed correct is subject to the

authority granted to those proposing each justification. In other words, the social and

historical context, which grants authority to particular individuals, is more determinative

of which rationale becomes commonly accepted than is the strength of the rationale itself

The guide to action, the "oughts" that bioethics supplies as the result of philosophical

inquiry, then become suspect of being no more than the moral opinions of those engaged
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in the philosophical inquiry who have some measure of authority from which to argue their

position (Maclean, 1993). That authority is often related to the political aplomb or social

position of those who manage to get themselves appointed to the public, professional or

advisory bodies producing the consensus positions mentioned above. The claim to

rational superiority can only be understood in the historical context within which that

claim is sustained. As one of the premier historians of philosophy in our time observed:

The history of morality-and-moral-philosophy is the history of successive
challenges to some pre-existing moral order, a history in which the
question of which party defeated the other in rational argument is always to
be distinguished from the question of which party retained or gained social
and political hegemony (MacIntyre, 1984, p. 269).

It is in the "social locations as researchers, educators, and policy advisors [that] we

have...institutional warrant for making and dispersing knowledge"(Addelson, 1989, p.

120-121). What constitutes "knowledge" within the discipline of bioethics is dependent

upon the social location of those making the knowledge claims. How those knowledge

claims are accepted and which claims are recognized by the institution of biomedicine is

further contingent upon these same forces operating within bioethics, biomedicine, and

Society at large. These are factors, I will argue, that are determining what the "ought" is

in the discourse of bioethics and advance care planning, factors that have a tenuous

connection with the actuality of attending to the sick or the experience of being sick.

In this study I will take an approach based within the social sciences to examine

the effect of developments within bioethics in relation to the provision of end-of-life care.

* See Rorty (1979) for a fuller discussion of the problematic nature of philosophy's knowledge claims and
use of pure reason. Also Kuhn (1977), Haraway (1991), and Holton (1993) for similar discussions in
Science.
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I will look at how the conventions supporting advance care planning are perceived and

utilized by providers, patients and their families. Additionally, I will look at the

incorporation in clinical practice of the theoretical work of bioethics on end-of-life care

and the discourse that has resulted. It is imperative that nurses examine these issues to

decide the best way to participate in and advocate for advance care planning for our

patients.

Key Terminology

“Ultimately, the individual...has to interpret in a quite individual way even the

words he has inherited. His interpretation of a formula at least is personal, even if he does

not create a formula: as an interpreter he is still creative” (Nietzsche in MacIntyre, 1990,

p. 37). The use of words is not an innocent project. Both the reader and the writer

participate in the creative act. The reader will interpret the words from within her own

historical and personal perspective, this cannot be otherwise. Given that, explicating key

terms that are part of common discourse, yet have particular technical meanings, can

narrow the world of signification attached to these terms (Williams, 1983). I will try to

detail the ways in which I use certain key terms that are plagued by multiple current and

multiple historical meanings. These key terms are actor, autonomy, the good death,

biobiomedicine, paternalism, and practice.

Actor

"One who acts, or performs any action, or takes part in any affair, a doer" (1994).

| use the term actor as a means of indicating an entity—be it an individual, group, or

institution—who performs some action. While I do mean to refer to the actor as engaged
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in a performance—as in "the carrying out of a command, duty, purpose, promise, etc."

(1994)—I do not intend performance in the theatrical sense. Actor is a useful mechanism

to refer to the multiple entities implicated in any discussion of the performance of

discourse.

Autonomy

Autonomy is taken from the Greek, meaning self-rule. In general, I will use the

conception of autonomy as developed by Beauchamp and Childress (Beauchamp &

Childress, 1994). They distinguish personal autonomy from political self-rule in that "the

autonomous individual freely acts in accordance with a self-chosen plan."(1994, p. 121)

They identify two conditions that are essential for an act to be considered autonomous: (1)

independence from controlling influences (liberty) and (2) the capacity for intentional

action (agency). From this principle we have derived the concept of self determination,

the foundation of informed consent and the cornerstone of advance care planning. This is

a principle highly regarded in the American context, a society for whom personal liberty is

deeply embedded in our collective psyche.

However, I do not subscribe to a narrow view of autonomy, but rather hold that an

autonomous action is one that takes place within the web of relations and supports an

individual has developed over a lifetime. A decision made in solitude, without input from

those supports, may be a very artificial decision for that individual if he or she always

makes decisions with that input. Exercising his or her autonomy then requires seeking

that input from others as part of the normal evaluative process of decision-making.
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Good Death

The concept of the good death has become an ideology in public consciousness,

medical practice, and in cancer and AIDS care particularly. An ideology can have a

powerful influence on practice and on discourse because of its pervasive influence on

underlying beliefs.

Ideology, then, can be seen as a complex process by which our experience of
the world is structured....An ideology is not, however, a simple,
undifferentiated structure, but a complex of overlapping and sometimes
contradictory elements articulated together. Rather than being inherently
powerful and difficult to avoid, it is, on the contrary, a structure of variable
strength, which, when interacting with individuals, can result in a variety of
positions....[E]mphasizing ideology's role as an unconscious stabilizer and
justifier of the status quo. It can be used to make clear the distinction
between 'natural', 'commonsense' and 'obvious' views and the class-weighted,
socially produced beliefs and practices which we all, to some extent, have
and need. (Cormack, 1992, p 16)

The good death "refers to one [a death] that is pain-free, is attended by significant

others, takes place in a home-like setting, is controlled to some degree by patient and

family choices, and brings an orderly resolution to the life that is ending" (Levy & Gordon,

1987, p. 33). It has been referred to as a "natural death," "appropriate death," and "death

with dignity" (Vanderpool in (Levy & Gordon, 1987), p. 33). Its goal is to make death

acceptable and is typified by the hospice death.

Even those not involved in hospice care frequently hold this ideology as the right

and proper, and even enviable, way to die. There is strong public support of the concept

and it is seen as a strong corrective to the competing ideology of death as the ultimate

failure of biomedicine. However, this ideal is sometimes not desired, is impossible to

Achieve, or is actively subverted by conflicting goals and concerns (Levy & Gordon,
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1987). Patients who do not want it are blamed or labeled as being in denial. Providers

experience guilt if unable to provide it. And the inevitable approach of death is often

indistinguishable from the opportunity to provide an intervention to allow a meaningful

prolongation of life. While the ideology of the good death is pervasive, its achievement,

and even actions seeking its achievement are often noticably absent from clinical practice.

Biomedicine

Biomedicine has been defined as "the department of knowledge and practice which

is concerned with the cure, alleviation and prevention of disease in human beings, and with

the restoration and preservation of health" (1994). I use the term biomedicine to refer to

the institution of medicine, including its practices and practitioners, its social and cultural

history and role, its claim to a scientific knowledge base and its ability to produce

knowledge, as well as its hegemonic influence on individual lives (Lock & Gordon, 1988).

Biomedicine is of course both more and less than all these things. Nonetheless, it is widely

accepted that "in modern western societies the institution of medicine has an important

part to play in social control, in shaping the regulation of human action, the deportment of

human bodies and the construction of subjectivity" (Lupton, 1994, p. 19).

Paternalism

Paternalism has been a classic hallmark of medicine through the ages. Paternalism

has been defined "as the interference with a person's liberty of action justified by reasons

referring exclusively to the welfare, good, happiness, needs, interests or values of the

person being coerced."(Jonsen et al., 1986, p. 48) The principles of nonmaleficence and

beneficence have long been viewed as providing a basis for paternalistic behavior on the
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part of physicians and nurses. This behavior can take the form of overriding the patient’s

wishes, concealing information from patients and families, or limiting the patient's freedom

to move about in the world. This behavior may also include ignoring the patient's wishes,

lying to the patient or the family, and restraining or incarcerating the patient.

Weak paternalism refers to intervening on the grounds of beneficence or

nonmaleficence when an individual's actions are either nonvoluntary or nonautonomous.

Such situations might be present in cases of mental illness that precludes rational

deliberation, or of severe addiction that precludes free choice and action. An argument

can be made that there is no real autonomy in such situations so interference is not

paternalistic. Strong paternalism, in contrast, refers to intervening with an individual's

choices and actions that may be risky, but are informed, voluntary, and autonomous, in

order to protect the individual from harm or to provide some benefit.

Paternalism in itself is not necessarily bad. It can arise from a felt arising within

the asymmetry of power in certain relations—the parent protects the child, the teacher

advises and directs the student, the physician or nurse takes care of the patient. In health

care, it is often condemned as an unnecessary exercise or abuse of power on the part of

the physician or nurse. Brody discusses the risks innate in the physician's power over the

patient and how paternalism is used as justification for carelessly using that power (1992).

The distinction is important. Physicians and nurses owe their patients a stance of

protective concern, but should not place actions based in laziness, a need for efficiency, or

other coercive practices under the mantle of patient protection. The need to protect the

patient is often invoked as an excuse to truncate and limit discussions of informed consent.

The patient's need for care is used as justification for supplying that care on a rigid
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schedule determined by the nurse's work hours. Patient's are cajoled and coerced through

myriad actions and delays, purportedly for their own good, that serve the needs and

interests of biomedicine and health care providers who have the power to determine what

is required and how it should be done. The condemnation of paternalism is deserved when

such actions are justified by the paternalistic concern of others.

Practice

Skill can be described as the means of attaining a particular end or goal. Practice

can be differentiated as more encompassing and self-reflective; it is more than the

difference between the end or goal and the skill necessary to obtain that end or goal

because

What this framework omits from view are those ongoing modes of human
activity within which ends have to be discovered and rediscovered, and
means devised to pursue them; and it thereby obscures the importance of
the ways in which those modes of activity generate new ends and new
conceptions of ends. (MacIntyre, 1984, p. 273)

Practices are recreative and fluid, incorporating a variety of ideology and

discourse, creating roles and relationships which are grounded in a particular place where

the practice is located and performed (Rhodes, 1993). Practices can be interpreted as

"themselves embodying or supposing interpretations about what is real, what it is to be an

object, a subject, a person, a body, a society, and so on" (Gordon, 1988, p. 23). The

practice of biomedicine thus constitutes more than the medical tasks a physician performs:

it is the embodied knowledge and performance of the social, technical, and legal aspects of

the discipline and the background assumptions and perspectives that inform it.

!
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Dissertation Overview

To explicate the discourse of advance care planning, I delve into the theoretical

considerations necessary for an analysis of discourse, seek the historical context from and

through which the discourse emerged, and finally probe its performance in the practice of

providing care for men and women dying of cancer or AIDS. In Chapter Two, I develop

the theoretical framework for my interpretive approach to discourse analysis. This

approach focuses on (a) the social organization within which a discourse is performed and

deployed; (b) the power relations enacted, created and sustained by a discourse; and (c)

the subjectivities and self-understandings that create and are created by and for the

participants in any particular discourse. In Chapter Three, I map the development of the

particular discourse of advance care planning—its roots, its contours, and its conventions.

I place it within a specific place and time in history and identify the historically contingent

factors that shaped and formed its emergence and performance. The next two chapters

analyze the representation and performance of the discourse of advance care planning in

the interviews conducted by the Ethics and Cultural Pluralism project. In Chapter Four,

my analysis focuses on the particular bioethics conventions of advance care planning—

advance directives, and do not resuscitate orders. Particular references to these

conventions within the interviews are analyzed. I highlight the multiple understandings,

challenges and problems created and addressed by these discursive artifacts and their

performance in clinical practice. In Chapter Five, I delve into the effects of the discourse

on the lives and experiences of the individuals engaged with it. I explore the subjectivities

created and sustained by the discourse of advance care planning, how it shapes and gives

Voice to certain world views while silencing others through the representations of
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discussions of limiting treatment. I interrogate the power relations inherent in ordering of

roles, relationships, and communication patterns of those engaged in the performance of

the discourse of advance care planning. From that level of understanding we can better

judge to what degree advance care planning furthers the concerns of dying patients and

their families.

º
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CHAPTER TWO: A DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

How do we learn the great secret wrapped in words? We see that a foreigner generally
fails to acquire a perfect, native sense of their import. He has not lived from infancy in
the quiet reception and unconscious study of them, and has not felt how one word is
allied to others and how one age—with its writings, its unrecorded traditions, and its
common style of conversation—flows into another. (Nabokov, 1999)

A powerful discourse of advance care planning has permeated the professional,

political, and personal realms of health care—particularly of health care for the dying.

This discourse has profound effects on every aspect of health care, as it (a) has been tied

to government funding, accreditation and regulation; (b) has been incorporated into

professional curriculum and practicums at all levels, and (c) has been adopted and

promoted as a cause célèbre by consumer grass-roots and advocacy groups. But where

did this discourse come from? Whose interests and concerns does this discourse serve and

protect? And what effects has it had on those engaged in its performance? It is necessary

to understand how the discourse emerged, why it was given legitimacy, and whose

interests it serves in order to begin to explore its effects on nursing practice and on the

patients we serve.

What is Discourse?

Discourse is a type of complex social action. There are many discourses in which

we each participate. Discourses create and are shaped by our understanding of the world

and ourselves. Discourse is both the way we talk and the talk we generate about a
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particular subject or range of experience in our lives—the words we use to describe that

experience, the rituals of language, textual documentation and representation. However,

these elements and the discourse they comprise also are reflected in our perceptions of

that experience, what we understand about it, what actions we see as required or even

possible because of it, and the values and moral content we attribute to it. The way we

talk about things expresses our understanding of them. But the talk itself forms and

shapes that understanding—they are co-constitutive.

Discourse is concerned with more than simply language or the philosophical

analysis of truth statements or the validity of arguments. Discourse is engaged with the

conditions under which one can make serious authoritative statements, who can make

Such statements, and with the a priori pre-understanding of the world within which those

statements can be made. The material and social institutions and practices, which grant

authority and legitimacy to a discourse, cannot be considered apart from the content of the

discourse. The performance of the discourse—its dialogs and silences, textual products,

and the resulting cultural practices—are allowed or constrained by historical and social

contingencies, both global and local. Praxis then becomes a primary concern in the study

of discourse as the distinction between talking and doing is broken down (Dillon, 1994).

This is not to say that discourses predetermine experience or adequately reflect or

describe experience in all situations. While discourses are powerful forces in shaping our

ideas and directing our actions, they do not always contain or reflect what is of most

concern to us. For that reason, it is necessary to focus on “the particular historical forms

of social relations that determine” the experience of individuals engaged in a particular

discourse (Smith, 1987, p. 49).
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The discourse of advance care planning developed within the Western discipline of

bioethics, but North American (especially U. S.) values and conceptions of individualism

and autonomy have particularly influenced it. The discourse of advance care planning is

considered an ethical discourse, yet I will argue that it does not necessarily reflect the

moral experience of individuals who are dying or who are caring for someone who is

dying. Moreover, it has been overwhelmingly influenced by precedent-setting legal cases

rather than by philosophers, social scientists, or individuals directly involved with the

actual practices and moral experience of caring for a dying individual.

Kleinman makes a distinction between the moral processes in the patient-family

doctor relationship—which reflect the local, everyday experience of the participants—and

the “technologized” ethical discourse produced by bioethics (Kleinman, 1998). This

technologized discourse—developed within the international bioethics community,

adapted into U.S. federal law, taught in professional schools and seminars, and presented

on the evening news—determines many of the forms and contents of patient-family-doctor

communication. When technologized ethical discourse dominates, the moral processes

attendant to the patient-family-doctor relationship are neglected or displaced, with great

detriment to all. In this study I will explore the effects of the technologized discourse of

advance care planning on patients, their loved ones, and their health care providers.

An Expanded Discourse Analysis

Traditional discourse analysis focuses on the “talk” between two or more subjects

of interest. A close reading of conversations and interviews looks at the words used, the

order they are spoken in, the hesitances and fillers, the use of silence, the overlapping and
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interrupting streams of talk. A close reading of text uses linguistic techniques to examine

sentence structure, nonlexical utterances, and to identify the ties that provide cohesiveness

in the text (Mishler, 1984). This kind of linguistic analysis explodes nuances of dialogue

and the relations, social positions, and assumptions of those engaged in it. It starts with

the particularities of the word and expands to the social forces embodied in those words.

A broader form of discourse analysis—eschewing linguistic techniques for

methods of semiotics and ethnography—can be used to provide a more clearly social

and/or cultural interpretation of a particular discourse. This type of analysis interrogates

the social/cultural forces that give rise to, support, and maintain a discourse as well as the

implications and effects of the performance of certain kinds of talk and textual

representation. Such an analysis provides an interpretation of social meaning and

incorporates three areas of social thought: social construction, hermeneutics, and the

relations of power (Dillon, 1994). My interpretive analysis of advance care planning will

take this approach using the concepts of social worlds, subjectivity, and power. I will

examine (a) the functions that the discourse of advance care planning serves—the work

that discourse does—within and across the social worlds that participate in the discourse;

(b) the forms of power embodied within the relationships encompassed by the discourse;

and (c) the subjectivities or self-understandings created and supported by it.

Every discourse takes place within a shared horizon of pre-understanding that

cannot be fully or explicitly formulated. A discourse cannot be learned wholly from a

book nor can it be completely self-grounded. Instead, discourses are learned and arise

from initiation and experience within a particular society or social world. At the junctures

between social worlds, actors must adopt and adapt to the discourses surrounding objects
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of shared concern. In this border area, the discourse becomes fluid, meanings shift, and a

discourse can become a powerful technology for controlling subjects.

Discourses are performed as part of the cultural practices within social worlds;

they are rooted in and created by particular social forms while they simultaneously create

and generate new practices and forms. They inevitably transform particular social

worlds. Discourse can be studied as a mode of power, as the stuff that makes relationship

possible, that allows—and controls—interaction. It is the discourse's capacity to regulate

behavior, enact and legitimate authority, and to conceal and perpetuate inequality that give

rise to the potential for violence. Discourse creates and supports certain subjectivities

while marginalizing others. It creates expectations for behavior and interaction and

defines our intersubjective spaces. However, discourses can also alter and invalidate

subjective experience, require individuals to act contrary to their own conception of need,

and sanction activities contributing to these ends. This constitutes the violence that

discourses can do.

Foucault provides the following description of how discursive practices operate,

produce, and are transformed.

Discursive practices are not purely and simply ways of producing
-

discourse. They are embodied in technical processes, in institutions, in
patterns for general behavior, in forms for transmission and diffusion, and
in pedagogical forms which, at once, impose and maintain them.

Finally, they possess specific modes of transformation. These
-

transformations cannot be reduced to precise and individual discoveries,
and yet we cannot characterize them as a general change of mentality,

-collective attitudes, or a state of mind. The transformation of a discursive
practice is linked to a whole range of usually complex modifications that
can occur outside of its domain (in the forms of production, in social
relationships, in political institutions), inside it (in its techniques for

-

determining its object, in the adjustment and refinement of its concepts, in

º
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its accumulation of facts), or to the side of it (in other discursive practices).
And it is linked to these modifications not as a simple result but as an effect
that retains both its proper autonomy and the full range of its precise
functions in relation to that which determines it. (Bouchard, 1977, p. 200)

In this study, my focus is less on the particularities and actual words spoken in the

discourse than on the significance and import of a particular discourse for the concerns

and actions of those who are engaged in and by it. What are the discursive practices
deployed, how are they transformed, and to what complex modifications do they

contribute? My exploration focuses on how well the discourse of advance care planning
serves the perceived needs of dying individuals and those who care for them.

My approach is from a particular standpoint, as such it can provide only a partial

view and perspective of advance care planning (Clarke & Oleson, 1998, Haraway, 1991).

By choosing to examine the discourse supporting the concept of advance care planning, I

am focusing on the performance and the perceptions of those engaged with advance care

planning. Other perspectives might focus upon issues of patient empowerment, cost

efficacy and appropriate resource allocation, benefit■ burden calculation and decision
making styles, as well as numerous other facets of this construct. My approach will be to

examine the accounts of patients, families, and health care providers who perform, resist,

and are affected by the discourse of advance care planning. This provides one starting

point for analyzing the roles that this discourse plays for these actors as well as withinSociety.
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At the Juncture of Disparate Social Worlds

A social world is a loosely constructed group with shared perspectives and shared

commitments to certain activities. Membership is not formal or dependent upon

geographical or other constructed boundaries, but upon the ability to effectively

communicate within the social world—to utilize, reproduce, and share in its internal

discourses. Extended communication is used and relied upon in this interactive unit to

generate, adopt, and adapt the shared goals, ideologies, and practices of the social world.

The social world serves as the site of negotiation and articulation of meaning and

interpretation for social objects such as values, goals, relationships, hierarchies, interests,

resources and decisions (Strauss, 1978b).

In studying social worlds, the focus is not upon the individuals, subgroups, or

organizations that comprise the social world; these are held in background to the analytic

focus upon the social world itself. In the social world's interrelationships—the discourses

and the intercourses with subworlds, with other social worlds, with networks, and with

organizations (formal and informal) that share similar commitments—grounds for

interpretation are found (Clarke, 1991). Communication only takes place within the

contexts of relationships. It is within these relationships that a discourses are performed.

Social worlds in turn are often organized into social arenas creating a larger unit of

analysis.

An arena is a field of action and interaction among a potentially wide
variety of collective entities....Conceptually, an arena includes all collective
actors (be they organizations, social worlds, fledgling social movements,
ideologies or technologies) committed to acting within it. The focus on
Commitment to action as boundary setting (rather than function or
geographic area) permits empirical determination of who--which collective
entities or social worlds--are in the arena (Clarke, 1991, p. 128).
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Social arenas are composed of the mosaic overlay and interpenetration of multiple

social worlds. These social worlds share a concern for, and commitment to, action on

given issues. The social arena is the site of conceptual conflict, competition, negotiation,

manipulation, and debate, the social arena is where the social worlds struggle to compete

for resources, legitimacy, and the ability to advance their own perspective, their own

discourse, and their own commitments to action. Biomedicine, with its sick bodies,

institutions, heterogeneous professional groups, legal and regulatory controls, and webs of

relationships around the patient constitute such a social arena.

In order to examine social arenas, one has to illuminate which social worlds are

present, what they hope to achieve by collective action, what their perspectives are—as

well as their relations with each other. The pertinent features of their shared boundaries,

contested boundaries, and relations to boundary objects are a rich source of meeting,

meaning, and conflict (Star & Griesemor, 1989). Boundary objects, things (i.e., objects,

concepts, formal knowledge) that exist at the junctures between various social worlds with

mutual concerns, can be highly illustrative of the relations, perspectives, and interactions

of actors in a social arena. "[T]he object is ‘translated’ to address the multiple needs or

demands placed upon it by the different social worlds that ‘meet’ around the boundary

object" (Clarke, 1991, p. 134). It is within the social arena that power is deployed. And,

it is within the social arena that meanings, desires, and reality are interpreted by, through

and within the discourse surrounding boundary objects.

A social arena encompasses the boundary area between social worlds and is a site

of contested meanings and of struggles for definition. Discourses can be negotiated within
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this social space as a means of establishing and protecting interests and control over

mutual concerns. An analysis of social arenas allows for an interpretation that includes (a)

the various actors and their positions/perspectives; (b) the interactions of these actors, and

(c) the social world in which they interact, namely the prominent social structures

(knowledge, rules, sustainable hierarchies), "centers of authority", organization, the

relation to resources, the historical grounding, and the fluid particularities of the social

arena. I conceive of social worlds/arenas as a heuristic device that allows me to keep

track of complex and competing relations within the type of meso-level analysis

undertaken here.

In the social arena within which the discourse of advance care planning takes

place, the boundary object upon which I will focus is the body of the person

requiring/seeking/receiving/on whom is imposed medical care: the patient. This highly

contested “object” is subject to multiple heterogeneous claims and interests. However, the

embodied experience of the patient is too often silenced by competing assertions—from

other actors within the patient’s own social worlds or outside of the patient’s usual social

worlds—worlds inhabiting the spaces where the patient seeks treatment. Even the patient

will often negate his or her own embodied experience through mechanisms such as denial,

and avoidance. The discourse of advance care planning establishes the conditions within

which decisions, priorities, and concerns affecting the dying patient are negotiated. It

structures relationships, establishes rules of communication, and provides a language that

may or may not easily accommodate the concerns of all that meet in the boundary space.

The discourse embodies the struggle over those concerns.

~ ;
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The Power of Discourse

Discourse is performed within a social arena and is a means of negotiating,

communicating, and influencing issues of mutual concern across the social worlds. It is a

form of communication and operates within a sphere of relationships. The discourse helps

to establish the rules of engagement and the roles of individual actors, and it privileges

some aspects or issues while silencing or nullifying others. It also delimits the actors’

self-understanding and forecloses certain subjectivities while fashioning others through the

roles created and supported by the discourse. Discourse is indeed a power full

phenomenon.

Power is an essentially contested concept, one whose application is inherently a

matter of dispute (Gallie, 1955-56; Lukes, 1977). There are many configurations,

conceptualizations, descriptions, and theories of power. However,

One feature which [most] views of power share is their evaluative
character: each arises out of and operates within a particular moral and
political perspective. Indeed, I would maintain that power is one of those
concepts which is ineradicably value dependent. By this I mean that both
its very definition and any given use of it, once defined, are inextricably tied
to a given set of (probably unacknowledged) value assumptions which
predetermine the range of its empirical application (Lukes, 1974, p. 26).

In examining power in the discourse of advance care planning, it is important to

acknowledge both the definition of power that we choose to use and the value

assumptions behind that definition.

Power is often defined as the ability of A to affect B in a manner contrary to B's

interests (Lukes, 1974) or, as Hobbes defined it, the ability to assure some fi■ ture good by

one's present means. It has been linked to the concepts of force (Macchiavelli),
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domination (Marx), authority (Weber), and knowledge (Foucault). It has been viewed as

a cooperative mechanism to maintain the status quo (Parsons), as a means of maintaining

the hegemony of a group's ideology (Gramsci), and as a "zero sum game" (C. Wright

Mills).

Our common, pre/non/un/analytic understanding of power is often related to ideas

of physical and political force and even violence as exemplified in Foucault’s Discipline

and Punish. These are characteristics difficult to envision in the decisions about life and

death that arise in advance care planning. I propose to examine the subtler, more

ubiquitous characteristics of power that operate in the relationships and interactions that

arise around the body of the dying patient. The conceptualization of power that I propose

is one that is constitutive of and constituted by relationships. This conception moves

beyond observable, behavioral relations. This conception allows an analysis of the less

observable phenomena that constitute, constrain, and create the possibilities for the

relations and interactions among individuals and groups, among the social worlds that

meet in any social arena. I propose a non-pejorative conceptualization of and relation to

power that is not inherently repressive but is instead the means by which all things

happen (Giddens, 1993, p. 229, Gordon, 1980). By understanding power as inherent in

all relationships, as essential but not determinative, a better understanding of the lived

reality may be formulated (Hall, 1987; Strauss, 1978a). Hence, an analysis of power in the

discourse of advance care planning is necessary in order to understand the functioning and

performance of that discourse.
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The Problem of Authority

Authority is generally considered to be a function of some status that compels trust

or obedience. Authority requires voluntary submission but holds the power to enforce in

reserve (Starr, 1982). For Hauerwas, however, "authority is fundamentally a political

moral concept; therefore, its meaning is dependent upon an understanding of the nature of

human community and the moral good" (Hauerwas, 1986). The authority of any

institution is then dependent upon the meaning that institution holds for the community.

However, since there is hardly consensus about the nature of human community or moral

good, the absence of a strong moral tradition precludes a generally accepted authority for
any institution (Engelhardt, 1986).

Weber describes 3 types of authority: (a) traditional authority, which is founded

upon habitual everyday routine and characterized by patriarchy; (b) charismatic authority,

which refers to an extraordinary quality of a person (if actual, or even alleged, or

presumed); and, (c) legal authority, which is essentially the routinization of either of the

above, "resting on the belief in the legality of enacted rules and the right of those elevated
to authority under such rules to issue commands" (cited in Hall, 1985, p. 314). Legal

authority infers an organization of authority that fosters submission "based upon an

impersonal bond to the generally defined and functional 'duty of office." (Weber, 1986), p.

299). These three types of authority are not necessarily mutually exclusive (Hauerwas,

1986). Yet the result of all three of Weber's types is that authority and its corrollary
accountability are dispersed among many and the original justification is easily forgotten.

The legitimacy of those who originally acquired authority becomes a matter of law rather

than individual agency.
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In contrast to Weber's emphasis upon legitimacy, Starr (1982) emphasizes the role

of the dependence of subordinates in establishing authority. This dependence hinges on

the estimate of foul consequences that will befall the subordinate who disobeys.

Legitimacy is based upon the subordinate's acceptance of obeisance. This situation serves

to stabilize and reinforce itself. That is, the dependence of the subordinate will support

authority in the face of any claims against its legitimacy, and, likewise, legitimacy will tend

to stabilize any diminishing dependence on the part of the subordinate. When this type of

dependency and legitimacy are both present, authority is better able to resist any challenge.

Dependence also creates a self-perpetuating psychological advantage for the superordinate

who is likely to have a stronger sense of confidence. Accordingly, the more the

subordinate takes orders, the more likely he or she will look down upon his or her own

position and justify the authority of the superordinate (Hall, 1985). The superordinate is

increasingly able to influence and control the lived reality of the subordinate.

These criteria acknowledge the voluntary and consensual nature of authority as

described by Hall and Lukes but do not mitigate the domination resulting from such

authority (Hall, 1985; Lukes, 1974). Weber compares domination by virtue of authority

with domination by virtue of a constellation of interests (Weber, 1986, p. 30). He

illustrates the latter by referring to the power which a supplier in the market place can

exert over a buyer by setting the terms and conditions of the transaction. The buyer,

however, is at least formally free to choose to participate or not. Domination from an
authoritarian power of command influences the conduct of others "in such a way that their

conduct to a socially relevant degree occurs as if the ruled had made the content of the
command the maxim of their conduct for its very own sake" (Weber, 1986, p. 33). It is
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difficult to identify matters of choice in face of the domination of an authority who is able

to define what constitutes desirable behavior.

The Power of Authority

Authority and power are thought by some to be qualitatively different relationships

representing differing social conditions and behaviors (Hall, 1985). Authority and power

can be viewed as opposite ends of a continuum of control, but the point of demarcation

between them is difficult to draw. According to Buckley:

Authority thus implies informed, voluntary compliance, which is a definite
psychological state...The mechanisms involved [in power] may range from
naked force, through manipulation of symbols, information, and other
environmental conditions to the dispensing of conditional rewards. (Hall,
1985) p. 313].

However, it is difficult to apprehend how the individual discriminates between a

psychological state of “informed, voluntary compliance” with acknowledged authority and

compliance due to the manipulation of the environment through mechanisms of power, if

indeed there is a difference. If authority is based upon mutual consent, collective goals,

and cooperation, then this is precisely what is often negotiated by a discourse, through

manipulation of symbols, information, and other environmental conditions to the

dispensing of conditional rewards." (Hall, 1985) p. 313].

Voluntary compliance and open justification of the asymmetry of a relationship are

thought to characterize authority. Power, by contrast, is thought to be more devious. It is

characterized by a lack of consent, by a lack of shared goals, and by the lack of explicit

acknowledgment of the asymmetry of the relationship. Decisions are made against or
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without the knowledge or understanding of one party by controlling the physical,

psychological or sociocultural environment within which that party must act (Hall, 1985).

The voluntary quality of the subordinate’s domination unravels if we accept that

legitimate (legal) authority arises from the routinization and impersonal application of

charismatic or traditional authority. It is further compromised if we accept that those in

authority have the ability to "provide the values, meanings, social definitions,

constructions of reality, with which all interpret and act toward the world, including self

conceptions" (Hall, 1985, p. 315). The effect is that the comforting distinction between

what may be an acceptable relation to authority and an oppressive position of power that

should be resisted (i.e., that of voluntary subordination) becomes lost. While the actions of

the subordinate are voluntary, they are based upon a perception of the world that cannot

be otherwise than as constructed by the superordinate. Experience is mediated through

the prevailing discourse. In the extreme, authority transcends power to become the total

subjugation of the subordinate consequent to the obliteration of freedom. However, at the

point where resistance is precluded and there is no possibility for other, there is no power:

there is only fate (Mills, 1959).

[However, Both Marx and G. H. Mead thought that human beings had the
capability to collectively transcend cultural and social constraints by
creative solutions to significant problems while being cognizant of the
restrictions upon choice and action...they both see the course of social life
as the reciprocal interaction between autonomy and constraint where
humans are viewed as creators and created, determining and determined
(Hall, 1985).

The actors—individual and collective—in any given situation must create and be created

by, must determine and be determined by not only the temporal and historical
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contingencies of their circumstances, but also the contingencies of their relations with

other actors (individuals, groups, discourses, technologies).

According to Weber, "each participant cultivates and interprets information

provided by the other and adjusts its action in light of those interpretations, then each

participant exercises control over the other's action" (Luckenbill, 1979). In spite of our

Constitutional assertion that all “men” are created equal, I suggest that rarely do our

relationships allow us equal control over an other’s action. Most, if not all, relationships

are inherently asymmetrical. An asymmetric relationship denotes an inequity in the

distribution of, access to, or deployment of power. This does not mean that when one

side has power, the other is necessarily powerless. Rather, it means that power is multi

directional, and submission is not automatic.

The shift from authority to power can be subtle because of the ambivalent

character of relations between the dominant and non-dominant parties. This ambivalence

reflects tension in the fluidity of relationships constantly undergoing revision and

negotiation. Discourses are vehicles for that negotiation and revision. Asymmetry is

maintained and limited as justifications for the asymmetry in the relationships are

continually assessed and revised, implicitly and explicitly, through the discourse

(Alexander, 1983; Hall, 1985). There must be cooperation and mutual dependence for

relationships to endure, but this is a fragile balance—discourses serve as stabilizing

influences (Foucault, 1983; Hall, 1985). One set of actors (because of an original position

of authority) has control over the rules of conduct and definition of the situation and

ultimately over the discourse. It is this definitional control that allows the shift to power

from authority. The situation can be redefined, the sociocultural environment
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manipulated, in a way the other actors are not even aware of, thus shifting the balance of

power toward one group (Hall, 1985; Luckenbill, 1979). However, that group is also

dependent upon the other actors for the continuing relationship and maintenance of

control. "Asymmetric relationships are those in which one party is capable of

disproportionately imposing her/his will on the other and setting conditions, making

decisions, taking actions and exercising control which are determinative of the

relationship" (Hall, 1985) p. 310).

I propose that there is no real qualitative distinction between authority and power.

The ability of those in the position of authority to supply meanings, control desires, and

interpret the situation for the subordinate—without either party even being necessarily

aware of it—creates a situation where the exercise of authority is effectively an exercise of

power (Foucault, 1983; Foucault, 1986, Hall, 1985; Lukes, 1977).

Looking at it from the perspective of the subordinates, one is often in a
situation of assuming that these situations are normal, usual, and the only
way. The structure comes to be taken-for-granted and reified, i.e., seen as
independent of human creation so that no one is held responsible for it
(Hall, 1985).

Discourse also achieves this level of taken-for-grantedness, independent of human

Creation.

Advance care planning was developed because the patient has "a fundamental right

to control the decisions relating to the rendering of his or her own medical care" (1995).

Yet it is clear that the patient is in a dependent position and that medical institutions set

conditions, make decisions, exercise control, and take actions that over-determine the

patient/provider relationship. The relationship between the patient and his or her health
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care providers is so inherently unequal that it is impossible, and probably undesirable, to

equalize the power balance. The patient may have the right to control the decisions, but

biomedicine controls what can even be brought into consideration as a decision. The

terms and conditions of the decisions and the discourse are set, by and large, by Western

biomedicine.

A Radical View of Power

Steven Lukes develops what he calls a "radical view" of power in a small treatise

published in 1974. He claims his theory to be political, evaluative, but also empirically

applicable. He develops a conception of power that can be used to evaluate "not only

decision-making and nondecision-making power, but also the various ways of suppressing

latent conflict within society" (Lukes, 1974, p. 57). It is a view of power that can be used

to examine power in the social arena surrounding the dying patient.

Lukes dismisses the traditional theorists Parsons (1968) and Arendt (1986) for

proposing impoverished accounts of power.

In the first place, they are revisionary persuasive redefinitions of power
which are out of line with the central meanings of power as traditionally
understood and with the concerns that have always centrally preoccupied
students of power. They focus on the locution 'power to', ignoring 'power
over'. Thus power indicates a 'capacity', a 'facility', an 'ability', not a
relationship. Accordingly, the conflictual aspect of power--the fact that it is
exercised over people--disappears altogether from view (Lukes, 1974, pp.
30-31).

Lukes sets up his theory in dialogue with other theorists who see power manifest

in behaviors of decision-making. It is important to understand these perspectives since

most social arenas encompass some sort of decision-making, overt or covert, between
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social worlds. The pluralist/elitist view of power proposed by Dahl (1974) and by Dahl's

primary critics, Bachrach & Baratz (1974), are theories that address the political activity

of groups through overt and covert actions calculated to influence decision-making.

Lukes calls Dahl's theory

a one-dimensional view of power [that] involves a focus on behaviour in
the making of decisions on issues over which there is an observable
conflict of (subjective) interests, seen as express policy preferences,
revealed by political participation (Lukes, 1974, p. 15), emphasis in the
original).

Bachrach and Baratz have improved upon Dahl's theory somewhat by providing

a qualified critique of the behavioral focus of the first view (I say qualified
because it is still assumed that nondecision-making is a form of decision
making) and it allows for consideration of the ways in which decisions are
prevented from being taken on potential issues over which there is an
observable conflict of (subjective) interests, seen as embodied in express
policy preferences and sub-political grievances (Lukes, 1974, p. 20),
emphasis in the original).

Both conceptualizations, Lukes claims, are too committed to behaviorism and

insist on the primacy of overt, actual behavior as the focus of study. Concrete decisions in

situations of conflict are paradigmatic in both theories. The insistence on associating

power with actual, observable conflict harkens back to Weber's insistence that power is

the realization of one's will despite the resistance of others. However, such an approach

overlooks the fact that power may be involved where no discernible conflict is present—it

can displace conflict and silence the less powerful. Power also can influence, shape and

determine the very wants of others, precluding conflict (Lukes, 1974).

Finally, the greatest weakness in Bachrach and Baratz account is their insistence

that nondecision-making power only exists where there are grievances which are denied
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consideration in the political realm. If no grievances are obvious, then genuine consensus

is considered to be operating. Again, this conceptualization disallows the

supreme and most insidious exercise of power to prevent people, to
whatever degree, from having grievances by shaping their perceptions,
cognitions and preferences in such a way that they accept their role in the
existing order of things, either because they can see or imagine no
alternative to it, or because they see it as natural and unchangeable, or
because they value it as divinely ordained and beneficial (Lukes, 1974, p.
24).

This is precisely the effect that a discourse can have.

Effective influence on decision-making and control over the political agenda can be

achieved by other means than through overt decisions. Issues and potential issues,

observable overt and covert conflict, as well as latent conflict can be analyzed by Lukes’

method. He describes latent conflict as a "contradiction between the interests of those

exercising power and the real interests of those they exclude. These latter may not

express or even be conscious of their interests" (Lukes, 1974, p.25). However, these

latent interests can be identified by empirically supportable and refutable hypotheses. For

example, by justifying the relevant counterfactual—but for A (or but for A together with

any other sufficient conditions) B would have done otherwise, or by specifying the means

or mechanism by which A has prevented, or else acted (or abstained from acting) in a

manner sufficient to prevent, B from doing otherwise (Lukes, 1974, pp.41-42).

Lukes asserts that things that do not happen can be analyzed. He proposes a

means of studying the invisible. He admits that the value assumptions inherent in

establishing the counterfactual can be problematic in some instances. Further, the task of

identifying an invisible exercise of power can be highly problematic for a researcher since

Such an exercise may involve inaction rather than action, it may be unconscious, and
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collectivities or institutions may exercise it. Lukes notes the difficulties in empirically

observing inaction and unconscious behavior. He is aware of the risk of slipping into an

Althusserian position of determinism by attributing the exercise of power to structural

collectivities and institutions. However,

In speaking thus, one assumes that, although the agents operate within
structurally determined limits, they none the less have a certain relative
autonomy and could have acted differently. The future, though it is not
entirely open, is not entirely closed either (and, indeed, the degree of its
openness is itself structurally determined). In short, within a system
characterized by total structural determinism, there would be no place for
power (Lukes, 1974, pp. 54-55).

Lukes maintains that the key to his conceptualization of the identification of an

exercise of power lies in the relation between power and responsibility. The exerciser(s)

of power—whether individuals, groups, or institutions—must have been able to have

acted differently, even if that possibility was unconscious or unknown. This is the creative

component of power, that things could have been otherwise. Power itself is not

intrinsically evil. "Points of resistance are present everywhere in the power network"

(Foucault, 1990, p. 95). Again, without these points of resistance, there is only fate

(Mills, 1959).

Lukes' approach to power encompasses the relational dynamics intrinsic in any

Social arena where actors are engaged in a particular discourse. I maintain that the

discourse delineates and reinforces hierarchies of authority necessary for meaningful social

interaction and relations. However, these hierarchies shape the discourse in ways that

preserve authority (power) in social interactions. Lukes maintains that a deeper analysis

of power relations is possible using his conceptualization, an analysis that is at once value
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laden, theoretical, and empirical. Such an analysis would interrogate the repression and

domination associated with our common understanding of power, and would identify

levels of responsibility, while illuminating the subtlety, the interdependence and the

creative possibility in relations of power. By acknowledging that power is inherent in all
relationships we acknowledge the possibility of change.

The Subjectivity of Discourse

It is clear from the preceding discussion that power is manifest in ways that are not

necessarily obvious to those most affected. Power affects the background of our

experience—the language, 'the way things are,' the way we see and experience ourselves

as belonging in the world, the taken-for-grantedness of social and cultural life. Power

affects the way we see ourselves as objects of consideration. Yet power is not completely

determinative of experience or action. The individual is able to mount resistances, to
react, to behave in ways that are other.

Foucault is well known for his work on knowledge and power (Foucault, 1972,

Foucault, 1973; Gordon, 1980). Yet in his own words, a better understanding of

knowledge and power has not been his primary goal.

"the goal of my work during the last twenty years has not been to analyze
the phenomena of power, nor to elaborate the foundations of such an
analysis. My objective, instead, has been to create a history of the different
modes by which, in our culture, human beings are made subjects" (Dreyfus& Rabinow, 1983, p. 208).
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Foucault develops the concept of bio-power to describe the political technologies

intrinsic to this process. The term bio-power captures the effects on the body, on life, on

the human understanding of our world, that power impresses.

On the one hand, it [bio-power] was tied to the disciplines of the body; the
harnessing, intensification, and distribution of forces, the adjustment and
economy of energies. On the other hand, it was applied to the regulation
of populations, through all the far-reaching effects of its activity. It fitted in
both categories at once, giving rise to infinitesimal surveillances, permanent
controls, extremely meticulous orderings of space, indeterminate medical
or psychological examinations, to an entire micro-power concerned with
the body. But it gave rise as well to comprehensive measures, statistical
assessments, and interventions aimed at the entire social body or at groups
taken as a whole. (Foucault, 1990, pp. 145-146)

Bio-power’s force lies in the way it provides the means for successful

objectification of the self—the process by which one is made aware of oneself as an object

of consideration somehow outside of or separate from the embodied experience of being.

This objectification is created by a confluence of social practices, institutions, discourses,

and technologies. It is through this process of objectification and the resulting

subjectivities created that power is manifest, authority acknowledged, and behavior

controlled. It is also the source of resistance.

This form of power applies itself to immediate everyday life which
categorizes the individual, marks him by his own individuality, attaches him
to his own identity, imposes a law of truth on him which he must recognize
and which others have to recognize in him. It is a form of power which
makes individuals subjects. There are two meanings of the word subject.
subject to someone else by control and dependence, and tied to his own
identity by a conscience and/or self-knowledge. Both meanings suggest a
form of power which subjugates and makes subject to. (Dreyfus &
Rabinow, 1983, p. 208)

The real power of a discourse is in the way it creates and sustains certain

subjectivities. A discourse produces and defines classifications, categories and gives voice
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to the meanings assigned to issues and affairs in the shared sphere of concern of disparate

social worlds. Discourse is the means by which these areas of shared interest are mapped,

assessed and brokered between social worlds.

Foucault describes three modes of objectification of the self. The first mode is

"scientific classification", the way we have come to understand ourselves scientifically.

The second he calls the "dividing practices" whereby we categorize, distribute and

manipulate individual selves on the basis of particular characteristics. The third mode is

"subjectification" or how we form ourselves into meaning-giving selves. As we shall see,

each of these modes of objectification are produced, recreated and deployed within any

given discourse.

Scientific Classification

In The Order of Things, Foucault traces the development of thought in the human

sciences in Western culture (1973). The French title of the book Les mots et les choses,

describes more completely Foucault's objective—to chronicle the separation of words and

things.

It is here that a culture, imperceptibly deviating from the empirical orders
prescribed for it by its primary codes, instituting an initial separation from
them, causes them to lose their original transparency, relinquishes its
immediate and invisible power, frees itself sufficiently to discover that these
orders are perhaps not the only possible ones or the best ones, this culture
then finds itself faced with the stark fact that there exists, below the level of
its spontaneous orders, things that are in themselves capable of being
ordered, that belong to a certain unspoken order, the fact, in short, that
order exists. (Foucault, 1973, p. xx)
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Foucault examines classical fields of knowledge to expose the epistemes

structuring thought within a given period’. The episteme of a given period proscribes the

categories and classifications of thought possible. Foucault argues that "[b]efore the end

of the eighteenth century, man did not exist...He is a quite recent creature, which the

demiurge of knowledge fabricated with its own hands less than two hundred years ago"

(Foucault, 1973, p. 308). By that he means that human beings as individuals were not a

subject of study or examination themselves—man as an entity of study, as a knowable and

known object, with an enduring human nature did not exist. While the natural sciences

prior to this time no doubt dealt with man as with a species or a genus, "there was no

epistemological consciousness of man as such" (Foucault, 1973, p. 309). The

representations of man made in areas of knowledge did not include or refer to the

individuals making the representation or those for whom they were made. Man as subject

does not appear until areas of knowledge begin articulating rules and laws that "govern the

individual, but that are also capable of being completely known to that individual"

(Shumway, 1992, p. 82). Arguments that there is a human nature that endures or persists

throughout time are erroneous according to Foucault: there is no conception of a human

nature, no consideration of man as a subject, prior to the end of the eighteenth century.

"For Foucault, human nature is always the construction of a particular culture at a

particular time" (Shumway, 1992, p. 82).

The sciences that have flourished in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have

effectively objectivized the individual in almost every way imaginable. Science is hallowed

"Episeme is "Foucault's term for the body of ideas which shape the perception of knowledge at a
particular period" (Dillon, 1994).
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and pervasive in modern discourse and every facet of modern life, every emotion, physical

state or human activity is subjected to extensive analysis. Foucault describes it in this way.

[Scientific classification] is the modes of inquiry which try to give
themselves the status of sciences; for example, the objectivizing of the
speaking subject in grammaire générale, philology, and linguistics. Or
again, in this...mode, the objectivizing of the productive subject, the
subject who labors, in the analysis of wealth and of economics. Or a third
example, the objectivizing of the sheer fact of being alive in natural history
or biology. (Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1983, p. 208)

This is probably nowhere more evident than in biomedicine. Symptom and disease

classification, genetic and behavioral medicine, and the focus on self-care make the

individual's experience of sickness subject to the examination and reclassification by the

technologized discourse of medical diagnostics and therapeutic intervention. Too

frequently, the afflicted individual cannot rest until the personal perception of illness is

validated and classified by the scientific pronouncements of biomedicine (Brody, 1987).

The truth of the body is sought in external classification and documentation.

Dividing Practices

The scientific classifications discussed above lead to further objectification of the

self through the dividing practices they engender.

'Dividing practices' are modes of manipulation that combine the mediation
of a science (or pseudo-science) and the practice of exclusion—usually in a
spatial sense, but always in a social one. (Rabinow, 1984, p. 8)

Foucault develops this position through an historical analysis of methods of subject

formation in Western society. He draws on the various social institutions and social

movements that have justified division and isolation of populations to describe the concept
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of “dividing practices”. Such movements have included the isolation of lepers in the

Middle Ages and the development of hospitals and prisons to confine the poor, the insane,

the sick, and the criminal in the last 400 years in Europe (Foucault, 1975; Foucault, 1979;

Foucault, 1988). In each case, the means of isolation was accompanied by the

development of a social science justifying and enjoining, usually with a rhetoric of

humanitarian reform and progress, identification and segregation of the subjects of

concern. In this way, "the subject is either divided inside himself or divided from others"

(Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1983, p. 208). The effect is to separate and divide the population—

the mad and the sane, the sick and the healthy, the criminal and law-abiding, the rich and

the poor.

Various procedures, in differing ways and with variable amounts of success are

used in each of the dividing practices as described above. What is common to them all,

however, is that they are deployed on either dominated groups or on groups formed and

given identity by the dividing practices themselves. The practices are aimed at identifying

and containing individuals who are in some way problematic—vulnerable, contagious,

dangerous, disruptive—for the society. “In this process of social objectification and

categorization, human beings are given both a social and a personal identity” (Rabinow,

1984, p. 8). This identity then bounds the individual’s experience, place, actions, and

opportunities in the world.

One current mechanism for objectification and division of the individual, relevant

to advance care planning, is hospice. Hospice was developed to provide aid to the dying

in the work of death, to allow for a coming to terms with the end of life and the spiritual

issues that inevitably arise in that leave-taking. The discipline of hospice includes such
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practices as interdisciplinary teamwork, palliative care, active patient involvement, and

grieving and bereavement support for the survivors. The mechanisms used for selecting

those eligible for hospice from the undifferentiated masses of patients (already a divided

group from those of us who are healthy non-patients) is that of medical diagnosis and

prognosis. To be eligible, one must be “terminal”. While imprecise and even arbitrary,

one must have a terminal diagnosis to qualify for financial support, receive hospice

benefits, and execute certain types of advance directives. Along with this classification,

the individual in hospice must also accept the social and personal identity of one who is

dying, rather than the embodied, familiar experience of living. Care is provided in the

home or in institutions that pride themselves on providing a home-like atmosphere or in

nursing homes which have designated hospice beds. Care is also oriented toward

providing for the dignity of the dying individual. Yet usually, that care is quite

infantilizing as characteristics of sweetness and beauty are attributed to the dying person

regardless of their underlying personality. It is especially striking that for individuals who

have struggled with isolation and social marginalization throughout life, in dying they are

Suddenly valued and receive aid, almost in the manner of unconditional love.

Subjectification

The final mode Foucault describes of the objectification of the self is perhaps the

most complete form and yet the form wherein the possibility of independent action resides.

Here the individual is actively engaged in her own subjectification, fully accepting the self

as not only an other, but as an object and a source of knowledge. Foucault describes this

area of analysis as:
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the constitution of the subject as its own object: the formation of the
procedures by which the subject is led to observe itself, to analyze itself, to
decipher itself, to recognize itself as a domain of possible knowledge.
(Florence, 1994, p. 316)

This concept is hardly foreign to anyone in the late twentieth century. For

example, the self-help movement so prominent in the 1990s is predicated on the need for

the individual to observe, analyze and master self-knowledge—with the goal of achieving

ever greater self-understanding and ultimately control over the body, mind, and life in
******

general (see for example (Chopra, 1993; Kabat-Zinn, 1990; Myss, 1997); see also * …”
C. º

(Bunton, 1997). Truth is to be found within the self.

"These operations characteristically entail a process of self-understanding but one

which is mediated by an external authority figure" (Rabinow, 1984, p. 11). Herein plays º
the description of power put forward previously, namely that those in positions of external

*authority can influence the very perception of reality making the relative positions of

actors and the existing order of things to seem natural and unchangable (Lukes, 1974, p.

24). Hence, the physician who dismisses the symptoms of an illness as nothing, the

minister who pronounces on the acceptability of certain private behaviors, or the politician

who relates a public scandal to mistakes of judgment, occasion and reinforce the self

understanding of others in that society through their representation and signification of

meaning. Similarly, the discourses we engage in reinforce the authority of some actors

and mediate the self-understanding of others through the language that is provided and

accepted to describe and explain actions and behaviors.

The effect of discourse is not merely passive and determinative, however, it goes

beyond mere inscription on the body. For Fox (1997), drawing on the work of Barthes,
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Derrida, Deleuze, Guattari, and Lyotard, bodies are "cultural artifacts", the knowing of

one's own or another's body is itself a discursive formation. Bodies are texts. Yet, texts

engage with each other productively in what he terms intertextuality. It is through this

engagement that "meaning comes into being, is sustained, distorted, obscured or

reintroduced" (Fox, 1997, p. 32). Intertextuality creates endless possibilities for

interplay—it is a creative process and provides the means for engaging with the world

reflexively. "Subjectivity is thus tied up with this reading of texts, and the dynamism of
*…*
~subjectivity is a feature of intertextuality, the play of text on text, sign upon sign" (Fox,

tº1997), p. 33).

The reading of texts ascribes meaning, a denial of difference, and for the moment

the intertext is refused. This refusal of differentiation accounts for the coercive aspect of

power. But, through intertextuality we actively engage in framing ourselves and others.

5The meaning of a text resides in its frame, that is, in that which
distinguishes and separates it from what it is not. Power is a phenomenon
of the frame: to write the limits of a text is a political act. But the framing
is always provisional, subject to challenge and re-negotiation, and is always
in the process of being achieved. (Fox, 1997, p. 32) *

An intertextual approach places emphasis upon the reader rather than the author. This is

not to say that intertextual subjectivity is without constraint. The act of framing may

conceal possibilities for intertexuality. Opposing discourses are not allowed voice, being

situated outside the frame. Discourse itself is an act of framing

[D]iscourse acts at its margin or limit, where it creates distance between
author and object, self and other, what is and what is not...Where the limits
of a text are positioned, how it is framed in relationship to that which
beyond it, what is thus excluded, is as important as what is included in a
text or textual practice. (Fox, 1997, p. 34)
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Discourse is both productive and constraining of multiple subjectivities.

Discourse Analysis: To What End?

The purpose of this analytic approach is not to somehow ascertain the truth or

goodness of the discourse under scrutiny, that of advance care planning. Rather, it is to

examine how the discourse came to be, the effects it has on individuals, and what purposes

it serves within society. Insight can be achieved by analyzing the ways individual resist
*…*

and subvert engagement with the discourse; how texts are created, read, and remade. I * …”
º sº

propose that there is not some grand scheme in operation, but rather that the discourse º
and the social institutions and practices that support it arise from quite contingent

-

historical circumstances. When viewed in this way, it can become clear that there is Ø
2–nothing natural or necessary about any particular discourse. Once we have accepted this

lack of inevitability, new modes of human interaction may become possible (Bernauer &

Mahon, 1994). j

The mechanisms of power and subjectivity that I have outlined above are

productive in nature rather than determinative. They produce and sustain discourse, not

as a static and enduring commodity but as an historically placed and contingent means of

the performance and enactment of knowledge. Foucault has said it best.

What makes power hold good, what makes it accepted, is simply the fact
that it doesn't only weigh on us as a force that says no, but that it traverses
and produces things, it induces pleasure, forms knowledge, produces
discourse. It needs to be considered as a productive network which runs
through the whole social body, much more than as a negative instance
whose function is repression. (Rabinow, 1984, p. 61)
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CHAPTER THREE: THE DISCOURSE OF ADVANCE CARE PLANNING

The dream of reason did not take power into account (Starr, 1982, p. 3).

Roughly forty years of medical, social, and governmental initiatives and responses

have coalesced into what is recognizable today as the discourse of advance care planning.

A discourse does not arise whole or intact, nor can it be consciously created and

unilaterally imposed by one actor or group on others. Discourse is a negotiative, creative

and reproductive process. It is historically contingent yet transcends the actions,

intentions and desires of individuals. In this chapter I will describe the critical events,

processes, institutions and attitudes that contributed to the form, texture and possibility of

the discourse of advance care planning. I have relied heavily on the works of Renee Fox

and Judith Swazey (1978), Paul Starr (1982), Jay Katz (1984b), Charles Dougherty

(1988), David Rothman (1991), Albert Jonsen (1998), and Peter Filene (1998) for this

interpretation.

Advance care planning is the umbrella term for the practice of patient involvement

in planning ahead for future medical eventualities. It is based upon the concept of self

determination—that the individual has a right to determine what will or will not happen to

his or her body. It assumes (a) that decisions about one's body are best made by rational

deliberation, unaffected by the contingencies and vulnerabilities of the moment; (b) that
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there is an enduring sense of self that transcends those contingencies; and (c) that the

individual does, in fact, want to and can make those decisions. An important component

of advance care planning is the role of a surrogate is to ensure that the individual's wishes

are honored and to speak for that individual if he or she is no longer able to be actively

involved in the decision-making process.

Other assumptions surrounding advance care planning are based on the

presumption that attending physicians and other health care providers support the concept

of patient involvement in health care decision-making. Advance care planning assumes

that health care providers (a) can and do provide sufficient, unbiased medical information

for the individual to make these decisions, (b) are willing to subordinate their own

personal and professional values to those of the patient in these decisions, (c) are able to

interpret and apply the general expressions of preferences found in advance directives to

the particularities of a given medical situation, and (d) can provide sufficient prognostic

information for the patient to know when death is imminent and/or inevitable. Finally, the

entire enterprise is predicated on the condition that the patient wishes to be fully involved

and consciously participating in approaching his or her own death.

Given all that, there is an underlying expectation as to the form and content of

discussions about advance care planning and the decisions which result. These

expectations permeate the social and professional discourse of advance care planning and

have given rise to phrases that typify the discussions—"No heroic measures"; "I don't

want to be a vegetable"; "Just pull the plug." The unspoken assumption is that advance

care planning provides a mechanism for the patient to forego full intervention in the face

of impending death. In this way, the discourse is not just about the types of decisions to
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be made; the discourse itself structures the possible range and outcome of those

decisions.

Advance care planning emerged within a broad social arena with multiple actors

performing within multiple social worlds. There is a great deal of overlap and interplay

amongst these groups—individuals are often members of more than one group and the

boundaries between groups are oft times fluid. The social worlds I will represent are as

follows:

• The institution of biomedicine—its research agenda, the public perception of

its possibilities, its inherent technological imperative, and its practices.

• Medical professionals—a subset of the above comprised of individual

practitioners who often have somewhat separate and conflicting concerns than the

larger enterprise.

• The political arena—governmental actions, agencies, and groups (such as

Congress) that set public policy, grant funding and thereby set spending (and

ultimately practice) priorities.

• The courts and regulatory agencies—a subset of the political world that sets

the form and limits of public policy and is charged with their enforcement.

• The public—grassroots organizations, popular campaigns, the mass media

(which represents the public), and social research (which interprets the public).

• The patient—his or her everyday life, web of relations, struggle with and

relation to the illness and medical encounters.

• Bioethics—its proponents, institutions, products and conventions, and indeed

the discipline itself.
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These worlds meet around the body of the sick and dying individual. Each world

claims, interprets, and ultimately tries to impose its own control on that body. In this

highly contested space, the discourse of advance care planning attempts to negotiate

between these competing claims. In theory, it provides a common language for patients,

families and providers to bridge that space. In practice however, the voices of the

individual patient, family and provider are hard to find in the cacophony from the

competing social worlds listed above. The reality is that the discourse serves the larger

groups better than the individuals who must engage it.

Ancestries of the Discourse. Pushing Back Against Mortality

The general prosperity and scientific advances following World War II led to

tremendous technological advances in many areas of society but these were especially

pronounced in biomedicine. Biomedicine could truly make a difference in most people's

lives for the first time in history. Surgical techniques were honed in the war years. It was

thought that infectious disease would soon be vanquished, and the gaze of biomedicine

now turned toward the chronic illnesses of cancer, heart disease and stroke. Hopes were

high and the possibilities seemed limitless. But for some, the tensions between the

possibilities of biomedicine and the unyielding reality of human mortality began to erupt.

In 1957, Dr. Bruno Haid of Innsbruck Austria was the first to publicly question

whether a physician should always do everything possible to sustain and preserve life. In

the midst of a polio epidemic, Dr. Haid wrote to Pope Pius XII requesting guidance on his

responsibility as a physician to institute, continue, deny or withdraw life-sustaining

artificial respiration therapy on patients who were near death (Pope Pius XII, 1958). Dr.
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Haid's concern was based upon the early realization that, while he could prolong the life of

some of his patients, he was unclear whether he would provide any benefit to them since

death would ultimately ensue.

[The Pope replied] that, in principle, persons are obliged to use "only
ordinary means—that is means that do not involve any grave burden for
oneself or another" to preserve life. Thus, when respiratory support is an
extraordinary means, it can be withdrawn. This depends, however upon
the patient's permission or on the family's permission based upon the
presumed wish of the patient. (Jonsen, 1998, p. 237)

º º *

º&Furthermore, it was not the place of the church to make medical determinations about

when death had occurred, such a determination could not be deduced from any religious tº:

or moral principle (Jonsen, 1998). The Pope invited physicians to invent a clear and à
precise definition of death, in seeming acquiescence to the power of science and ~.technology to alter human experience (Gordon, 1988). Even in matters of life and death,

traditionally the concern of moral and religious authority, the cool objectivism of scientific º%
àpossibility began to take hold.

Peeking into the Sausage Factory. Medical Research and the New Technologies

There is an old saying that if you saw how sausages were made you would never

eat one. The same could be said for some of the developments within biomedicine. The

enterprise was not innocent or pristine, but like all human endeavors, was fraught with

political and strategic decisions, compromises, and relationships with ulterior and often

conflicting motivations. I do not mean to necessarily impugn the integrity or intentions of

those involved in developing biomedicine. But within each tale of the struggles and
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successes attained by the pioneers of medicine, there are embedded tales of opportunity

and political gain, as well as the occasional abuse of power and blatant self-interest.

The National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis in the United States garnered

significant public support (in both monetary contributions and participation in blinded

clinical trials) for the development of a vaccine for poliomyelitis. The success of that

vaccine in 1955 proved to the American public that "the magic of science and money had

worked" (Starr, 1982, pp. 346-347). Subsequently, the National Institute of Health saw

tremendous expansion and became the National Institutes of Health, as we know it now.

"Categorical" institutes, such as the National Heart Institute and the National Cancer

Institute, were established as a means of garnering public support, one disease at a time.

This strategy put a face on disease in order to pique personal interest and tap personal

sympathy for support. This approach, rather than a coordinated research agenda,

effectively put researchers of particular diseases in competition with each other. This

development was grounded in a long public tradition in the United States of concern for

the individual over the collective (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, & Tipton, 1986;

Tocqueville, 1994). It created a public expectation that the threat which these diseases

presented would fall away, one after the other, just as with polio. Research dollars were

readily available, and research flourished (Rothman, 1991; Starr, 1982). This investment

in research produced technological advances that changed the practice and possibilities of

biomedicine.

Closed-chest cardiac massage was perfected as a technique in 1960 and entered

into the medical armamentarium where it would eventually become the standard of care in

attempting to rescue all who died (American Heart Association, 1987, Kouwenhoven,
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Jude, & Knickerbocker, 1960). Critical care units also began to be formed at this time.

New techniques and new approaches to care were developed. Volume ventilators were

refined and methods of cardiac monitoring were extended. Nursing was an integral part of

this process, providing watchful vigilance over patients. The shape of nursing practice

changed as a result of these technological advances, and nurses’ relations with physicians

evolved (Fairman, 1992). Failures migrated into progress; it was a time of heady

possibilities (Cherniack & Petty, 1992).

By the end of the 1960s, almost 80% of all hospitals had some designated critical

care beds (Thibault, 1988). Kidney transplantation was commonplace, and heart

transplantation was no longer an unusual occurrence (Fox & Swazey, 1978). Medicare

and Medicaid were enacted to provide increased funding and access to health care for the

elderly and the poor, although these programs were much more successful in providing

care to the former group than the latter (Ginsburg, 1988). Health insurance was

increasingly offered as an employment benefit. Government funding was readily available

for local hospital construction (Dougherty, 1988, Marmor & Morone, 1983; Starr, 1982).

The health care industry was booming in response to government-commissioned

reports determining the next frontier for medical exploration. However, those reports too

often reflected "the kind of myopia that the medical establishment of the mid-twentieth

century confused with visionary ideals" (Starr, 1982, p. 370). Programs were oriented

toward the big killers—heart disease, cancer and stroke—rather than environmental,

nutritional, or other public health and preventive concerns. "The aim was to make medical

Services more available, but there was little thought as to whether such an investment

**** *…*

2

*
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might actually make any difference in health" (Starr, 1982, p. 370). We were firmly

planted on the path of rescue medicine rather than health promotion.

Advances in oncology continued apace. Cancer care had held little interest for

physicians prior to this time because there were few effective therapies to offer patients

(Morton, 1972). The National Cancer Act of 1971, originally proposed in Congress as the

"Conquest of Cancer Agency", was enacted "in order to advance the national effort

against cancer" (1972, p. 917). The Act provided funding for the establishment of 15

cancer centers and substantially increased funding for research and the dissemination of

research findings (Adams, 1972). Advances in surgery, chemotherapy and radiation

therapy would now be available to more Americans. As therapy became more widely

available, however, the toll of such therapy became more obvious—disfiguring surgeries,

devastating radiation treatments, debilitating chemotherapy and death forestalled for only

a limited time. However, real advances were made in some areas and researchers

discovered a number of exciting cures, especially of the hematological cancers.

Productive Chaos

The perceived power of the new technologies to save and improve life, and the

hesitancy to place any controls on their possibilities, was exemplified by the public and

governmental response to the development of hemodialysis in the treatment of renal

failure. Renal dialysis is a means of providing a mechanical substitute for the filtering

function of the kidney. The treatment does not cure the underlying disease but can

prolong life, with significant medical intervention several times per week, at considerable

cost. Many patients were candidates for dialysis, but existing centers and funding could
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not match the demand. Local committees of physicians and laymen were established and

"charged with formulating and applying non-medical criteria to select which medically

qualified candidates would receive treatment" (Fox & Swazey, 1978, p. 208). Shana

Alexander's article in Life Magazine in 1962 described one such committee (Alexander,

1962). The committee was dubbed the "God squad," and the practices she related

created public concern over the use of social worth criteria in selecting who lives and who

dies (Rothman, 1991).

In 1972, after a decade-long debate, the federal government resolved the selection

issue for renal dialysis through the passage of Public Law 92-603. With this Social

Security amendment, end-stage renal disease patients became the only "victims of

catastrophic illness singled out for special coverage of their treatment costs by the federal

government" (Fox & Swazey, 1978, p. 345). Costs of this program increased beyond all

estimations. Heavy lobbying by dialysis groups, which were actually quite small in

number, used the concept of "identified lives"—they put a face and name to the individuals

who would die without increased funds—which proved to be very successful. The

unspeakable question was whether unlimited funding could continue to be provided for

every technology that might be developed?

The celebration of the successes from medical research was marred, however,

when close scrutiny of research practices revealed the methods behind those successes.

The Nuremburg Code and the Helsinki Declaration—international laws intended to

protect human subjects in light of the abuses in World War II—were rarely referenced by

American researchers. Guidelines to protect research subjects were generally

acknowledged as inadequate, but many physicians thought that the integrity of the
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researcher would prevail and that additional protections were unnecessary (Rothman,

1991). However, in a 1966 article in The New England Journal of Medicine, Henry

Beecher exposed significant research abuses by American physicians and scientists (1966).

Reaction was at first muted, and Beecher had great difficulty getting the article published

at all (Rothman, 1991). The research abuses of the time—the Tuskegee syphilis

experiment, the Willowbrook hepatitis experiment, among many others—became

renowned. Still, reaction to these abuses was delayed and restrained. Many of the

scientists involved in some of the most egregious cases went on to receive distinguished

research awards, and projects continued on for years even after being condemned. Peer

sanction was appallingly non-existent (Rothman, 1991).

Commissioning Ethics. Political and Governmental Response

Reports of horrific research abuses, the technological advances in biomedicine

(especially in genetics, transplantation and reproductive medicine), and the problems of

rationing or of allocating existing medical resources caught the attention of prominent

individuals outside of the field of biomedicine and raised significant concern. While

physicians had maintained the traditional professional claim to and privilege of self.

regulation, difficult questions were now being asked. There was a growing realization that

biomedicine and medical research were like the proverbial sausage factory—the products

were tasty but you didn't really want to know how they were made’. While the products

of medical research were truly impressive, oversight was sorely lacking. In 1968, Senator

Mondale introduced legislation to establish a Presidential commission to address the

fº5
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growing concerns posed by advances in biomedicine. "The real question is not whether

we should use our new knowledge, but how to use it." Two areas were identified as being

especially critical: First, what is life and what is death? Second, who shall live and who

shall die? (Subcommittee on Government Operations, 1968)

Senator Mondale reintroduced the legislation in the 1971 and 1973 legislatures,

but it was defeated each time because of heavy lobbying by the medical establishment, led

by the American Medical Association. Individual researchers testified in front of Congress

and barely concealed their distrust and disdain for the "outsiders" meddling in the affairs of

medicine. The following are quotes from several of those who testified (Rothman, 1991).

These quotes are fascinating for what they reveal about these doctors' views of their role

in society and the importance of their work.

I think no longer must that portion of our society cloak itself in an aura of
mystique about medicine. For a long time I think justifiably we had to. We
worked more or less by a pinch of this, a pinch of that, and so as a result it
was just as well to remain some sort of pseudo deity....As far as the general
ethical questions are concerned, I think...if these transplant operations are
carried out in the university atmosphere, you are in the milieu here I think
of the best social conscience you can have. John Najarian, transplant
Surgeon (p. 170).

It has been said that we now need a new definition for death...and we
should have other people tell us when we should say a patient is dead. I do
not see why this is necessary. Doctors are called in every day in hospitals
to certify that a patient is dead....So why do we have to have new
definitions for death, or commissions to tell us when we should say that a
patient is dead. We as doctors have done that for many, many years....A
lot of these problems that you are seeing today, and a lot of people are
mentioning today, these problems the doctors have had to handle for many
years. These are not new problems... I do not think the public is qualified
to make the decision [who lives and who dies]....You cannot have control

‘I am indebted to Terry Hill, MD for pointing out this analogy.
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over these things. You must leave it in the people's hands who are capable
of doing it. Christiaan Barnard, first heart transplant surgeon, (p,. 172).

[I fear medical innovators] will be manacled by well-intentioned
meddlesome intruders....I would urge you with all the strength I can
muster, to leave this subject to conscionable people in the profession who
are struggling valiantly to advance medicine....The fellow who holds the
apple can peel it best....If you are thinking of theologians, lawyers,
philosophers, and others to give some direction here...I cannot see how
they could help. I would leave these decisions to the responsible people
who do the work. Owen Wangensteen, surgeon (p. 173-174).

I must say that I think you are seeing ghosts where there are no ghosts. If I e” …”
am in competition with my colleagues of this country, which I am not...then ~.
I would welcome such a commission, because it would put the doctors [in ~.
the United States]...so far behind me, and hamper the group of doctors so tº:--
much that I will go so far ahead that they will never catch up with me.

-

2
Christiaan Barnard, (p. 172). º

~,
There are absolutely no scientific rewards, no enlargement of scientific **
skills that accrue from involvement in public issues....The biochemist who

-

deals with molecules cannot afford any time away from them. Today I am f_*

not in the laboratory. I do not know what is going on at the bench. º;
Tomorrow I will be less able to cope with the identity and behavior of C/ º

molecules....If the research worker were to become a public figure, it c }
would destroy him as a scientist. Arthur Kornberg, 1959 Nobel Prize
Winner for work in biochemistry of DNA (p. 176). ~2
These quotations are striking in their arrogance and are easily condemned by

current social standards. Yet they reflect the social authority given to physicians at the

time. Their professional, albeit paternalistic, concern for their patients and for the role and

duty of medicine to contribute to the good of society at large was a strongly felt

motivation for their work. Traces of this orientation remain and as we shall see are

echoed in the physician interviews recorded in this study.

Finally in 1974, through the diligence of Senators Mondale and Kennedy, the

National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral
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Research was created. While this group was ultimately stripped of any enforcement

powers in the final bill that was passed, it did succeed in one area. It firmly established the

notion that patient safety would be jeopardized if physicians and scientists were left to

police themselves in research matters. External oversight of research involving human

subjects was to be undertaken (Rothman, 1991).

The National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and

Behavioral Research was a temporary committee. In 1978, through efforts led by Senator

Edward Kennedy, it was replaced by the President's Commission for the Study of Ethical

Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research (hereafter referred to as

the President's Commission). This commission's scope expanded beyond the confines of

research and the protection of human subjects, concern was now focused on the

therapeutic treatment of patients as well. This commission served only two terms but

published ten influential reports. The most notable of these for this study are the

following: Defining Death (1981)), Making Health Care Decisions (1982a, 1982b), and

Deciding to Forego Life-Sustaining Treatment (1983). These reports are classic

references that attempt to provide comprehensive discussions of the issues from sound

theoretical positions while effectively capturing the clinical realities within which the issues

emerge. While largely successful, the reports suffer from internal inconsistencies and have

been more influential outside of biomedicine than within the institution itself. A thorough

critique of these reports will not be undertaken here", what follows is a general overview.

“The reader is referred to the Cardozo Law Review issue on Commissioning Morality for an excellent
critique (Weisbard & Arras, 1984b) and to the Hastings Center Report (Capron, 1983).
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In Defining Death, the members of the commission examined issues that had made

the determination of death problematic and proposed a standard for uniform determination

of death (1981). They developed guidelines for the determination of death in either of two

circumstances: circulatory/respiratory death and brain (or neurologic) death. They

established two criteria for determining death: (a) cessation of function of either the

cardiopulmonary system or of the entire brain, including the brainstem; and (b) the

cessation must be irreversible. The guidelines identified elements indicating the presence

of these criteria, including complicating conditions which might confound the

determination. They even examined the need for careful locution in addressing these very

difficult issues, recommending that statutes use their criteria to determine that the patient

"is dead" rather than rely on the common statutory phrasing of "will be considered dead."

The careful detail examined by the commission illustrates the profoundly fundamental

problems associated with the determination of death.

Making Health Care Decisions is a three-volume report examining the meaning,

practice, and problems of informed consent (1982a, 1982b). The first volume focuses on

a discussion of what is needed to make health care decisions and what constitutes

informed consent. The second and third volumes review the existing literature on

informed consent and making health care decisions. They include a study on refusal of

recommended care and reports of surveys conducted by the commission on views of

informed consent. These three volumes are an impressive collection of research and

discussion on the concept of informed consent. They offer a comprehensive development

of the theoretical underpinnings of informed consent.
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Deciding to Forego Life-Sustaining Treatment examines the rights of patients to

refuse therapy, even if death may result (1983). It proceeds from the treatise on informed

consent and provides clarification of the issues involved in these decisions. The volume

elaborates the subtleties of reasoning behind the arguments of when and how a patient

may choose to forego life-sustaining treatment. A thorough discussion of decisions

concerning incompetent patients is also presented. Throughout this document, the

commission stressed that decisions must always be contextual, nuanced and sensitively

handled. The commission provided recommendations on the process for making these

decisions, but cautioned against considering their recommendations to be a guidebook for

morally correct choices. The commission concluded that such choices can only be made

from within the individual patient's framework of values.

The commission's viewpoints presented in these volumes formed much of the basis

for the case law discussed below. However, biomedicine in general took little notice.

Few reports of the commission's work were included in the medical literature, and the only

definitive review of its work was published in the Cardozo Law Review (Weisbard &

Arras, 1984b). However, the concern of "outsiders" with biomedicine and their influence

on its practice was now undeniable (Rothman, 1991).

A Closer Look at the President's Commission.

It is instructive to examine the makeup of the President's Commission and the rules

of engagement for the commission's work. The commission was politically appointed and

composed of physicians, philosophers, theologians, lawyers, economists, and

representatives from the social sciences. A medical presence did not dominate within this
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commission; in fact, the chair of the commission was not a physician. Only five of the

eleven commissioners were physicians. The executive director was a lawyer, and only one

of the ten additional professional staff was a physician.

The President's Commission was first established and appointed during the Carter

presidency, the commissioners were all political appointees. Subsequent appointments

were made by President Reagan, and the tone of the commission changed significantly.

This change, from a liberal outlook to a more conservative agenda, was felt especially in

response to issues around access to health care (Arras, 1984; Bayer, 1984). While the

commission "tried to mask the process and the outcome with the mantle of an ethics

untouched by politics", all such efforts must and did ultimately fail (Bayer, 1984, p. 319).

While some charged that the Reagan appointees brought a political agenda to the table

where none had previously been present, their presence served to illuminate how strongly

the liberal ideology of their predecessors had influenced the commission. The President's

Commission was a highly politicized body in spite of the chairman's assertions to the

contrary.

The man appointed to chair the commission embodied the concerns and hopes of

the Congressional leaders who spearheaded the establishment of the commission. Morris

Abrams, a former civil rights lawyer and judge, had been successfully treated for

leukemia—he was a direct beneficiary of the new power of biomedicine. His actions as a

patient were highly unusual for the time—he was an active and directive participant in

every aspect of his medical care. He demanded experimental therapies from Europe, he

insisted on knowing his daily lab values, he refused multiple needle sticks for laboratory

Specimens, and he reprimanded his physicians if they didn't observe adequate hand
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washing (Abrams, 1982; Rothman, 1991). This type of self advocacy on the part of a

patient in the paternalistic medical world of the 1970s was exceptional and Abrams was

unusually successful in controlling his medical care and his physicians. By his own

admission, "I did everything I could to avoid being an invalid, or a good patient" (Abrams,

1982).

Abrams may have seen his work as chairman of the commission as an opportunity

to empower other patients to resist medical paternalism as he had. Certainly, his position

was in keeping with the social movements of the times to empower the individual, address

issues of civil rights, and to question traditional lines of authority. However, Abrams

ability to control his own medical care was due largely to his strength of personality and

his legal eminence. As we shall see, the capacity for resistance to the hegemonic position

of biomedicine is not so easily transferred to others nor do all patients wish to resist it.

One can only speculate as to the commission's positions if an individual with a different

personal experience of biomedicine's capacities had presided. In this account, I do not

mean to overstate the influence of one individual, merely to point out how the attributes of

a particular individual conveniently embodied the goals and desires of a historically

contingent social movement that was given form within the legislative arena in response to

a set of diverse actions within the institution of biomedicine.

The Limits of Consensus

The President's Commission has been criticized for their self-defined goal

to forge consensus and to provide pragmatic guidance susceptible to ready
adoption and implementation....[but in doing so) the Commission forfeited
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its opportunity to challenge conventional wisdom and to expand the
universe of accepted discourse on critical societal and ethical issues
(Weisbard & Arras, 1984a, p.231).

One reason for this missed opportunity was their insistence on producing a consensus

report without dissenting or minority opinions (Burt, 1984; Katz, 1984a). Forcing

consensus creates "[i]nevitable obfuscations" because discussion of morality "requires the

presentation of disparate views, if only to bring to policymakers' and the public's attention

the complexities of finding solutions to such tragic moral problems as the ones addressed

by this Commission" (Katz, 1984a, p. 246). Consensus forces agreement and compromise

which may not contribute to good intellectual or moral analysis. A consensus approach is

especially sensitive to covert persuasion by unacknowledged and invisible ideologies and

biases and the charismatic authority of individuals. Relations of power and the perceived

authority of some individuals tends to silence some voices while privileging others—

consensus then is more a matter of persuasion and capitulation than concurrence.

Shared Decision-Making.

One of the most lasting contributions of the President's Commission is the

articulation of the concept of informed consent and the patient's right to be involved in

health care decisions. This concept is the foundation for the discourse of advance care

planning. The commission introduced the concept of shared decision-making.

[T]he Commission attempts to shift the terms of the discussion toward how
to foster a relationship between patients and professionals characterized by
mutual participation and respect and by shared decisionmaking. The
Commission believes such a shift in focus will do better justice to the
realities of health care and to the ethical values underlying the informed
consent doctrine (President's Commission for the Study of Ethical
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Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 1982a, p.
36)

But while the concept of informed consent is firmly rooted in U. S. law,'

advocating shared decision-making "seeks to radically alter traditional patterns of

physician-patient decision-making" and is completely foreign to the ethos of medicine

(Katz, 1984a, p. 243). Physicians might acquiesce to having patients sign consent forms,

but their paternalistic professional values precluded involving the patient significantly in
**** - *

the decision-making process. **. …”*
****

The following titles of articles published in medical journals in the 1970s reveal tº
...”

how strongly physicians opposed the doctrine of informed consent: Terrified Consent
-

º
(Coleman, 1974); Malpractice and Informed Consent—A Legal Ploy. The Meaning of Cº.º
Informed Consent and Why it is a Deterrent to Sound Medicine (DeLee, 1976); The 2–
Fiction of Informed Consent (Laforet, 1976); and The Myth of Informed Consent !- º:

* J

(Ravitch, 1978). These titles reflect . º
the view of most physicians, who believe instead that patients are too 2.2ignorant to make decisions on their own behalf, that disclosure increases s

patients' fears and reinforces "foolish" decisions, and that informing them
about the uncertainties of medical interventions in many instances seriously
undermines faith so essential to the success of therapy. Therefore,
physicians asserted that they must be the ultimate decision makers (Katz,
1984b, p. 83).

The doctrine of informed consent, as previously interpreted by the law, merely

required disclosure of risks and patient assent to treatment. The standard suggested by the

'Pratt v. Davis, 118 III. App. 161,166 (1905), a■■ 'd 224 Ill. 300, 79 N.E. 562 (1906), Shloendorffv.
Society of New York Hosp., 211 N.Y. 125, 129, 105 N.E. 92, 93 (1914); ), Natanson V. Kline, 186 Kan.
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commission far exceeded disclosure and acquiescence by the patient; the patient was to

become an active partner in a decision-making process (Katz, 1984a). The commission

had quietly suggested a revolutionary change in the patient-provider relationship without

fully acknowledging how drastic the change was, how at odds it was with physicians'

conceptions of duty and role, or how difficult such a change in practice would be to

achieve.

Traditionally, the relation of the physician to the patient has been one of "caring

custody"—not one of concern for the liberty interests of the patient (Katz, 1984b, p. 2).

"Disclosure in medicine has served the function of getting patients to 'consent' to what

physicians wanted them to agree to in the first place" (Katz, 1984b, p. 1). Physician

patient dialogue is oriented toward establishing trust with the patient, thereby establishing

the necessary authority of the physician to command obedience. The following has been

the entrenched medical position for centuries.

Conversations with patients served purposes of offering comfort,
reassurance and hope, and of inducing patients to take the cure.
Achievement of these objectives demanded an emphasis on the need to be
authoritative, manipulative, and even deceitful. That emphasis was dictated
less by self-serving reasons than by a wish to be helpful to patients; for
without respect for medical authority, there could be no cure (Katz, 1984b,
p. 7)

Any admonition for physician's to tell the truth to patients was warranted by the need to

preserve physician integrity and patient trust not by any duty of veracity. Physician

integrity must be maintained since "the sincerity, the purity, and the probity of the

physician himself" was at stake (Katz, 1984b, p. 19). Patient trust was a necessary

393, 406-07, 350 P.2d 1093, 1104 (1960); Cantervury v. Spence, 464 F.2d 772, 780 (D.C. Cir.), cert.
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precursor to patient obedience. Also, there was fear that family members would discover

the lie and would withdraw their trust from the physician—this would have a deleterious

effect on future patient relations. Ultimately, distrust in the profession as a whole would

be created. Truth telling was valued as it contributed to the profession, hence to the

patient's ultimate well-being. The patient's need for factual information to be involved in

decisions was never a consideration.

The patient's absolute trust in and obedience to the physician is a recurring theme

throughout several centuries of writings on medical ethics. Loyalty to and protection of

the physician's reputation is a recurrent theme in nursing ethics until the middle of the 20th

century. As late as 1943, one nursing text advised the nurse to quit the case rather than to

expose the physician's mishandling of a patient's treatment. The nurse is admonished to

remember that she has "a duty of charity as a faithful servant to a master to protect the

good name and reputation of the physician under whom she works" (Moore, 1943). Thus

the nurse's duty to the physician is two fold; to provide efficient care of the patient and to

protect the patient's confidence in the physician (Davis, Aroskar, Liaschenko, & Drought,

1997). Absolute patient trust in the physician was to be preserved, even if unwarranted,

since patient well-being was thought to be so dependent upon it.

The doctrine of informed consent was insulting and intimidating to physicians

because they did not see that the patient had any outside interests in need of protection. A

paternalistic attitude was part of the benevolent professional's armamentarium. Physicians

have typically assumed an "identity of interest" with their patients—both want the same

Denied, 409 U.S. 1064 (1972).
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thing; recovery and cure (Katz, 1984b). Given that, the complexity of medical decisions

were best left to the experts—physicians. Disclosure of the uncertainty inherent in so

much of biomedicine would only undermine trust and needlessly worry the patient.

Informed consent was seen as interfering with the fundamental responsibility of the

physician to protect the patient and do what was right. Informing the patient of risks and

alternatives to the proposed treatment course would needlessly frighten the patient or

interfere with the provision of needed therapy. Not surprisingly then, when resistance to

informed consent could no longer be maintained due to the hostile legal climate, efforts

were oriented toward fulfilling the letter of the law rather than the spirit of the law—

attention was focused on consent forms, selective disclosure of risks, and framing of the

discussions. As many physicians and nurses readily admit, the desired patient decision can

best be achieved by the physician's careful crafting of the presentation of the material.

This approach is so powerful that many physicians still see it as further evidence that

informed consent is a meaningless and time-consuming exercise. What they are

acknowledging is the power of the discourse of informed consent to shape patient

perceptions.

The current disposition of society toward theories of patient autonomy, individual

Self-determination, and consumer rights along with a general distrust of those in positions

of social authority makes it easy to take umbrage with the seeming arrogance and

dismissive attitude of many physicians toward informed consent. But it is important to

remember Katz's concept of caring custody—physicians justify and, more importantly,

truly believe that their actions of selective disclosure or biased presentation further their

patients' interests. While physician attitudes are definitely changing, physicians still will
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use deception to resolve ethical problems rather than contribute to familial discord and to

save their patients from confronting painful and difficult truths (Novack et al., 1989). This

is the essential tension within which advance care planning developed—physician duty to

protect and care for their patients and the patient's right to self determination. As we shall

see in the data analysis, this tension also serves as the greatest barrier to effective advance

care planning. The tension is magnified by the fact that physicians are human beings,

prone to emotional and psychological vulnerabilities and weaknesses. Barely veiled by the

physician's concern for the patient is the emotional burden and psychological pain that the º …”
... **

physician experiences as the bearer of bad news, uncertainty, or medical failure—the º
tºº.

harbingers of death. £2:
cº

Appropriating the Body: Professional Biomedicine ** i
.***

Physicians and other health care providers keenly felt their responsibility to
f _2 *

patients and the need for careful custody. The technological imperative—using whatever C *.
technology was available even if its efficacy was unknown or doubtful—fed on this {-

e.”
concern to do something to provide benefit for the patient. Biomedicine's social covenant, we"

as exemplified by the governmental support of research and medical expansion, coupled

with the social power physicians held, contributed to the paternalism that guided much of

practice. However, times were changing. In the 1970s, limitations to the possibilities of

biomedicine were beginning to be acknowledged, echoing Dr. Haid's realization two

decades earlier. Outsiders now claimed an interest in decisions that were formerly the sole

purview of the physician. Even more astounding to the practicing physician, patients now

increasingly expected to have a say in their medical care.
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The tensions between the perceived responsibility of biomedicine, the potential for

ever increasing capabilities, the uncertainty of outcomes, and the rights of the patient—in

short, the problems inherent in a change to shared decision-making—are vividly displayed

by events that took place within one discipline, that of burn care, in the 1970s. The three

incidents I will describe are emblematic of the contradictions operating, not just within

burn therapy, but within all of biomedicine—paternalistic concern for the individual

patient, professional concern for the individual provider's responsibility to do good and

prevent harm, concern for the technological advancement of practice, and a growing

unease about the ability to inflict suffering without providing any real benefit. Notice

again that professional concern for the individual rights of the patient is decidedly absent

or subordinated to the provider's concern for the patient's well-being.

In 1973 a young man in Texas, Dax Cowart, was severely burned over 68% of his

body in a propane gas explosion. At the scene of the accident and persistently throughout

the course of his acute and rehabilitation therapy, he requested to be allowed to die. Since

he was blind, had lost his fingers, had limited use of his arms and could not walk unaided

as a result of his injuries, his requests were easily overruled—he could not even convince

his providers to call a lawyer for him. He was referred to a psychiatrist who found him to

be competent and not unduly depressed and also found him able to articulate a rational

argument to support his request. Nevertheless, his requests were denied by his family, his

providers, and ultimately his lawyer. His story was published in the Hastings Center

Report in 1975 and was the subject of numerous videos, essays and a book (Kliever, 1989;

White, 1975). His case is still controversial, and contemporary discussions amongst health

care providers still support both positions: he should have been allowed to die and the
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providers did the right thing in treating him over his objections. The latter position is

frequently justified by the fact that he has lived a fairly successful and what he admits to be

a happy life in spite of his multiple disabilities. Dax, however, still maintains he should

have been allowed to die.

In 1977, Imbus and Zawacki proposed a new model in treating severe burn

patients who were not expected to survive. They proposed that the patient be asked to

participate in the decision of whether to institute resuscitative measures (Imbus &

Zawacki, 1977). The authors deliberately avoided words like futile, hopeless, or fatal and

preferred to maintain a less omnipotent posture by "presenting to the patient the

appropriate medical and statistical facts together with authoritative medical opinion about

the available therapeutic alternatives and their consequences" (p. 308). They maintained

that the decision to withhold maximal therapeutic effort in these situations is an ethical

rather than a medical judgment, and as such it should be made from the patient's own

value system. If the patient is unconscious or otherwise unable to participate meaningfully

in this difficult discussion, they proposed that the family be asked to help determine what

the patient would want. The response to this novel proposal was diverse. Many found it

a refreshing approach and appreciated the compassion and honesty it entailed. Others

were horrified and felt that informing patients of the perceived odds of survival would

make any decision rendered unduly coercive (McCrady & Kahn, 1980). Some thought

that it placed an undue emotional burden upon providers to inform alert patients that they

are hopelessly injured (Hammond & Ward, 1989).

Soon after the Imbus and Zawacki proposal, a National Institutes of Health

Consensus Development Conference on supportive therapy in burn care took up the issue.
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The 1979 conference concluded that: (a) physicians must always attempt to resuscitate the

burned patient, regardless of severity and possibility of survival, if for no other reason than

to avoid "stifling therapeutic progress"; and (b) informed consent is not necessary from the

patient because physical and/or emotional shock make it impossible for the patient to

contribute to the decision-making process (Goldberg & Black, 1979, p. 858). The reports

of NIH conferences such as this are considered to provide state-of-the-art guidance for

clinical practice.

Subsequent conferences and current practices in burn therapy (as in other aspects

of biomedicine) have evolved from this position, but it is instructive to examine the

historical context within which our current practices evolved. Professional consensus

opposing patient involvement in critical treatment decisions was resolute in spite of the

increased attention to informed consent and patient rights that, as we shall see,

characterized the times. These three commentaries from the practice of burn care capture

and illustrate the disparate concerns of the social worlds engaged over the body of the

patient. Medical professionals had (and still have) real concerns about being complicit in

causing the death of an individual, about their moral obligation to provide aid and not to

abandon the patient’, and about their societal obligation to further the possibilities of

biomedicine. At the same time, there was a growing realization and clamor that these

were not inherently medical decisions but questions of value over which biomedicine had

no special expertise or legitimate interest.

8 Although an argument can be made that, in treating Dax Cowart over his strenuous objection, his health
Care providers did in fact refuse him aid and did abandon him. That is, they stayed engaged with the body
of the patient, but they abandoned the person of Dax—this is the crux of the problem. Dax demonstrated
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Accepting Death: Changing Social and Public Attitudes

During the 1950s and 1960s there was a marked increase in the study of death and

the dying, resulting in the publication of several seminal works on the issue (Downing,

1969; Feifel, 1959; Glaser & Strauss, 1965; Glaser & Strauss, 1968; Gorer, 1965; Hinton,

1967; Kastenbaum & Aisenberg, 1972; Standard & Nathan, 1955; Sudnow, 1967). These

studies highlighted the often severe shortcomings in the institutional treatment of dying

people (Glaser & Strauss, 1965; Sudnow, 1967). Patients were moved to the hospital to

die where professional, technical care could be delivered efficiently, relieving the burden º:***!”
****

from families. However, "professional" care provided to the dying person by the doctors tº
-

...”
and nurses was limited to the physical care of the body.

-

T2
But the psychological aspects of dealing with the dying and their families cº
are virtually absent from training. Hence although physicians and nurses tº }
are highly skilled at handling the bodies of terminal patients, their behavior ****
to them otherwise is actually outside the province of professional
standards. Much, if not most, nontechnical conduct toward, and in the !-4:
presence of, dying patients and their families is profoundly influenced by º"common sense" assumptions, essentially untouched by professional or * ...
even rational considerations or by current advancement in social- <-2
psychological knowledge. (Glaser & Strauss, 1968, p. ix) ■ easº"

sº

However, the traditional taboo of speaking about death, both in public and in

professional spheres, was being challenged and broken down. All aspects of death now

came under public scrutiny and discussion, from the care of the dying to the burial of the

dead (Mitford, 1963). This change in attitude has been interpreted as the lifting of a

curtain of silence around the dying that had been imposed by medicine since the middle of

how complete this abandonment of the person was for him—he maintained that the person he had been,
Don Cowart, no longer existed and adopted the name Dax.
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the 19th century (Aries, 1981). Aries describes this change as the end of the lie told to the

dying. The soundness of this argument will be taken up below, nevertheless, talk about

death and dying was now generated from within many facets of the social body.

Many organizations addressing various aspects of death and dying developed

during the 1960s and 1970s reflecting this new attention focused on death and the dying.

The Euthanasia Educational Council, later to become Concern for Dying, was founded in

1967 to improve the care of and articulate the rights of dying patients. Concern for Dying

was the primary organizing and advocating force for the recognition of living wills

(Kastenbaum & Kastenbaum, 1989, pp. 56-57). The Foundation of Thanatology was

founded in 1967 to disseminate information regarding the problems inherent in

contemplating life-threatening illness, including coping with loss, separation, grief, and

bereavement (Kastenbaum & Kastenbaum, 1989, p. 120). The Compassionate Friends, a

self-help group of bereaved parents offering friendship and understanding in order to

promote and aid a positive resolution of grief was established in England in 1969.

Chapters in the U.S. soon followed (Kastenbaum & Kastenbaum, 1989, p. 56). The

Forum for Death Education and Counseling was incorporated in 1976 to improve the

quality of death education and death-related counseling (Kastenbaum & Kastenbaum,

1989, p. 19). The International Work Group on Death, Dying and Bereavement,

established in 1974, grew out of the Ars Moriendi, a group of caregivers in the

Philadelphia area interested in the terminally ill. This group held meetings about every

eighteen months and was oriented toward developing standards of care labeled

"Assumptions and Principles" regarding such issues as bereavement, spiritual care, care of

the patient with AIDS, and education about death, dying and bereavement (Kastenbaum &
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Kastenbaum, 1989, p. 161). The American Association of Suicidology was established in

1968 in order to contribute to the understanding and prevention of suicide (Kastenbaum &

Kastenbaum, 1989, p. 11). The National Hospice Organization, founded in 1977, is

devoted to promoting and maintaining the quality of care for the terminally ill and their

families and integrating the hospice model of care into the US health care system

(Kastenbaum & Kastenbaum, 1989, p. 190). The 1980s saw more death-related

organizations with broader themes—reflecting the increased comfort in society to address

the problems associated with death and dying. The Hemlock Society was founded in 1980

in dynamic advocacy of the right to die, addressing issues of active euthanasia, mercy

killing and assisted suicide (Kastenbaum & Kastenbaum, 1989, p. 140-141). The

International Association of Near Death Studies, established in 1981, is dedicated to

exploring near-death experiences (Kastenbaum & Kastenbaum, 1989, p. 159). The Make

a Wish Foundation was founded in 1980 with the purpose of granting the favorite wish of

a child with terminal cancer (Kastenbaum & Kastenbaum, 1989, p. 179). In addition to

these organizations, numerous death-related journals were also established during this

time.

The changing discourse about death was even beginning to be reflected in the

practice of biomedicine. This is best highlighted by a study of physician attitudes that was

replicated 18 years later. Oken's classic study in 1961 of physician attitudes about

disclosing a cancer diagnosis to patients, confirmed the reluctance of physicians to burden

their patients with the truth of the diagnosis (Oken, 1961). Ninety percent of the

physicians responding to the survey indicated a preference for not telling, and 56% rarely

or never made an exception to this rule. When Oken's study was repeated in 1979, the
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findings were dramatically changed. Fully 98% of physician respondents reported that

they tell the patient the diagnosis of cancer, and two thirds of this group never or rarely

made an exception to this rule (Novack et al., 1979). The authors, Novack et al,

attributed this change to two things. First, there had been dramatic improvement in

prognosis and treatment alternatives available for cancer patients—the physicians felt less

hopeless and could offer more to the patient that a death sentence. Second, increased

public education on medical issues (and cancer specifically) had changed public

attitudes—the consumerization of biomedicine was now well under way. The public

would no longer stand for being kept in the dark.

Elizabeth Kubler-Ross's treatise on the stages of dying, culminating in the

acceptance stage, gained a wide popular and professional audience during this time

(Kubler-Ross, 1969). Her work was broadly publicized in the popular media and was

included in basic college curricula as well as in nursing and medical curricula. (I used her

book in an undergraduate class titled "Death and Dying" in 1973). Benner attributes the

work's popularity to the "how to" guidance it provides for the dying (Benner, 1991). She

claims it meets the peculiarly American need to "succeed" by providing criteria on how to

die right. Perhaps its most enduring legacy is found in the last lines of the book, however,

which encourage us all not to fear the dying. Nurses especially have heeded these words:

Those who have the strength and the love to sit with a dying patient in the
silence that goes beyond words will know that this moment is neither
frightening nor painful, but a peaceful cessation of the functioning of the
body. Watching a peaceful death of a human being reminds us of a falling
star, one of the million lights in a vast sky that flares up for a brief moment
only to disappear into the endless night forever. To be a therapist to a
dying patient makes us aware of the uniqueness of each individual in this
vast sea of humanity. It makes us aware of our finiteness, our limited
lifespan. Few of us live beyond our three score and ten years and yet in
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that brief time most of us create and live a unique biography and weave
ourselves into the fabric of human history. (Kubler-Ross, 1969, p. 276,
emphasis in the original)

These words echoed throughout the efforts to develop hospice programs in this country.

Speak Your Death

Attitudes toward the dying, the role of biomedicine to intervene for the dying, and

expectations of the dying were clearly changing. Armstrong (1987) interprets this change

not as a triumph over what others have identified as the physician's coercive insistence on

withholding the truth from the patient, but as a shift from secrecy to confession—from a

focus on death as a bodily process to a focus on death as coterminous with living.

Armstrong uses a Foucaultian analysis and claims that silence is as much a means

of the discourse of power as is speech. He counters his position against Aries's (1981)

argument that the dying were silenced for 100 years by the medicalization and

privatization of death which served to alienate and isolate the patient. Armstrong claims

instead that the social procedures surrounding death changed—the conspiracy was not in

biomedicine but in the fabric (and discourse) of society and what it required of the

individual. Prior to the social changes that Aries describes, the rituals of

ceremony, speech and silence had existed in a context demarcated by the
domestic, the family and the neighbour; in the new it was the administrative
authorities, particularly in the form of medicine, which demanded the ritual
of death certification and registration...The death of a body was thereby
removed from its private domestic setting and exposed to a truly public
visibility (Armstrong, 1987, p. 652).

The physician did not isolate the patient; the demands of an increasingly regulated society

caused that isolation—a society that wanted accountability for each death.
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If the earlier epoch was more concerned with dying than with death it was
because truth was to be located before the moment of death, in the words
of the dying and their attendants. In the new regime truth might be inferred
in the dying by the skilled clinician, but was only certainly revealed in the
analysis of the corpse (Armstrong, 1987, p. 653).

It was society's need to publicly account for death through the rigorous

certification and registration practices of the 20" century that most effectively silenced the

dying person. Death was a biological event and as such was only to be found with

certainty by analyzing the body. "It was the body which had to be scrutinized for the

secrets of death,...the body which had to be made a public object through the compilation

of statistics on its birth, death and cause of departure" (Armstrong, 1987, p. 655). The

words of the dying and his or her attendants were irrelevant to what the body could now

reveal.

Death had been certain and inevitable, the identification of the cause generally

unproblematic. But medical advances, particularly transplantation, called that certainty

into question. After about 1960,

the cause of death was fragmented, each sign, each finding deep in the
body which previously had spoken the truth about the cause of death was
now of ambiguous meaning. The death of the body could no longer be
analyzed as a singular event in which truth was captured....Biologically,
death dispersed. Interrogation of the body led to somatic death, organ
death, molecular death, etc., indeed there were as many deaths as tissues
and cells" (pp. 655-656).

Intervention could be undertaken at numerous points organ systems could be replaced,

patients could be left half-cured, half-dead. Death became subject to interpretation—

guidelines for its determination were required. Even the Pope had recognized this

change—but admonished that "human life continues as long as its vital functions—as
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distinguished from simple life of organs—manifests itself" (Jonsen, 1998, p. 237). But

how was this distinction to be made?

The line between the living and the dying was becoming increasingly blurred. For

biomedicine, the line was often demarcated by whether there were any more therapies to

offer, regardless of their possible efficacy. In their study of medical resident's attitudes

about when a patient was dying, Muller and Koenig found that

Dying is defined, therefore, in terms of the actions—or failed actions—of
the physicians. In keeping with the predominant technical bias of
biomedicine, "dying" becomes a cultural metaphor which symbolizes
treatment failure. The focus of medical work is on "doing," and when
everything fails, the patient is "dying (Muller & Koenig, 1988, p. 369).

The mandates of informed consent force patients to confront and participate in

their death, to recognize their dying. The discourse of advance care planning requires the

patient to choose whether to allow death to come or have action undertaken (medical

intervention) to try to forestall its coming.

The secret of death and the truth of life no longer resided with such
assuredness in the depths of the body, the court of judgement demanded
less the body as evidence and more the person as witness. Thus the new
discipline of medical ethics took over the medical analysis of death and
required the confession of the clinician while the new discourse on dying
encouraged the dying qua subject to speak. For one hundred years it had
been the body which spoke, now it was the subject identity (Armstrong,
1987p. 656).

The patient is now implicated, not only in experiencing his or her death, but in witnessing

it and engaging in the discourse of how it is to come.

For Armstrong the 1950s marked the change to this new regime of truth. The

silence of death had previously been desired by both parties: physicians not wanting to
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speak of unpleasantness and patients not wanting to know the dreaded truth. The silence

served both parties—there was no need to confront what could not be changed. "The

secret was a bond between physician and patient which precluded its discussion" for the

truth would ultimately be revealed by the body (Armstrong, 1987, p. 653). But with

advances in biomedicine and the new possibilities of intervening in the processes of death,

the secret must now be exposed and explored; the patient must now confront and decide

whether or not to allow death to come. Not speaking of the possibility of death—the lie

that had shielded the patient from the inevitable—was now reinterpreted as the cause of

the patient's distress: the patient's denial must be overcome since it precludes the patient's

full participation in his or her medical care and his or her death. The lie that had

previously been hope now could only be sustained by the patient's fears—that fear must be

overcome in order for the patient to confront and participate in their death. "The notion

of anticipatory grief was the key expression of the new regime of truth. With

encouragement and interrogation the patient came to realize and admit to their own

deaths" (Armstrong, 1987)p. 654). Advance care planning provides the patient a means to

fully participate in the medical management of their dying, to anticipate their grief well in

advance of their dying and fully throughout the process, and finally, to allow for their

continued presence and participation even during the period when consciousness has left

them.
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The Emergence of the Discourse of Advance Care Planning

Grassroots Organizing for Living Wills

The first formalized approach to involve the patient in his or her death was the

living will. Created in response to the growing public acceptance that it is inappropriate to

entertain dramatic medical intervention in all deaths, there was growing concern for the

best way to communicate such information about individual patient's wishes. The

Euthanasia Educational Council (Concern for Dying) introduced the concept of the living

will in 1969 (Bermel, 1983). Their model began with these words:

Death is as much a reality as birth, maturity, and old age. It is the one
certainty of life. If the time comes when I, , can no longer take part
in decisions for my own future, let this statement stand as an expression of
my wishes while I am of sound mind....(Bermel, 1983, p. 2)

The living will—a non-binding document with no legal standing—directed physicians to

forego life-sustaining therapies in the face of terminal illness. This movement gained wide

popular appeal and led to the eventual passage of the Natural Death Acts discussed below.

Promoted by "Dear Abby", the Euthanasia Educational Council distributed over 750,000

copies between 1970 and 1975 (Filene, 1998).

However, the living will was not legally enforceable and physicians and nurses .

easily ignored them in practice. When legislation was introduced, strong resistance was

mounted by the California Medical Association and the California Catholic Conference

(CCC). Physicians felt there was no real need for living wills, that a lay person could not

choose appropriate end-of-life treatment, and that ICU staff could not be expected to

consult them in an emergency. The CCC, already embattled in fighting the establishment
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of a woman's right to abortion, was concerned that living wills further chipped away at the

sanctity of life and introduced a wedge for involuntary euthanasia. The first introduction

of a bill supporting living wills was defeated (Filene, 1998).

Public Demand and the Proliferation of Hospice

Dame Cecily Saunders' work with the dying in the United Kingdom generated a

great deal of interest in this country. Her concept of hospice as instituted at St.

Christopher's Hospice in London—providing a separate treatment program specifically

addressing the physical, emotional, psychological and spiritual needs of the dying—was

well received in this country (Mathew & Scully, 1986). However, the early hospice

movement was notable for the involvement of private individuals and charitable

organizations rather than biomedicine (Stoddard, 1978). It was generally provided outside

of the purview of the institution of biomedicine.

Groups of individuals in communities across the country formed to discuss
strategies to alter the existing approach to treating the terminally ill. Some
groups chose to create 'alternative' systems for meeting patients' needs,
while others sought to catalyze the existing health care system to become
more sensitive to the needs of the dying patient. (Mor & Masterson-Allen,
1988, p. 120)

The first organized hospice was established in 1974 in New Haven, Connecticut,

thanks in part to the work of an influential nurse, Florence Weld (Jonsen, 1993; Mor &

Masterson-Allen, 1988). In 1979, there were 59 identified hospice organizations in this

country. By early 1983, there were about 1200 programs nationwide (Mathew & Scully,

1986). Part of this rapid expansion was due to the inclusion of hospice coverage as a

Medicare benefit in 1982, a mere 8 years after hospice's introduction into the U. S. (Mor
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& Masterson-Allen, 1988). Along with providing legitimation of and funding for hospice

services, Medicare funding also moved hospice from a primarily social program to a

fundamentally medical program. This move, during a period of federal concern for cutting

programs and reducing costs, was a reflection of the strong support for hospice across

most sectors of American society. By 1990, over 20% of Medicare beneficiaries dying of

cancer used hospice (Health Care Financing Administration, 1994). Today, hospice is

widely available and utilized across the country, although regional disparities do exist. In

1996, the National Hospice Organization estimated that nearly 450,000 people were

receiving hospice services (National Association for Home Care, 1998). Even so, this is

only a fraction of those who could benefit from hospice type care.

A report to Congress from the Health Care Financing Administration, describes

hospice in the following way:

Hospices provide symptom management, pain control, and counseling for
the terminally ill. The objectives of hospice care are to maximize patient
autonomy during the last weeks of life and to allow terminally ill patients to
die at home, among family, with as much dignity as possible and relatively
free of pain. The traditional emphasis is on low-tech, noninvasive care that
provides palliative rather than curative treatment. Generally, palliative care
focuses on pain management and symptom control whereas curative care
focuses on eliminating the condition and curing the patient (Health Care
Financing Administration, 1994, p. 13).

Hospice services generally include basic skilled nursing, companionship,

psychological counseling, personal care, symptom control, social work, bereavement

counseling, housekeeping assistance, transportation and errands, meal preparation, and

education about hospice (Mor & Masterson-Allen, 1988). Hospice care is provided by a

multidisciplinary team of professional and nonprofessional members. Volunteers are relied
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on heavily and nurses direct most of the care under the supervision of a physician medical

director. Services are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (Mathew & Scully, 1986).

Hospices are usually organized as either hospital-based, freestanding, or home health

agency-based. All are oriented toward providing most of their services in the home (Mor

& Masterson-Allen, 1988).

Hospice has been met with a great deal of enthusiasm, yet it is difficult to measure

the benefits that hospice provides. Studies such as the National Hospice Study,

commissioned by the Health Care Financing Administration in 1978 and others have not

been able to show definitive differences in patient and family outcomes, or dramatic cost

savings (Greer & Mor, 1985; Mor & Masterson-Allen, 1988; Seale, 1989). As one report

concludes, "since hospice costs no more and apparently has no negative effects, from a

social policy perspective it is a viable alternative for those patients and families who prefer

a palliative, nontechnological approach to terminal care" (Mor & Masterson-Allen, 1988,

p. 132). Hardly a ringing endorsement. Furthermore, there is some evidence to show that

conventional and hospital care have changed and now provide more hospice-style care

while many hospices have become more technically oriented, losing the traditional hospice

orientation toward spiritual and psychosocial concerns (Seale, 1989). More recent studies

reveal that cost-savings between hospice and conventional care have been modest,

satisfaction with care is often higher in hospice but it is accompanied by greater care-giver

burden. Other outcome measures have been inconsistently affected. The best that can be

said is that hospice does not add to the cost of caring for the dying and for some patients,

at least, provides greater satisfaction with care (Robinson & Pham, 1996).
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The inclusion of hospice as a Medicare benefit gave support to the development of

hospice while fundamentally challenging the essence of hospice. The humane intentions of

hospice gave way to cost-control. The orientation toward the needs of the patient was

threatened by eligibility criteria, regulatory mandates, and governmental oversight

(Mathew & Scully, 1986, Seale, 1989). Hospices battle these trends by attempting to

maintain their "ideological purity" through their admission criteria—excluding patients

who do not subscribe to the hospice philosophy, have the wrong type of diagnosis, or will

live too long or too little to benefit from what hospice has to offer (Mor, 1987; Seale,

1989). Resuscitation and the provision of life-sustaining technologies at the time of death

has again become an issue (Miller, 1991). What this means for hospice and its

philosophical response to the dying is not fully explored in the literature. But, as reflected

in some of the interviews in this study, hospice is increasingly seen more as a type of

benefit package—a good deal—than as a particular, desired approach to care through the

dying process. The current trend toward corporate for-profit ownership of previously

community-based not-for-profit hospices will Surely change the complexion of hospice

even further (Evans, 1997).

The New Discipline: Bioethics

Medical ethics has held a long and proud tradition within medicine (Jonsen, 1990).

However, medical ethics was generally "written by doctors for doctors and read by very,

very few others, medical ethics was, if you will, insular the way the profession was insular"

(Rothman, 1993, p. S11). Just as few outside of medicine read what physicians wrote

about medical ethics, exchange between outside commentators and their subject,
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biomedicine, was limited and not surprisingly, often confrontational. At least since the

time of Plato, there have been theologians, social commentators, and the odd philosopher

who have weighed in on the role of biomedicine and the physician, the relationship

between the physician and the patient, and the duties of the patient. Sociologists and

historians have also studied these areas for many years. Yet none were able to achieve the

type of integration and dialogue that bioethics was to bring.

As the events described in this chapter transpired, there was a felt need for outside

philosophical support and reflection from at least some of those inside biomedicine. Just

as Dr. Haid had turned to the Pope for direction during the polio epidemic, some

physicians were now turning toward philosophers and theologians as they faced new

challenges within biomedicine. This turning outward and "laying open" of medicine was

not a "peacable story" however (McCullough, 1999; Rothman, 1993). We have seen how

physicians resisted the introduction of the conventions developed within and supported by

bioethics—patient autonomy, informed consent, research oversight. Yet the work of

bioethics has somehow captured the imagination of both those inside the health care

professions and the public, and the field has flourished.

Staking a claim

By 1971, the term bioethics had been coined and centers for its study had been

established (Callahan, 1999; Pellegrino, 1999; Reich, 1996). But confrontations and

resistance between the theoretical work and the clinical practice were commonplace and

continue today. Sacrifices and compromises were made in order to gain access to the

field, and in so doing, the form of bioethics was set (Callahan, 1994, Callahan, 1999).
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Again, it is important to place this development within the social and cultural context

within which it occurred in order to understand why it took the shape it did.

The reason for the development of bioethics has been noted by many as being in

response to the questions posed by the new technologies and possibilities of biomedicine

(Callahan, 1999; Jonsen, 1990; Reiser, 1993; Rothman, 1991). Why bioethics was able to

take hold in the way that it did, however, can be attributed to the social interests and

attitudes of the times (Callahan, 1993; Caplan, 1993). The historical context within which

this initial work was undertaken was highly determinative of the direction and content of

the ethical reflection. Determinations of right and good, despite persistent claims of

universalizability, are always dependent upon the social and cultural context within which

they are made. "Moral concepts are embodied in and are partially constitutive forms of

social life" (MacIntyre, 1966, p. 1).

During this time of expansive medical development, American society was also

undergoing radical transformation in almost all areas of social life—it was a time when

"Euro-American innocence was lost" (Lemert, 1993, p. 398). Epitomized by the war in

Vietnam, the society turned upon itself with global effect. The United States, the virtual

center of the world, was engaged in a morally questionable conflict that shook the

foundation of the society to its roots. The question of "Will the Center hold? was raised in

earnest" (Lemert, 1993, p. 397). Authority was questioned, hegemony exposed, and the

rights of the marginalized given voice. The structure of the family itself was implicated as

feminism focused attention on the role of women. Social theory—questioning whether the

Center would hold—was also undergoing radical change.
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In the absence of a Center (whether intellectual or political), one cannot
trust reality. In the absence of a trustable reality, one can only rely on
language. What a person says is sufficiently true. No one person's saying
is more true. Thus, the world is a world of differences. In the absence of a
Center, there is difference. (Lemert, 1993, p. 405)

The social theories emerging in the late 1960s were directly or indirectly preoccupied with

language and with difference. Nevertheless, there were some who insisted that there were

"universal principles of ideal democratic society...sufficient to revise and save

modernity....They still believed the world, with healthy skepticism, could use its reason to

free mankind" (Lemert, 1993, p. 407). Traditionally powerful groups clung to this notion

as they faced new challenges from the left. This was the position that would dominate

bioethics. Even so, bioethics was instrumental in creating a new language to address the

ethical issues of biomedicine. As this language was adopted into clinical practice and into

public policy, it became the foundation of the discourse of advance care planning.

This account of the social climate within which bioethics evolved is meant to

provide only a glimpse of the backdrop against which bioethics developed. During a

period of unprecedented social and academic turmoil, outsiders—academicians and non

physicians—were attempting to have a say in the affairs of what had been one of the most

prestigious authoritarian structures in society—medicine. To openly attack this structure

would have been met with unyielding resistance. "[E]thics came to be seen by some

scientists as potentially harmful to scientific progress" (Callahan, 1999, p. 59). Those

engaged in the work of bioethics needed the cooperation and respect of clinicians in order

to be allowed the privileged place of watching the healer in action (Jonsen, 1990, p. 1).
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Daniel Callahan describes the challenges they faced in trying to bring formalized ethical

reflection to biomedicine.

It was hard at that time to make most educated people believe that ethics is
a subject that can be approached with some rigor and produce some useful
results. The last wisps of the positivism of the 1940s and 1950s were still
present, particularly in medicine, where there are scientific truths, and then
there is everything else, mainly emotion and superstition. The fact-value
dichotomy was thought permanent and only the fact side of the divide was
worth anything....Again and again it was obvious how great the impact of
that position had been with the generation of physicians, scientists, and
foundation functionaries whom we encountered. (Callahan, 1999, p. 59)

*** …”
*

The approach employed by bioethics--adopted” as one most palatable, familiar, and º:
sº tºg”

gº ºf

least threatening to medicine, one heavily dependent on the use of reason—was analytic º:*
****

philosophy. This allowed for certain considerations to come to the fore and others to be º■ º
silenced. Ultimately it meant that philosophers, lawyers and physicians—the predominant ***

-**
voices in bioethics—would claim the center. Theologians, historians, and social scientists

-
.#2 *

found a place only at the margins (Callahan, 1999). º …”,” a

The National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects proved to be very C …”
tºrtº

* - - - - - - - -

~)influential in the eventual legacy of bioethics. In the Belmont Report, a product of the

Commission, the moral theory that would come to dominate bioethics was laid out

(National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and

Behavioral Research, 1979). This theory of principlism, a hybrid of rule deontology and

rule utilitarianism, was further explicated in the highly influential book Principles of

*To Say that there was a conscious choice made here is misleading. There was no grand scheme in
Operation, no strategic calculation on how to approach medicine was undertaken. However, the fact that
Some Successes were much more visible than others reflects the likelihood that those approaches were of
more interest or were more sympathetic to medicine than were those of others. One example of a differing
approach that met with less success is that of Van Rensselaer Potter (Reich, 1994).
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Biomedical Ethics, now in its fourth edition (Beauchamp & Childress, 1994). The four

principles these authors identify as most important in issues of health care are autonomy,

beneficence, nonmaleficence and justice".

Callahan describes the ways in which medical advances have wrought change and

what that should have meant for bioethics.

They first changed our conception of the role and possibilities of medicine,
then our understanding of human health, and then our thinking about the
living of a life. A full-bore bioethics would seek to explore all three of
these dimensions. (Callahan, 1999, p. 66)

But the focus on principlism and the prominence that the principle of autonomy would

take within that theory, meant that a "full-bore bioethics" would not develop. Instead

bioethics has been dominated by attention to issues of individual choice and welfare. The

result is that bioethics tends to be immediately practical in its aims and reductionistic in its

methods (Callahan, 1999). Callahan offers a rather scathing assessment.

By providing a relatively easy method to solve many ethical problems, and
by being only too well adapted to Anglo-American culture, principlism has
in practice (if not necessarily in its theory) short-circuited the opening up of
larger, more important issues. Principlism has, for instance, Surely led to a
robust, dominating moral role for autonomy in bioethics, but it offers no
guidance whatever about how to use our freedom or what counts as a
good exercise of autonomy. The right to make a choice is regularly
confused with the goodness of a choice, two utterly separate matters.
(Callahan, 1999, p. 67)

Nevertheless, principlism has become the dominant language of bioethics over the

last 30 years. It is a language introduced by individuals placed in a position to have their

Words heard (on the National Commission). It is a language that was easily understood

"This principlistic approach was especially embraced by Scholars at the Kennedy Institute of Ethics. The
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and adopted by those in clinical practice and that did not irreparably threaten the practice

of medicine or its authority. It was a language that fit with the contemporary cultural and

social mores of individual rights and individual welfare. It was not a language of virtue,

moral character, or hierarchical responsibility, none of which could have survived in the

social climate of the 1960s through the 1990s. It was a language that could fit the needs

of the various actors engaged in the social arena of caring for the sick and dying.

Holding the Center or Nuclear Arms Control. The Role of Bioethics

The language of bioethics was an attempt to "hold the center," to conserve the

central role of the physician and of biomedicine, in the face of tremendous flux and

change. Concessions from biomedicine became inevitable once the exposure of research

abuses and the technological conundrums of the time caught the attention, and intrusion,

of the public and governmental entities. Bioethics—and bioethics' chosen approach of

principlism—provided sufficient balance for the clinician, however, to offset the intrusion

of the patient (and other outsiders) into the clinical setting. And it let the right kind of

outsiders in—bioethics became the domain of physicians, lawyers and philosophers who

were more interested in discussing what ought to be than what actually is. Social

scientists and their ability to expose disturbing realities, and theologians who asked the

larger, more imponderable questions, were essentially left out. The bioethics of lawyers,

philosophers, and physicians assured that the hegemony of biomedicine was only

moderately disturbed.

four principles came to be known, both affectionately and derisively, as the Georgetown mantra.
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Daniel Fox introduces an interesting analogy for the cultural role that bioethics has

played in biomedicine and society—that of nuclear arms control (Fox, 1993). He claims

that since 1945, health care and the nuclear arms race (a result of our conflict with the

Soviet Union) have been the two primary areas of concern for this nation. His

comparisons are intriguing.

The power of medical knowledge and the necessity of a cold war and arms
race were both central aspects of Americans' belief for most of the past half
century. Because we believed in the advance of medicine and because we
believed in the evil communist empire, we made the people who advanced
medicine and those who fought evil doctrines both powerful and wealthier. ---
More important, we let those people dominate a great deal of our public º:º
and industrial policy and a great many institutions. And we let them spend ~ :
a great deal of our money. tº

C2.
In both defense and health through these years there has been a tension **** *
between professional and civilian control. Arms control intellectuals and c■ :
bioethicists have been critically important mediators between the ideologies ~,
and the technical fantasies of the professionals on the one hand, and the ****
most adamant and uninformed advocates of civilian control on the other.

º

The mediating role is common to both sectors. (Fox, 1993, p. S13) !- *…*

Bioethics is a story, as are most stories, of insiders and outsiders and of brokered C.' }
: 9
****
***
**

power. Bioethics has succeeded in mediating a voice for the patient and in securing the

right of the individual to be an active participant in the decisions affecting his or her

medical care. The attention bioethics has given to individual rights and welfare, while in

many ways an impoverished approach to the larger concerns posed by biomedicine, has

been important and has achieved real change in the practice of medicine and in our laws

affecting individual rights.
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Legal and Regulatory Responses

The relationship of bioethics and the law in end-of-life care is a bit like the

conundrum of the chicken and the egg—which came first? Whether bioethics influenced

the law or the law set the direction in which bioethical theory was to proceed, it is clear

that it was the effect of law that motivated any wide spread changes in medical practice.

Some of these measures affecting end-of-life care took the form of changes in statutory

law; others were the result of precedent-setting case law. High profile cases like that of

Karen Quinlan and the institution of the Natural Death Acts called public attention to the

rights of dying patients and of those whose lives were dependent on life-sustaining

therapies. These legal measures set the initial parameters for the discourse of advance

care planning and ultimately mandated its performance by tying it to federal funding

through the Patient Self Determination Act in 1990.

While numerous legal remedies have been sought for both medical and personal

issues in end-of-life care, there is general agreement, both in the courts and in biomedicine,

that problems in end-of-life care are best resolved by the patient, the family and the health

care providers involved—not by the courts (Coordinating Council on Life-Sustaining

Medical Treatment Decision Making by the Courts, 1993). However, there have been

about 60 appellate cases since 1975 involving the termination of life-sustaining care, to

date, three of these cases have gone to the Supreme Court. [See (Annas, 1993 for a

discussion of other legislation and legal decisions affecting areas of bioethics besides end

of-life care). Statutory law has been developed to address definitions of death, the rights

of patients, and the appointment of a surrogate to make decisions in case of diminished

capacity. These laws have codified and publicized the discourse of advance care planning.
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They have also created fears, resistances, and misperceptions that have been firmly

incorporated into that discourse (Meisel, 1991).

Statutory laws establishing patient rights

California passed the Natural Death Act in 1976 and signed it into law January 1,

1977 (1972; Jonsen, 1978). Similar statutes were passed by 23 other states in the

following year." These laws gave legal force to the living wills that many individuals were

executing. The California Natural Death Act specifically declared: º -***

■ º º

The laws of the State of California shall recognize the right of an adult T. º
- - - - - - - - - iyººt

person to make a written directive instructing his physician to withhold or * ■ .
withdraw life-sustaining procedures in the event of a terminal condition. ... .”.2.

Life-sustaining procedures were defined as: cº
**** i

Any medical procedure or intervention which utilizes mechanical or other ****
artificial means to sustain, restore, or supplant a vital function, which, when
applied to a qualified patient, would serve only to artificially prolong the 1- ***
moment of death and, where, in the judgment of the attending physician, * º:-

death is imminent whether or not such procedures are utilized. C. º
º ...”
lºgºta,

gº ºThe Natural Death Act was the first opening of the door, formally acknowledging ****

and allowing that the patient could say no to treatment even if death would result. The

Statute allowed any adult to complete the directive at any time in anticipation of future

incapacity—a living will. If the patient was diagnosed as having a terminal condition, a

Second opinion and a 14-day waiting period was required before the directive could be

"In this overview I will focus primarily on California law. California was the first state to pass such a
law. Other state's provisions are essentially similar to California's and a state-by-state analysis would not
be helpful in the context of this dissertation. It should be noted, however, that significant anomalies from
State to state are present in areas outside of the Natural Death Act statutes.
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executed. For a qualified patient, the directive was to be "conclusively presumed, unless

revoked, to be the directions of the patient."

The Natural Death Act established a previously questionable point: an anticipatory

refusal of care, when expressed in a certain way and under certain circumstances, could be

honored without fear of criminal or civil liability on the part of those who honored it. In

clinical practice prior to this, a patient was allowed to refuse a treatment as required by

informed consent, but if the patient became unconscious or critically ill, "emergency"

measures—not requiring the patient's consent—would be instituted. The Natural Death

Act firmly established that the patient was the relevant decision-maker in these matters and

that forgoing treatment was not murder or suicide.

Expanding the Natural Death Act. The Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care

The Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care became part of the California

Civil Code in 1983 (California Civil Code, Chapter 1204, Division 3, Part 4, Title 9,

Article 5, Sections 2430-2444). The Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care

(DPAHC) considerably extended the rights of the individual to refuse life-sustaining care.

The DPAHC allowed any adult to appoint another to make health care decisions if he or

she becomes incapable of making them. Specifically, "the attorney in fact...has priority

over any other person to act for the principal in all matters of health care decisions, but the

attorney in fact does not have authority to make a particular health care decision if the

principal is able to give informed consent with respect to that decision."

Limitation to the attorney-in-fact's authority consists of "a duty to act consistent

with the desires of the principal as expressed in the durable power of attorney or otherwise
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made known to the attorney in fact at any time...[or]in the best interests of the principal."

The attorney-in-fact may not consent to abortion, sterilization, psychosurgery, convulsive

treatment, or to commitment or placement in a mental health treatment facility. The

patient no longer needs to be in a terminal state or otherwise unable to benefit from the

therapy in order to be able to refuse it.

Case Law: the Right to Refuse Medical Care

In the same year that the California Natural Death Act was passed, a landmark

case was considered by the New Jersey Supreme Court (information on this and other

cases discussed is taken from Annas, 1993; Engelhardt, 1986; Macklin, 1987; and

especially Nelson, 1989; Weir, 1990). The Quinlan case involved a young woman, Karen

Ann Quinlan, who was in a persistent vegetative state following a drug overdose”. Her

father sought guardianship in order to withdraw the ventilator (purported to be

maintaining her life) so that she could die. The New Jersey Supreme Court granted Mr.

Quinlan the authority to discontinue the ventilator. The decision was based on the

constitutional right to privacy which was interpreted to include the right to refuse life

Sustaining treatment. In their ruling, the justices said:

We think that the State's interest contra weakens and the individual's right
to privacy grows as the degree of bodily invasion increases and the
prognosis dims. Ultimately, there comes a point at which the individual's
rights overcome the state interest. (1976, p. 305)

Furthermore, the court asserted that the claim to a constitutional right could be asserted

for her by her father acting as her guardian. This, as in most of the cases to be considered,

*ºrth **
gº sº
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hinged on the court's extension to incompetent individuals of the same right to consent to

treatment which competent individuals enjoy. This decision applied only to residents of

New Jersey, but it was highly publicized and used as a precedent throughout the country.

Karen Ann Quinlan lived for another 10 years after this decision. She was able to breathe

on her own after the ventilator was discontinued, and her family did not request the

discontinuation of tube feedings or any of the other therapies keeping her alive.

Karen Ann Quinlan's case was important beyond the legal precedents it established

for the right to refuse life-sustaining care through a surrogate decision-maker. First, the

case was widely publicized and firmly captured the public imagination about what was at

stake in medical decisions. The pretty young girl in the pictures her family presented bore

no resemblance to the image of the shapeless life in the bed on the evening news. Many

Americans were truly horrified at the inability of her family to have any control over what

they considered to be biomedicine run amok.

Second, the court was clear that legal remedy was not the best way to handle such

sensitive decisions. They proposed that committees be established in hospitals to provide

guidance to patients, families and physicians faced with difficult decisions such as this.

These ethics committees, consisting of physicians, social workers, attorneys and

theologians, would diffiise responsibility for the decision and could offer assistance in

ascertaining the prognosis and the meaning of that prognosis in each individual situation.

The development of ethics committees—placing a multidisciplinary group charged with

considering the ethical issues in patient care—inside the clinical setting brought the

” In re Quinlan, 70 N.J. 10, 355 A.2d 647, cert denied sub nom. Garger v. New Jersey, 429 U.S. 922
(1976).
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discourse of bioethics and ultimately of advance care planning out of the theoretical and

into the everyday reality of clinical practice.

Following the Quinlan decision, numerous other cases came before various state

courts. Invariably, the courts have upheld the right of a patient, and more importantly in

the case of an incompetent patient, a designated surrogate, to refuse life-sustaining

treatment”. The primary issue addressed by these decisions is the patient's right to refuse

life-sustaining treatment based on the principle of self-determination—that every

individual has a right to decide what will be done to his or her body. In each of these

cases, the courts addressed a slightly different question and used different arguments in

reaching their decisions. However, in most of these cases, the courts identified four state

interests for preserving life against which the individual's right of self-determination must

be weighed. These interests are : (a) the preservation of life, (b) the protection of

innocent third parties, (c) the prevention of suicide, and (d) the maintenance of the ethical

integrity of the medical profession. However, in each case, the courts found that none of

these interests mandated that the patient must be treated against his or her wishes. The

courts clearly stated that in refusing life-sustaining treatment there were no innocent third

parties needing protection", the patient was not committing suicide”, and the ethical

13 Superintendent of Belchertown State School v. Saikewicz. 373 Mass. 728, 370 N.E.2d 417 (1977). In re
Dinnerstein, 380 N.E.2d 134 (Mass.App. 1978); Lane v. Candura, 376 N.E.2d 1232 (Mass.App. 1978);
Barber v. Superior Court. 147 Cal.App.3d 1006, 195 Cal.Rptr. 484 (1983); Bartling v. Superior Court,
163 Cal.App.3d 186, 209 Cal.Rptr. 220 (1984); In re Conroy, 98 N.J. 3221,486 A.2d 1209 (1985),
Bouvia v. Superior Court, 179 Cal.App.3d 1127, 225 Cal.Rptr. 297 (1986); Brophy v. New England Sinai
Hospital, 398 Mass. 417,497 N.E.2d 626 (1986); In re Jobes, 108 N.J. 394, 529 A.2d 434 (1987).
“The state's interest in protecting third parties has rarely been invoked in the type of cases discussed here

except when the individual in question is a pregnant woman. In these cases the courts seem to rule on the
id: of the fetus over the rights of the woman (see the discussion of Angela Carder in (Annas, 1993)).

The In re Conroy court ruled that the proposed action "would not constitute attempted suicide, as the
decision would probably be based on a wish to be free of medical intervention rather than a specific intent
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integrity of the medical profession was not at risk”. As in Quinlan, the state's interest in

preserving life diminishes as the bodily invasion to preserve life increases. In Brophy v.

New England Sinai Hospital, the court said the "burden of maintaining the [patient's]

corporeal existence degrades the very humanity it was meant to serve."

As developed within U.S. law, the right to refuse life-sustaining therapy has two

distinct legal bases: first, the common-law right of self-determination (the doctrine of

informed consent is based upon this right); second, the constitutionally derived right to

privacy. Interestingly, in the Cruzan decision, the Supreme Court chose to use the clearly

established constitutional right of liberty as the basis for the right of self-determination in

their judicial reasoning. Additionally, the courts have extended the right of self

determination to the non-autonomous patient (who may or may not be legally

incompetent) through either reference to the previously expressed wishes of the patient or

a surrogate decision maker's action on behalf of the patient.

In order for the right to self-determination to have any real meaning for a non

autonomous patient, a surrogate must be allowed to exercise the patient's right to choose

between different treatments. Most courts have ruled that they (the courts) are not the

appropriate decision-making body for individual treatment decisions and that the most

appropriate surrogate is usually someone who is familiar with the patient's previous value

system, namely the family. A best interests standard is the usual legally sanctioned

standard for surrogate decision-making. The best interests standard places emphasis on

to die, and her death would result...from her underlying medical condition, which included her inability to
Swallow."
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whether or not the treatment, on balance, is beneficial for the patient taking into

consideration the patient's previously expressed wishes, if any.

In general, the courts are less concerned with the medical condition of the patient

and the balance of burdens and benefits than with the patient's expressed wishes regarding

treatment. In the case of non-autonomous patients, decisions are understandably easier

when the patient is clearly terminal or suffering. However, even in other circumstances

such as in persistent vegetative states, the courts have ruled that life-sustaining treatment

may be withdrawn when there is no reasonable possibility that the patient will emerge

from the comatose condition to return to a cognitive, sapient state. What the courts

require is evidence that the requested action is consistent with the patient's earlier

preferences or is in accordance with the patient's best interests.

The courts make no distinction between withholding or withdrawing treatment

once the patient's right to refuse treatment has been recognized. The types of therapy

refused also are of little interest to the courts. The courts have approved decisions to

forego ventilators, chemotherapy, blood transfusions, cardiopulmonary resuscitation,

antibiotics, hemodialysis and amputation—all based upon similar arguments (Weir, 1990).

The most important concept contained in the Cruzan decision is that the provision of

artificial nutrition and hydration is no different from other forms of medical therapy; it may

be refused by the competent patient or by the surrogate of a non-autonomous patient.

These cases responded to the growing unease amongst health care providers and

the public with keeping patients alive at all costs. These legal precedents clearly

"In cases where the health care provider's personal views or institution's policies are in conflict with the
patient's wishes, such as the Bouvia case, the courts have ruled that the patient's care should be transferred
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established that foregoing life-sustaining treatment was neither murder nor suicide. Still,

misperceptions continue and health care providers are cautious. Despite general

agreement as to the sense of the law, interpretations abound and influence the discourse of

advance care planning in many ways.

Common Legal Myths. Foregoing Life-Sustaining Treatments

As described above, the law as developed seems relatively straightforward about

the patient's right to refuse life-sustaining care. However, in practice it is still problematic.

One reason for this is that there are frequent misconceptions among providers as well as

patients and surrogates about what the law actually says. These myths are tenaciously

held on to and resist almost all educational efforts attempting their exposure.

[The most common of these] misunderstandings are (1) anything that is not
specifically permitted by law is prohibited; (2) termination of life support is
murder or suicide; (3) a patient must be terminally ill for life support to be
stopped; (4) it is permissible to terminate extraordinary treatments, but not
ordinary ones; (5) it is permissible to withhold treatment, but once started,
it must be continued; (6) stopping tube feeding is legally different from
stopping other treatments; (7) termination of life support requires going to
court; and (8) living wills are not legal (Meisel, 1991, p. 1497).

None of these statements is true. Yet many providers believe that their practice is

constrained by these considerations and will, in fact, tell their patients that these

Statements constitute the law. Fear of the law is a more powerful influence than the actual

laws themselves. In spite of the corpus of case law, the hundreds of pages written in

medical, ethical and legal journals on these issues, and the numerous professional and

public educational programs attempting to debunk these myths, ethics committees are

to another provider or institution i■ feasible.
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asked to address these questions over and over again. Misconceptions like these can and

do have disastrous effects when making treatment decisions.

While the discourse of advance care planning does not support these myths, and in

fact actively negates them, the misplaced fear of the law allows confusion to reign. This

confusion has been heightened most recently by concerns that inadequacies in health care

funding and the need to maximize profits are the reasons behind any consideration of

limiting life-sustaining treatment. Distrust and confusion abound. Meisel (1993) and

Veatch (1993) provide a helpful overview of the legal consensus on forgoing life

sustaining treatment and the limits to (and problems inherent in) that consensus.

When the Well Went Dry Fiscal Constraint in Governmental Spending

Government support of medical research and medical expansion in the post-World

War II era, coupled with public funding for Medicare and Medicaid and the increasing

availability of health care insurance as an employment benefit, resulted in skyrocketing

health care costs by the 1980s. Per capita spending on heath care in the United States

increased from $459 in 1950 to $638 in 1960 to $1,678 in 1980 to over $2,604 in 1990

(Aaron, 1991). In 1984, health care spending represented 10.3 per cent of the gross

domestic product (GDP), health care inflation averaged 12.6 percent annually

[(Dougherty, 1988; Health Care Financing Administration, 1998). Expanding costs like

these could not be sustained in the face of the growing recession which the country

experienced in the 1980s. Sharp cost-containment measures were introduced in all

government spending programs.
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In spite of the high expenditures, wide disparities in access to health care and in

health status existed and have continued to grow. While the U.S. ranks high in spending,

it ranks low amongst other industrial countries in gross health measures such as infant

mortality, life expectancy, and in specific measures related to access to health care

(Dougherty, 1988). African Americans and other minorities lag in all measures of health.

Severe inequities in access to health care and health care resource distribution have been

documented between white and non-white population groups and between families above

and below the poverty level. In the late 1990s, we spend 13.5 percent of the GDP on

health care. While the health care inflation rate has slowed to 4.8 percent, the number of

Americans without health insurance has increased to 39 million, or more than 16% of the

population (Fastats, 1999).

A full discussion of health care policy and financing is beyond the scope of this

dissertation. However, it is important to note that the discourse of advance care planning

emerged within a period of grave concern over health care spending in this country.

Attempts to institute market reforms in the 1980s included (a) cutting reimbursement to

hospitals through diagnosis related groups (DRGs), (b) cutting reimbursements to

physicians through prepaid group practice schemes and health maintenance organizations

(HMOs), and (c) increasing patient co-payments for treatment. In the 1990s we have seen

the advent of numerous other managed care reforms and the failure of a governmental

attempt to significantly overhaul the health care system (White House Domestic Policy

Council, 1993).

It would be naive to think that there is no relationship between the increased

concern over health care funding and concern for advance care planning and in limiting
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expensive, high-tech care for the dying. Numerous studies have been undertaken to

correlate reduced health care expenditures with the presence of advance directives

(Gillick, 1994; Weeks, Kofoed, Wallace, & Welch, 1994). These studies are widely cited

to justify increased attention to advance care planning even though subsequent studies

have shown no substantial cost savings (Emanuel, 1996, Emanuel & Emanuel, 1994).

Even so, some writers have specifically called for requiring patients to execute advance

directives in all government entitlement programs in order to achieve cost savings

(d'Oronzio, 1994). :* --
* *

Indeed, the authors of the SUPPORT study (to be discussed below) open their first º º
publication about the study with the following prediction: 2. 2.

The culture of American medicine has changed. After the recent period of 2 ■ º
unparalleled investment and unlimited clinical freedom, we have come to sº ~",
realize that we will never be able to provide sufficient resources to meet all ****
human demands for medical care. These demands and our scientific and

-

technical ingenuity appear limitless. This is especially true for clinical ■ º
decisions near the end of life, when individuals may have difficulty facing rº
the inevitability of death and when we possess an ever increasing array of * * . y
life supporting technology. The study of outcomes and decision making is wº ...)
essential to optimize solutions for the coming decades, a time when 2::
dramatic changes in our health care system are expected (Murphy & Cluff, *** ...)
1990, p. v).

It is extremely difficult if not impossible to unlink economics from decisions about end-of

life care and advance care planning. Although the discourse claims to be one of patient

empowerment, individual rights of self-determination and personal values concerning life

and death, it is not an innocent discourse and serves multiple broader purposes.
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Formalizing the Discourse of Advance Care Planning

By 1990, advance directives and the patient's role in participating in end-of-life

treatment decisions were widely acknowledged. Biomedicine and bioethics were

beginning to focus on issues around access to treatment and the rationing of health care.

It seemed that all that was necessary had already been said about advance directives and

end-of-life care. But the passage of the Patient Self-Determination Act refocused

attention on issues of informed consent, advance directives, refusal of care, and surrogate

decision-making and served to formalize and institutionalize the discourse of advance care

planning.

The Force of Law

The Danforth Bill: The Patient Self-Determination Act

The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1990 establishes the patient's right to refuse

life-sustaining therapy in federal law. The act requires institutions receiving federal funds

through Medicare Provider Agreements

to provide written information to each individual concerning the
individual's rights under State law (whether statutory or as recognized by
the courts of the State) to make decisions concerning such medical care,
including the right to accept or refuse medical or surgical treatment and the
right to formulate advance directives.

The point of this law was to firmly establish the patient's right to refuse life-sustaining care

under any circumstances and to be actively involved in decisions regarding health care in

all situations. Shared decision making could now be enforced through the threat of

withholding federal funds from those institutions not in compliance. As one congressman
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said during the hearings "if Nancy Cruzan could speak, she would say 'Empower the

individual" (Filene, 1998, p. 184).

Other Regulatory Measures

Measures to empower the individual had been undertaken in the 1970s with the

development by the American Hospital Association of the Patient's Bill of Rights (Davis et

al., 1997). Among the rights enunciated are the following: the right to considerate and

respectful care; to confidentiality of the medical record; to be informed if therapies are

experimental; to be provided medical information in an understandable manner, and to

refuse treatment. This statement of rights was given authority by its adoption as part of

the standards of the Joint Commission of Hospital Organizations which require that

hospitals make them available for patients.

In the 1980s these rights were codified into the statutes regulating health care in

many states. More recently, federal law has delineated consumer and patient rights in

these areas as well as many more in the health care arena. The Uniform Health Care

Decisions Act was developed in 1993 as a means of standardizing advance directive and

durable power of attorney law across states (National Conference of Commissioners on

Uniform State Laws, 1993). This approach, like that of the Uniform Determination of

Death Act, promulgates the embrace and integration of these concepts on a national level.

Systematization is achieved without overt federal control.

Responses Within the Professions

Professional response to these changes was at first one of resistance. Physicians

did not feel patients could be trusted to make these types of decisions and that it was an
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infringement on their professional authority. The choice of treatment was a question of

power—power they did not want to accede. However, with the introduction of the

Patient Bill of Rights and with increasing intervention by legislatures and courts, "they

performed a strategic retreat. The AMA resolved that when death was inevitable, a

patient and/or family could decide with the approval of family physicians, to withdraw

extraordinary treatment" (Filene, 1998, p. 71).

Guideline Development

In response, various professional groups have formulated and authorized clinical

guidelines as a means to educate, guide, and standardize practice especially as related to

end-of-life care and the use of life-sustaining technologies (American Academy of Family

Practice, 1990, American Association of Critical Care Nurses, 1990, American College of

Chest Physicians/Society of Critical Care Medicine Consensus Panel, 1990, American

Medical Association, 1992; American Nurses Association Task Force on the Nurse's Role

in End of Life Decisions, 1992; American Thoracic Society Bioethics Task Force, 1991;

Hastings Center, 1987; Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations,

1992; Miles & Gomez, 1989; Office of Technology Assessment, 1987; Society of Critical

Care Medicine Ethics Task Force, 1990, Stanley, 1992). It is interesting to note that

guidelines were first developed for limiting the use of life-sustaining treatment. It is only

recently that attention has focused on providing good end-of-life care when life-sustaining

treatment is foregone.

The clinical guidelines for foregoing life-sustaining treatment have a number of

characteristics in common. These include the following:
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(1) They promote patient autonomy. Providers are to act as the patient's

advocate, and care is to be provided in accord with the patient's wishes.

(2) They encourage the use of advanced directives.

(3) They encourage clear communication and careful attention to informed

COnSent.

(4) They mandate careful attention to the patient's capacity to make decisions.

(5) They direct that for those lacking decision-making capacity, a suitable

surrogate should be appointed to make decisions.

(6) They advise that decisions should be made within the context of the overall

goals of treatment.

(7) They advise that the benefits and the burdens of the treatments should be given

careful consideration.

(8) They stipulate that there is no difference between withdrawing and withholding

life-sustaining treatment.

(9) They agree that the type of medical treatment foregone is of no moral

consequence.

(10) They assure that patients will not be abandoned, supportive care continues

even if life-sustaining care is foregone.

(11)They recommend that a conflict resolution process should be available in the

event of disagreement between providers, patients, and/or families.

Each of the professional group's guidelines also has special provisions pertinent to

its particular area of expertise. The JCAHO document is probably the most widely

utilized and influential, given the the Joint Commission's power over accreditation of
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institutions. The JCAHO statement takes a decidedly patient rights orientation, and

focuses upon the need for well developed policies and conflict resolution procedures.

The Guidelines on the Termination of Life-Sustaining Treatment and the Care of

the Dying (1987) resulted from an extensive study conducted by the Hastings Center in

the 1980s. It is a comprehensive collection of policies to provide ethical guidance on

foregoing life-sustaining treatment and care for the dying. The authors present a basic

decision-making format and apply it to problems peculiar to particular treatment

modalities. The guidelines try to address both macro and micro considerations in a variety

of treatment settings—and from the perspectives of physicians and the other members of

the health care team. They address decisions affecting patients with and without decision

making capacity, adults and children. This is a useful volume for developing policies.

Miles & Gomez (1989) have also produced a useful reference for developing institutional

policies. Though not as in-depth in its discussion of the issues, it provides numerous

examples of prototype policies. Another useful guide for addressing disputes over the use

of life-sustaining treatments has been developed by the National Center for State Courts

(Hafemeister, 1996).

In the past three years there has been a great deal of attention devoted to

developing guidelines for care of the dying. Many of these initiatives involve both lay and

health care professionals in their development. End-of-life care is now a major funding

initiative and numerous local and national programs are in place to train professionals,

increase public dialogue, and develop programs to support particular programs and

Services to provide better care for the dying. Inherent in the notion of 'better', however,

are assumptions about what 'better' means. The good death is the most frequently invoked
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paradigm for these programs. One example is the Education for Physicians on End-of

Life Care (EPEC) (American Medical Association Institute for Ethics, 1999). The EPEC

program is a 16 hour educational program for physicians in end-of-life care covering

communication issues, whole patient assessment, physicians assisted suicide, pain and

symptom management, sudden illness, goals of care, advance directives and futility. The

program has been widely disseminated and is the cornerstone of many state and local

initiatives to train providers and improve systems of care.

Futility

At about the same time as the guidelines above were developed, an interesting

flurry in the medical and bioethics literature occurred. That flurry was around the concept

of medical futility. Medical futility proposes that the physician may unilaterally refuse to

offer, inform, or provide treatments for the patient that the physician feels will be

medically futile. Definition of what constitutes medically futile abound, however, and

there is the true dilemma (Drought, 1991).

What is most interesting about this attention to futility is that serious discussion of

the concept in the literature lasted only from about 1988 until about 1995, but the concept

has been wholeheartedly embraced in clinical practice in the late 1990s. About 1995,

many in bioethics and clinical medicine conceded in the literature that futility was not a

useful concept, although a few diehards continue to advocate the position. The

unquestioning acceptance of the concept in clinical practice has been remarkable. My own

experience chairing an ethics committee is that roughly 75% of the cases we have

encountered in the last 3 years have been brought by clinicians who insist that they do not
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have to provide a particular treatment to a patient who desires it because it would be

medically futile.

Susan Rubin has done a remarkable job of capturing and analyzing the debate in

her compelling work When Doctors Say No (Rubin, 1998). This text provides an

historical, critical, and comprehensive review of the concept, its implications, and subtexts.

Carnevale provides a fascinating article on futility charging that "medical futility, was

constructed in part, as a means of enhancing physician domination of a context wherein

medical authority was threatened" (Carnevale, 1998, p. 509). He charges that the ethical

claims invoked in discussions of medical futility are constructed to meet, and mask, other

concerns not explicitly acknowledged. Shelton goes further by identifying the conundrum

over medical futility as "a lack of clarity about the values and goals of medical care, and

more specifically the political framework and mechanisms in society by which those goals

would be carried out" (Shelton, 1998, pp. 398-399). He acknowledges that other issues

are involved in discussions of medical futility and that biomedicine has a stake in, and a

position of power to determine what issues prevail in this debate. He appeals to a notion

of virtue in order to instigate a strategic response by the profession. He concludes his

discussion with a warning.

As I have emphasized, we are in a healthcare environment where there is an
orientation toward defining healthcare goals based on economic efficiency.
In recent years the bioethics and medical community have enjoyed a period
of relative luxury to focus the discussion of medical futility on whether or
not interventions lead to a medical benefit for the individual patient. If the
medical profession does not use its influence to map out, and reach
consensus on, reasonable options that should define the boundaries of
beneficial care as a normative standard, then economic forces in healthcare
will prevail. This growing emphasis on cost-savings could reshape the
medical futility debate. This realization should serve as an impetus in the
medical community to appreciate the value decisions that must be
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addressed as political issues, and not allow them to be resolved by default
on mere economic grounds. (Shelton, 1998, p. 399)

SUPPORT

Medical futility has occupied a central position in the development of the discourse

of advance care planning. It is both a response to the threatened position of the physician

and a catalyst for the need for the patient to speak out about his or her wishes as death

approaches in order to retain some control over unilateral physician decision-making.

Biomedicine has grappled with understanding, formulating a response to, participating in,

and controlling the effects of advance care planning and its discourse. There has been

extensive research and opinion published on the bioethics conventions that are now at the

heart of the discourse of advance care planning. A Medline subject search yields the

following numbers of publications on these issues since 1966; advance directives--1,764;

do-not-resuscitate—972; limiting treatment—8,658. A similar Bioethicsline search

produces the following results: advance directives--3,550; do-not-resuscitate—328; and

limiting treatment—70. A review of this extensive literature will not be attempted here.

Instead, I will focus on the results of one study—the Study to Understand Prognoses and

Preferences for Outcomes and Risks of Treatment (SUPPORT). The scope and rigor of

this empirical study have provided a tremendous amount of information about the state of

clinical care, patient preferences, provider attitudes, and correlations among a vast array of

variables. Additionally, the SUPPORT study has served to validate and cast additional

light on the results of hundreds of other, similar, smaller scale studies.

The ideals of shared decision making and the full expression of the concept of

advance care planning are embodied in the assumptions and expectations that lay behind
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SUPPORT. This multimillion dollar study, funded by the Robert Wood Johnson

Foundation, aimed to "improve prediction of outcomes for patients with specific high

mortality conditions, determine values and preferences of patients, and design strategies

for providing this information to physicians to assist them with clinical decisions" (Murphy

& Cluff, 1990, p. V). The authors hypothesized that if patients and providers were given

accurate information and opportunity to discuss end-of-life preferences then better

decisions about aggressiveness of care could be made. They envisioned the decision

making process as follows:

In theory, decision making should be quite simple. Under optimal
circumstances, the physician has complete understanding of the patient's
current health status and a perfect knowledge of the expected potential
outcomes for the individual patient in question. The physician explains the
patient's current health status, the treatment alternatives, and the expected
outcomes as a result of these interventions in a clear, unbiased fashion. In
this idealized situation, the patient is alert, thoughtful, intelligent and
willing to participate in decision making. He or she listens to the
physician's presentation and asks appropriate questions until a complete
understanding of the disease process, the options available, and the
expected outcomes is achieved. After reflection, which might include
additional research at the library, second opinions from other physicians,
further discussion with the physician, and discussions with the family
members, the patient decides on a course of action which is most in
keeping with his or her preferences given the current clinical situation.
Once the decision is made, the plan of care is implemented promptly.

The patient also discusses with the physician his or her preferences about
treatment limitation with regard to resuscitation, mechanical ventilation,
dialysis, intensive care unit admission and his or her attitude regarding
aggressiveness of care. The wishes of the patient are clearly stated to
physicians, family members and other concerned health care workers. All
involved parties understand and respect the patient's wishes. When
uncertainties exist about outcomes or preferences, they are fully
acknowledge[d] and shared.

Once decisions are made, they are carried out promptly. The º:
plan enacted is consistent with the patient's preferences Anyº Ortthat results from therapy is expected and accepted in anticipation 9
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improved outcomes. The survival, level of comfort, functional status, and
quality of life that result from the treatment decisions are consistent with
the patient's preferences. The patient is satisfied with the care received and
with the decisions that are made. (Connors, Dawson, & Lynn, 1990, p.47S).

SUPPORT was an attempt to measure the performance and effectiveness of this type of

process. The SUPPORT study—through its design, hypotheses, and perceived failures—

provides a thick description of the role of advance care planning and its contemporary

performance in the clinical care of seriously ill adults in a hospital setting.

SUPPORT, a 2-year prospective observational study (phase I) followed by a 2

year controlled clinical trial (phase II), was conducted at five medical centers across the

country and included a total of 9105 hospitalized patients (with one or more of nine life

threatening diagnoses) identified as having less than 50% chance of six month survival

(SUPPORT Principal Investigators, 1995). The goal of the study was "to improve end-of

life decision making and reduce the frequency of a mechanically supported, painful, and

prolonged process of dying" (SUPPORT Principal Investigators, 1995, p. 1591). That

goal in and of itself demonstrates an intrinsic commitment to the ideology of the good

death—the underlying assumption is that if death is foreseeable, the dying process should

not be mechanically supported or prolonged.

Two levels of intervention were undertaken in SUPPORT. First, physicians were

provided with daily prognostic estimates of the likelihood of six month survival, outcomes

of CPR and functional disability at 2 months. Second, a specially trained nurse had

multiple contacts with the patient, family, physician, and hospital staff to elicit patient

- - - - - -
ementpreferences, provide information on outcomes, encourage attention to pain manag 3.
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and to facilitate advance care planning and patient-physician communication (Oye,

Landefeld, & Jayes, 1990, SUPPORT Principal Investigators, 1995).

The SUPPORT interventions failed. The conclusion from the abstract for the first

SUPPORT publication summarizes that failure.

The phase I observation of SUPPORT confirmed substantial shortcomings
in care for seriously ill hospitalized adults. The phase II intervention failed
to improve care or patient outcomes. Enhancing opportunities for more
patient-physician communication, although advocated as the major method
for improving patient outcomes, may be inadequate to change established
practices. To improve the experience of seriously ill and dying patients,
greater individual and societal commitment and more proactive and
forceful measures may be needed. (SUPPORT Principal Investigators,
1995, p. 1591)

There have been at least 50 reports published so far from the SUPPORT study

documenting their findings. These reports have focused on patient experiences of pain

and the (in)efficacy of pain management in seriously ill, hospitalized adults (Desbiens & al,

1998; Desbiens, Mueller-Rizner, A. F. Connors, & Wenger, 1997a, Desbiens, Mueller

Rizner, Hamel, & A. F. Connors, 1998; Desbiens et al., 1997b, Desbiens et al., 1996), the

(in)efficacy of prognostic indicators (Fox et al., 1999, Galanos et al., 1997; Hamel et al.,

1995, Jaagosild et al., 1998, Knaus et al., 1995, Lynn, F. Harrell, Cohn, Wagner, & A. F.

Connors, 1997, Teno et al., 1994, Wu et al., 1995), and the (lack of) relationship between

costs, outcomes and aggressiveness of care (Covinsky & al, 1994, Hamel et al., 1999a,

Hamelet al., 1997, Hamelet al., 1996, Regueiro et al., 1998). In spite of the failures

documented by the SUPPORT study, there is much to be learned from this vast data set

and the interpretations made by the investigators. I will focus on the reports from

SUPPORT on advance directives, DNR orders and patient preferences and decision
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making. This small collection of what has been published in the medical literature will not

be a completely accurate representation of all the work that has been done on these topics,

but it will provide a legitimate depiction of the prevailing attitudes, experiences, and the

current state of the performance of these conventions in medical practice.

SUPPORT: Advance Directives

The SUPPORT study was fortuitously timed to be able to capture changes in

practice before and after the implementation of the Patient Self Determination Act. The

goal of the PSDA was to increase patient involvement in treatment decisions, particularly

through the use of advance directives. However, the SUPPORT study did not find an

increase in the number of advance directives executed by patients after implementation of

the Patient Self Determination Act, nor did the SUPPORT intervention increase that

number (Teno et al., 1997b). Additionally, the PSDA seemed to have little or no effect on

the number of individuals who knew about living wills, advance directives, or durable

powers of attorney for health care in spite of an increase in public education on the topic.

What did change considerably after the passage of the PSDA legislation was

documentation of the existence of an advance directive in the medical record. The

percentage of records containing reference to the advance directive jumped from just 6%

prior to the PSDA to 35% after its implementation. The SUPPORT intervention

increased the percentage even more to 77%. This increase raises the question of whether

textual representation (documentation of the advance directive in the medical chart) has an

effect on clinical practices. It did not seem to have much effect. Forty-two Perº" of the

hospitalized patients with an advance directive reported that they had discussed the
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directive with their physician during their hospitalization. However, physicians reported

that they were aware the patient had an advance directive in only 25% of these cases

(Teno et al., 1997b).

SUPPORT used resuscitation status as one marker for the effectiveness and

clinical impact of advance directives. The SUPPORT intervention had no significant

impact on outcomes for all patients in areas such as documentation of resuscitation

preferences in the medical record, patient or surrogate report of discussion about CPR

preferences with a physician, timing and frequency of a DNR order when the patient

desired to forgo CPR, or final resuscitation attempts just before death. Additionally, there

was no difference noted in these measures for patients with or without advance directives

(Teno et al., 1997b). Even though patients in SUPPORT were not likely to benefit from a

resuscitation attempt, and many told interviewers they would not want resuscitation tried,

only about half ever had a DNR order written. However, patients with an advance

directive did report slightly higher rates of discussion with physicians about CPR

preferences, even though there was no significant difference in how often they had DNR

orders (Teno et al., 1997b). One patient who explicitly stated in his advance directive that

he did not want to be resuscitated, changed his mind after discussion with the physician

and never had a DNR order written (Teno et al., 1997c). One conclusion of the authors is

as follows:

By interview, the majority stated that the purpose of their directives was to
forgo life-sustaining treatment under certain circumstances. However, the
majority, including half of those with a written directive, desired an attempt
at resuscitation in the current circumstances. This finding may indicate that
the intent of persons in completing a directive is, for the most part, to forgo
"heroic" treatment only if they are absolutely incurable and near death.
(Teno et al., 1997b, p. 506)
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This raises the question as to what the advance directive means and what under what

circumstances its use is envisioned. "What is at stake for seriously ill patients is not

whether efforts to prolong life should ever cease, but exactly which efforts and when,

Thus standard living wills do not effectively direct care decisions for seriously ill adults"

(Teno et al., 1997c, p. 508).

The SUPPORT investigators examined the directions provided by the 569 patients

(14%) who had advance directives placed in their medical records. Of the 688 documents, * …
* …"

two thirds (453) were durable powers of attorney for health care, 31% (214) were living º º
tº: i

wills. Only 90 documents (13%) contained additional instructions beyond the standard * ,”
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living will form, the naming of a surrogate, or checking off of a standardized box (Teno et º
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al., 1997c). Two patients used the advance directive to request aggressive life-sustaining * *

treatment to preserve life in either their current state of health or some future state. Eight *º … •
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documents provided specific information about decision-making in the event of a terminal * *
º:

illness or persistent vegetative state. Besides directions for medical treatment, instructions : ...”
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were provided for organ donation, disposition of the body, funeral arrangements, and
-

autopsy.

Twenty-two documents relayed a preference to forgo life-sustaining treatment in

the patient's current state of health, 11 opted for a time-limited trial of therapy but

directions were often vague or confusing. Of the 22 patients who made reference to their

Current state of health, two patients made a competent request to overrule their wishes as

Stated in the directive. Treatment was in accord with the expressed wishes in 9 cases. In

10 cases, the treatment provided was in conflict with the wishes expressed on the advance
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directive (Teno et al., 1997c). Clearly, the advance directives did not have a major impact

on treatment decisions. However, in the 144 cases where the physician was aware of the

advance directive, almost half of the physicians stated that the directive helped the

decision making process. In only 4% of the cases did the physician note that the advance

directive hindered that process (Teno et al., 1997b). Of the surviving surrogates of

patients who died that were interviewed (n=1730), one third reported that the patient had

a living will or advance directive. In 40% of these cases, the surrogate reported that the

advance directive played an important role in end-of-life decision making, but 36% said

the advance directive had little or no effect. The advance directive generated a problem

for the surrogate in 36 (6%) cases (Teno et al., 1997b).

The SUPPORT results are not anomalous (see Emanuel, 1996; Emanuel,

Weinberg, Gonin, Hummel, & Emanuel, 1993; Ott, 1999, Tonelli, 1996, for helpful

reviews). Advance directives have not lived up to the ideal seemingly promised, but the

problem may be more one of expectations (Drought, Koenig, & Raffin, 1996; Fins, 1997).

Advance directives can not replace careful discussion and negotiation between physician

and patient or surrogate nor do they resolve issues of clinical uncertainty (Slomka, 1992;

Teno et al., 1997a, Teno et al., 1997b, Teno et al., 1997c).

The majority of patients who had executed advance directives in SUPPORT

expressed a wish, explicitly or implicitly, to forgo life-sustaining treatment and a

technologically prolonged dying process if they were irreversibly or terminally ill. Yet in a

situation of a 50% six-month mortality risk, there was no difference in the rate of forgoing

life-sustaining treatment, including CPR, for patients with or without advance directives.

The mortality risk is important. Looked at in another way, all these patients had a 50%

** **
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chance of meeting hospice criteria for end-of-life care, presumably a state in which these

patients would choose to forgo life-sustaining treatment and a technologically prolonged

dying process, yet they did not recognize it as such.

SUPPORT. Do-Not-Resuscitate Orders

Two of the primary outcomes of interest in SUPPORT were related to

resuscitation status: physician understanding of patient preferences (especially related to

resuscitation status) and incidence and time of documentation of do-not-resuscitate orders

(SUPPORT Principal Investigators, 1995). These measures (along with the three other

primary measures of interest: pain; time spent in an ICU comatose or receiving mechanical

ventilation before death; and, hospital resource use) were chosen as illustrative of

concerns expressed in the medical and bioethical literature about when to use cardiac

resuscitation and other aggressive treatments and the economic and human costs of

providing life-sustaining treatment near the end of life.

Patient preferences and short-term prognoses were the strongest determinant of

both the frequency and timing of DNR orders for this patient population (Hakim et al.,

1996). But disagreement between patient preferences for CPR and physician perception

of patient perceptions was common (Teno et al., 1995). Do-not-resuscitate orders were

written for 31% of the 6802 patients enrolled in this part of the study. Eighty-one percent

of patients who died during the enrollment period had DNR orders. The median time

between study enrollment and DNR order was five days, the median time between DNR

order and death (for those who died in the hospital) was three days. Compared with

stated patient preferences, however, DNR orders are both infrequent and late—DNR
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orders were never written for almost half of the patients who said they wanted

resuscitation withheld (Hakim et al., 1996). Age was the third most prominent predictor

of having a DNR order—unrelated to prognostic estimate of survival or patient preference

(Hakim et al., 1996). Physicians seemed to use the age of 75 as a proxy for other complex

prognostic criteria, resulting in more and earlier DNR orders and underestimating older

patients' preferences for life-extending care such as dialysis, mechanical ventilation and

surgery (Hakim et al., 1996; Hamel et al., 1999b). Finally, the incidence and timing of

DNR orders varied considerably among physician specialty groups and across institutions

(Hakim et al., 1996).

SUPPORT. Patient Preferences and Medical Decisions

One especially innovative aspect of the SUPPORT project was the inclusion of

measures of patient preferences and perceptions in the following areas:

(a) Perceptions of likelihood of survival, comfort and functioning,

(b) Perceptions of treatment options,

(c) Preferences for aggressiveness of care and for limitations on care;

(d) Preferences for specific treatments, adverse outcomes and symptoms,

(e) Preferences for role in decision making,

(f) Perception of the influence of the physician, nurses, patients and

surrogate on decision making. (Coulton, 1990)

Studies have shown inadequate communication about end-of-life decisions between

physicians and patients, but there has been little research on the patient barriers to

communication or how patient characteristics and perceptions affect their preferences for
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communicating with physicians about end-of-life care (Hofmann et al., 1997). SUPPORT

outcome data obtained through medical record review, patient interviews and

questionnaires, and the National Death Index provide valuable insight into these areas.

Perhaps the most surprising result, in light of the premises behind informed

consent, patient autonomy and the discourse of advance care planning is that the

majority of patients did not want to discuss their preferences for resuscitation or

other life-sustaining measures with their physician (Hofmann et al., 1997). Of the

77% of patients interviewed who had not discussed their preferences for CPR with

the physician, 58% did not wish to do so. Eighty-eight percent of the patients

interviewed did not want prolonged mechanical ventilation but had never discussed

it with their physician, yet 80% of that group also did not wish to have the

discussion. The patients who did not wish to discuss CPR or mechanical

ventilation did not have any better prognostic estimates for survival or mortality

rates than those who did discuss these issues, however, they did perceive

themselves to have a better prognosis. What's more, 80% of those who did not

discuss their preferences did not have an advance directive (Hofmann et al., 1997).

These patients did express preferences to the interviewer but had not formalized

any statement of preference (even by merely expressing it to their physician) and

did not wish to formalize them. Patients who had discussed their resuscitation

preferences with their physician were about twice as likely to want to forgo

resuscitation and to have an advance directive than patients who had not discussed

their preferences. These patients were also more likely to estimate a poor

prognosis for themselves. Characteristics such as being black, being younger and
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reporting a poor quality of life were associated with wanting to discuss end-of-life

treatment preferences with physicians but not having done so (Hofmann et al.,

1997).

Patient preferences to forgo CPR were independently associated with hospital site,

diagnosis, being older, being more functionally impaired, and having a worse perception of

prognosis (Phillips et al., 1996). Clearly, there are other factors influencing patient

preferences than the patient's own values and beliefs regarding quality-of-life, suffering,

technology, and the meaning of death. Depression may also lead patients to refuse life

extending treatments (Rosenfeld et al., 1996). Changes in depression scores were

correlated with changes in patients' preferences for resuscitation. For patients who

originally preferred a DNR status, an improvement in their depression score was related to

a 5-fold change in the likelihood of changing their preference to wanting CPR. Similarly,

patients who had a worsening in their depression score were somewhat more likely to

change their preference from wanting CPR to desiring to forgo it (Rosenfeld et al., 1996).

The majority of patients showed stability in their preference for CPR or for forgoing

resuscitation. Overall, patient preferences about resuscitation were stable—85% of

patients initially preferring CPR and 69% of patients choosing DNR did not change their

minds at a two month follow-up interview. Overall stability was 80% (Rosenfeld et al.,

1996). It is important to note, however, that these are measures of patient preferences in

response to an interview question and do not reflect actual resuscitation status.

Perhaps the most useful function an advance directive can serve is in

naming a surrogate to participate in the negotiation of treatment decisions when

the patient can not. One aim of SUPPORT was to measure and increase

º
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agreement between patient preferences and those expressed by the surrogate

decision maker. In this area, too, SUPPORT failed. In spite of the reliance on

surrogate decision making inherent in advance care planning, their is no evidence

that surrogates or physicians accurately predict patient preferences in a high

percentage of patient situations. Agreement is often noted to be no better than

chance (Wilson et al., 1997). Surrogates agreed with patients' preferences about

resuscitation decisions only 75-80% of the time (Marbella, Desbiens, Mueller

Rizner, & Layde, 1998). Surrogates rightly understood patient's preferences for

living in a nursing home only 61% of the time. However, surrogates correctly

identified only 35% of patients who were willing to live permanently in a nursing

home (Mattimore et al., 1997). Physicians were no better at estimating patient

preferences. Attending physicians, who had a longer relationship with the patient,

claimed to know more about the patient's preferences, and who had talked with

patients more frequently about prognosis, were no more accurate than interns in

assessing patient preferences. Both interns and attending physicians had only a fair

understanding of patients' preferences for cardiopulmonary resuscitation or their

quality of life, and even less understanding of their willingness to tolerate adverse

outcomes (Wilson et al., 1997).

The SUPPORT investigators believed that "patient preferences should

drive choices between alternative therapies, especially when life expectancy varies

little and quality-of-life considerations are prominent" (Weeks et al., 1998, p.

1709). However, in order to make meaningful choices, patients must have an

understanding of the likely outcomes of their disease. SUPPORT found that
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cancer patients' preferences were highly dependent upon the patient's perception of

prognosis and risk of mortality. Patients tended to overestimated their chances of

surviving 6 months but physician estimates were quite accurate (Weeks et al.,

1998). Patients who thought they were likely to live six months or longer were

more likely to favor life-extending therapy over comfort care; those who conceded

as little as a 10% risk of mortality were more likely to prefer comfort care.

Patients who preferred life-extending therapy were more likely to undergo

aggressive treatment; however, controlling for known prognostic factors, their six

month survival was no better than for those who chose comfort care (Weeks et al.,

1998).

One stunning conclusion of the SUPPORT study was that the strongest

predictor of where patients died across sites was not sociodemographic or clinical

characteristics of the patient or the patient's expressed preferences. The strongest

predictor of place of death was the characteristics of the local health system.

Regions with greater hospital bed availability and use had a higher percentage of

in-hospital deaths than did regions with greater nursing home and hospice

availability and use (Pritchard et al., 1998). This finding alone calls into question

the assumptions underlying the entire SUPPORT study. If local resource

availability and provider routines have such a powerful influence, what is the role

of patient preferences, advance care planning, and even informed consent? This

finding more than any other implicates the discourse of advance care planning as a

violence done to things. It provides an illusion of patient choice as the proper
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motivating force behind treatment decisions while concealing the reality of the

structural determinism of the environment.

The Legacy of SUPPORT

Results from the SUPPORT project continue to trickle out. Attention to the study

has been unprecedented in both professional and public circles. The results have made the

front page of the New York Times as well as nearly every major medical journal (Gilbert,

1995). In spite of its purported failure to make a difference in the care of the dying, the

SUPPORT study has provided a wealth of information about the care of the dying, or

potentially dying, in the hospital. While there are serious limitations" to the study and its

results are not universalizable or necessarily representative, they provide a wonderful

description of patient care, patient preferences, and indirectly, the performance of the

discourse of advance care planning in hospital care of the dying.

The Hastings Center undertook a thoughtful response to the results emerging from

SUPPORT. They identified five areas or flaws to explain the failure of SUPPORT. First,

there was criticism of the SUPPORT methodology (Berwick, 1995; Callahan, 1995b,

Emmanuel, 1995; Lo, 1995, Marshall, 1995; Solomon, 1995). Much of this criticism

focused on the use of nurses as change agents, the fact that the study design did not allow

"The study was conducted in 5 teaching hospitals so results may be remarkably different in community
based non-teaching institutions. Patients may not be representative because they chose to receive their
Care at these centers, centers usually known for providing more aggressive, high-tech care than their
community counterparts. Only patients with one or more of nine disease states qualified for the study,
patients with other disease states may exhibit different characteristics and preferences. Finally, many of
the study questions related to heterogeneous concepts with multiple layers of complexity, yet results relied
on answers to interview questions at a single point in time, usually a crisis point. However, unlike studies
reliant on hypothetical simulations, SUPPORT was better able to capture the concerns of patients,
providers and surrogates in the midst of needed medical decisions (Moskowitz & Nelson, 1995;
SUPPORT Principal Investigators, 1995).
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for feed back as to the effectiveness of the intervention so mid-stream corrections could be

made, and the lack of structure for physician communication. The notion of patient

autonomy and "consumer choice" also came under fire (Callahan, 1995b, Hardwig, 1995;

Lo, 1995; Schneider, 1995; Solomon, 1995). Authors questioned whether the notion of

the good death—a tacit bias embedded in the research model—is an ideology driven

model or they way people think about and emotionally respond to the prospect of their

death. The question was asked if it is reasonable to think that people actually do know

what they want especially in the face of uncertainty. Also, some patients truly do want

every chance at life, no matter how small—is that percentage larger than we might think?

Sound criticism was offered that the intervention made no effort to account for or to

change the environment of clinical medicine (Annas, 1995; Brody, 1995; Callahan, 1995b,

Lo, 1995; Marshall, 1995; Solomon, 1995). Authors suggest the introduction of

economic incentives (Lo, 1995), legal sanctions (Annas, 1995), or a greater primary-care

emphasis (Brody, 1995) as possible remedies. Yet even these measures do not seem to

fully appreciate the complexity of biomedicine and "the legitimation of

authority...expressed and reinforced through a hierarchy of social dominance...surrounding

the creation and production of medical knowledge" (Marshall, 1995, p. S9). The culture

of biomedicine is not just the domain of the physician, it is also maintained by the society

within which it operates. Some of the authors stress that SUPPORT did not provide

sufficient communication interventions, relying on the passive involvement of the physician

and the active involvement of the nurse (Berwick, 1995, Callahan, 1995b, Lo, 1995;

Solomon, 1995). Suggestions are made for remedying this perennial problem, seemingly

resistant to all attempts at change, in a variety of ways. Callahan (1995b) suggests that
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one reason for the failure of SUPPORT is related to the fact that it did not sufficiently take

into account our collective difficulty with death itself.

By turning death into one more choice issue, we often do little more than
deploy a clever way of avoiding the topic of death itself. An emphasis on
choice allows us radically to relativize death, treating it not as our common
problem but as just one more occasion for the expression of individual
preference and multiculturalism: death as Smorgasbord. If that bias is
combined with the notion that most people have tidy, nicely rounded, and
well-settled views on the way they want to die, then we end by depriving
ourselves of any effort to achieve some common wisdom on the subject.
(Callahan, 1995b, p. S34)

These are the fundamental flaws of SUPPORT. Advance care planning, as evidenced by

SUPPORT, does not sufficiently address any of them.

In many respects, the results that came out of SUPPORT were not surprising.

Other studies attempting to assess the effectiveness of advance directives, physician

patient communication, or the availability of prognosis information have, at best, shown

mixed results. It is important that we examine the lessons of SUPPORT carefully. There

is a flurry of activity to provide legal correctives to some of the issues, and failures,

identified by SUPPORT: strengthening advance directive laws, formalizing pain

management protocols, developing tools for identifying truly terminal patients, further

codifying patient rights, and, establishing assisted suicide as a corrective to the dismal care

provided for the dying. We can only hope the quick-fix approach will be resisted and the

message of SUPPORT can be sustained.

Hope will, in sum, be far more realistic if it has finally sunk in that this is a
complex and hard task, one that will take many more years to accomplish.
It is complex and hard simply because it turns out to raise a host of
subsurface problems, almost all of them touching on some of the deepest
issues in modern medicine: life, death, self-knowledge, the proper use of
technology, the patterns, practices, and institutions of medicine and health
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care. It has taken us a quarter of a century to finally get the point.
(Callahan, 1995b, p. S36)

Conclusion

The purpose of this sometimes meandering account of medical, legal and social

practices over the last fifty years is an attempt to make sense of why the discourse of

advance care planning has emerged in the way it has at this point in time. It is by no

means exhaustive. Changes in professional graduate education, the political response to

the AIDS epidemic, actions within the disability rights movement, and many other

incidents, events and enterprises could rightfully be implicated in the discourse. I have º
tried to tease out the ways in which the various social worlds engaged around the body of *
the dying patient and how the language of that engagement—the discourse of advance f
care planning—came to be articulated in the way that it has. º

tº”
We start with the story of breakthroughs in medical technology that captured the

-

attention, support and imagination of the public and the government. The achievements in * ,
biomedicine were one of the crowning jewels of the international authority the United º
States gained after World Way II. With these successes, the power of biomedicine grew, ...)
and was unquestioned. The doctor knows best. With that position of authority and

recognition, social rewards—subsidization of medical training, increased income potential,

and other types of social capital—were bestowed on the physician.

At the same time, social movements within the country cast increased attention on

the welfare and rights of the individual. "Question authority" became one of the mantras

representing the sentiments of the 1960s and 1970s. The consumerism of the 1980s

created a public engagement with the details of biomedicine that was unprecedented.
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Some patients demanded to know, and control, their medical options—they wanted to

know the details, not just take the advice of their physician. Legal mechanisms were put

into place to legitimate and enforce those claims. Court rulings outlined the boundaries of

what came to be known as the doctrine of informed consent.

We also saw a growing unease with the potentials of biomedicine. Some in the

medical sphere were concerned with the responsible use of the new technologies they

were now routinely called upon to use. Patients and those in the public sphere were

horrified with the potential these technologies had to prevent death without restoring the

patient to a meaningfill life. Limits in the frontiers of biomedicine were being identified.

Public movements to provide better care for the dying and to empower the individual to

refuse unwanted care spread across the country.

Numerous legislative and judicial rulings responded to these concerns. Attention

was focused on regulating research and protecting human subjects. Public funding and

support for hospice care was codified in federal law. Legal mechanisms for forgoing

unwanted life-sustaining treatment were put in place. At the same time, malpractice

litigation increased and physicians began to practice defensive medicine to lower their

liability risk. Some attempts to systematically formulate an ethical response to the

challenges of biomedicine were undertaken. As in any human activity, however, political

concerns determined the ethical content of these deliberations.

Formalized approaches to addressing these issues were taken up within a new,

pseudo-discipline of bioethics. Sustained attention could now be focused on the ethical

aspects of medical care. A great deal of attention was devoted to the use of technology

and the care of the dying. Conventions such as do-not-resuscitate orders, advance
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directives, and forgoing life-sustaining treatments were proposed, defined, debated and

ultimately entered the realm of clinical practice and of the law. Bioethics became a

mediator between the concerns of the patient (and public), the interpretations of the

courts, the initiatives of the legislatures, and the practice of medicine. At the same time,

this role was self-serving as bioethics centers, conferences, journals, and careers were

developed.

The runaway costs of health care—a result of the limitless public appetite for

health care, the successes of medical research, governmental funding decisions, increased

malpractice costs, and ironically, the social rewards granted to biomedicine—came under

scrutiny in the recession of the 1980s. Managed care came on the scene and the practice

of medicine underwent radical transformation. Practice patterns were required to change

and cost cutting measures were put into place in the clinical setting. Medical decisions

were no longer granted immunity from financial considerations. Studies began to

implicate end-of-life care as an area where savings might be achieved.

At the same time, renewed attention was focused on the rights of the individual

patient through passage of the Patient Self Determination Act. The patient's right to

refuse life-sustaining treatment—now fully ceded to the patient—was now being pushed

to include the patient's right to demand treatment. Conflict between the physician and the

patient again erupted as the concept of medical futility emerged on the scene. Medical

futility was an attempt to once again place authority for medical decisions firmly within the

physician's purview instead of the with the patient.

Through all this, a discourse about medical decision-making, patient autonomy,

and legal rights was negotiated, defined, and refined. The discourse envelopes the dying

sº ...)
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body of the patient as territory is claimed, authority avowed, and decisions are made. In

the meantime, death's approach is inexorable. The SUPPORT study provides a wonderful

example of the performance of the discourse of advance care planning. The assumptions

firmly at the foundation of the SUPPORT study are those of the discourse. Yet

SUPPORT is a chronicle of failure. Why?

I posit that failure within the discourse itself. The failure is in the fact that the

discourse creates a violence that we do to things. We have found a way to talk the talk

without ever trying out the walk. We emphasize autonomy in a social world

(biomedicine) of total control by others. We focus on rights as a corrective without taking

into account the emotional and spiritual components of what is at stake—a profound

situation of vulnerability and death. We pretend medical certainty, patient rationality, and

a fair and just world, even though we know better. The discourse of advance care

planning is a discourse of illusion and assumption—illusions and assumptions not borne

out in the clinical experience of providing or receiving medical care. By protecting and

promoting the illusion of autonomy, advance care planning preserves the authority of

biomedicine, institutions and government to exert tremendous control over the body of the

dying patient.
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CHAPTER FOUR EXPLORING THE ARTIFACTS OF ADVANCE CARE

PLANNING

The Patient Self Determination Act is a wake up call to America—
You are all going to die, deal with it. (Jennings, 1992)

Multiple Needs, One Discourse: Advance Care Planning

The discourse of advance care planning was created and is performed in the space

surrounding the body of the dying patient; it serves as a means of negotiation for the social

worlds that meet in that space. The conception of advance care planning is a logical

extension from the ideals of patient autonomy and informed consent as espoused by the

bioethics literature and as supported by case law in this country. Advance care planning

provides a mechanism for applying these ideals when the patient is no longer autonomous

or capable of providing informed consent and allows patient autonomy to be preserved

and projected into the future. In this way, advance care planning serves as a corrective to

public concerns about physician paternalism and the unbridled use of technology to

maintain life. These concerns have sparked extensive public movements for and

governmental regulation of increased patient involvement in decision-making. This

involvement has aided the physician and other health care providers by allowing them a) to

share the moral burden of decision-making with the patient and family, and b) to limit the

provision of burdensome and ultimately ineffectual treatment. In theory, the discourse of
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advance care planning allows the inevitability of death to be acknowledged and prepared

for by the patient and his or her health care providers; it allows limits to be placed on the

provision of unwanted and ineffective medical treatment; it attempts to break down the

taboos surrounding the dying, and it attempts to exert control—personal, medical, legal,

regulatory, public, economic and moral—over the inevitable "devouring jaws of Time"

(Bertrand Russell in (Choron, 1964).

The acceptance and performance of a given discourse, such as advance care

z-sºplanning, may not preclude the simultaneous exercise of countervailing practices by those
**

- - - - - - - -
***

engaged within that same space. While the discourse may espouse certain new practices, ºf1.
the discourse can, at the same time, serve to maintain the status quo. Even more º

a

concerning, the discourse may conceal the effects of practices that subvert the alleged ■
*****

intent of the discourse. For example, the performance of the discourse (i.e., advance care ****

planning) purports to address particular issues relating to an object of concern (i.e., the -- wº

* * }
dying person). Yet, the existence and performance of the discourse may actually serve to ".

...”
conceal the object of concern from view. Performance of the discourse substitutes for ...)

- - º
true regard and attention to that object. The following quote illustrates this point. It is a

classic example of the performance of the discourse of advance care planning. A careful

reading reveals that there is no discussion of death, of the patient's concerns about death,

or how he hopes death will come. It is unclear what was actually discussed or how that

discussion serves or directs the proper care of the dying patient. While a general

agreement as to the direction of therapy was achieved, specific information about

aggressiveness in the face of reversible emergencies or supportive and palliative measures

were not discussed. This would not be problematic if the dialogue were ongoing, but too
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often an exchange like this one is all that is ever undertaken—assumptions based upon this

solitary bit of communication alone will likely be used to direct the remainder of this

patient's care. Using the words and structure provided by the discourse allows

euphemisms to be employed, painful interactions to be avoided, and a semblance of

communication to take place instead of an exploration of meaning. The discourse protects

the participants from having to painfully confront what the dying process will look like or

the inability of the physician to successfully arrest the patient's dying.

Well, I guess they hinge [the decisions] on understanding that this is a
rapidly fatal illness and the goals from the onset are just comfort. I guess
our discussions about DNR and extraordinary measures were some of the
most important....The house staff wanted me to go over DNR because I
had become his primary care provider....I prefer to be the one to do this if I
am the primary care provider. I have no problems doing it. I started to
approach this situation with the social worker. I generally say something
like, "one of the things I would like to talk to you about and make clear is
that if in the unforeseen future that you have difficulty breathing or your
heart stops working, would you like to have care". I try to keep it medical.
In this case, he had difficulty understanding that. So I said "would you like
to be hooked up to a breathing machine or your heart restarted if it
stopped?" And he said that he would have to think about it. Then, thank
God, the social worker stepped in and asked "do you have a living will?"
He said "Oh, yes, and I don't want any heroic efforts to keep me alive."
She really saved me and taught me that I can use other terminology when
discussing these issues with patients. It was very fortunate that she was
with me. He told us that he had thought about this and that his parents
were aware of what he wanted. So, it was already resolved. He had done
it on his own. A12HH_1, 163-218"

"There are four components to the identifier numbers in use, in this case, A-12-HH-_1. The first is for
the ethnic group A=Anglo-American, B=African-American, C=Chinese immigrant, L=Latino, a V in
front indicates an AIDS case. The number in the second space indicates the patient number enrolled,
A12=the 12" Anglo-American case. The third space identifies the interviewee, H=a health care provider,
each is given an individual identifier, i.e., HH, H17, H&, etc. PF=patient female, PM=patient male.
F=family member or friend. these are numbered as there were frequently more than one interviewed,
hence, F1, F2, etc. Finally, the number after the space identifies which interview with the particular
respondent. The numbers following the comma indicate the lines in the coded interview in which the
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The meanings encapsulated in the foregoing interaction are predicated on an

understanding of the particular discourse and the particular meanings assigned to each of

the terms. But we have no assurance that these meanings are shared between participants,

Would the physician and the patient recognize the same interventions as heroic? Does a

living will always preclude the use of a ventilator for difficulty in breathing? Is the

physicians just interested in resuscitation status or is he looking for answers to a host of

other questions? As we saw in the previous chapter, the ideal of advance care planning

has yet to be realized. The discourse of advance care planning has been well-developed

and granted widespread approval, even federal and regulatory support, yet the practices of

clinical medicine have remained remarkably unchanged. The approach of death is still

feared and denied by patients, their families and their health care providers. Silence still

surrounds that approach although the discourse, as demonstrated above fills that space

giving the semblance of communication. The discourse of advance care planning does not

tame the chaos that accompanies death; it has not brought human acceptance of our

mortality. What it has done is to substitute a slick and sophisticated set of discursive

practices for the awkward silence we feel when facing death.

In this chapter I will focus on advance care planning in practice. I will explore

two of the bioethics conventions that are at the heart of any formulation of advance care

planning advance directives and do-not-resuscitate (DNR) orders. The concept of

limiting treatment will be taken up in the next chapter. I will examine how these bioethics

conventions and discursive artifacts are performed and deployed in the clinical practice of

quote will be found. A12HH_1, 163-218=the 12"Anglo-American oncology case, first interview with
provider H, lines 163-218 in the transcript.
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caring for terminal patients. I used these terms as a rhetorical device to interrogate and

code the interview texts in the data set in order to identify instances when discussion was

focused on the actual performance of advance care planning. While the concepts are

distinct, their boundaries are fluid; participants were often unable to make or maintain a

clear distinction between them. Even so, participants who did not actively incorporate the

concepts into their clinical practices readily accepted their validity and engaged in their

discussion (performed the discourse). The difference in meaning and function assigned to

these artifacts by the social worlds engaged in the discourse of advance care planning will

become evident.

Overview of Results

We asked nurses and physicians in the study clinic to refer their patients who were

dying to the study (see Appendix 2). As criteria for referral, we asked them to use the

standard, if arbitrary, definition of "dying" as six months or less to live. The study

population included approximately equal numbers of women and men with cancer (27 and

29 respectively), and men with AlBS (32). Patient age ranged between 27 and 84, the

vast majority of respondents were in their forties, fifties and sixties. While the original

study was designed to examine the varying responses of patients from different ethnic and

cultural backgrounds, my approach focuses on the study population as a whole. My focus

is on the general deployment and understanding of the discourse across patient and

provider groups rather than the differences of its performance within particular ethnic or

disease groups. (See Appendix 1 for publications from the study addressing particular

ethnic and cultural issues). I will describe the characteristics particular to each
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convention—advance directives, limiting treatment, and DNR—and then explore the

themes that emerged through this analysis.

Health care providers generally felt that of the three conventions, advance

directives were less threatening to introduce into a discussion. When discussing advance

directives, patients and providers expressed more ease in maintaining hope and the

promise of life. Many patients and family members did not believe it necessary to execute

an advance directive, since they thought the family member was the logical decision-maker

anyway. Many family members saw it as their duty to make decisions for their loved one,

even if the patient was still able to do so. This position, though not prominent in every

case, crossed all ethnic categories. Many patients talked about advance directives

favorably but had clearly either not completed one or had not told anyone about their

advance directive. Other patients rejected the notion of advance directives entirely, unable

to conceive of a situation in which they would not be able to direct their own medical care.

This inability to imagine their own physical deterioration or the types of decisions that

might be needed was not uncommon.

Limiting treatment was by far the most difficult concept to define, identify, code

for, and interpret. I used a broad definition of limiting treatment in my coding scheme:

"any reference to an orientation toward treatment that eschews cure, i.e., palliative care or

symptom management rather than curative measures, may include hospice references, pain

control, or scaling back of palliation" (see Appendix 8). The project definition was simply

"any discussion of discontinuing or limiting treatment by patient, family or provider" (see

Appendix 7). This definition proved somewhat problematic for the interviewers. Some of

the interviewers asked the patient in hospice if they would ever consider limiting their pain
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medications. This was not really the original intent of the question. Instead, it was more

in line with what the literature generally refers to as limiting, i.e., foregoing life-sustaining

treatments (Hastings Center, 1987; President's Commission for the Study of Ethical

Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 1983). As outlined in

Chapter 3, there is general consensus that it is appropriate to limit these types of treatment

for those patients who are deemed to be dying.

It was hard for the respondents to identify when a limiting discussion had actually

taken place and equally difficult to identify when one was needed. Limiting treatment is at

best a nebulous concept, especially when the extent and severity of the disease nullify

questions of life-support. The interviews illustrated that it is often difficult to distinguish

between situations where there is no available treatment, where treatment options have

been exhausted, or where there is no reasonable treatment worth pursuing (the latter raises

the questions of who makes that decision and what factors such as economics, age and

opportunity are relevant). Surprisingly, it is also difficult to identify situations of

autonomous patient choice to refuse treatment and seek palliative measures only. Most

often, this is because the individuals involved in the decision did not identify the decision

as one of limiting treatment. The idea that there was choice involved in these matters was

notably lacking.

Limiting treatment perhaps best signifies the discourse of advance care planning

and its disconnect from clinical practice. This concept will be taken up in more depth in

Chapter 5. Health care providers were readily able to engage in a discussion of the

concept, but they were almost uniformly unable to recognize or identify its actual

performance in practice. Unlike the cases of art, pornography, and futile medical care—
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where definitions lack agreement but individuals feel they know it when they see it—the

concept of limiting treatment seems easily defined, but neither providers nor patients

recognize its performance as such. Providers discussed the need for careful timing of

discussions about limiting treatment. Yet, they did not seem to consider that decisions

that had already been made—such as to stop chemotherapy, to not offer radiation therapy,

or to institute palliative care measures—constituted a discussion of limiting treatment.

Several patients said they would never consider limiting their treatment, or would limit it

only when they were cured, when in fact they had not received or were not currently
**

receiving any treatment for their disease, their treatment consisted solely of pain ...”
*::

medication. Larger issues of limiting life-sustaining technologies, such as questions of 2.
*...*

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ºhospitalization, admission to the intensive care unit, and use of mechanical ventilation ***
**

- -
t

among others, were not openly discussed but seemed to be tacitly agreed upon to be ~"

beyond consideration. The discourse of limiting treatment may be well developed but its i.e.

meaning in clinical practice is vague and its performance often unrecognizable in the * }
º

- - - - - - - gº

clinical practice of caring for terminally ill patients. *)
sº

Do-not-resuscitate (DNR) orders, the most tangible and discreet convention,

should be fairly straightforward. They were not. Discussion tended to hinge on narrow

reference to cardiac and lung function while implicating broad limitations in levels of care

to be provided. Providers conflated them with a host of other decisions, signifying

limiting treatment decisions under the moniker of DNR. Patients, however, rarely related

the question of resuscitation to their imminent death from cancer; instead, they attached

the concept to some unrelated cardiac event. Patients with AIDS, however, did have a

better grasp of the relation of resuscitation to their disease. Even so, neither providers nor
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patients spoke of death as a precursor to or result of CPR; instead, they referred to the

procedure's aftermath—being left "hooked to machines" or "unconscious for months and

months." Additionally, it was very difficult to ascertain from the clinic charts who actually

had a do-not-resuscitate order. There was virtually no mention in the charts of Prehospital

DNR Orders even though they had been introduced into public use just prior to the

commencement of data collection (California Medical Association/Emergency Medical

Service, 1992).” There are no requirements for protocols to document or communicate

resuscitation status in ambulatory care settings like the clinic. Since it is not required by

regulation and there is little felt need (unlike hospitals, it is exceedingly rare that a patient

dies in the clinic setting), there are no mechanisms for addressing the issue except a

resounding silence. At the time of the interviews, the providers were frequently unsure of

the patient's code status. Even when the provider recalled that they had discussed the

issue with the patient, it was not uncommon that they could not recall the outcome of the

discussion.

Four themes emerged while examining the codes of advance directives, limiting

treatment, and DNR. The most striking is that none of these bioethics conventions are

routinely discussed in the clinic with patients—they are brought up on an ad hoc basis.

Second, there are serious pragmatic difficulties in deploying all of these constructs. Third,

they are each used to address or to attempt to influence issues of control simultaneously

and in multiple directions. And finally, they are all used in highly symbolic ways; they

"The use of the Prehospital DNR form remains problematic in clinical use in 1999. Current research
shows that the forms are still unknown by many providers, used infrequently, and often inappropriately
(Drought & et al. 1999).
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signify—to health care providers, patients, and their families—more than what they

actually are.

The fact that many of the patients lived longer than six months after inclusion in

the study illustrates the difficulty of prognosticating death. What is even more fascinating,

however, is that many of the health care providers interviewed did not think of these

patients as dying; they were unsure if the patient was aware that he or she was dying, and

they had never thought about discussing end-of-life treatment preferences with the patient.

In spite of the fact that in almost every instance providers believed that it was very

important to engage their patients in early discussion of end-of-life treatment preferences,

few actually did prior to an urgently needed decision. The rule of the exception seemed to

apply—there was a reason why it had been inappropriate (up to the time of the interview)

to engage the particular patient in the discussion. It was "not the right time", or the

provider responding was not the right person or didn't "know the patient well enough", or

there were other "more pressing concerns." The health care providers invoked a variety of

other reasons as well. In 70 per cent of the oncology cases (39/56) and 53 percent of the

AIDS cases (17/32), at least one, and frequently more than one, health care provider

stated that they had not engaged in a discussion of advance care planning with the patient

in the clinic prior to the time of our interview.

Patients were equally uninterested in discussing their imminent dying, struggling

instead with the challenge of continuing to live—to have a life—in the midst of their illness

(Liaschenko, 1993). A curious silence fell over most of the respondents about the period

of their actual dying. Individuals were willing to discuss their concerns in the present and

the difficulties of treatment, of symptom management, and of staying connected with life.
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For the most part, they were willing to discuss the fact of their death, their concerns for

their survivors, and frequently volunteered information about their funeral plans and wills.

But there was very little willingness to engage in discussions about the transition between

life and death, about the practicalities of managing that transition—about how, where, and

with whom the transition was to be made, and what it would be like. This is the stuff of

end-of-life treatment decisions; this is the presumed purpose behind the discourse of

advance care planning. But even a structured discourse, like that of advance care

planning, cannot effectively penetrate this area of silence (see Table 1). These

respondents, for the most part, engaged directly with end-of-life treatment decisions only

when it became a matter of practical necessity, when they could no longer be ignored,

when the events requiring decisions were not only imminent but were actually occurring.

Hence, limiting treatment was discussed when there were no more treatments to be

offered. Hospice referral was made when the family could no longer manage the patient's

physical care. Home care nurses and residents managing the hospitalization—the ones

who would be called on to actually perform CPR—were the ones who pushed for a

decision about resuscitation.

Some of the hesitance to engage in discussions of advance care planning can be

attributed to pragmatic difficulties with each of these conventions as identified by the

respondents. Among many of the health care providers, there was a lack of basic

understanding and distinction about the meaning of these terms: advance directives,

limiting treatment and even DNR. Patients and their family members had even less

understanding. Advance directives were confused with wills. CPR was confused with

admission to intensive care. Patients denied that they would ever make a decision to limit

****
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treatment even though they had refused chemotherapy and were receiving palliative care

only. The uncertainty of the future, including disease progression and response to

treatment--and the difficulty that uncertainty places on planning for the future—was a

recurrent theme for both patients and providers across all the codes. Additionally,

patients, family members and health care providers all admitted to difficulty and

discomfort in confronting advance care planning discussions prior to actual need—they

preferred a wait-and-see attitude.

Another theme that emerged across the three codes is that of control. Particular

conventions were used to control a variety of other persons and entities including the

illness, destiny, family members, the patient, physicians, and health care providers. The

concept of control was multi-directional and fluid. No clear hierarchy emerged. The

bioethics conventions were used instrumentally to exert or achieve control in a variety of

ways. Respondents expressed their support for discussion of advance care planning

because of the sense of control it allowed. Providers could control patients, patients could

control family members, family members could control the dying trajectory. However, the

ineffectiveness of control or the inability to control differing subjects (e.g., health care

providers, family members, the disease, the patient) is a recurrent theme in the

interviewees' responses.

Closely related to the theme of control is the symbolism attached to each of these

conventions. Discussion of any given convention usually carried multiple embedded

implications for all interviewees. Symbolic meanings, however, are not necessarily shared

between the social worlds of the patient, their circle of support, or the health care

providers. For example, while a physician's assistant interprets the discussion of advance
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directives as signaling a change in status and disease progression, a patient may interpret it

as a way of making sure his mother does not provide a Catholic burial for him. One

patient interpreted the discussion of code status as rude and inappropriate since he was not

yet dying, although he was in hospice and died less than two months later. Physicians

often described the do-not-resuscitate decision as entailing a host of other treatment

decisions ranging from the provision of chemotherapy to hospitalization for complications,

yet their description of the discussion with the patient was generally limited to the

mechanics of restarting the heart or using a machine to help them breathe.

In a few cases, there was evidence of ordered, reasonable, timely decision-making

with full patient participation of the type used as a model for the SUPPORT study

discussed in Chapter 3. These cases tended to be ones where there was no prognostic

uncertainty, the patient or family had previous experience with hospice, forgoing life

extending treatments and do-not-resuscitate orders, and the patient's deterioration and

death proceeded followed a fairly straight trajectory. Many AIDS patients were familiar

with the discourse and invoked the bioethics conventions routinely, however not always

unproblematically.

In the majority of cases in this study, the process of end-of-life decision making

approached chaos with little or no advance planning. Typically, decisions were reactive

rather than proactive; they were highly contingent and made late rather than early.

Patients seemed uninvolved in or poorly informed about the details of their disease, their

prognosis, and often their care. Providers were woefully ignorant of patient

understandings and patient concerns. Death often seemed to come as a surprise to

patients and families, and sometimes even to the health care providers. While the concept
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of advance care planning was highly touted by the health care providers, it was not routine

in their practice—their approach to advance care planning with patients was highly

individualized, usually unplanned.

However, in spite of the seeming chaos of the decision-making process as reflected

in the interviews, patients were transferred to hospice care and few underwent aggressive

interventions near the time of death. Indeed, very little dissatisfaction with the process of

decision making was volunteered by the patients or their families. In fact, few patients,

family members or health care providers believed that many decisions were actually made.

Patients who had undergone multiple medical procedures and patients who had signed up

with hospice denied that they had had to make any medical decisions. This paradox is

perhaps best exemplified by the statement from one physician: "I mean we discussed it

[stopping treatments] but they weren't really decisions" (C06HE_1, 172-174).

Digging Deeper. The Discursive Artifacts

Advance Directives

An advance directive is a written document, completed before a person
suffers an incapacitating illness or injury, in which the person does one or
both of the following: (1) names another individual who will have legal
authority to make health care decisions on the person's behalf if the person
becomes decisionally incapacitated; and/or (2) states his or her preferences
about future medical treatment (Purdy & Mead, 1995, p. 3).

The Patient Self Determination Act requires that individuals be informed of their right to

participate in their health care decisions and their right to have an advance directive at

several critical junctures—when they are admitted to the hospital, transferred to the

intensive care unit, at the first hospice visit, prior to enrolling in a home health program, or

* * *
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when they elect to receive their health insurance through a health maintenance

organization (1990). The individual can not be required to execute an advance directive

nor can the provision of care be predicated on the existence of an advance directive. Also,

it is important to note that the PSDA does not require patients being treated in an

outpatient clinic to be informed about advance directives. Discussion of advance

directives in the clinic by our study participants was strictly voluntary. However, advance

directives are encouraged, in the literature and in provider education, to be a routine

component of patient care and an appropriate consideration for the healthy, young adult as

well as the frail elder.

Unspoken Ambivalence

Some, though not all, health care providers in our study felt that advance directives

were important to discuss with their patients, or at least that they ought to do it. They

accepted the validity of the discourse of advance care planning, even though they had

difficulty incorporating the actions into their practice. The following providers

unquestionably accepted the discourse while admitting, almost guiltily, that they had not

discussed it with a particular patient.

No, I have not [discussed durable power of attorney with him], probably I
should. This is easier to ask to patients and usually it comes earlier than the
limiting treatment question. Also, I haven't asked because he never comes
in with family, he usually comes alone. L17HH_1, 280-291
You know we have this responsibility to bring it up. C17HA_1, 265-268

I didn't, and I probably should do more with my patients than I do. I don't
know why I didn't with this one. C03HB_1, 460-463
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Even though the study clinic was not mandated to discuss advance directives by

the PSDA, the social workers we interviewed saw it as a part of their practice to inform

patients about advance directives and to assist those patients who were interested in

completing them. Many of the social workers have incorporated these discussions into

their perception of the role and work requirements of being a social worker.

I don't know if he's done that [completed and advance directive]. And that
is a self-criticism. I should have found out about that issue and I usually
do. I would ordinarily make it a part of my assessment but for some reason
I didn't. A12HZ_1, 420-426

The social worker in the following quote has formalized this process to make sure she

adequately covers the issues with the patient or surrogate. Both the preceding and the

following quotes reflect the type of unquestioned acceptance of the utility of advance care

planning that was generally espoused by the health care providers.

I talked to the son about it and gave him the form. He was very interested.
In terms of resuscitation, that is something I cover with the durable power
of attorney issue. I try to outline some of the things they should consider
like whether they want to be on a respirator or not.... I have a list that I
cover with the family of things they should include when writing a durable
power of attorney. Sometimes I give them a copy of the list, and
sometimes I just tell them what they should consider....Whether or not they
want to be fed, receive antibiotics, ... things like that. Some people just
don't know the choices they have or what to decline. The list helps them
think about what will come up and what they have choices about. You
have to tell them and inform them about what may happen. L09HN_1,
228-261

Even so, another social worker actively questioned the concept behind advance

care planning, at least for individuals from other cultural backgrounds. But what she is

questioning here is not the use of the advance directive as defined above, but the fact that

it is used to symbolize and convey a variety of other meanings in clinical practice and that

** * }
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the discussions are frequently mishandled. It was not uncommon in our interviews that

any negative comments about the discourse referred to the lack of skill of those engaged

in it rather than to any fundamental problems in the discourse itself

I don't know if they discussed anything about limiting treatment. Code
status is different and I don't know how I feel about that. [Pause.]
Discussing code status is "usually hit or miss." Now in our American
system the docs are supposed to discuss advance directives way early in the
case, but they are not doing it and I don't know how I feel about that.
Another patient told me that the doctor had told her to sign a durable
power of attorney and he told her she had to fill out the whole thing, all the
questions, which is not true. You can state who is the durable power of
attorney without answering all the questions about what you want. This
patient experienced it as very threatening. This is usually discussed in the ***

hospital and in an "end stage situation." But I don't know if I feel it is a º
good idea to discuss it or not. Especially for those from other countries, it ****

may not be usual for them to discuss these things at all. L01HZ_1, 372- **
* * *
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This discrepancy between the abstract construct of advance directives and advance -" |

care planning and the clinical practice of the same was pervasive throughout the provider
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interviews. While the discourse of advance directives was negotiated in the public space ...'
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around the theoretical and anonymous patient, the clinicians labored in the space around a *3
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particular patient who was actively dying. Most providers did not express any

reservations about advance directives in general, however, there was some reason why it

was inappropriate to bring them up with his or her specific patient. In talking about why

they didn't discuss advance directives, providers gave a variety of frequently contradictory

■ easons.

I haven't, but it would be something to do. I don't usually worry about it
so much when someone has a spouse or a clear person that they're
communicating with and who clearly, legally would make decisions.
L12HZ_1, 639-646
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I don't even know if there's anyone else at all in the family, to tell you the
truth. I don't get into that too much with my patients, you know, who else
is there and who else is making decisions. L01HC_1, 453-458

A prominently recurring theme about why advance directives were not discussed

was that of timing. Seeming to reject the notion that the advance directive is best

completed before the patient suffers an incapacitating illness or injury (a foundational

concept in SUPPORT), the providers waited for certain events to happen before

introducing the subject. Discussion of advance directives was usually reactive to the

worsening of the patient's condition. º

He's never been hospitalized, that's usually the time I talk about that with ***g:

patients, but Richard's never been hospitalized, he's never really been all ***

that sick. VAO7HB_1, 265-270 º
...It could be that we're not looking at it because he's doing well. And when

-

people are doing well you normally don't like slap them on the face and -"
remind them and say y'know you're really very sick. You should be dead in
two months- you don't do that. Maybe it had something to do with that.
I'm not sure, extremely sure, but I don't think it was brought up again after º
he was discharged from the hospital. B09HY_1, 273-285 2

fear. º
19

We haven't pushed her hard on those. I mean, we've talked a little bit, very r
briefly before she entered the hospital about what happened if she really got ...)
sick and if something really catastrophic happened. And I said that at this
point I would sort of want to go all out and that was...So, I was optimistic
enough at this point to think that we could do her some good, that we
probably shouldn't put the brakes on doing everything for her. So, we
haven't made any permanent...I haven't asked her any permanent decisions
yet. She may have well made them and not discussed them with me. But I
haven't asked her to tell me what she is thinking. Al 7HA_1, 235-260

Yet waiting for the perfect time can be fraught with danger. In the case of one

patient with AIDS, the physician did not feel the patient was "at that stage yet" to discuss

end-of-life issues. However, the patient and his lover had made a suicide pact for when
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his condition worsened, in part because he didn't want to become mired in a situation of

unwanted treatment (VA12F1 1, 347-417; VA12HX_1, 354-356; VA12PM 1, 1366

1372). As many of the cases in the study illustrate, waiting for the right time to engage in

advance care planning raises questions about the nature of informed consent and patient

involvement in and understanding of the plan of care. These discrepancies are a source of

concern for the health care providers, even as they acknowledge a preference for waiting

to bring the subject up.

When Willard started to get sick and was really kind of deteriorating, we
had some discussions about "well I can admit you to the hospital but it's
probably not gonna change anything. If that's what you wanna do, I'll do
that but it's probably not gonna end up making you better. And you may go
through a lot of tests." We had that kind of conversation with him and
with his partner. But he also had reached a point there where I don't think
his level of attention and depth of thinking was as good as it had been. I
mean I don't think he was formally demented. He could probably have
passed the mental status exam but....Well, yeah. I just think that he
probably wasn't there as much as he would've been if we had had the same
conversation when I first saw him. VB07HU_1, 437-465

We are actually, as I have said before in a couple of these things
[interviews with the bioethics study], not great about doing this. I mean I
do feel I've been remiss several times about not discussing this with patients
right up front. But you also don't want to be total doom and gloom. "Hi,
I'm going to treat you but you really need to fill out your DNR." It's just
not, you just don't feel that things are congruent. And it's frustrating
because you want to make sure they know all the options and what's going
on. L24HB_1,491-507

Perhaps reflecting the paradox advance directives can pose for health care

providers—discussing care at the end of life while trying to treat disease and preserve

life—some of the responses physicians gave as to why they had not engaged in a

discussion of advance care planning were truly perplexing. It is important to remember,

wn.”
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however, these physicians will steward their patients through the dying process. These

physicians are discussing particular patients with a terminal diagnosis whose disease will

inevitably lead to their decline and death within a matter of months. I have added

emphasis to particularly troubling quotes.

If patients don't bring it up, I usually bring it up when there is some kind of
physical illness. VB08H&_1, 286-288

Yeah, we've gone into that just a little bit and you know my feel from him
is that he is someone who doesn't want a lot of intensive resuscitation care.
I don't recall whether he has done the formal paper work. I don't think he
has yet. But that's something that we will need to see to. If his T-cell gets
lower. VB04HX_1, 366-376 *

No, I haven't. I don't feel I know her well enough to discuss those things. tº:

L12HB_1, 202-206 º
* * *

Many providers stated that they were more comfortable waiting until the patient "...
!

º, sº |
brought the subject up rather than introducing it themselves. Numerous published studies

have shown that patients are more comfortable discussing these issues when the physician º:
* * j

, ,

introduces the topic (Layson et al., 1994; Lo, McLeod, & Saika, 1986). The providers * }
**

also acknowledged that some patients will never bring it up, especially patients who do ...)
not speak English. Given that the discourse of advance care planning is peculiar to the

American medical and legal establishments, it is not surprising that these groups of

patients do not introduce the topic into the clinical encounter. It is interesting that the

discourse has become so transparent to the providers, has been so completely

incorporated into their background understanding of the world and of their own culture,

that they miss the irony of their position.

I think it was [not discussed] because his prognosis response was, like his
death was not inevitable, even though it was. I guess I take the cue from
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them and see if it is something that I should discuss. I mean, a lot of my
patients come right in and tell me what they feel. "Don't do heroics to keep
me alive. I don't want any of that stuff". And I am trying to think if that is
the ... yes that is mostly the English speaking patients... CO3HB_1, 462
476

I have not discussed Durable Power of Attorney with her. That is hard
enough in your own language, but nearly impossible in Spanish. (449
453)...Well, they [other patients] often bring it up with me. They say they
want to be sure that people know what they want. That is different for
Latino patients. They tend to not bring that kind of stuff up, while the
Anglos do. L13HB_1,489-495

The Struggle for Control

Advance directives were given their greatest legitimation through the Patient Self

Determination Act (1990). The name of the act is quite descriptive of the legislative

intent. The goal of the act was to empower the individual with the force of the Medicare

dollar!” However, what is a fairly straightforward concept in the social worlds of

Congressional and regulatory custodianship of the public body becomes ephemeral as one

enters the space immediately surrounding the particular body of the patient. The logic of

the shared discourse begins to break down.

The patient in the following quote describes the struggle he had trying to get his

physician to understand his advance directive. His account highlights the difficulty of

making definitive plans for future care and the contingencies of knowing what the

particular care requirements entail. It also illustrates the concrete direction that providers

expect from these documents.

*The Patient Self Determination Act is enforced by the Health Care Financing Administration who has
the authority to withhold federal Medicare dollars from organizations who do not comply with the
mandates of the Act. The threat of the loss of Medicare dollars is a powerful motivation for change in the
healthcare industry.
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You know, [the doctors like to] put it off to later. When I first put my
statement in my file that I wanted no extraordinary life support it wasn't
clear in my mind, you know, just what that meant to me, so I worded it
rather vaguely and Carly [my doctor] thought that that meant I didn't want
anything, so it has taken me the last three years to persuade her to come to
the understanding that, like I said, if my kidneys are blocked please unblock
them, if my bowels are blocked, unblock them, if my throat is clogged,
clear it; but don't keep me alive comatose for months while you're doing
this, you know....Yeah. For instance, my appendix ruptured last year and
that's not related to AIDS but because everything else is deteriorating I'm
sure that...Something, and as I'm lying right before surgery in the bed, I
hear Carly tell the surgeon "he doesn't want any extraordinary procedures
done to keep him alive" and drugged as I was, I remember the doctor, and
I think he must have looked at her incredulously, he said to her, "Ah, his
appendix is ruptured, he's into peritonitis I really don't think he would mind
us removing it" [giggles.] VA11PM 1,697–742

The uncertainty of prognosis and the contingencies of the disease process present a

real challenge to effective advance care planning for the particular patient. The challenge

is to maintain adequate flexibility yet still make meaningful decisions. The physician in the

following quote eloquently describes his problems with the utility of advance care

planning. Many decisions are not well made prior to the need for the decision.

Well, I think we'll need to talk about things like code status, durable power
of attorney, and we haven't really gotten into those things yet. Eventually,
as he gets sicker, things like--really as with any patient--whether or not, at
what point he wants to not be hospitalized any more, not have more
aggressive treatments....Part of it [why I haven't discussed these issues] is I
just haven't really gotten around to it with all the other things that have
been going on and part of it is that I find it really hard to determine things
like...The advanced directives we should go ahead and do, but things like
code status, I've found it very hard to decide with patients in a really kind
of definitive way because I think they're very dynamic decisions and what
Somebody thinks that they may want at a particular time, when they're not
really faced with a decision, and what they want sort of down the road
when they're really sick and they're really having to decide about aggressive
measures, it really changes a lot. And so, I think it's something, it's good to
bring it up early, but you always have to keep addressing it, especially as
patients get sicker. And so I've really, I think, gotten lot more kind of
skeptical about what you can really decide at an earlier point compared
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with what you really...the work you have to do later on when the patients
are really starting to get sicker. VL02HW_1,416-463

Many patients expressed the difficulty of planning ahead when they were unsure

what their disease was going to present them with. The challenges of living with a

terminal illness and planning for catastrophic contingencies can be quite formidable.

As far as medical, I don't really know because its always new. I can't really
tell what's going to happen. Its hard to say "Well, maybe I'm going to have
to make decisions about CMV in 6 months" because I don't really know.
VA07PM_1, 1106-1113

I don't know what to do. It was so up in the air. They said I was going to … ,

live for a year. I mean I didn't even get my teeth fixed. I chipped a tooth,
but it happened a week before I got sick. I decided what's the sense in
having the tooth fixed. But I don't know... I think... [voice getting a little º

lower] I think it will be longer than that. I don't know. I mean maybe when :
you start to get sick you fall off pretty quickly I don't know. I don't know
how long it's been. I guess it's been about four months. I don't know. I'm … sº

going to ask her today, but I don't think anybody knows because everyone
is so different. I mean they did a horrible job on my stomach with the
surgery. When they sewed me back up, they didn't do a good job at all. I

sº sº.

mean when I had a few months, I didn't think it was that bad. But now that º:
I'm here awhile longer it's getting to be an issue. It's stretching... 'course )
I'm gaining weight....I'm just not going to do anything...let nature take it's
course, is what I'll do. A04PM_1, 148-177 tº...)

The control paradigm inherent in most discussions about advance directives belies

the unpredictability of human illness and human responsiveness to medical treatment. It

also serves to minimize the expertise of the physician and the patient's trust in that

expertise. Some patients, such as the one in the following interview, try to cover the

variety of contingencies that their disease may present, seeming to leave much to the

discretion of the physician.

Yeah, I have discussed it with the doctors and I've discussed it with Kane
with Durable Power. And it's basically if it comes down to needing outside
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ventilators, you know, I just can't see where that's helpful. Unless it's a
stop-gap situation where I accidentally or they accidentally gave me too
much of a medication and I'm having difficulty breathing, well then of
course ventilate me until the medication comes down. But I mean if it's
going to be a constant therapy, then it's not worth it. Just turn them off
A14PM_1, 555-570

But this type of nuanced decision making is often unappreciated by providers who

find such discussions time consuming and lacking clear direction. It is for precisely such

situations of uncertainty that the providers want the patient to make decisions in advance.

The appeal of advance directives for the health care provider is that in situations of

uncertain outcome there is advance guidance from the patient as to what to do. For many

providers it is not enough for the patient to say that he doesn't want treatments that won't

work. Many providers are more comfortable if the patient focuses on classes of

treatments to be foregone rather than on analysis of what might work to meet particular

patient goals. The physician in the following interview has spoken at length with the

patient and seems to have a clear understanding of the patient's goals, yet because the

patient has definite criteria based on the situational context, he is hesitant to second guess

what the patient would choose in a particular situation.

We have also had some discussions, because he's had PCP a bunch of
times, about heroic interventions. But those are qualitatively a different
kind of discussion....He draws it [a line for non-treatment], but he draws it
in a way that, he says, "No, I don't want things that wouldn't work. And I
have seen people who are sort of beyond that, who say, "If it exists I want
it." And he's a step off that, but at least in the hypothetical. It's not totally
clear to me that if I were sitting with him in the hospital on day four or day
five of bad PCP, and we were not able to get him well oxygenated in a
regular ward bed--though he said to me in the clinic, "No, I wouldn't want
to go the ICU, I wouldn't want to be intubated,"I'm not sure that in that
event he wouldn't say, "I want a shot at it." So, he's very treatment
oriented. He's not frightened of technology, and he really wants to live.
He never says things like, "I've had a good life, and when my time comes
I'm ready." Never says something like that. (257-292)
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My recollection is that he does not have a DNR in his chart, the way the
patient K interviewed me about does. Because he has kind of
contingencies on his preferences. When we've discussed it he has said that
he wouldn't want ineffective treatment; he wouldn't want things that don't
work. But there are not categories of treatment that he is a priori ready to
write off. I wish I had a crisper recollection of what specifics are in his
chart, I'll tell you from my point of view, I would be reluctant to see him
intubated under most scenarios that I can imagine coming up. That's
because for people with multiple episodes of PCP as he has had and where
he is in the disease, I think you can raise legitimate questions about the
benefits of that level of intervention. But I am quite sure that when we
have talked about this issue that I have explained that to him. Talking to
[him] about these issues took me a lot longer than it would with most
patients with his degree of advanced disease, and as I mentioned when I
first met him, I thought he had pretty advanced disease. And part of the
reason that it took me a long time was his treatment orientation. The
patient that K interviewed me about is such a marked contrast. He
basically came in saying, "Not only do I not want any anti-retrovirals but I
would never want to be in an intensive care unit and I never want to be
ventilated," and so on and so forth. VL04HT_1, 671-719

For patients who feel they do know what they want done, the advance directive is

a good mechanism for providing a sense of control over medical decision making. This

Sense of being able to determine the course of future events is not only comforting for

Some but also serves larger personal needs. The physician quoted below feels that his

patient's sense of self is secured by the advance directive.

In a way, people like Dirk are especially easy to raise issues like durable
power and even resuscitation with, because it's so important for him to
manage his care that it's a very nice opening to say, "Sometimes people get
sick enough that they can't, in a sense, defend themselves right at the time
against care they don't want. So what would you want known about things
like intensive care or mechanical ventilation or CPR, if the question ever
came up at a time when you couldn't tell us what to do the way you're
telling me what to do now."...That's what I said to him, and he says, "Cool.
I don't want this, I don't want that." So, with a patient like this, where
really being in control and independent is, it's clearly more important to him
than living. For some people, raising the topic is so associated with, "Oh
my god, I'm gonna die. You think I'm gonna die," that it elicits so much
anxiety that you can't get the preferences out. For him, his anxiety would
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be related to, I mean, he doesn't want to die, but what would really
threaten his integrity as a person is loss of control. So, rather than being
horribly scary, the discussion increases his control and is, in a sense,
reassuring. VA04HT_1,432-476

Clearly, some patients value their right to make their own medical decisions and

see the advance directive as a mechanism for protecting that right. They see it as a potent

instrument for maintaining control.

Well, like Jane, my power of attorney, whether she liked it or not she
would do it because she would know that's what I wanted. But, I don't
know, I think that a lot of people who I've talked to about this would say
that I have to do what I want to do. Its not up to them. They know that.
VA07PM_1, 1226-1235

I've already done that so they can say, "These were her wishes." This is all
legally done so they can say, "No, this is what she wanted" and that's
what's done. A15PF_1, 986-991

For the patients in the following quotes, the importance of control is less about

seeing that their own wishes prevail than that their loved ones are not placed in a difficult

and painful position. The advance directive is a means of lightening the burden for loved

ones in what is inevitably a difficult and painful situation.

And I told her that I didn't want any extraordinary means used. To be put
on a respiratory or anything like that....Cause I said...you know. I wouldn't
want to put the family through that. Because it's usually just an added
expense. You know? I've been told that very often. If your patient doesn't
come out of it....Yeah. But I mean time wise and energy wise and money
wise. You know. If I die. If God wants me, let him take me. A22PF_1,
1285-1310

Well primarily because life support would mean that someone else in my
family or friends...And someone else would have to make that decision and
I sort of talked around to my family and friends. And the truth is nobody
wants to. And I thought well...what would be the kindest for everybody
concerned? So I get my wishes and they don't have to deal with that.
A21PF_1, 629-642
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I'd seen other people, seen what families have gone through. It's too much
of a hassle on them. They need to be the ones to have to-- When it comes
right down to it, it's very difficult for them to pull the plug. They'll say,
"Yeah, keep going." So I decided it was me that had to make those
decisions. [I feel] Very comfortable with it because it's the way I want it. I
truly believe it. A15PF_1, 525-540

Advance directives were often perceived as a positive process by patients and

family members in the study. Having addressed the issue relieved some of the fear of the

unknown and allowed them to get on with the business of living. The second patient

interviewed below has taken care of everything but still maintains the hope that all his sº

troubles will be for nothing. * *
ºw 3

Yeah, she's talked about everything from funeral arrangements to the life º:
support and everything else and she's just got all the papers drawn up.
She's got me on power of attorney and stuff so I make sure that gets done **
but I know her wishes so I don't have to decide. The decision is already º
made so that makes it really easy [laughs]....Her decision. I mean, she talks
to me about it, asks me what I think and stuff but those are hers to make.
Whatever decisions she's comfortable with is what I want to be done....I º,
think it's good. I'd rather have her positive like she is than have a negative a '
attitude because that would make it a lot harder on myself. So I think it's **
good that she's confronted everything and getting everything ready...Yeah, º
and she always was talking, even before she got sick, talking about if she ..)
ever got like this she wouldn't want the- if she were to have a stroke to be
kept on life support or anything like that. A 15Fl_1, 417-452, 763-780

Another thing that I want you to know is that my funeral is paid for and,
you see that red thing up there [taped to the wall above the TV], I have
one in my wallet, and I was told to keep one next to the TV. That is the
receipt from the funeral parlor. And I've already signed out a will, and a
document so that if anything happens to me, I never want to be hooked up
to a machine. Don't keep me alive...Yeah-exactly. That's what it is, [a
DNR order]. And I did name my sister Sonia as the person to make any
decisions should I become unable to make them myself. But the way it's
going, I think I'm going to get my money back from the funeral parlor.
L06DM 1, 312-336
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Theoretically, the advance directive discussion is an issue related to but separate

from the current medical situation or the patient's impending death. In practice, however,

the issue is not routinely addressed with all patients but is reactively introduced as the

patient's condition deteriorates. The subject is then quite emotionally loaded when the

patient is facing a terminal illness. For this reason, the health care providers we

interviewed often expressed concern that discussion of advance directives created

discomfort and anxiety for the patient. The following quote from a physician assistant

interviewed, raises the question of how much of that discomfort is projected onto the

patient by the providers own discomfort with the issues.

Ok, we all talk to each other, all the providers would say we should do this
right up front with all of our patients and then, you know, you get so
bogged down just talking to people about treating, and then there's some of
the stuff you don't always touch on when you should. I think you worry
about some patients losing hope or at least any kind of hope, at least
having time by doing it, yet we all should do it, we all know it, we just, it's
something you shy away from it because it's not comfortable, even though
you work with death and dying everyday. You just don't want to crab too
much at people. L16HB_1, 749-768

Even so, physicians in the study group often perceived the concept of advance

directives as being easier to bring up than other more threatening questions such as

limiting treatment or DNR orders. These physicians frequently saw the discussion as a

process, and the advance directive as a means of initiating that process.

Right. I've not discussed any of that. And actually, it's probably a
discussion that we probably should have pretty soon. Partly the DNR,
although I think it's a hard discussion for people to have when they haven't
actually had an opportunistic infection. But certainly durable power of
attorney, who he would pick. I think those should be the immediate things
that he needs to deal with pretty soon. VAll H%. 1, 477-489
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No. It's interesting, I probably should give him the durable power of
attorney. Actually, I think the social worker was Supposed to talk to him
too, we both try to do it in conjunction with each other. I'm trying to go
and have me talk to him and then have her talk to him afterwards or
whatever, so that we kind of come across with the same message that this
is a good thing to do, to get your affairs in order, that kind of thing.
L16HB_1, 367-381

He and I had a discussion early on, not immediately [because] I was afraid
to scare him too much early on, but within the first year or so we had a talk
about DNR orders. At that time it threw him for a loop a little bit. He got
worried he was going to die right away and I tried to reassure him [that
that was] not [the case]. I asked him to think about it; to go home and
think it over, to talk it over with his sister, with his family etc. He returned
and said that he wanted to be a full code, essentially, right until the end;
and that he wanted everything done for him. I believe that he did establish
that his sister would be his primary representative in terms of interfacing.
I'm not sure if the paperwork has been done. VB02HX_1, 216-239

The physician interviewed below has developed an approach to try to ameliorate

the anxiety that introduction of the topic of advance care planning may provoke in some

patients. Several providers spoke of framing the discussion of advance directives as a

routine procedure, assuring the patient it is something they discuss with every patient. In

fact, they only address it with patients who have reached a particular stage of illness,

there is symbolic meaning in the introduction of the topic. The discourse preserves the

safety of pretending the discussion has no symbolic meaning, participants are shielded

from the acknowledgment of why it is being discussed at a particular point in the patient's

course. What is interesting in the case to follow is that in spite of the physician's concerns,

the patient had already completed an advance directive and given quite a bit of thought to

his treatment preferences. The patient's primary worry was related to whether he could

find a surrogate who would be willing to follow through on his wishes to refuse certain

treatments (VL01PM_1, 978-1010)

º
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I think that he probably would be very anxious about it. What I tend to Say
to people is...I usually have this conversation with them in conjunction with
giving them information about durable power of attorney, and, you know,
if it is clear that it is very anxiety-provoking for somebody to talk about it,
I sort of put it in a more generic context that everybody should do this
regardless of your HIV status--that you could go out and get hit by a bus,
and you wouldn't want somebody to make decisions for you. So,
sometimes I will just phrase it very generally like that, and as a way to
initiate the conversation, and as time goes on, also tell people that whatever
they decide it is not written in stone, and they can change it. Often it is not
a one time conversation, it is a conversation that goes on over a long
period of time. VL01H%_1, 504-535

Advance directives provide a means for patients to protect themselves from

unwanted intervention, counter the protective influences of their health care providers and

protect their loved ones from burdensome decisions on their behalf. Even so, it is often

difficult for patients to address the issues because the advance directive embodies tangible

implications for the reality of the patient's disease and future. However, it does allow

them to make decisions within the context of their experience and their own concerns as

the next quotes demonstrate.

Actually, well actually planning your fut-[starts to say "future" and then
rephrases it] what remaining days you have. So far I haven't had very
difficult decisions. I mean, I'm very positive thinking. I have to, of course,
take care of legal matters and all that but I've gone through that already.
And then I have to take care of the funeral arrangements. So that'll be
done. That's a more difficult- but I will be doing that. But as far as
difficult, these are things that you know are going to happen to you [at
some point in your life]. Well, I'm doing mine a little, taking care ofthat a

little quicker. It's probably the more difficult, but the funeral thing is more
difficult, the financial....Well, I'll make the decision. Then Bill and Doug
will see that it's carried through. Just like I said, I do not want, if I had a
major heart attack, no attempt to revive. Nor do I want at the end any
plugs, life supporting system. I don't want any of that And of course at
the end if they do have to make it easier I will take pain killers. That's all.
But not to try to keep me alive....That one [the decision not to resuscitate]
I made on my own. Just from past experiences because I'd seen other
people, seen what families have gone through. A15PF_1,477-527
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Oh I haven't made... Well, there is one decision that... a lot of legal stuff
that I need to do, that I just keep putting off. Like the power of attorney,
medical consent forms, and stuff like that I just put off. I just don't feel like
dealing with them right now....I don't know. [Laughs.] When I start
making these final arrangements, I feel like...I'm digging my own grave or
something. I know you make them, but...I don't know. VA13PM_1, 531
552

Who is the Proper Decision Maker?

An advance directive is a mechanism for ensuring that patient autonomy, the ability

of the individual to determine what will or won't be done to him or her, is preserved even

when the patient can no longer advocate for him or herself. This position based on two

fundamental assumptions. First, that a surrogate can decide for the patient as he or she

would (in spite of extensive research to the contrary, seeSeckler, Meier, Mulvihill, &

Crammer, 1991; Uhlmann, Pearlman, & Cain, 1988). Second, that legalistic assignment of

these duties is preferable to the kinship structures within which we each live. The legal

and bioethical position is that decisions made within those kinship structures may be well

intentioned but undesired by the patient. The advance directive was developed in

recognition that family decisions are often at odds with what the patient wants.

Additionally, many individuals are estranged from their families, preferring a family of

choice to one of kinship.

Yet many patients in this study did trust their family members to make decisions

for them. Many were unconcerned about explicitly relating their wishes to family

members. They felt that their family would know what to do for them. As one patient

responded:

I will ask the people I trust to make decisions for me. I will ask my family
to do that. C14PM_1, 514-516
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For some patients that trust is fundamental. They rely on the family not only to

make decisions but also to protect and care for them. The patient in the following quote

poignantly describes the difficulty she faced in coping with her illness. As this wife relates,

sometimes she needed protection from the decisions themselves.

The last time I was in the hospital here they talked about it [surrogate
decision maker] and I told them my husband. He always decides. Well, we
haven't decided exactly, but right now he helps me when I don't want to
know what's going on. L12PF_1, 411-417

This position is contrary to that espoused by bioethics and the legal requirements of

informed consent which require that the patient be a fully informed and active participant

in all decisions. But it is a position that lies squarely within the protective relations of

many family structures. Families try to protect the patient in many ways and they assume

that they will assist with decisions as necessary. The role is accepted without question.

So we came out here to be with him and get him all set up. Then we left
him here. We made plans for him to come back down here when and if he
got sicker. And I guess that is what I am doing now. A12F1 1, 93-99

Formalization of that responsibility, however, is sometimes troubling because the reality of

the patient's illness can no longer be avoided.

Yes, that [advance directives] was discussed but I don't remember when; it
was part of the rest of the stuff they went through in the hospital. It was
very shocking, but I think it was handled well. A12F1 1, 171-176

The patient quoted below thinks that families should handle these issues on their

own, that the individual should rely on trust, integrity, and open communication within the

family. For him, the legalistic process of executing an advance directive is intrusive and

unnecessary.
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Well it's like everything else I mean, it's big brother. I don't see why it
makes a big difference. I don't see why you sign all these papers anyway.
Well I think once you make the decision, I don't think anyone else should
be able to make the decision. Unless you are incapable to start off with...
the trouble is that the decision can change along the way ask you get
sicker. I don't think you're mentally competent to do that. Like when you
take morphine, my god, if I take as much morphine as they say I should
take, I couldn't make a decision in the whole damn world....Yeah but they
[my family] should already know that [what my wishes are]. They should
know it at first instead at the middle of the ball game because I know it
changes. I think you should be able to do it when you are well. ....I'll
probably sign them but, you know, if you can't talk about these things with
your family, then what's the point anyway. They could say I changed my
mind anyway. If a person is going to keep their word its a waste of time.
It's just another big ol' document that really means nothing. You have to
have a lawyer in the family to help decipher them. A04PM_1, 639-677

Of course, the Patient Self Determination Act was passed in part because families

do not talk to each other about these issues. In our study, many family members related

their willingness to make decisions for the patient. Many responses, such as the

granddaughter quoted below, reflected concern that there should be agreement among the

family members rather than that the patient should be involved in the discussion.

I don't know. If you were to ask me to make a decision, I wouldn't know
what to do....I must discuss it [with my family]. If you ask me to decide, I
won't be able to do it. I have to ask people. I have to ask this person and
that person and the family. I'll ask my younger brother and sister or
something like that....It'd be very difficult...Let's say if my father is
unconscious, and the doctor wants him to have a surgery, but my father
really doesn't want to have a surgery. I mean, he's talked about it. If the
doctor wants him to have the surgery, it'll be very difficult for me to make a
decision, unless the doctor says that it's a critical one and that he'll die if he
doesn't go through with it. Then I would sign the document. Otherwise,
I'd have to think it over for a long time....I can discuss some things with my
mother. My mom always says, "Whatever you decide."...He [my dad]
hasn't talked about this....He doesn't talk about that. He's always made
decisions by himself C17F1_1, 1537-1625
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Patients also expressed faith in family consensus. The patient is often untroubled

by the family's uncertainty on these issues, seeming to trust that the family will somehow

work it out. The patient below trusts his sister and his mother to make decisions for him

even though his sister said in her interview that she wouldn't know what decisions to make

(VB11F1_1, 788-801) and he expresses some concern as to his mother's ability to

understand the issues (VB11PM 1, 1076-1088).

Yeah. Well I don't really...like I said I haven't got to that point yet. Both
my mother and my sister would be [a decision maker for me]...Right. And
probably my sister. Because my mother...like I say she's older. My sister
would be more capable of kind of making it up to date and kind of looking
things over. She knows...I mean my mother...we're close as well. But any
kind of medical kind of decision that...any...you know cryptotherin. She
was talking to my mother and she [my mother] would the next day say it
wrong. VB 11PM 1, 1063-1076

Confusion about how advance directives worked or why they were necessary was

common. After being informed of the PSDA and having the convention of advance

directives described to him, one Chinese patient described the lack of family values in the

West as the reason things like advance directives were necessary at all. He decided he

should complete one in order to make sure that his family could make decisions for him.

I did not know when I was in the hospital, but now I know I can give my
family permission to make decisions for me if I am too sick to make the
decisions myself. I participated in a class about cancer at Chinese Hospital;
I was told that if I want I can do that, and how early should I do it. But I
have not signed such a form yet, and I think it is useless for us as Chinese
because we don't know English....Yes, I would like to talk to somebody
and give my permission to my family to make decisions for me when I am
too sick to make decisions, or even to help me to make decisions usually.
You know, for us, Chinese culture is different from Western culture, you
can see from the news that they can kill their parents for money or other
things. As for Chinese, we see the family as one unit, we share whatever
we have, and we experience the best and worst times of our lives together,
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I don't think it is a problem to give them permission to make decisions for
me when I can't do it any longer. C02PM 1, 1336-1378

The appropriateness of advance directives for those from other cultures has been

widely questioned, in part because of differences in family structure and relationship,

including by some of the providers quoted in the previous section. But in this study,

patients from each ethnic category replied unhesitatingly that they would name a family

member to make decisions for them. Many felt there was no reason to appoint a surrogate

since their family would naturally make decisions for them. Most patients expressed little

concern about whether the family's decisions would be in keeping with what they would

decide for themselves. One Anglo-American patient even expressed relief when his family

overrode his wishes and hospitalized him against his protests. His physician relates the

following story.

He was disoriented, and fought coming into the hospital, opposing his
sister-in-law, Ruth, and Donna the Visiting Nurse, who insisted that he go
in and called an ambulance. He joked with me, in telling this story, "Now
there's a medical decision for you!" Meaning that he was so out of it that he
really couldn't make decisions and they stepped in and made them for him.
He said it was a choice "between being upset and being dead." And that
they made the right choice insofar as they decided to live with his being
upset and they got him into the hospital and he's now feeling a lot better.
VA01BN_1,782-798

For a few families, the advance directive served as an opportunity to introduce

discussion about the patient's dying, discussion that would otherwise be difficulty to

confront. The Latino family in the following case were frustrated with their inability to

talk with the patient about her illness and her plans for her daughter's future after her

death. The family saw the advance directive as a means of making her face some of the
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decisions that were looming ahead for her. They wanted the social worker to help the

patient to do an advance directive in order to settle some of their questions. Again, the

discourse of advance care planning serves as a substitute for and a shield against

confronting the painful realities surrounding the dying person and those he or she cares

about.

Sonia [her sister] felt that Francisca was not talking to anyone, and that she
needed to make some plans. I'm not sure exactly what plans Sonia had in
mind, but I told Sonia that I would help that to happen. Francisca needs to
address the future for her daughter and who is going to take care of her,
maybe her family in Nicaragua and whether she wants to go back there,
maybe a will, I don't know. It's important for me to be there and discuss
this with the patient and the doctor because then I know that she knows
that I know. She knows I know what's been told her and that makes it
easier for me [rather than the family] to talk more openly with Francisca.
L05HZ_1, 79-97

The patient, however, said she had no interest in discussing advance directives with

anyone.

In the following case, the sister saw the advance directive as a means to take

control of her brother's life—and death. She seems less interested in advocating for her

brother's wishes than in trying to protect the rest of the family from going through any

more pain and difficulty than necessary.

I broke his arm into signing the paper [for DNR). He goes, "Well, what do
you guys think?" And I said, I looked at him, and I said "Lenny, get a grip
here: I don't think they're going to come up with a cure like in two months
and I don't think there's going to be enough of you left for me to
freeze...until they come up with this treatment." And he said, "Yeah, I
guess, you're right," you know, and he went ahead and initialed it, he
signed his power of attorney as far as health directive over to me,
too....The social worker people [at the hospital] brought it up. I have no
idea what goes on at the clinic because number one my brother doesn't
involve us in it, and IF he tells us something I never take it as the truth
because, you know, like he tells my mother he's having these blood
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transfusions because he's anemic. Come ON! [sarcasm] (484-516)...I have
no idea if they have asked him [what he wants]. I mean, when it gets to the
point where he is comatose I have that right to make that decision. I.
Because its been handed over to you.
R; [without hesitation) Oh, you can bet your bottom dollar. It's [the
decision] going to be made, because I'm not going to put my mother
through anymore shit than I actually have to. I think Lenny's putting us
through enough, VA08F1_1, 1046-1061

The patient referred to in the following quote used the advance directive as a

means of controlling his family and protecting himself from their decisions. In turn, his

agent seemed more than willing to use the DPAHC to exert control over the family as

well.

I feel comfortable that I have the medical power of attorney, and if
anything starts to ripple in the wrong direction with that, I would
immediately get aggressive and say, "I'm sorry. Dirk has made the decision
here, and he and I have agreed upon this, and I feel like you're not doing
what he wants." If there is a point where he can't speak for himself, and the
family tries to do something that I don't feel comfortable with, then I might
be a little aggressive there. And see if I could get them to not, I don't
know. I don't think there would be any problem with the doctor, because
they have on record that I am the one that has the say. And if the sister or
somebody tries to change something, I think we'll just have to gently
negotiate it....I don't think so [that that is going to happen]. I feel, I don't
know though. When you get into an ICU type of situation, families tend to
be hovering and barking out orders. But if that situation should develop, I
would definitely immediately call [Dr. C] and let her know that I intend to
be at the bedside, and that the brothers, the family is also, but these are the
things that Dirk agreed on. And I'll let her be the bitch, if I have to. And I
mean, that's kind of her job, and I'd just let her know, "Hey, I'm caught in a
hard place here, they want to do this, I know Dirk didn't want that, could
you please step in?" And I think she's the type person that would. After
communicating with her, I feel that she has always had Dirk's best interest
fully at heart and I don't think I'd have any problem, really. VAO4Fl_2,
424–478

The patient discussed in the above quote didn't want to discuss the issues with his sister or

even inform her that he had named someone else in his advance directive. This created a

.
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great deal of concern for his DPAHC. By focusing on the advance directive and the

discourse of advance care planning, the friend is able to avoid the pain of the patient's

death and the reaction of the family by focusing on areas of potential conflict and ways of

exerting control.

His sister doesn't have any copies of these powers of attorney, it's just what
Bob and I have revealed to her over the phone. Now, what Dirk has
showed her, I don't know. I pushed him all along, he wasn't even going to
tell her at first that he had made a decision not to use her and to use Bob
and I. And I didn't want any weirdness or uncomfortableness, and I kept
pushing him, "Dirk, have you talked to Julie yet? You've got to discuss
these things with her." I don't know what he thought might happen, but he
just didn't bring it up. "Well, we were just having such a good time, it just
didn't come up."[he is quoting Dirk here). And Bobby and I had to take it
on our own to inform her. I didn't want it to be an unknown. So, that's just
how it happened, I guess. VAO4Fl_1, 1463-1489

While the patient above may have been concerned about the unwanted intrusion of

his family on the decisions surrounding his death. The patient in the following quote

refused to appoint a surrogate decision maker so that his parents, long divorced, would

have to cooperate with each other in making decisions for him. He refused to let either of

his parents hide behind the DPAHC and wanted to require them both to stay present with

him, and each other, in the face of his death. Even though they were never able to do that

in his life.

Well, my parents are divorced, and my dad, either by choice or by
circumstance---many things happened in our lives--he remarried....And he
has been, again--either by choice or by circumstance--excluded from high
School graduation and you know, the things that are important to parents
to participate in with their children: my sister's wedding, you know, driving
your first car. Not legal things, but things that are memories. So
somewhere in all my mother's readings she found those words, durable
power of attorney. This was about maybe 6 months ago, and she actually
brought it up last year and I refused to talk about it. She wanted to file 6
months ago, 8 months ago. So, she went to my therapist and talked to her
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about it and asked about my feelings toward it and I didn't want anything to
do with it, that's all. And she really pushed, and she really pushed
hard....My reasons for not doing it are, if I take the decision making
process away from one parent, why should I take it away from one parent
and give it to the other? I feel my dad has been excluded enough from my
life that to take away that process from him to be able to say, hey, let's do
this, let's do that, I just didn't feel that I could do it. I felt that, you know,
under the circumstances it was horrible, it's like for many years he was a
stranger to my sister and I. And I just didn't feel that he could really say
anything about my life, but he sure has something to say about my death
and I didn't want to take that away from him. And it wasn't that I was
trying to favor but I wasn't going to sign a paper without talking to him
first....So, my problem was I don't want to give it to one parent or take it
away from the other without discussing it with them. So, I figure what I'll
do is see what he'll react like....So, he sees it as a controlling influence and
a controlling factor and wanting to control all the angles including him and
me. And she sees it as--she said she sees it as a factor that would expedite
the decision-making. Something needs to be done: make the decision. Well
my point is, can't you for the first time in over 30 years in your lives that
you've been separated make a decision together for what is best for me?
And that is why I won't sign the paper, because I won't give it to either
one....I could [give it to one or the other], but it will make it worse. It
makes sense to me, for some reason it makes sense to me, so I won't do it.
You're not going to make me choose again. You're not going to make me
choose between the two of you, the way you did all my life, I'm not going
to do it now and I won't do it. I have great relationships with each one of
them. (1018-1144)...No, maybe I should, but I don't want to be on
machines. I want a certain amount of peace now. Which was my big fight
with the controller about making my decisions. I want a little bit of peace
and dignity. Just to be calm, just to not have pressure. And then when I
die, when I get to the point of dying, to do it with a little bit of dignity,
with a little bit of you know, that is important to me. I made myself clear
on it with my family: I don't want to be kept alive by machines. Ultimately
they will have to make the decisions, you know, regardless of the power of
attorney or not: "next of kin," do you want him to live or not? These
words, and I know that it's going to be hard for them. I know, it's going to
be....There are not that many processes to pull the plugs, I want both my
parents to have the say-so in it. They both know what I want and
hopefully they will be adult enough to make the decision that's best for me
according to my wishes. And if they can't, then I'm sorry, I'm not going to
choose, I don't want to chose between them. VAO3PM_1, 1384-1422

.
;
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It is obvious from the lengthy quote above, as well as from many of the others

presented here, that the advance directive becomes implicated in the emotional and

psychological tasks of family life and of the journey toward death. The pragmatic

functions of surrogate medical decision-making are in striking contrast to the

overwhelming struggle for love, meaning and connection that engage patients and their

families as death approaches. The advance directive symbolizes much more than ever

imagined in the judicial proceedings and legislative debates that established them as a

mechanism to extend the patient's right of autonomy to the incapacitated self

Unfortunately, it can also be used as a substitute for true engagement with the patient.

The existence of an advance directive can cause problems for a family that might

otherwise have found their own way through a difficult situation. In at least one of the

cases we explored, the execution of the advance directive and the naming of a surrogate

created more problems and pain in an already complex family situation. Luis Martinez

(pseudonym, L24) was expecting his first child with his second, common-law wife when

he was diagnosed with metastatic colon cancer. He was estranged from his previous wife

and all but one of his eight children at that time. Through the short course of his terminal

illness (less than 3 months from diagnosis to death) relations with his first family were

restored to some extent. One of the social workers assisted him in completing an advance

directive naming his current wife, who was expecting their child any day, as the DPAHC.

She was completely overwhelmed by the situation, deferring to any suggestion from the

health care providers or his previous family. Members of this family were in turn confused

and hurt that their authority to be involved in decisions surrounding his final days was now

under question. Instead of simplifying the decision making process, power struggles were

.

};
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created by the health care providers' need to create a semblance of order in a chaotic

family situation. The health care provider ultimately took over the decision making

process as the family, and especially the named surrogate, became paralyzed by conflicting

concerns for the dying patient and for the two surviving families. This patient's death

would have been painful and difficult under any circumstances, but the well-meaning

attempt to empower the patient through an advance directive resulted in the patient's

wishes effectively being ignored and his last days filled with anguish and conflict between

his two families.

Nevertheless, the choice of a surrogate decision-maker is obviously quite

important. The surrogate must be counted on to stay present and involved through the

dying process and to speak for the patient in the technologized and often intimidating

realm of biomedicine. At least two of the patients in our study expressed some concern,

to their health care providers or in their interviews with us, as to whether their surrogates

could or would effectively advocate for them.

Candace knows what I want--I don't know whether she'll carry through
with it or not--but, and Ralph knows what I want, but I don't think he'll
carry through with it. I really don't trust any of the two, except may be
[Dr.L] now, so. (871-879)...Well, my friends, a few weeks ago Candace
and Ralph were over, and we had had cocktails, or they had two or three
and I had one, and I must have had a reaction or something because I
started getting violently sick, and the instant I started throwing up Candace
left, so. And since she is my power of attorney and she's the one that
makes health care decisions, what does that say, you know? (1110
1122)...Candace will understand it; actually I think Candace would prefer
that I stop and commit suicide, I mean a decent suicide, like a Kevorkian
style, you know, something with dignity, than for me to suffer, because,
well, Saturday we're going to a Memorial for R.L. who just died 2 weeks
ago, he was one of our best friends, we'd all worked together at the office,
but she was nuts when he was in the hospital for three weeks
VA112PM 1, 1169-1183

}

º

};
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I had the impression that his decision to have Kane be on there [as
DPAHC], to be in that position was partly because he was becoming more
and more isolated from the few friends that he did have. And some of that
was because his friends weren't very supportive of Kane and I think Kane
was a real detriment to his care. I think he felt somewhat trapped that it
was Kane on the list (DPA) but he also felt kind of apathetic about it, like
that's just how it is. He didn't seem to have a lot of energy to make those
kind of significant changes. I mean we talked about it, but I think due to
his illness, I don't think he felt like he wanted to make a lot of significant
changes or dramatic changes. And he wasn't sure who he was going to
burden. A 14H10 1, 248-270

For some patients in our study, however, there was no one they felt they could ask to be a

surrogate for them. The surrogate becomes quite symbolic as someone to care for the

person, someone who has made a tangible commitment to the person. Yet, there is

concern about the pain that accompanies caring for someone who is dying.

No [I wouldn't be interested in an advance directive]....Because I don't
have anyone to, because my daughter works. I don't have anyone who
watches out for me. Or anyone who helps me. When I'm unable to do
things alone, then I'll say, in the house, "take me to the hospital, I'm unable
to take the bus." When I had all the tests for my lung I was all alone, and I
sat alone on the bench until I felt well enough to go home in the bus. So, I
don't have anyone to do it. Maybe if I had someone, I would do it. But I
don't have it. L08PF_1, 484-503

The really hard thing is finding somebody to make a decision for me when I
am not able to....Yes, I am talking about it but not because I am saying I
want to die. But, I am concerned about what is going to happen with my
remains....I don't know, but I told my mum and dad that is what I
want....[But] I have been terrible about that [doing an advance directive].
Well, I wanted... it is very hard to find somebody to do that. I asked a
couple of people in San Francisco....You know they have that buddy
program? The buddy program is when they assign you, a male or female,
somebody to be your friend. So, I mean they are really good. They take
you to the hospital if you need to go but mainly they provide you with
Support. If you feel bad you and you want to talk about something you call
your buddy. It is an excellent program....[T]hey said that they are not
allowed to [be a DPAHC]....you know I have a sister. But one of the things
is that when it comes down to it are these people going to do it? Are they

•
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going to be able to do it? Are they going to be able to make decisions
about your health. It is very hard. Maybe I should pick somebody who
doesn't know....Well, who doesn't know me well enough to back off. I
mean it is hard to say. VLO1PM 1,920-995

Accepting the Discourse, Resisting the Practice

Not surprisingly perhaps, many patients found it quite daunting to complete an

advance directive. One patient described thinking about his advance directive as making

him feel like "I'm digging my own grave or something." (VA13PM_1, 550-552) Another

patient said:

Oh...I would put my aunt but I haven't really dealt with all this. I haven't
done that document. I feel really sick right now to think about that.
VL05PM 1, 81-85

Others flat out say they don't want to talk about it (VAO1F1_1, 1216-1254) or refuse to

respond to questions about it in the interview (C16PF_1).

Several patients, or their families, say they want to do one or mean to do one, but

haven't been able to complete it yet. A variety of logistical reasons are given as to why

they have not completed an advance directive. Patients complain that the witnessing

requirement is a barrier (L09F1 1, 480-482; VL11F1_1, 1518-1526). The patient in the

following quote is quite clear on his wishes, but hasn't quite finalized them”.

I already have that filled out. I have a form. I only need to give it to
someone to validate it. I need to find out what the next finalizing step is. I
don't want any of that. No one is going to get up after dying. VL06FM_1,
1308-1314

21 - - - - -The legal requirements for completing an advance directive are not really burdensome. One must either
obtain two witnesses to the signature or have the document notarized.

;
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Others patients say they've talked about it but just haven't done it (VAO1F1_1); they

haven't been able to get hold of a lawyer to help them (VAO7PM_1, 1119-1129,

VB09PM_1,811-822), or they couldn't figure out the forms (A19F2_1, 452-481).

The following series of excerpts from interviews in one case reflects some of the

dynamics and difficulties, for the patient and his providers, of completing an advance

directive. As we saw in the previous section, the advance directive clearly carries more

implications than the naming of a surrogate decision maker would seem to suggest.

Willy Johnson lives with a couple who are his friends; his family is far away and

fairly uninvolved in his care. His friends are concerned that Willy do an advance directive

so they will be better able to see to his needs as his condition worsens. The following

heated interchange happened in the course of our interview with Willie. R2 refers to

statements made by his friend, Willie's statements are designated R.

R2: ...And then Jennifer and I went through this before about scheduling,
if something happens to him, we have to pick up the phone and call his
mother in Buffalo. I mean we're gonna take care of him, whatever. But are
there written agreements saying that we're allowed to do certain things for
his benefit?...

R: Well see, I put their names down as my contact...
R2: That's the contact
R. That may be a normal procedure I've seen on all the different types of
forms....
[He's asked if he'd be interesting in formally designating someone to make
decisions.]
R. Do you think at this point, well I don't know if at this stage I need that
or not, I don't know....Well, what exactly what would it do in terms of
someone making a decision for me in terms of what now...?
[The interviewer explains what a DPAHC does.]
R2: And I'm saying is that a problem?
R. Right, while I'm still under doctor's care, right?...Yeah I'm sure it
probably comes up depending on what the situation is.
R2: Well, what the bottom line to me or to you is financial. If you have
money there, if certain things happen, we won't deal with your money, we'll
take care your situation but you still have money which is yours. We're not

}
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using that. We would have the ability to say "well okay, let's do this, let's
do that, let's do that." Like that.
R. Right, right.
R2. In other words are we gonna take you and just put you on a plane
and ship you back to Buffalo? Or let you stay here and deal with your
situation? Not taking money from you. That's your money. But making
sure everything's okay.
R. God, when it comes down to that! (1315-1441)
[After a little more discussion.]
R2: No. No. No. He has to decide. We've discussed it already....We've
talked about that. The response is that we need something on paper saying
if there's a problem...
R: Oh I hate that word on paper.
R2. In other words if something happens to you, we wanna be able to say
hey zoom zoom expedite this- expedite this as quickly as possible to take
care of him. Not worrying about money or having to deal with where's
your insurance card? You understand what I'm trying to say? B09PM,
1500-1532

The social worker involved with his care explains why she hasn't pursued the matter

further with Willy.

Yeah. I don't think he was reminded again that he's got a bad cancer and I
don't even think he has a durable power of attorney....It could be that we're
not looking at it because he's doing well. And when people are doing well
you normally don't like slap them on the face and remind them and say
y'know you're really very sick. You should be dead in two months- you
don't do that. Maybe it had something to do with that. I'm not sure
extremely sure but I don't think it was brought up again after he was
discharged from the hospital. B09HY_1, 263-285

Willie is not terribly concerned about the issues, he think something will work out as long

as he stays on top of the matter. Doing an advance directive may mean losing control for

this patient.

I've had it just mentally over the past six months. It's like I was saying
before, having to get involved and there's always something coming up. I
mean I can deal with that. I know they say even with chemo, nothing is a
100%. I don't believe anything in life is 100% guaranteed so I'm notlooking for anyone to blow rainbows at me in this sense. I've never been

.
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looking for that in life, anything on a silver platter. I know things go wrong
or you're gonna have your little mishaps here and there. That's why I'm not
getting overly excited about durable power of attorney or some other
things from a medical standpoint. Because I know that if it's not really
major, major and the individual gets involved, it can be worked out. You
stay on top of it, it can be worked out. B09PM_1, 1653-1677

An Unnecessary Distraction

Many patients had little or no response to questions about advance directives,

giving little insight as to why they had not considered completing one. A few patients, and

even more surprisingly, their providers, stated that there was no need for an advance

directive since the patient had never lost consciousness or had always been actively

involved in their health care decisions. These statements were puzzling in that the advance

directive only goes into effect when the patient loses consciousness or is unable to make

health care decisions. At that point it is too late for the patient to complete an advance

directive or discuss his or her wishes. One patient's response may give some voice to the

silence we often encountered. He said no one had spoken to him about an advance

directive since completing his chemotherapy and there was now no reason to consider it.

He implies that the point of vulnerability has passed.

No, I don't see myself getting to that point, where I can't make my own
decisions. I've come too far. A09PM_1, 542-544

It is difficult to imagine the moment of need, the vulnerability of dying, the approach of

death. Many patients choose not to confront those issues or make decisions about them

unless they have to. The patient in the following quote did not foresee any decisions since

he sustained hope that he would recover.
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None that I can think of right now [I've not made any decisions]. Maybe
we still hope that I can recover, so we have not made those kinds of special
decisions yet. C04PM_1, 618-621

Physicians also put off the discussion of advance care planning and end-of-life

decision-making. The physician in the following quote seemed to see it as unnecessary

once a crisis had passed even though the patient was still going to die of her disease.

My recollection is that I said, "now the problem is if you get in the hospital
and are too sick to make decisions, do you have someone designated who
can help make decisions for you and also the handling part." I don't think
she had figured out who that person should be. And I said, "well you need
to do that"....But she has never come back and presented me with a form,
I'm just realizing now. So I don't know what she has done. I suspect she's
not done anything....But now we are kind of over the hump in terms of
that. I think the risk of her ending up...My biggest fear is that she has a
central nervous system metastasis and being Non-Compus Mentus we
won't know what to do with her. And she won't be able to go back to
Nicaragua. L22HA_1, 980-1012

It was not uncommon for the providers we interviewed to say that they saw no

need for an advance directive, seeming to base their position on the patient's current

condition rather than any future possible contingency. The social worker in the following

quote sees no need for this single woman, who's family lives on the East Coast, to

complete an advance directive.

I don't think she has one. In terms of advanced directives. Like even a
DPOA. I think her sister basically becomes...naturally has become like a
decision making person next in line. But I think her sister would never call
for anything like that because she wasn't in any shape to be not able to
make her own decision. Cause she was always alert. A22HY_1, 530-541

The physician in the following excerpt also saw no reason to pursue an advance

directive since the patient had always been quite alert and they had discussed his care at

length. It does not seem to have entered into his calculations that the patient's mental
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status could change or others might provide the patient's care, not knowing of the

previous extensive discussions.

Over the course of our long relationship, I think we developed a good
indication for the kind of treatments he would want. We did not, to my
knowledge, set up a formal advanced directive or living will designating
one other individual. We essentially conferred over everything. His mental
status remained quite sharp until the end. VB01HX_1, 265-276

At the end, however, this patient became quite confused and died alone, locked in his

apartment, refusing to allow home health workers inside. It is hard to imagine that this

scenario was one that he and the patient had conferred over.

Even when the physician can foresee that the patient's personal situation is such

that difficulties are bound to arise, there is no felt urgency to discuss the issue of advance

directives or advance care planning.

I have never talked to him about that [DPAHC) either. And that's a good
question for him because, again, if his partner is sort of mentally retarded
or border line intelligence, he shouldn't be the durable power of attorney.
So, I have to talk to him about it and I haven't. VL05HV_l, 792-800

It was not unusual for providers to say that they had a good understanding of their

patient's wishes even though nothing had been formalized. It was unclear in the

interviews, however, just what the providers based these understandings on.

R. Yes, I assumed his parents knew what he wanted and that he did not
want extraordinary measures taken for him.
I: To your knowledge, how was this decision made?
R. Well, he had a lover who had shortly died and I think that he probably
discussed it with his mother. But he basically probably just thought about
it and decided. A12HH_1, 224-236

Oh, yeah. She doesn't want tubes in her. "She's a DNR, definitely. I think
she watched someone she was close to die slowly." We've talked all about
it. A02HB 1, 184-188
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Yet, when the patient referred to in the second quote above—a single woman with no

family, who lived alone, and who hadn't told her one friend she was ill—was asked if

anyone had discussed durable power of attorney for health care with her, she said no

(A02PF_1, 503–515).

The physician's perception of where the patient was at around issues of end-of-life

care was frequently misjudged. The patient referred to in the following quote said that the

biggest decision he foresaw in the next few months was planning his funeral (VA10PM 1,

1139-1153). The physician, however, hesitated planning with the patient for his dying,

stating their orientation was toward hope.

I think we've talked about durable power of attorney, but we've not talked
about resuscitation. We've not talked about end of life or hospice issues,
because our relationship has been one of extreme optimism and hope. |
Because he has really done very well for a long time, VA10H4_1, 550-558

Clearly, some physicians' reluctance or unwillingness to engage in discussions l|
around advance directives was related to poor understanding of the concept. The

following quote reveals a great deal of confusion about just what the advance directive

entails.

Well Murray is the durable power of attorney for health care decisions. I
found that out at the last hospital admission. I was pushed by the admitting
team to find out about the DPA and the code status. Murray told me and
so did Wally. But I don't know about a living will or if he wants to be
cremated or stuff like that--I didn't ask. VAO2HC_1, 378-388

This physician was charged with exploring resuscitation status with the patient and to find

out if he had an advance directive. She doesn't seem to understand the difference (or

similarities) between durable power of attorney and living will and she seems to consider
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funeral arrangements as a possible component of the discussion, although one she was

unwilling to engage in. She reluctantly collected the necessary information while avoiding

any discussion of the meanings or implications it held. She engaged in the discourse,

albeit in a somewhat ill-informed manner, one is left to wonder how successfully she was

able to engage with the patient.

Do-not-resuscitate (DNR) orders are considered by some to be another kind of

advance directive. They have several fundamental differences from advance directives but

share many of the same concerns with meaning, intimidation of patients and difficulty for

providers. The DNR takes the patient even closer to a direct confrontation with death, it

refers to desired interventions at the moment before death. As we shall see, just as with

advance directives, discussion of resuscitation status invokes little acknowledgment of

death or its meanings for the patient.

Do Not Resuscitate º

Resuscitation is the only medical intervention that is initiated without the specific |

order of a physician. Any person found pulseless and/or breathless within a medical

facility, by medical personnel, or increasingly in a public place may be the subject of a

resuscitation attempt. Because of extensive educational and outreach efforts by the

American Heart Association and the American Red Cross, many non-medical individuals

are trained in resuscitation and will initiate an attempt in the field and in the home.

The do-not-resuscitate (DNR) order is a "physician's order" which differs from

other physician's orders in that it is an order to withhold a medical intervention,

resuscitation. There are no real legal requirements to provide resuscitation, that is, it is
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not a crime to fail to do so. However, there are regulatory requirements for medical

institutions to train personnel and to have policies in place determining when resuscitation

is not to be attempted and how that decision is to be documented and carried out in

practice. However, emergency medical personnel are legally bound to attempt

resuscitation unless specific documentation is presented to them to allow non

resuscitation. In California, this documentation must substantially resemble the California

Prehospital Do Not Resuscitate Form; this form must be signed by the patient and the

physician and must be physically presented to emergency medical service (EMS) personnel

(1992). This is important for the group of patients in this study since EMS personnel are

likely to summoned whenever a patient dies in the home or outside of the hospital setting,

even, in some cases, if the person is enrolled in hospice.

It is widely felt that a resuscitation attempt is inappropriate when death is expected

from end-stage disease or metastatic cancer (Murphy, Murray, Robinson, & Campion,

1989). One of the outcome indicators of the SUPPORT study was the length of time

between the writing of a DNR order and death. It was assumed that a short period of time

indicated a lack of discussion and poor planning for the patient's death (Youngner,

Murphy, & Lynn, 1990). There is great support in the bioethics literature for discussing

resuscitation status and making decisions about resuscitation early, soon after diagnosis

with a terminal disease.

It might be reasonable to expect that our study population would have a high

number of DNR orders given that they were all to have had a prognosis of less than six

months. However, we did not find that this issue was routinely addressed or documented.

For many patients, resuscitation status had not been addressed by the time of our
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interview, for some a decision had not been made or communicated, and for a still smaller

number there was clarity on the subject. It was not uncommon for a patient to want

everything done but then to change that position to one of refusing resuscitation as death

approached. We were unable to follow all the patients until death, but for those we did, a

DNR order was agreed upon at some point prior to death in almost all cases.

It is interesting to note that few of the patients related resuscitation to their

eventual death from their disease. Providers spoke of resuscitation being employed when

the heart or lungs stopped working, as if such an event were an accidental occurrence

rather than the inevitable result of the disease process. Patients spoke of resuscitation

being employed in situations of heart attack and resulting in coma. There was almost no

overt correlation made between resuscitation and death—either as a precipitant cause of

the need for resuscitation or as the result of a resuscitation attempt. The ambivalence

patients, family members and providers felt about addressing the subject of resuscitation

may be related to their unwillingness to confront the patient's eventual demise. As one

family member said when asked about resuscitation: "I hope it don't come to that"

(VB09F1_1,454-455).

Timing the Discussion

Perhaps the hope that "it don't come to that" explains physicians' reluctance to

discuss resuscitation status with patients as well. As the following quote illustrates, the

topic is uncomfortable.

But you also don't want to be total doom and gloom. "Hi, I'm going to
treat you but you really need to fill out your DNR." It's just not, you just
don't feel that things are congruent. L24HB_1,499-504
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The delay in discussing resuscitation status is likely related to the general concern and

reluctance most physicians feel about delivering bad news. In spite of the fact that

patient's in the study were terminal, many health care respondents explained they hadn't

discussed resuscitation with the patient because the patient just wasn't sick enough yet to

warrant the discussion. As the following quotes illustrate, contrary to what the literature

might suggest, these physicians felt resuscitation should be addressed later in the disease

progression when the options available to the patient have diminished considerably.

I wait until there is a recurrence of the disease and the cancer is incurable.
I give them the benefit of the doubt. Not until the odds of survival are
really small do I discuss it. As physicians, we try to deny it as long as we
can. [chuckles a bit, but speaking seriously]. HH_1, 159-167

This denial and avoidance sometimes resembles wishful thinking as the social worker's

remarks in the following quote seem to illustrate. t

No. I don't think so. When he was leaving the hospital, we did not think
that he would have less than six months or anything like that. The h

obstruction was getting fixed. The bleeding had sort of stopped and we
were hoping that it won't come back and maybe he will come back and get
more treatment in the future. C13HY_1, 505-515

The patient in the following quote provides an interesting description of why he

thinks his providers haven't discussed resuscitation with him. Again, he refers to the

appropriate timing of the discussion while acknowledging that he wouldn't mind having

the discussion with his physician.

Being revived to hang on? No, I don't know....No, no, I don't think it
comes up because I'm not in that predicament. I think they wait until the
last. I think the idea of having that happen is because it hasn't promoted
itself to that yet; it hasn't got past the point where the doctor will say, "I
don't think this should go on". Or they're not going to say they want it to
go on because they're there to make life go on. There's a certain time or
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time frame when they'll bring up that idea. I don't think they want to bring
it up to me now. You're the only one that has. They look at me and they
say, "Well, he looks normal. He looks healthy. There's no reason to bring
it up". Or maybe they don't want to bring it up because they think it'll
make me feel depressed. I'm not depressed because it's something to think
about. A07PM_1, 2128-2156

Most of the physician responses demonstrated pragmatic consideration of the need for the

decision. If there was no imminent need for the decision then discussion could, and

perhaps should, beforestalled.

No. Prostate cancer is typically not the cancer that progresses very fast and
I don't think that...I think in every cancer patient it is appropriate to discuss
these issues, but I think there are times that are more appropriate than
others. L15H17_1, 207-214

And also, I think there is this ideal that we talk to patients about it early,
but it really freaks patients out to talk to them about it--it means that they
really have to deal with this issue of "what does it mean that you are asking
me whether I want to be resuscitated or not, does that mean that I might
die tomorrow? Why are you asking me this?" VL01H%. 1,491-502

While neither of the physicians in the following quotes felt that the resuscitation

decision would pose any great difficulties, they felt no urgency to address the matter.

Unlike the approach suggested by the literature, if the need for a resuscitation decision, i.e.

death, wasn't imminent, there was no felt need to address it.

No. I mean he is still doing fairly well. He'll probably do well for another
year or two. So, I don't think there is any reason to discuss that yet. At a
certain point it will be. As he becomes more ill, it will be a more
appropriate time. I don't actually think that the family will have a problem
with it. I don't think that it will be a difficult discussion or concept for
them. L14HJ_1,470-482

No, but I haven't really asked her for a decision about that. She is not in
the hospital and she is not going to die real soon. She hasn't needed to
make that decision right away. C12HA_1, 269-274
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The issue of timing is interesting however. The question must be asked if the concern for

the timing of the discussion is related more to the meaning DNR holds for the provider

and to the effect that the overt decision has on the physician's own attitude and approach

toward the patient. Discussing DNR requires the inevitability of death to be

acknowledged.

That actually, we never really, we never discussed. It's been my experience
that that's something that, the timing didn't seem right. It clearly was an
issue that needed to be addressed, but it didn't feel right to bring it up at
that point in time [prior to hospitalization] and I suspected that he had
already made up his mind. But by the time it came that he actually did get
worse, then we discussed it and then it wasn't really much of a
discussion....The question of whether to give him CPR, including chest
compressions or other types of kind of heroic-type things, were not an
issue, [they] would not be done. VAO1HN_1, 136-194

One physician discussed the meaning patients are likely to infer from the discussion.

And also, I think there is this ideal that we talk to patients about it early,
but it really freaks patients out to talk to them about it--it means that they
really have to deal with this issue of "what does it mean that you are asking
me whether I want to be resuscitated or not, does that mean that I might
die tomorrow? Why are you asking me this?" VL01H% 1,491-502

Echoing this concern, some of the patients we interviewed clearly took exception

to discussion of what type of treatment they wanted at the moment of death (see also

C16PF_1).

I felt really uncomfortable with the question [about resuscitation] because I
am not dying yet. I felt it was a rude question, L15PM 2, 152-156

Most of the discomfort with the discussion that was expressed by patients seemed to be

related to the way the topic was brought up rather than to the topic itself. The patient
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quoted below seemed to be less disturbed by the subject of the discussion than by the

abrupt manner in which he was asked by a physician he did not know. The relationship

with the person asking the question would seem to be more important than the timing of

the discussion. However, these patients' responses could also reflect a form of denial in

confronting the issue of resuscitation. To discuss the subject itself would mean to

confront the possibility that one might die, it is safer to attack the messenger or the way

the message was delivered than to accept that themessage applies to one's self

I was asked before, in the hospital after the surgery by a doctor that I just
saw twice. Not the team that I used to see. For some reason this doctor
came and asked me something that was very hard for me to swallow.
Ironically, swallow. Say, in case you start bleeding and we cannot stop it,
in case you have a heart attack or you have to live in a respiratory machine,
he asked me a few questions that I was pretty shocked. L23PM_1, 514
528

Yet, just as with advance directives, not discussing resuscitation early sometimes

means missing an opportunity for meaningfully involving the patient in the discussion.

When it finally becomes the right time to discuss code status, some patients, like the one

referred to below, were no longer able to participate in the discussion.

Not with the patient. I felt she was not really of sound mind. But that
could have been wrong since she was making her own treatment
decisions....In my opinion, she was in an inappropriate mental state to make
decisions about resuscitation agreements. The times I saw the patient there
wasn't a major need to discuss it and when I could I felt her mental state
was not good. C05HG_1, 520-532

It is interesting that this physician seems to apply a different threshold of mental capacity

for this decision than for other treatment decisions.
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Many patients had already made a decision long before the physician felt it was

time to introduce the topic. Of concern in these instances is the fact that while the

physician doesn't think it is appropriate to conduct a discussion of resuscitation status, the

patient has clearly made a decision. Still, no communication on the issue had taken place

(VAO3, VA07, VA 11, VB01, VB10). This situation was especially prevalent among the

AIDS patients, although some oncology patients had also reached a decision prior to

discussion with the physician (A02, A12, A21, B07). It is curious to note the silence, by

both patients and providers, surrounding these decisions.

Many reasons were given for why resuscitation status wasn't discussed. Nurses

and social workers pointed out that it is a physician responsibility (VAO6H&_1,

B02HY_1, L14H19_1). Clinic physicians felt the hospital team should have discussed it

(C17HA_1). One physician assistant felt he didn't know the patient well enough to

discuss resuscitation status (L12HB 1) and that its hard to know when to address it

without overwhelming the patient (A14HB_1). One physician had never seen the need

because the patient had always done so well (L17HC_1), and for another, the clinic visits

were consumed with responding to the current problematic symptoms—there was no time

for a discussion of resuscitation (A19H25_1). I would imagine it is always hard to make

time for a discussion of death.

The patient's condition and stage of treatment were frequently referred to as if they

were indicative of the patient's resuscitation status. These references, that patient's either

did or did not have a DNR order because they either were or weren't receiving treatment

seems to suggest that the providers felt there were definite indicators, other than the fact

of being terminally ill, that signaled the appropriateness, or even the presence, of such an
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order. One social worker assumed one patient had a DNR order because "she's been

pretty sick" (L13HZ_1, 469-476), but another patient "was hospitalized and intubated

after her surgery, so she was obviously not a DNR at that point" (L08HZ_1,946-950)

although she was presumably also very sick. In spite of these assumptions, in some cases

at least, patients are routinely asked about code status.

I'm sure they asked him when he was admitted for surgery that last time. If
I remember correctly he was a full code, and that was appropriate I think. I
mean this man certainly had a good prognosis and I would never have
pushed him to be a DNR in that situation. I mean I think it was perfectly
logical if his heart stopped and he was on the table or whatever that they
should start him up again. I don't think you're [flailing?] anything there
[laughs]. So I think he was one of those candidates where a full code was
appropriate. Yeah, I would have never recommended a DNR to him.
B09HB_1, 290-308

Admission to the hospital was frequently the precipitant for discussion of

resuscitation status. Clinic personnel believed patient's would be asked routinely.

However, it is less clear as to whether this was hospital policy (there was no such written

policy and PSDA does not explicitly require it) or based on the hospital provider's

assessment of the patient's condition and the appropriateness of resuscitation.

I don't know about that, that probably happened, it's required every time
they're hospitalized, so probably. I think, one of the reasons, I usually try to
prepare my patients when they're hospitalized and let them know that this
question will be asked and it's not necessarily a reflection of their condition
at this point in time, or if it is, I'll tell them things have fairly taken a turn
for the worse. But I like them to hear it from me before they hear it from a
stranger, because most patients don't react well, it's very traumatic for them
to hear from this 25-year-old resident who walks in and says, "If you stop
breathing would you like tubes put down your throat? Do you want a
breathing machine?" when many of them don't have any reason to believe
that there will be a death event at that visit. So, I try to explain that this
question is going to be asked and it's required every time they're admitted
to the hospital. But he hasn't had to be admitted for a long time, so it really
hasn't come up. VA10H4_1, 599-63 l
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Many physicians said they would not discuss code status while the patient was

actively undergoing treatment for their disease.

It depends on how much time we think the patients have, but even if the
side effects can kill them, I personally feel obligated to support them with
the side effects ■ implying resuscitation] if the patient accepted treatment.
L17HH_1, 263-270

The physician in the following quote seems to find chemotherapy and DNR mutually

exclusive.

No. During chemotherapy that wouldn't come up. Right now it's 'do the
best you can.' I rarely discuss DNR status with a patient unless they tell me
that they don't want any more, that they've had enough. If they are getting
worse and don't want treatment, then I would make them a DNR.
L09HC_1, 227-235

The positions expressed by these providers are especially interesting given the

statistical evidence of the effectiveness of CPR in these patient populations. For the

physicians we interviewed, resuscitation status seemed to be based on other criteria than

the odds of its efficacy or the patient's attitude about resuscitation (since that was rarely

elicited until the physician felt a DNR was in order). This position is made especially clear

by the following physician's response.

I think he came to me with it established that he wouldn't want
resuscitation and since he has done better, I think we've talked about his
DPA, gave it to his grandmother and also the DNR would not apply right
now. I think he is interested in treatment for things that can be
reversed....Yeah, I think I sort of presented it fairly simply that since he
was doing better if something should come up, like the PCP, that we felt
treatable even if it required hospitalization, would he want that. And I
think it was pretty clearly yeah, he would. As far as CPR specifically, he
would be a full code kind of guy at this point. VB12H27_1,481-510
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We can presume the patient referred to in the preceding quote had made a decision to

avoid resuscitation. But since the physician felt that there were significant treatment

options to offer the patient, he rescinded that order. It is not clear that the patient's

condition had improved to the point that his odds of surviving a resuscitation attempt had

increased significantly. It does seem clear that for this physician at least, offering the types

of treatment he describes would not be appropriate for a patient who had a DNR order,

even though none of the treatments had anything to do with resuscitation in the face of a

cardiopulmonary arrest.

Family members were often opposed to DNR orders and felt it was inappropriate

for the physician to discuss the issue with the sick family member. This filial duty was

especially strongly felt by the Chinese families as quoted below.

I want them to do everything. CO6F1 1, 459

I don't think my father will choose "no code". His will to live is very
strong. CO3F1_1, 889-891

Sure, she wants...actually it is not necessary, as doctors their responsibility
is to save the patient's life...They should try every way until they really have
no way to save the patient. C07Fl_1, 722-729

Of course not. If she can be saved, of course, we'll save her. If She is not
entirely dead, it is our duty to try to save her even though she would be
useless, we'll still save the person. C17Fl_1, 1390-1396

But the people from hospice wanted us to sign a form which we didn't.
What they meant was that if something happens to her, they won't save her.
We felt like that was not good. So, we decided not to sign. C19H1 1,
254-261

Other family members just don't want to think about the possibility of death.
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Well I never thought about it, her getting like that. Y'know that's deep.
Uh...ooo, I don't want- I don't know, I don't wanna think about nothing
like that. [she's visibly upset and weeping]. B06Fl_1, 1574-1579

Some patients wanted everything done and would not consider resuscitation status.

I would want to be resuscitated if my heart stopped. I don't care how hard
or painful it is. I would try every chance to treat my disease. I hope I can
recover someday. C05PF_1,450-454

Another patient asks:

Well wouldn't that be something that anyone in general would be interested
in? B09PM_1, 1484-1486

Yet timing is important. As the inevitability of death approaches, resistance to the

idea of DNR fades (see also BO6, C13).

I probably had told you earlier that he had wanted to be a full code and this
severe illness...he came to me right after getting out of the hospital and you
know when his sister and mother were out of the room he said "Doc, I
don't want to put up with this. I want to...you know...this is the way I'm
going to feel when I'm near the end. I want not to be resuscitated."
VB02HX_2, 26-38

As the time of need (death) approaches, the reality of the situation is more plainly

perceived by the patient and family, the inevitability of death no longer contested. The

decision is placed within a more appropriate context and as the provider in VL02HW_l

said above, "what somebody thinks that they may want at a particular time, when they're

not really faced with a decision, and what they want sort of down the road when they're

really sick and they're really having to decide about aggressive measures, it really changes

a lot."
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What Does Resuscitation Mean?

It was not uncommon for patients who had been opposed to the idea of foregoing

resuscitation to request a DNR order as the reality of death approached. Up until the time

the patient realized that they were actively experiencing the dying process, resuscitation

seemed to be viewed as a response to some abstract possibility. The patients seemed to

have difficulty imagining when or how they would be confronted with the need. They did

not seem to tie the discussion of resuscitation in any meaningful way with the disease that

threatened their lives.

Patients and their families frequently answered our question about resuscitation by

saying what they would want done if they had a heart attack. They did not refer to their

inevitable death from cancer but to the treatment of a possible heart attack. It was not

clear from their responses if they thought that CPR would only be used in the setting of a

heart attack, or if they thought that death would only occur as a result of a heart attack, or

if they had some other interpretation.

And I am pretty sure if by any chance I all of a sudden stop thinking or
have a heart attack, I am pretty sure my mother, my father, my brothers
will say, "Hey, I know he'll think like this" L23PM_1,561-567

Just like I said, I do not want, if I had a major heart attack, no attempt to
revive. Nor do I want at the end any plugs, life supporting system. I don't
want any of that. And of course at the end if they do have to make it easier

I will take pain killers. That's all. But not to try to keep me alive.
A15PF_1, 507–516

He has told, not us, he has told the hospital that he doesn't want to go on
the tubes or anything like that. Or that he doesn't, if he has a heart attack,

he does not want to be brought back to life. L17F1_1, 943–949
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As the previous quotes demonstrate, there was also an overwhelming assumption that

resuscitation would work, at least partially. There was little talk of death but a great deal

of discussion about being hooked up to machines for a prolonged period of time. The

patient perception was interesting in light of the evidence of poor efficacy (Awoke,

Mouton, & Parrott, 1992, Becker, Ostrander, Barrett, & Knodos, 1991; Bedel, Delbance,

Cook, & Epstein, 1983; Blackhall, 1987, Blackhall, Ziogas, & Azen, 1992, Taffet,

Teasdale, & Luchi, 1988). In this population, most estimates would suggest, at best, less

than 3% survival rate after a resuscitation attempt.

Often the decision about resuscitation seemed to be solely about using machines.

There was no reference to death, and no reference to CPR failing. The power of the

machines to sustain life was thought to be unlimited, but the patient interpretation was

often unrealistic as the following quotes illustrate. As a former intensive care nurse, I

found these accounts touchingly naive—there was no conception of the reality of what it

is actually like to be "living off a machine".

Do I want to live off a machine? I think I would. Just for a little bit. Just
to...you know, if it came to like, actually, that's a really detailed question,
wanting to see all my family to say goodbye, I would. I would say,...No.
Basically just to stay in the machine if that's what it'll take to see my family.
And of course, I couldn't live that way, so then I'd just say, "Okay, unplug
it." VL02PM 1, 1653-1707

I wouldn't want to see him hooked up on tubes and machines and the
whole thing. Cuz that's not him. I mean, he's a restless person. And he
would be in agony. And I wouldn't be surprised if he was able to pull the

plug himself, he would do it. L17F3_1, 1595-1603

The fear of lingering in a coma was fairly pervasive and was often listed as the

reason why patients chose to forego resuscitation.
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I think resuscitation is, if my heart were to stop would they resuscitate me,
try to restart it and sustain me, whether I'd be in a coma or...I think
medically if you get a heart beat back that person is considered to be alive.
And I know I don't want that to happen to me and I don't want to be
resuscitated. VAO7PM_1, 1159–1170

Well...say I go into a coma, and of course I can't make any decisions then
and I have to rely on somebody else making that decision. I told my mum,
"O.K. I don't want any needles stuck in my head and I don't want to be
revived. If there is a chance I might come out of it yes....But not to come
back in a vegetable state. Forget it (laughter). A lot of people have a fear of
losing their consciousness. I certainly do. If it happens... I don't know, I
want to participate in my own death. VL01PM_1, 1028-1049

However many patients, like the one quoted above, would like to put

contingencies on the decision. If they won't be brain damaged or if they have a chance for

recovery, then they'd like to have it. Unfortunately, the possibility of brain damage can

almost never be foretold at the moment of cardiopulmonary arrest and the chances of

survival for this population are very low but not entirely impossible. It is because of the

uncertainty of outcome—a decision which should be compelled by patient values—that a

decision is required of the patient in advance.

One time the doctor asked me, if I had a heart attack...if I wanted to be on
life sustaining machines. I said, "look doctor, I leave this up to you. If it
could do me good, and I could recover, it's ok to do it [resuscitation]. But
if I do not have this option ("sino tengo remedio"), I do not want to be
weeks, or months, with that life, like a lot of people, If there is no
recovery, I prefer they let me go rather than to be here and occupy
space....But as I said, I am not very sure. I told him [the doctor], I leave
the decision to him. But I think there is no sense to be months or years on a
life-sustaining machine--what for? L16PM_1, 329-360

The patients in the preceding quotes clearly did not envision their deaths as

inevitable. They could not imagine the dying process even though they knew that they are

dying. Their answers reflect an ambivalence and perhaps a hope that death isn't really so
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inescapable after all. If they were asked about resuscitation, then it must mean something

can actually be done. The following quote illustrates one man with AIDS' struggle to

make distinctions between "an emergency" and being "in that state". What is most

interesting in all these quotes was the complete absence of the words death or dying.

R: Well, resuscitation would be if I was suddenly ill, huh? If I'm in a
coma or something like that, I don't know. That's not considered
resuscitation, not really.
I: If your heart and lungs stopped working.
R. Yeah, if I were in that state, then I don't think I'd want it. If I were just
like in an emergency, like right now, yeah, I probably would.
I: So it's very situational?
R: Yeah. VA13PM_1, 1108-1126

These patients' confusion is more understandable if we examine how resuscitation

is explained to them. It was usually presented as an act that would have an effect--"Do

you want us to restart your heart if it stops?"—and separate from the underlying disease

process. Both provider and patient accounts of discussions about resuscitation generally

revealed a pattern of (a) offering a choice, (b) implying efficacy, and (c) not referring to

how death will actually come from the underlying disease. The discussion of resuscitation

was clinical and discreet, related only to the physiologic functioning of the heart and lungs.

This approach was unfortunately reproduced by the research interviewers in this project as

they struggled to discuss the issue with patients in neutral terms. The difficulty of

discussing plans for death in patients who were not always aware they were dying made

retreat to this narrow definition safer for our research assistants and further masked the

operative interpretations of resuscitation. Why it was the chosen approach in the clinic is

less clear.
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While the discussion of resuscitation was often truncated and limited to a narrow

physiological definition—"do you want us to restart your heart?"—the implications of a

DNR order were often enormous. As we saw earlier, some physicians did not believe a

DNR order was appropriate if the patient was being actively treated or if the patient was

responding to treatment even though there was no reference to or illusion that the patient

would be cured. At least one patient described above (VAl 1PM 1) had concerns about

receiving needed treatment since he had requested a DNR order. The physician in the

following quote says that although the patient will surely die of her disease she has never

pursued a DNR order with her because the patient has a right to have other medical

conditions treated. While DNR is not explicitly mentioned, the presence of a DNR order

would impinge even further on this patient's ability to receive other appropriate aggressive

interventions.

I would defend her choice to have more aggressive treatment for some
other medical problem simply because she has done so well. She obviously
has sort of slow, stately breast cancer. She deserves the option of choosing
to be fairly aggressive with other problems that come up too. I think that if
something comes up frankly, other people are gonna say, oh she's old, she's
got metastatic breast cancer, you know she's gonna die soon so why should
we mess with her? Why should we bypass her heart or do something else
urgent. And I would defend her right to make that decision herself as
opposed to have people make it for her by not giving her options.
B07HA_1, 301-320

It is an interesting phenomenon within the discourse of advance care planning, that

while the discussion of resuscitation status focuses on a narrow definition of what is

entailed, the clinical implications are much broader. It is in this veiling of what is at stake

that the discourse is the most insidious and dangerous. Specificity is implied yet a subtext

of meaning is in operation. If DNR orders should be addressed early because of the
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limited efficacy of resuscitation, they should only address the application of CPR. That is

not the prevailing clinical interpretation, however, and patients who do choose an early

DNR may not be offered other, appropriate, therapies on the basis of that order. Legal

and regulatory protection of patient rights can not reach into the local and cultural

interpretations that guide clinical practice.

Making the Decision for a DNR Order

Many patients in our study did not want to make a concrete decision in the face of

ambiguity. Their decisions were contingent and based upon projected outcomes—patients

wanted assurances or guarantees that cannot be provided at the time resuscitation is

performed. It is precisely because of the uncertainties listed in the patient quotes below

that the decision about resuscitation, a decision about values, is left to the patient.

No. I think I would want to be resuscitated if after resuscitation I would
be awake and could live longer than one or two months. I don't want to be
resuscitated if after resuscitation I would be a vegetable, and could live
only one month. CO3PM_3, 505-512

Keep me alive if there is a chance that I'm going to come through whatever
it is that I'm battling....But don't just keep me alive to keep me breathing.
A 19PF_1, 1252-1260

It is hard to say. I will see how my condition is. If everything is still ok and
I still have a chance to be cured, I would say I want to be resuscitated. If I
am in a lot of pain, I would like to die. CO4PM_1, 786-791

Well, as long as....I want them to do everything on the condition that
afterwards, I'll be able to look after myself (eating, dressing and going to
the bathroom, and not remaining like a baby). As long as they think I
won't be like that—not being able to look after myself. VL04PM_1, 385
394
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The two patients in the following quotes seemed to acknowledge the inability of

resuscitation to provide a good outcome for them, yet wanted their chance at it in order to

achieve certain ends. The scenarios they suggest are inherently unrealistic and seem to

suggest some elements of magical thinking.

Yes. Gary and I decided that, twice. If, I mean, if I came down with
pneumocystis, and it was bad in the hospital, but the doctor said, "We can
resuscitate him and put him onto a ventilator and he should be able to
withstand it," - fine. The next time, if there should be a next time, pull the
plug....That it is ok for the first time. I would basically, I would know. I
would know. The first time they had me on life support system, I knew
that I was going to get out of there. I knew that I could fight it.
VA12PM 1, 1288-1310

No. Basically just to [be resuscitated and stay in the machine if that's what
it'll take to see my family [and say goodbye]. And of course, I couldn't live
that way, so then I'd just say, "Okay, unplug it." VL02PM_1, 1702-1707

Providers did not want to discuss resuscitation until they were certain there were

no other options available for the patient. At that point, however, they tended to be quite

directive and insistent that patients accede to a DNR order.

The DNR question does not come up much at the clinic. We do everything
we can until there is nothing left to do. The question is always when is it
time to stop, when there is nothing else to do. We convince people to say
they do not want to be resuscitated. It is really hard for the family and the
patient to be on a machine. Why put them through that and spend all this
money when the patient is going to die and there is nothing else we can do
to prolong their lives? L17HC_1, 1015-1030
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Resuscitation was often a sticking point for admission to hospice as well since

hospice required a DNR order”—patients desiring the services provided by hospice also

had to accept a DNR order. The patients discussed below would have continued to resist

a DNR order if it hadn't been required as part of the hospice benefit.

Well part of it, we decided that he was not...we could not provide curative
therapy for him. He seemed to accept that reasonably well without you
know...did not seem to be...become overtly depressed but he was in such
misery and he felt it very appropriate to basically try to direct his care for
him toward palliative care....He seemed to accept that although there was
some trouble...Because for a long time he...whether it was from just the
way it was presented or you know...his not understanding the concept or
just...he didn't want to be DNR. He did not...he refused or did not wish to
have no resuscitation be made part of his order. C14HH_1, 163-192

The patient in the following quote was approached about resuscitation on at least six

different occasions. He finally agreed to a DNR order so he could join "the hospice plan"

which he thought made good sense for him because of the services it provided.

I opted for the hospice plan. Not because no one sold me on the idea. I
knew a little bit about the hospice plan at UC because of the head nurse
over there....They are the ones-they have a hospice plan, they have a nurse.
They take care of all medications. Transportation. They briefed me on all
the new forms and the new laws. They have a social worker that I talked
to once a week. I see a nurse once a week....If I need someone to go
shopping for me or clean my room. Anything. They take care of the whole
thing. Doesn't cost one red penny. And I say all that cause the thing is I
figured that that was a good decision on my part. Because...and even more
because I made the decision without being sold. B05PM 1, 894-928

Some patients came easily to the decision, bringing it up themselves. This was

most often the case if the patient or family had some prior experience with a serious illness

in the hospital. The sister of VA05 was a nurse who spoke quite frankly with her brother

* This requirement has now been changed in Medicare regulations—DNR can no longer be a
requirement for admission to hospice. However, this regulatory change raises questions as to the very
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about the type of decisions he would have to make and how to speak with his physicians

to find out what his prognosis and condition really were (VAO5F1_1). The discussions

with his sister and his own experience with friends who had died of AIDS made the

necessary decisions clear for this patient.

Well, basically it was from friends of mine who had been sick, what they
had to go through. What I had seen while being up on [the hospital ward],
and the reactions of people who were visiting other people up on [the
ward], you know, people who were on resuscitators, and there was like no
hope really, just basically being maintained and watching the reaction of
like their friends and family members, you know, it was just like, why don't
they just unplug the thing and let the guy go? And you know, what I want
to be able to do with my life, too. I mean, I don't want to get basically bed
ridden and not being able to do stuff, but still mentally competent and
know that I can't do anything except just lie there, you know, that I don't
want. VAO5PM 1, 1396-1463

The patient in the following quote had also had experience with serious illness and

intensive care in the past. She, too, was quite clear in expressing her wishes around

resuscitation.

So then after he passed away, she and I discussed it again because I wanted
to make sure that she wasn't just doing that for him in terms of herself. So
this was even before she had this pleural effusion. And she seemed to
understand the issues very well. Like I said, she has this friend that, who
had gone through the whole thing and she said, "Oh I thought it was
terrible. He couldn't talk to anybody. He was on the breathing machine.
He was asleep all the time. I would never want those kinds of things."
And she had a very fatalistic frame of mind, like "When my time comes,
that will be it. And that's God's will and God's way." B01H19 1, 249-270

For the patient in the following quote, the concept of resuscitation was superfluous in the

face of a terminal illness. It was not worth the effort or the suffering on the part of the

meaning of hospice for a patient who wishes a full resuscitative attempt.
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patient. It is interesting that he switches to the third person in his discussion, although this

may be a translation artifact.

I don't know. But I think whatever they do, it can only fix the problem
temporarily. If the treatment could save me on that time, it may not be able
to save my life forever. I told them that I may live for the day when they
give me the emergency treatment, but will I be able to live after that? No
one knows. Why should patients be bothered with it? It could only add
more discomforts to the patients. C13PM 1, 423-435

DNR: A Simple Concept

Do-not resuscitate orders were developed because there is no time for informed

consent or even discussion of treatment options at the time resuscitation is needed:

resuscitation must be attempted within minutes of cardiopulmonary arrest for any chance

of success. The outcome of a resuscitative attempt is generally unknown—the patient

may not survive, may survive only to die within hours or days, may survive with

significant damage as a result of the resuscitation, or may completely recover from the

insult—the only certainty is that non-resuscitation results in death proceeding without

impediment. Because of this uncertainty and the necessity for rapid intervention, patients'

must make decisions about resuscitation in advance of need.

It was surprising then that many of the physicians did not know their patient's

resuscitation status, or were unsure if they had ever discussed it with them. Even when

discussions had taken place, there did not seem to be a routine mechanism for

documenting the decisions that were made.

I don't remember. [he is now looking at W's shadow chart] I thought at
one point I listed DNR status on the Main Problem List but it's not here. I
have to confess I'm not always good about writing down what I've said.
There are usually three categories of responses that people have. (1) To do
nothing because they've seen what other people have been through and
don't want to suffer. (2) Do everything or (3) they say they want
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resuscitation if you can return me to a functional state, otherwise no. I
think Willard's response probably fell in the last category. VB07HU_2, 33
50

In another case, the physician asked our interviewer whether the patient had a DNR order

in his chart (VL04HT_1).

The confusion that abounds about resuscitation is exemplified by the case of Yung

Kim (C03). The physician's assistant recalls discussing resuscitation with the patient but

can't remember what he decided, although he thinks the patient probably decided he did

want to be resuscitated (CO3H_1, 413-454). The social worker remembers the discussion

and remembers that the patient easily came to the decision that he did not want to be

resuscitated (C03HY_1, 554–571). The patient denies that anyone ever spoke to him

about resuscitation and says that if it would allow him to survive for more than one or two

months he would want it, otherwise no (C03PM 3, 495-512). All three interviews took

place within a two week period, after the patient was hospitalized for surgery.

Perhaps it is unfair to assume that the physician will know this information about

the patient. The ability to hold that knowledge is further complicated by the fact that

many people are involved in a particular patient's care. The following lengthy quote

illustrates the complicated nature of making this type of decision, the multiple actors

involved in the decision, and the lack of a comprehensive, coordinated approach to care.

In this case again, the interviewer was asked for information about the patient's status by

one of her care providers, a social worker.

I: So, you are not aware of any discussions regarding DNR, and you
haven't talked to her about it?
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R: No. But I would imagine that she would be made a DNR. Well, she's
in-home hospice, so she must be a DNR. I think she's enrolled in a hospice
program, isn't she?
I: I don't know

R: Yeah, yeah. She was enrolled in in-home hospice in September, and
that requires a doctor's letter saying that she is a DNR. That's primarily for
the purpose of...That if she requires hospitalization or something other than
a planned treatment or something like that, like if she would come in for
chemotherapy that just wouldn't be covered, but that they should have been
instructed at this point to call hospice instead of 911.
I: The family should?
R: Yeah, meaning that she should not be brought in and put on a
respirator. And that the other thing that they sign is that her life
expectancy is less than 6 months, but most people interpret that somehow
in a range of 6 months or less.
I: So the doctor had to ask her about DNR before she got in-home
hospice?
R. Yes.

I: I think the discussion took place while she was in the hospital.
R: Yeah, and it comes up again each time some new thing presents itself
that wasn't expected. Like they don't go into respiratory failure but they
have some infection or something from her chemotherapy that they need to
be hospitalized for, and then the visiting nurse would make an evaluation.
"Well, this isn't the end of her life because of her cancer. This is a treatable
thing, easily treatable," and would advise the person then to go to the
hospital or call the doctor and arrange for the person to be hospitalized for
IV antibiotics in that case. But then again, when she came in at that point,
because she had a terminal illness, they would as a matter of course discuss
it between the patient and the doctor again. A DNR order has to be
written in the chart each time somebody is hospitalized with a terminal
illness. That's why it comes up more when somebody is in a hospital....
I: I am surprised that you weren't involved in that incident that I
mentioned earlier. When I spoke to M and her husband, I got the
impression that it was a very traumatic interaction between the family and
the physician. I think the doctor called a priest.
R: Well, I probably hadn't been referred yet. I mean, I should have been
involved if I had already picked up the case, but with these gynecology
patients there is no one social worker up on that floor and they haven't
been calling oncology until people get diagnosed. That could very easily
have been early on before they knew what her problem was. They just
knew that she was really, really sick. They often don't, but they really
should have this [DNR) discussion. I mean, it's too bad but those are the
circumstances that this [having a DNR discussion] often takes place in
when the patient and family are upset enough, L18HZ_1, 551-685
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The issue of code status is often put offin the clinic setting, the risk of the patient

suffering a cardiopulmonary arrest in the clinic, and hence the need to know what to do in

that situation, is relatively small. Providers in other settings, however, have a stronger

incentive to settle the issue. As we have seen, physicians in the hospital setting will often

discuss code status with the patient since the risk of encountering cardiopulmonary arrest

during hospitalization is generally greater. The other setting in which providers push for a

determination of resuscitation status is in the home. Home health nurses are

uncomfortable with ambiguity in code status since they are likely to be called to visit in the

home when the patient is near death. If they are present when the patient dies, they may

perceive a responsibility to perform CPR if no decision has been made. The perceived

urgency for clarification of resuscitation status is in direct proportion to the actual risk of

having to perform the resuscitation attempt.

I did make one home visit and that was—part of it was because she was—
it was—she was clearly getting toward the end of her life. I mean she was
too weak to get out of bed, and the visiting nurses were very
uncomfortable because her code status sort of had not been finalized,
although she had sort of verbalized things to the one visiting nurse...they
sort of required a physician order to sort of document her wishes—her final
wishes—which were not to be resuscitated. So I went out there to make
sure. B06HH_1, 59-74

Discussing Resuscitation

Discussing resuscitation status was often very difficult. As with advance directives

more generally, patients just did not want to talk about these issues. Some patients

discussed funeral plans (VB11 PM 1, VA08Fl_1) when asked about resuscitation. One

patient said he had discussed it at length with his friends but not with anyone at the clinic

(VA07PM_1). Providers found it difficult to bring up the subject with Latinos (L01HZ_1,
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L13HB_1) and Chinese (L06H-_1, C10HY_1) ascribing the difficulty to cultural

differences. One family member validated concerns about the cultural propriety of

discussing issues around death and dying.

They don't want to talk about it. Especially people from China. Chinese
people don't really like to talk about these things with others. Unless it's
within the family and they are very willing to talk about it. Or people who
are very close and want to know about it. We don't want casual friends to
know. Especially when you have a disease, people will discriminate you.
C17F1_1, 1429-1441

But it was not always clear if the providers' concerns were about cultural propriety or

about patients' lack of familiarity with the culture of biomedicine.

[I] did not think Mrs. W. Sophisticated enough to have a clue what was
involved in the resuscitation. C12HA_1, 252-255

A Latino patient was also confused by the concept:

Like what he was really confused about and I explained it to him at the
hospital 6 times was the permission if he wanted to be revived or not in
case his heart stopped. L17F3_1, 500-504

Several patients or their family members relayed stories of difficult and confusing

discussions with providers about resuscitation (L18Fl_1, L17F2_1, C02PM_1). A friend

of a Latino patient with AIDS complained that the provider waited to discuss the issue

when he wasn't around, leaving the patient to struggle with understanding on his own

(VL04F1_1). Although all of these accounts were of patients in immigrant categories, it

is not clear that it is the patient's or family's cultural experience that creates the problem

of understanding. While the providers may ascribe the difficulties to cultural differences,
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they have a great deal of difficulty in even initiating the discussion with anyone,

regardless of the person's cultural background

I: Do you think you wait more with Latino patients before discussing
some of these issues such as durable power of attorney and limiting
treatment?

R. Sometimes. I'm a little hesitant almost with everybody, and I admit it
up front. Sometimes it's hard for me to do that, even though I said to
somebody I think you have less than 6 months, I feel that I still don't
always talk about the directive; I mean, when I do it is when I have to send
somebody to the hospital, that they become acutely ill, and we need to talk
about your code status or whatever, I'll explain why we do that. It's hard,
and I think it's harder in oncology too, because all the patients are older
and it's sort of...I don't know, it's sort of uncomfortable talking about the
terminality right then and there when you're trying to explain other things.
I mean, yeah, the ethics of all of those are easy, we all know we should do
it, but it's just the...you know...I think all of us find it a little difficult to do,
some people more than others. L16HB_1, 770-804

The result seems to be that the providers just didn't discuss resuscitation status in a clear

manner with patients. They relied on intuition, assumption, oblique interpretations of

patient's statements, and other vague indications. They rarely sought clarification of the

patient's meaning. One social worker felt it was obvious the patient in the following quote

wanted to be a full code.

Well we were discussing DNR and she said that she had to ask her mother
about it. And I took that as a no. (we both were laughing at this) I mean
really at 40 years old I think that when a woman says She has to ask her

-

mother it means no. You don't need to ask your mother, if you want to die
or not. So I told the doctor that by her telling us that she was telling us
not. COSHY_1, 207-217

Yet many patients relied heavily on the support of family in making such difficult

decisions. In the following case, the social worker again interpreted the patient's

statement as meaning she would want a full resuscitation approach based upon the

patient's attitude about hospice.
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Uh-huh. I don't think we got to that DNR yet because she wasn't even
agreeable on hospice....
So when we refer to hospice we definitely need the patient to be DNR. If
not, then we don't. So then it's not my responsibility to remind the
physician to bring it up. Cause often times when we make these referrals
even the physician didn't DNR the patient, so I would bring it up at the
time to...um, y'know bring up DNR with the patient. If not, then you also
look at where people are at. If it's a very young person who really just
wants all the treatment, you don't bring it up at all. You have a feel of it. In
her case, I would have if she wanted hospice. I would have reminded the
physician... B06HY_1, 302-327

The patient she referred to did choose to die at home with minimal support except from

her family. She didn't seem to like having strangers come and go in her care.

Several providers, who had never broached the subject with the patient, assumed

that discussion would upset the patient, saying the patient would be pretty anxious

(VL01H% 1), would be frightened (VB03H4_1), or simply wouldn't engage (BO3HZ_1)

in the discussion. Some providers went to family members first if they thought they

wouldn't get far with the patient (C16HH_1, C12HA_1).

Providers often were not sure of the patient's reaction to the discussion. The

exchanges were ambiguous and unclear but clarification was not generally sought.

I know at that time I broached the subject of her code status...and it wasn't
clear whether...she seemed to understand everything I'm telling her but I'm
not sure whether she had difficulty understanding, whether I was asking her
or whether it wasn't clear--she wasn't clear what I was asking her about
code status. But anyway, and then after that I saw her very irregularly.
Just very few times. B06HH_1, 33-44

This lack of certainty as to what was discussed or as to the patient's understanding seems

to be unproblematic as long as the desired decision has been made. One patient had no

understanding of what resuscitation was (VB12PM 1) but his grandmother, who said

she'd never consider limiting treatment, said that hospice had been arranged for him so he
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could die quietly when it was his time (VB12F1 1). His physician said that the patient

came with DNR all settled, but that since he was doing well he had made him "a full code

kind of guy" (VB12H27).

The providers would sometimes provide extensive interpretations of patient

wishes, while admitting that they had never actually discussed the issues with the patient.

The hesitance to engage with the issue is puzzling since the providers frequently said that

the patient would be easy to talk with about it (A14HB_1). Just what they base their

assessment on is also difficult to identify.

It has not actually, per se, been an issue. But based on what all he said to
me about wanting treatment and his very nihilistic attitude about any
intervention to try and save him from dying, I seriously doubt that he
would ever agree to be a DNR. I don't think that he would ever say, "Oh
no, I want you to do absolutely everything." In fact, that's the exact
opposite of what he said since he came through the door which was, "No,
don't do anything. I'm fine." And I can't imagine him getting desperate
enough to change his mind about that. I think that he will just silently
tough it out. I suspect when he gets sicker, he's going to go, "Oh my God,
is this really happening? Is this really it?" and panicking. But I can't ever
imagine him being afraid to the point, agreeing to the tubes and wires and
chemo and all that stuff I can't imagine him relenting to that. It's so far
from his mind. B03BA_1, 437-465

What is of most concern in the ambiguity of the preceding and the following

statements is the other information we know about the patients. The patient in the

preceding quote was identified by other providers as being too frightened to discuss code

status and being difficult to engage on the subject. His provider seemed willing to make

assumptions about his preferences anyway. The following quote refers to the patient

who's sister said he had put the family "through enough shit" and refers to "breaking his
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arm" to get him to sign the DNR (VAO8Fl_1). Yet the provider did not feel any necessity

to ascertain with certainty, the patient's preferences.

I dunno if he's discussed--I've never discussed it with his family. Ah--I
don't know if I did or not. I think I might've. You know, again, they just
went through the death of the husband and father. And I think that he died
at home--in a way that they wanted him to, so I'm sure it wasn't a new issue
for them. VAO8H1_1, 375–384

Do-not-resuscitate orders are the final means for the individual to exert some

measure of control over his or her dying in the technologized world of healthcare. They

are a means of forgoing an almost certainly impotent gesture at the moment of death. Yet

for many, it is a highly symbolic gesture, and it is highly desired. Currently, Society

provides a choice in the matter. But it is a choice that is manipulated, coerced, and

contested by the actors engaged in the social arena surrounding the body of the dying

person. It is a measure of the strength of the discourse that health care providers feel so

constrained in the absence of a DNR and so compelled to acquire it; that patients perceive

it as a choice when the efficacy of resuscitation for them is essentially nil; that regulatory

measures continue to refine and check the execution and documentation of the order, that

families perceive acquiescing to a DNR as "giving up" or, as in the last quote above, as a

means of gaining control over, and putting a stop to, a painful situation.

Conclusion

The bioethics conventions and discursive artifacts of advance directives and do

not-resuscitate orders were conceived to empower the dying individual to control the care

he or she receives at the end of life. In addition, they serve as a legal mechanism for

documenting and regulating the patient's preferences and they protect the physician from
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liability and implication in the patient's death. They are designed as a tool to negotiate the

space around the body of the dying patient—establishing rules of engagement,

expectations of behavior, and parameters of responsibility. They are an attempt to control

for the hegemonic influence of biomedicine in this space and to empower the individual

with a potent set of rights at the moment of maximum vulnerability.

The SUPPORT study discussed in Chapter 3 described the inability of these

measures to ensure a positive dying experience for hospitalized patients. Advance

directives and do-not-resuscitate orders were infrequently and often ineffectually used.

Due to the differences in design and measures, I cannot say if we have replicated the

findings of SUPPORT. I can say, however, that our results implicate many of the

underlying assumptions of SUPPORT. While some patients in our study made clear

decisions and executed advance directives to support those decisions early in the course of

their illness, most preferred to wait. There was a great deal of uncertainty, amongst

patients and providers alike, about what sorts of problems would present themselves, what

sorts of decisions would be needed. Preferences were highly contingent and better served

by a wait and see attitude than by, what many considered to be, premature decision

making.

Advance directives often served to provide a shield from the reality of death.

Rather than engaging patients, families and providers around a discussion of the patient's

death, they centered attention on procedural concerns. They intensified focus on control

and individual rights. The body of the patient was lost in the noise around who could

speak for that body. The wishes of the patient were subverted by the need to identify and

meet the legal requirements of the surrogate decision-maker. The most telling evidence
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was provided by the patient who "refused to choose" between his parents and refused to

complete an advance directive. His hope thereby was to keep his parents engaged with

him, present in the space surrounding his dying.

Do-not-resuscitate orders were frequently misrepresented and foisted off on

patients by unfamiliar providers in crisis settings. They tended to be narrowly defined—

"do you want us to restart your heart"—and broadly interpreted—"He's not a candidate

for chemo, he's DNR." They are discussed most often when the patient is hospitalized.

Discussions rarely focus on the patient's actual disease process or expected mode of death.

As a consequence, there seems to be a great deal of public confusion as to when and why

resuscitation is employed, at least as represented by individuals in this study. Most

patients made reference to heart attacks and not to their underlying disease when

explaining their stance toward resuscitation.

The discourse of advance care planning is well-established in clinical practice. Its

precepts are generally accepted without question. Providers express guilt and regret when

explaining why they have not entered into the discourse with a particular patient. Even so,

the discourse does not seem to be all that helpful. Treatment discussions and the delivery

of bad news are still difficult and painful. Therapies still fail to arrest patients' diseases,

aggressive diseases continue to take lives, and the side effects of many effective therapies

take their own toll of life and disability. People still do not want to hear or accept that

they are dying and their health care providers still find it difficult to tell them. In Chapter

5, I will describe the effects of the discourse on its participants and what its deployment

effects in practice.
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Table 1: Advance Care Planning in Clinical Practice”

Bioethics African- Anglo- Chinese Hispanic | Total
Convention American | American Immigrant | Immigrant | Oncology

Oncology Oncology || Oncology || Oncology
N = 8 N = 15 N = 15 N = 18 N = 56

No discussion 50% 73% 93% 83% 79%
Adv. Dir.

No discussion | 38% 33% 47% 72% 50%
Limiting
No discussion | 63% 33% 67% 83% 63%
DNR

Bioethics African- || Anglo- Hispanic | Total Total
Convention American | American | AIDS AIDS Oncology

AIDS AIDS & AIDS
N = 12 N = 12 N = 8 N = 32 N = 88

No discussion | 67% 75% 38% 63% 73%
Adv. Dir.

No discussion | 50% 67% 38% 53% 51%
Limiting
No discussion | 50% 50% 25% 44% 56%
DNR

* Cases were included if either the patient or at least one of the health care providers gave a specific
resonse that they had not discussed one of the listed elements of advance care planning prior to the time of
the interview. Family responses were not included since family members were often unaware of what
conversations had taken place between the health care provider and the patient.
“Some patients had completed advance directives or made decisions about code status or limiting
treatment on their own or in other treatment settings. However, they had not discussed these issues with
the health care providers in the clinic setting prior to the time of the interview or they did not label these
discussions or decisions as advance directives, limiting treatment, or resuscitation in response to our
questions.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE DEPLOYMENT AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

DISCOURSE OF ADVANCE CARE PLANNING

It is difficult to remain an emperor in presence of a physician, and difficult even to keep
one's essential quality as man. The professional eye saw in me only a mass of humors, a
sorry mixture of blood and lymph. This morning it occurred to me for the first time that
my body, my faithful companion and friend, truer and better known to me than my own

soul, may be after all only a sly beast who will end by devouring his master.
(Yourcenar, 1951, p. 15)

The discourse of advance care planning is predicated on the concept of the good

death. It is, in a sense, the ars moriendi of the late Twentieth Century. A predominant

theme within the discourse of advance care planning is that the individual may, and should,

refuse aggressive interventions in the face of an incurable illness. It is a commonly

accepted axiom in bioethics, now sanctioned by biomedicine and codified in law. Given

the belief in the power of science and biomedicine described in Chapter 3, it was no small

accomplishment to gain acceptance, from biomedicine and the public, that there are, in

fact, incurable illnesses. Through the work of hospice and the power of ICU technologies,

that acceptance and the appeal of the good death have been integrated into the fabric of

medical, social, and public life as well as in the discourse of advance care planning.

Demands for aggressive and ultimately ineffective treatment are now sometimes met with

great resistance. Just as the patient in the 1970s struggled to be allowed to limit the care

he or she received, patients today sometimes struggle to receive treatments that they

perceive will keep them alive. The discourse of advance care planning is strongly
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implicated in that struggle as both the means and the cause. Within that struggle, within

the discourse, power is assumed, transferred and deployed and subjectivities are sustained,

created and suppressed.

Analyses of decisions around limiting treatment provide a means of interrogating

power as it operates and is dispersed throughout these relationships. It is also a means of

querying the subjectivities, and the methods of creating/changing/imposing subjectivity on

the participants. In this chapter I will examine how providers identify which patients

should consider limiting treatment; how that identification creates subtle changes in the

patient/provider relationship; the external factors affecting patient choice in decision

making; and, how decisions about limiting treatment affect the subjective experience of the

patient and provider. In this way, the force of the discourse, and the desirability of its

effects can be better examined.

Making Distinctions. Choices About Limiting Treatment

The providers we interviewed struggled with when and how to bring up the issue

of limiting treatment. Many expressed the position that it was important to discuss the

possibility of limiting treatment proactively, but just as with advance directives and DNR

orders, they rarely did so. Often they expressed uncertainty about whether it was the right

time to discuss limiting treatment—had they truly run out of options, and should the

discussion be about current issues or about a hypothetical future?

Why does this always happen when you come interview me? I don't know.
I have not talked with him. I have not had a kind of formal, explicit, pro
active discussion....I will clearly have a discussion next time I see him in
the outpatient clinic [since he was recently hospitalized] and sort of what I
say, again, will depend on what we are dealing with: whether we were
really talking about starting to withdraw or limit treatment or whether we
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are just sort of looking down the pike in the spirit of "This reminds me that
I should have talked to you about this sooner." You know, whether we are
actually negotiating some actual decisions or whether we are just
establishing what his stance is. But I haven't done it. VB06HT_1, 437
472

Discussing Limiting Treatment

As with advance directives and DNR, constraints of time and concern for giving

the patient the wrong message were frequently cited as reasons why a discussion of

limiting treatment had not taken place. However, discussion was not routine, even when

an orientation toward palliation had been adopted. What was the source of this resistance

to the practices that support the discourse of advance care planning? If the discourse of

advance care planning (and the precepts of the SUPPORT study) is the ideal for clinical

practice, then why don't these providers incorporate the associated practices into their

clinical practice? If the practices are inappropriate in the clinical situation, why do they

support the concept of the discourse?

None of the respondents openly questioned the validity of the concept of limiting

treatment or the importance of its incorporation in the discourse of advance care planning.

None of them denied that it should be one component of their clinical practice. Nor did

they question the right or the importance of the patient's involvement in decisions about

limiting treatment. However, many providers responded as if discussions of limiting only

applied to big issues, either/or situations, treat the cancer or comfort care only. They did

not recognize the gradual and ongoing adjustments made in the patient's treatment in

reaction to the challenges posed by the disease as a form of limiting. The provider in the

following quote had moved into a focus on comfort care with the patient, but did not

immediately acknowledge it as an orientation toward limiting treatment. The orientation
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had changed to one of providing for the patient's comfort, it doesn't seem he considered it

to be toward limiting treatment until queried by the interviewer.

Actually, I did it in a manner of not so much limiting treatment, well, I
guess it was limiting treatment. But that's one of the things that, which she
seemed to understand, anything that we would do would be aimed at
making her more comfortable. In terms of limiting treatment, before she
came into the hospital the last time she had said she didn't wish to be
resuscitated and [I] just clarified that. A 15HH_1, 273-286

Many cases exhibited this gradual slide into palliation and comfort care without an

overt acknowledgment of any limitation of treatment. There was a gradual shift in

orientation over time that was hidden behind the routine. Incremental decisions had been

made but the sum effect had not been fully appreciated. The providers reacted as if

suddenly they realized they had gotten there (to limiting treatment) without knowing it.

In these situations, the providers couldn't justify why they hadn't discussed limiting

treatment, but thought it was something that would come up soon. Nor did they

acknowledge that they had implicitly discussed limiting treatment by the decisions that had

already been made. They did not see decisions to forgo anti-retrovirals, limit

chemotherapy, stop radiation therapy or even to sign up with hospice necessarily as

limiting decisions (see A09HC_1, VA12HX_1, VB04HX_1, VL01H% 1). A decision to

limit treatment seemed to signify a direct acknowledgment of death that was somehow

lacking in the decisions mentioned above.

And, you know, again though there haven't been huge decisions to make in
terms of "should I continue therapy or should I just receive supportive
care?" (103-108) And you know we did have some discussions in the last
year about the fact that things weren't really going that well. And that
pretty soon he was probably going to have some much more serious
problems. [T]here haven't been any decisions that really required that sort
of intensity of decision making. Where it was you know sort of supportive
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care versus chemotherapy or something like that. "Should I throw in the
towel?" L19HE_1, 262-270

The gradual decline that the patient in the preceding quote faced precluded the

need for a confrontational decision about limiting treatment. Addressing resuscitation

status and concretizing the successive and/or tacit decisions that have been made over a

period of time can be difficult, however. In the following situation, the patient accepted

the palliative approach (limiting) to his care but balked at finalizing it with a DNR order

until near the end of his life.

Well part of it, we decided that he was not...we could not provide curative
therapy for him. He seemed to accept that reasonably well without you
know...did not seem to be...become overtly depressed but he was in such
misery and he felt it very appropriate to basically try to direct his care for
him toward palliative care. And I had that discussion about you
know...since we can't cure it you know the emphasis will be on keeping
you comfortable. Preferably at home if we could....He seemed to accept
that although there was some trouble...not trouble, but there was some
difficulty in trying to discuss DNR orders with them. Because for a long
time he...whether it was from just the way it was presented or you
know...his not understanding the concept or just...he didn't want to be
DNR. He did not...he refused or did not wish to have no resuscitation be
made part of his order. Until sort of the very, very end. C14HH_1, 163
193

Providers who did overtly acknowledge limiting treatment often looked on the

decision as a seminal event in the patient's care. In order to be considered or recognized

as limiting, a definitive orientation toward supporting the patient into death needed to be

adopted. Although the provider quoted above (A15HH_1) was responding appropriately

to the patient's needs and wishes, and was in fact limiting her care by shifting to an

orientation toward comfort, he had not yet fully incorporated her potential death into that
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plan. In the second situation (C14HH_1), the patient actively resisted incorporating that

acknowledgment into his care.

The provider in the following quote saw the decision to limit treatment as signaling

a definitive change in the orientation of treatment. The patient had crossed over into a

different category of patient. Once that happened, other decisions necessarily followed

suit.

I think that will be the big one [limiting treatment] because that will
determine sort of everything. Once he makes that decision, other decisions
as to...consequences to that, side-issues, e.g., IV, feeding, etc. will become
relatively minor. A14HH_1, 242-248

The provider in the following quote claimed that offering the patient no treatment

was always an option, yet in reviewing his interviews, he almost never made that offer to

his patients. While he spoke to the patient's rightful choice in the matter, he didn't really

present the option of no treatment as a choice. But he was concerned that he not seem

coercive to the patient. In the following case, he used the justification that the patient was

still actively engaged with life as the reason why he did not discuss limiting treatment.

Well, doing nothing is always an option, you know, a patient sometimes,
they feel like they have to do something, or don't get any, I'll get mad at
them, or their doctor will get mad at them, or you know we won't want to
see them anymore. So I want my patients to feel that they don't have to
choose chemotherapy, they don't have to and that's okay, if they decided
that enough is enough is enough and they don't want to do anything, that
they have the right to choose nothing. Most patients don't choose to do
nothing, sometimes they do, but most of the time they don't, they want
something, unless they've been really, really, heavily pre-treated, been
through all kinds of chemotherapy, but Samuel is not at that point yet, I
mean, he's still obviously anxious and eager to continue his lifestyle, he
likes to be active, he is still pretty active doing tailoring, he's a tailor, and
he's still wanting to continue to be able to do his work and he's got a pretty
supportive family and he's still in that frame of mind, he still wants to do
something. L17HC_1, 486-520
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He was unwilling to reclassify a patient, who was so engaged with life, as dying. In the

next case, the physician displayed the same reluctance. Again the physician said no

treatment was always an option he presented. But again, the physician identified the

patient as someone who still had a lot of potential for life in her and he never really did tell

this patient that she could pursue a course of treatment oriented toward symptom

management only.

Sure. I mean, I think that's an option, but when I talked to her this past
visit I didn't really discuss no treatment as an option because there are
some hormonal treatments with which there are very minimal side effects.
For the potential benefit I think it's worth while giving her hormonal
therapy. L18H17_1, 231-240

When pressed, the physician admitted that the patient was not on any treatment at the time

because of low blood counts. As the patient's condition deteriorated, the patient

requested further treatment, while the physician discussed taxol, a difficult form of

chemotherapy, he did not strongly recommend it for her. She chose, at the end, to stop

the hormonal therapies and the liver taps that controlled her ascites and receive hospice

care at home.

Maintaining A Protective Distance

Once the patient had been categorized as someone for whom limiting treatment

was appropriate, the providers we interviewed seemed to retreat to a protective, clinical

distance in discussing the options and decisions available to the patient and in justifying

that classification. The tone was clinical and disease oriented. There was no room for

acknowledging the person of the patient, the effect the news would have on the patient, or
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the effect it had on the provider. Their interactions with the patient may have been, and in

many cases from our field notes certainly were, more compassionate, but the

representations made within the interviews are interesting.

I think that one issue that came up was that he was clearly failing to
respond to chemotherapy. He responded initially but then his disease
progressed and I think that at that point we needed to make a decision
about using radiation to relieve his pain, which we did. Radiation really
had a really minimal effect. At that point, we discussed the fact that
treatment was not really working. And, that it was time to withdraw from
specific anti-tumor therapies and to concentrate on comfort measures....I
mean we discussed it but honestly they weren't really decisions. They were
"treatment's not working, this is what we have to do now." It wasn't a
matter of "We can do this, or we can do this." It wasn't working.
C06HE_1, 149-179

The provider interviews are notable for the detachment expressed when discussing

the grave prognoses of these patients. There is a careful accounting of diagnosis,

treatments rendered and physical responses, as well as of future options. But there is little

or no reference to the patients' experiences and no reference as to the cumulative effect on

the provider of dealing with constant confrontations with death. It is the account of the

application of a particular expertise, of work performed, of responsibilities discharged.

These physicians are not uncaring, their role is to care for the physical body of the patient

and to attempt to contain and arrest the disease threatening that body if possible. When

that is not possible, their role is to see that measures are undertaken to provide for the

physical comfort of the patient.

I sort of caught myself up on what her diagnosis was and sort of tried to
make sure that she was clear on the diagnosis which she had been given as
pancreatic cancer, and she was aware that it was incurable. And that the
object of her coming back to see us would be to try to basically make sure
that she was comfortable and basically allow us to do what we could to
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keep her comfortable and functional for as long as we could. B06HH_1,
20-32

In order to fulfill the role of caregiver, the physician cannot afford to make the

patient's suffering his or her own. The physician's role is to see the patient through the

illness, to provide what treatment is available and to recognize when symptom

management is all that can be accomplished. Compare the physician's account of the

decision to limit treatment below with the patient's response that follows.

I think I only saw this patient like three times. But there was a decision
about his liver and whether or not to stint it to relieve some of the jaundice.
But there was nothing to stint because the liver had become too diffuse to
resolve it. I think we had planned to be pretty aggressive and then nothing
could be done. We told him all of this so it really wasn't like a big decision.
We sent them to the GI clinic and then nothing could be done. So we
ended up shifting him to home hospice and he stopped coming to the clinic.
On his last appointment he was just too sick and weak to keep coming so
we just set him up at home. C10HJ_1, 137-156

R: I would wish there will not be any more suffering. My family would
feel better and live happier.
I: Have you ever thought that there might come a time when you wouldn't
want any more treatment for your illness?
R: I think they'll be happy for me. C10PM 1, 551-561

The patient relates the existential experience of his illness, while the physician describes

the limits of the treatment options he has to offer.

In order to remain in practice, physicians, nurses and other health care providers

cannot stay directly engaged with the patient's experience of suffering. A distance is

required, a distance that allows for acknowledgment, discernment, and identification of the

appropriate means of preventing, relieving, or ameliorating the physical causes of that

experience of suffering. This is what biomedicine can provide.
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Its the Patient's Choice—To a Point

Limiting treatment is a part of the discourse of advance care planning related to

informed consent and the right of the patient to refuse unwanted treatment. It is

supposedly an issue of patient choice guided by the provider's expertise. However, the

providers we interviewed felt a greater responsibility regarding the provision of treatment

than merely presenting options and acquiescing to claims of patient's rights. There was an

unarticulated value that superseded the value these providers placed on patient autonomy.

This value, closely related to these providers' perceptions of responsibility, determined

what choices they allowed patients to make. As described above, the providers

categorized the patients—intentionally or not—as being either appropriate or not

appropriate to limit aggressive treatment. Conflict occurred when the patient's desires

were at odds with the physician's categorization. In these cases, the providers could not

subsume the values inherent in their perceived responsibility to the patient to the value

they placed on patient autonomy. For example, in the following case, the patient sought

to limit care that the physician felt the patient should receive. While easily acceding to

patient refusals in other situations, the physician in the following case admitted to

"terrorizing" the patient into accepting the recommended treatment.

Well, she's not getting chemo. She said there were a lot of side effects, she

felt terrible, she had nausea, tired, life was hard and so on while on chemo.

I think at least part of her reluctance to continue with chemo is that she

feels terrible. I have talked to her multiple times, and to her husband. I

gave them numbers and all the information 1 could about the chemo. The

gastroenterologist also told her how bad the condition is and that she

needed treatment. I think our tactics have moved from reasoning with her
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to terrorizing her....her best insurance is chemotherapy. Still she doesn't

want it....Certainly it is medically indicated and I would be remiss if I didn't

tell her about it and try to give it to her. [spoken emphatically and with

assurance] L21HH_1, 29-66

This physician presumably felt a responsibility to this patient, given his professional belief

that "her best insurance is chemotherapy," to see to it that the patient received treatment.

He is not willing to accept the patient's decision to forgo chemotherapy. Too much is at

stake. He feels a strong responsibility to this patient to advocate for treatment, a

responsibility that would seem to outweigh his commitment to patient autonomy.

Sometimes the providers invested considerable energy into getting the patient

through the treatment. The patient referred to in the following quote said he seriously

considered stopping treatment about twice a week. But his providers talked him through

receiving a difficult combination of chemotherapy and radiation.

He was very nervous about doing the aggressive therapy. He had a lot of
qualms about should I do this? Is it really good for me? Is it gonna improve
my survival? He's a very, very bright man and he asked a lot of very good
questions and we tried to assure him as much as possible and Dr. R. was
involved 'cause he was on the oncology service the two different times he
was in house and we worked with him and a surgeon and convinced him it
was the best thing for him. B09HB_1, 69-84

Physicians were differentially disposed toward treatment, there were those who

identified themselves as being very aggressive (HC) and those who were more

conservative (HH) in their stance toward aggressively treating diseases with poor

prognoses. However, all the physicians we interviewed made some distinction between

patients whose refusal of treatment would be accepted without problem and patients that
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they would insist on treating even if the patient was trying to refuse. Contrast the

response to the patient's refusal in the previous quote, a patient who had a potentially

curable illness, with that presented below involving a patient who was not curable. The

patient in the following quote came in late for diagnosis and refused treatment except for

palliation of her symptoms. The only available treatments for her disease were

experimental protocols with no proven efficacy. Her providers easily accepted and

supported her decision to limit treatment. She appreciated this support, but you must

wonder what her experience would have been like if she had come in early for diagnosis

and had refused all treatment.

Yeah. Both the public health [nurse] that I've had there...one of them
anyway, were just terrific. They understand my wishes. They don't try to
talk me into shit I don't want to do. You know. I mean really...they are so
supportive. A21 PF_1, 178-185

Providers not only support patient refusals for treatment in situations where there

can be no benefit, they may also refuse to provide treatment. The physician assistant in

the following quote describes his refusal to accede to inappropriate patient requests for

treatment. If he does not believe that the patient can benefit from therapy, he finds no

justification for the treatment of "unrealistic patients" who seemingly reject his

categorization that they cannot benefit.

[I don't believe in) giving treatments even though it isn't doing them a lot of
good, but because they want to know that there is still a possibility that
they are going to get well. I don't keep giving treatments if the patient is
totally unrealistic. I don't think that is appropriate. L14HB_1, 172-180

Physicians were more willing to go along with patient wishes to continue or

discontinue treatment when there wasn't much at stake or when the outcomes were
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equivocal. In the following case, the treatment helped the patient some but her disease

progression was fairly inevitable. This provider was willing to leave the choice of whether

the side effects were worth the minimal benefit the treatment provided up to the patient.

Well, how long she wants to continue with this out-patient treatment. It
does have side-effects. She is losing her hair. And just how long she
would want to continue with that in the face of progressive symptoms.
And I think that she's feeling a lot better now. So the decisions are going
to come when she starts feeling poorly again. And so basically I think in
terms of her own treatment, that she has been very clear with what she
wants. B01H19_1, 289-302

The physician in the following quote at first presented the scenario as one of simple patient

choice, but on questioning revealed his support of the decision to limit treatment—

especially given the burdens of the treatment and its limited ability to treat the cancer in

any definitive manner.

R: Well...it was against medical...well, let's see did I have a role in it.
Well, I probably did.
I: What was it?

R: Well I didn't push him. I was aware what his feelings were and I didn't
push him aggressively.
I: What was your final assessment of the decision and the way it was
made?

R. It was a reasonable decision. C01HD_1, 209-224

The following quotes sum up the general response that we saw in physicians.

Patient choice would be honored if the situation was equivocal or there was not much risk

involved. Refusals would be honored if there was a disparity between potential benefits

and burdens or there was no effective treatment to be offered. Providers would push the

patient aggressively to accept treatment if they felt the patient had something to be gained.

Providers applied the discourse of advance care planning differentially depending upon in
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which classification they placed the patient. The physician assistant in the following quote

was discussing a patient's refusal of recommended radiation therapy.

I: What decisions do you think will come up in the future?
R: Good question. I think, the hardest thing is that when he develops
metastatic disease, outside the tumor, elsewhere in the lung, how
aggressive we will treat him, that kind of thing, and how he wants us to
help him, probably, make some kind of end of life decisions. I don't know,
we haven't really discussed that kind of thing.
I: So you haven't discussed the possibility of limiting treatment if he gets a
recurrence?
R: Well, there really won't be a whole lot I can do. I mean, we gave him
big therapy up front and, you know, these tumors respond to some
regiments and knocking back with chemo again if he wants to, or radiation
to his head if that's where it is, or whatever, but ultimately the disease will
kill him. L16HB_1, 318-347

I think it was a good decision. I think that there were limited treatments
available to them. They could not be offered curative therapy and I only
push when I know it can be curative and I do. I think based on all
information available they made a good decision. It was not a knee-jerk
[decision] and I have to be supportive of that. If I thought I could cure him
I would hammer it home. CO3HB_1,368-380

There were not clearly identifiable criteria that were used for these

classifications—appropriate, not appropriate, or up to the patient for limiting treatment.

Certainly it wasn't that the patient was dying. It could be argued that all the patients in the

study were dying, our criteria (though not universally met) was an expected life span of

less than six months. There seems to have been some combination of proximity to death,

lack of effective treatment, and degree of suffering that was used in this largely

Subconscious determination. It is important to note that the providers did not refer to any

sort of systematic or even informal categorization of patients in this way. However, it

does seem to account for one reason why providers accepted patient decisions in some

situations and overrode them in others. The providers' held a value, dare I say a faith in the
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capacity of biomedicine, related to their assessment of the potential of biomedicine to

provide some benefit to the patient that they were unwilling to sacrifice to the value of

patient autonomy. This value—whether a belief in their own professional expertise,

confidence in the scientific properties of biomedicine, or a paternalistic duty to the

patient—compelled them to pursue or refuse to offer treatment for certain patients in

certain situations.

Nevertheless, while these providers' determinations might have been unilaterally

made, the patient was required to become a participant in them and to agree to and accept

them. If treatment was to be limited the patient was to "request" it, if treatment was to be

given then the patient must "consent." The patient's acceptance of the physician

recommendation—which was really much more than a recommendation in most cases—

was accomplished in a variety of ways: by "terrorizing" the patient or "hammering it

home" or by wearing the patient down by continually readdressing the issue (as with B05

who was asked on at least six separate occasions to agree to a DNR). The social worker

in the following quote describes how the patient's participation is usually managed.

R: Yes, and I suppose that there will be some point at which a decision, I
don't know that much about her medical situation, but she's still getting
chemo now and there will come a time when that's not going to work
anymore. Usually that's presented to people in a way that they don't just
hear that 'there's nothing more we can do," but rather, 'there's nothing more
reasonable [emphasis on reasonable] we can do, and they often have to
participate in that time by saying...
I: It's okay for you to stop now
R. Yes.
I: You don't have to keep ordering things.
R. Right. [Nods head emphatically] L13HZ_1, 266-291

The physician is then absolved of making the categorization and its connotations.

They have not given up on the patient, the patient has chosen the treatment plan; informed
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consent was obtained and they are honoring the patient's wishes. The discourse of

advance care planning supports and gives voice to this interpretation. The countervailing

practices are veiled within the rhetoric of choice. The patient is required to speak his or

her death.

It is revealing to note the language used by the providers in describing their

attempts to gain the cooperation of the patient in choosing the right (i.e., medically

advised) treatment plan. This is one example of how discourse can do violence to things.

These providers are compelled to uphold the discourse—they must get the patient's

agreement with the medical recommendation—and will do admitted violence (in a

symbolic sense based on their use of words to describe their actions) to the patient in

order to achieve that goal. The form of the discourse drives the coercion, not the

underlying intent of patient autonomy and choice. The power of the discourse is revealed

in the measures the providers feel obliged to undertake in order to uphold its form when

other, stronger values require them to reject the patient's seemingly autonomous choice.

The Fallacy of Choice

The idea that there is choice when confronting death is perhaps the greatest hubris

of advance care planning. The fallacy inherent in that concept is called by some as one of

the root causes of medical futility. The inflexible reality of our mortality has been the

greatest enigma in human history. Millennia of work in philosophy and religion has been

undertaken to try to come to terms with that reality. Notwithstanding the claims of

advocates of assisted suicide and active euthanasia, the idea of choosing one's death is

anathema to most of us. The idea that the PSDA, advance directives, or advance care
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planning can make us "deal with it" as Bruce Jennings suggests, that we can then

overcome the fundamental questions of existence, is patently absurd.

To require the individual to choose the manner of their death may be considered

cruel or unfeeling by some but liberating to others. This is the challenge faced in clinical

practice to involve patients in their treatment decisions. But the idea that there are actual

choices to be made about whether to accept or reject life-extending treatment, read death,

in some situations is a lie. While the physicians did have a great deal of control over when

and how patients were involved in the decisions regarding their care, there were also many

situations in which the physicians felt that there simply weren't any choices available to the

patient. In these instances, either all available treatments had been exhausted or there

simply were no therapies for the particular disease or problem.

The fact that there was no choice in these types of situations was a recurring

theme. It was not that there weren't minor decisions to be made along the way, the lack of

choice was in reference to the direction of the disease or the ability to effectively intervene

to change its course.

We are working her up in trying to see if we can fix her hips permanently
because her hips are a wreck and it's going to be uncomfortable for her to
walk on for a long time to come. So, we tried and then it visibly became
obvious that we really couldn't. So, in fact, she's been facing a lot of sort
of hospice choices, a lot of sort of choices where there is really not much
of a choice at all. A 17HA_1, 122-134

No, [he's not on any treatment] because there is really not anything that I
can think of specifically to do. We haven't identified anything other than
[unintelligible)--which is a possibility for him; that's why he's on
erythromycin. Other than that, there is nothing specific to do. At some
point, he may decide to withdraw from a couple of medicines he's on.
VL03H2O 1, 228-238
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The discourse of advance care planning is dependent upon the notion of choice in

medical treatment. It does not admit to the lack of choice that forces these putatively

rational, well-considered decisions. This focus on choice by the patient also serves to

relieve the provider from responsibility for the suffering attendant to treatment, the

outcome of the treatment, as well as the inability to intervene in the course of the disease.

As the social worker above described it, the conversation is manipulated so that the

patient asks for the treatment to be stopped.

This focus on choice and the patient's role in determining treatment is fascinating.

In the following case described by the social worker, she says that there were no options

for the patient to consider except where he wanted to go to die. She then implies that one

reason there are no treatments for him is that he doesn't ask for more treatment.

However, asking for treatment would not change the terminal nature of his disease. One

can also question, in light of the previous discussion, whether the physician would allow

the patient to choose a course of no treatment if there were in fact treatments available.

R: I didn't think so. I didn't remember any option in terms of surgery,
chemo, radiation. By the time I get to him he's basically...the feeling was
to be "left alone". Not to do more harm than good. So I don't think he had
to make any drastic or life threatening decisions in terms of treatment
plans. So the only decision that was facing him at that time was discharge.
Like where does he want to go? (74-86)
I: I'm wondering if the topic of limiting treatment has ever come up with
him?
R: I don't know because I don't think he is someone who asks for more
treatment. I don't know if he is someone who even thinks about whether
he should be treated more or not. B05HY_1, 270-279

Patients do make distinctions and choices about treatment. But there are times

that there are not any real choices, for patient or provider. Destiny surrounds the body of

the patient—no exertion of authority, or rights, no position of power can change that
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destiny. To offer choice is a lie. To require the patient to collude in the lie is unjust. The

discourse of advance care planning covers over these situations with its language of

consent and rights and choice. It requires the patient to speak his or her death and to

consent to its approach—but the consent is unnecessary, it is not even coerced, it is simply

irrelevant. Patient acceptance of DNR orders and decisions to limit treatment as death

nears are not necessarily a reflection of patient consent or an expression of patient wishes.

I would suggest that they are a reflection of the acknowledgment of Mills conception of

fate. It can be no other way. The patient ultimately speaks his or her death not because

he or she wishes it, but because it becomes his or her reality.

The issue of medical futility, which was not raised by these providers but would

probably have been raised by hospital-based providers, hinges on this conception of choice

and control as presented in the discourse of advance care planning. It is an attempt by the

providers to regain control over these situations. The discourse sets up an adversarial

relationship over control in a situation over which no one can have control. Attention is

focused away from the dying experience of the patient to what interventions should be

undertaken on this patient as he or she dies.

Its Just Not Worth It

There are, of course, options to be considered and decisions to be made. Patients

did actively make choices about their treatments. A recurring theme among patients who

had made some decision to limit their treatment was that the treatment and its' side effects

just wasn't worth it. As one patient said

Yeah. I hated it! I'd rather be dead than half-sick all the time. Either all
well or dead, not feeling so bad all the time! A02PF_1, 341-344
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Several patients had undergone treatment in the past and were not interested in

doing it again when their disease recurred.

I just wonder if it is worth it to have surgery, once I have this kind of
cancer, I have had many surgeries already, but it keeps coming back, like it
will never stop. I feel as human being we have to die, especially for me
with this kind of cancer, even the best doctor in the world can't save my
life. CO2PM 1, 1181-1 190

Other patients, such as the one quoted below, decided to give treatment a trial but cut it

short. In most of these cases, the therapy offered little chance of benefit and no chance of

cure. These patients actively chose to have more quality in their last days than to attempt

to live longer.

Well I had radiation for a week and then I had the cobalt treatment . That
all started about three weeks ago and lasted a week. and then I just quit. I
was too sick, sick all the time....
Yeah the thing of it is, is that treatment does not prolong your life one
minute, all it .... all it does is .... for the pain at the end. That's all the
treatment they were givin'. They weren't tryin' to save my life because they
couldn't. A04BM_1, 252-267

Patients relied on the physician to give them truthful information on which to base

these judgments. Judgment about trade-offs could only be made if there was good

prognostic information clearly presented. It required listening and negotiation between the

patient and the provider.

Well, yeah, if they were useless. Then I would say forget it. Why bother?
You're just prolonging- unless it was, "Well, I give you six more months.
These treatments are useful." All right, but like the chemotherapy, it
wouldn't give me more time and it would cause me a lot of discomfort.
Then I'd have my family see me sicker. Do you know what I'm saying? I
would say no....that's why the honesty of the doctors is extremely
important, that they care enough to tell you the truth....
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It's very important because I think that they care enough to say- you see
their compassion but at least not to lie to you and give you false hopes.
And if you got a hope, they're going to tell you that too. "Hey, you're
doing fine. You really have improved. Great!" You know what I mean?
A15PF_1, 895-924

Some physicians were better at this than others. And some diseases are more

amenable to predictable estimates of the disease trajectory than are others. This type of

careful articulation of patient values with the realities and the possibilities of the disease

and treatments is at the heart of the ideal of shared decision-making proposed by the

Presidents Commission. It is the ideal espoused by the SUPPORT study. But it is an

elusive ideal, unfortunately, in clinical practice. As much as these providers supported the

concept, incorporating it fully into practice was extraordinarily difficult.

Families were usually very supportive of patient decisions to limit treatment based

on the burdensomeness of the treatment. Many expressed, as did the daughter in the

following quote, that only the patient could truly know how much suffering was worth

bearing.

I think I would have to respect her wants. Because she's the only one that
knows what the treatments feel like to go through. Thinking back, and I
think she's been a pretty good judge of what she wants to do, and I think I
would have to respect it. B07F1_1, 1320-1335

Many family members were also concerned not to inflict any more burdens or suffering on

the patient.

You know, radiation is a very painful treatment. We all knew liver cancer
was terminal illness, and he did not have pain; why have a painful treatment
like radiation? CO3F1_1, 364-369
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The question of what is worth it is actually quite a sophisticated question. It

requires estimation of the potential long-term benefits that might accrue as a result of or in

the aftermath of short term distress or suffering. There are no objective truths to guide

these determinations—all is uncertainty. What's more, the valuation the patient makes is

strongly influenced by patient fear, attitude toward authority, and personal sense of risk.

The 27 year old with Hodgkins Disease refuses a potentially curative bone marrow

transplant because he has a fear of needles and finds the procedure unnerving (A09). A

woman with metastatic salivary cancer and brain metastasis undergoes chemotherapy

because she has survived much longer than expected so maybe she isn't really dying (C07).

The decisions are also hinged upon the patient's subjective sense of self. The patient in the

following quote provides an eloquent description of why he was willing to take a shot at

treatment in the face of difficult odds.

You can't lie to someone and say "oh we're gonna give you chemotherapy,
it's never gonna come back, now you're cured." I've already got that
mindset in my mind. I know that even going through this chemo could be a
waste of my time. Of my mental and physical energy. So I might as well
just sit here and do nothing. But with my personality I'm gonna forge
ahead. What the hell! [laughs]. I'll probably get better. But the mental part
of it is, I can see it being tough a lot. It may be a lot tougher for other
people than for me because I've been really lucky. B09PM_1, 1723-1740

I Have a Love of Life: Delimiting the Subject

The diagnosis of a terminal illness sets the patient apart from others within his or

her social world. The individual's sense of self is challenged and the body is sometimes

viewed as a traitor. The diagnosis of cancer feels like an invasion to some. One patient

referred to her metastatic cancer as "a traveling man" (A15PF_1). The person as patient

becomes the subject of intense scrutiny by both the self and others as he or she becomes
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engulfed within the institution of biomedicine. The body of the person as patient is subject

to examination, interpretation, and classification.

Limiting Resistance

Patients actively resisted assuming the classifications discussed previously. For the

patient, the fact that there was no effective treatment available to treat their disease did

not mean that they were not still engaged in life. Some were not ready to acquiesce to the

label of dying proffered by the physician. This reluctance to accept the moniker of one

who is dying could explain the seemingly irrational decision by some patients to sign up

for hospice but refuse the DNR order. The patient in the following quote actively resisted

the classification of dying made by his physician. He did not want to be reminded that he

was dying and rejected the care offered after his treatment was limited. Note that he did

not demand more treatment, he simply did not want to think of himself in a particular way.

He did not want to think of himself as dying.

And after he was discharged I arranged a visiting nurse for him and he
didn't like the visiting nurse because he didn't like being reminded that he
only had six months or less. Because it was a hospice visiting nurse. So
the first thing he said to me when he came to the clinic is "Don't have this
nurse visiting me anymore. I don't want it. I don't want to be reminded
that I am dying, leave me alone". And I was like "OK". And he was doing
well...he was getting good support from his family, very independent, living
longer than we expected. CO3HY_1, 54-71

Friends and family found it especially hard to consider the patient in the category

of the dying. The family members in the following quotes exhort the patient to continue

to stay engaged with the living.

Well you know he made the decision to continue to persist. VLll Fl 1,
1052-1053
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I believe that when one is alive, one always fights for preserving life.
VL05F2_1, 507–509

Patients also protest their suitability to be considered as dying, professing a strong

orientation toward living. The following are patient responses to the question of whether

they would ever consider limiting treatment. It is important for these patients to maintain

this orientation in words at least. For several of these patients, treatment had already been

limited or consisted only of symptom management, but they could not think of themselves

as someone who was dying—they refused to adopt that subjective experience for

themselves.

I want them to keep having treatments and continue doing the things that I
want to do, just to live as long as I can then. VL02PM 1, 1617-1621

No, I haven't given up yet. VB02PM 1, 260

Treatment or surgery. I have no choice. Treatment is all I have. And so I
think it's crazy not to take everything I can get. Al 9PF_1, 1 120-1 123

[Silence..] I don't think about that. It's hard, but I hope for or expect life
[espera la vida]. I have the point of view [perspectivo de curarse] that I am
going to be cured. L01PF_2, 49-54

No, because I love life very much. I love it a lot. I like nature. I'd like to
live many, many years. L19FM_1, 465-468

But for some, the transition into an acknowledged place of dying provides some

relief Resources become more available and the parameters of suitable decision-making

become clearer. The friend in the following quote is somewhat frustrated that the patient

hasn't yet been labeled as dying.

But that has not worked out for a whole bunch of complicated reasons, and
so it looks like he's going to be staying here until someone from the
medical end gives the prognosis saying, "You know, you have six months
to live," and there is no more we can do for him medically, and then he is
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eligible to go into a hospice. But until that time, until they sign off on him,
he's in limbo....This is limbo. VB05F1_1, 163-179

The patient in the following quote felt that he could accept things better once he had good

information about both his disease and possible treatment options.

I think the most difficult decision is really what to do, in a lot of ways. I
did a lot of study on my particular type of disease to see if there was
anything that really had enough plus to it that the negatives...Once I found
out that there wasn't a whole lot that was going to work, that made the
decision kind of easy. A20PM_1, 659-677

For most patients it is a process of acclimatization. They undergo treatment, find

that it isn't worth it, and over time become used to the idea of their death. For some, as

with C10PM l described above, death brings an ultimately welcome respite from the

challenges of living with the disease.

The Good Patient. Provider Subjectivity

Many actors are engaged in and affected by the performance of discourses.

Categorization of the patient as actively dying creates expectations of the patient and the

provider. Roles become better defined and the work to be done acquires set parameters.

The patient is made a subject of the category: treatment is to be limited, the patient is

imminently dying, and "other decisions as to consequences to that will become relatively

minor". This effect of classification, an effect that is not usually acknowledged, may

explain why many providers were hesitant to address and discuss limiting treatment with

the patient. They were not ready to accept the reclassification of their patient as

imminently dying. Such an acceptance would fundamentally change the relation to the

patient and their own sense of themselves within that relationship. The reluctance to
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initiate that change may explain why providers put off discussing limiting treatment even

with patients for whom they had no treatment options to offer.

Patients who accepted the notion of the good death and accepted the inevitability

of limiting treatment in the face of death's progression did not challenge the providers'

sense of themselves. These patients were often praised highly by the providers. They

were grateful of the care rendered and often took care of the providers in subtle ways.

The relationships were reciprocal and the patient tended to share openly with the provider.

The patient referred to in the following quote refused all but palliative therapy when she

came to the clinic with recurrent breast cancer. The physician assistant was impressed

with her resolve and seems to have affection for the patient.

Oh, yeah. I discuss it with her [limiting treatment]. In fact, she just gave
me an afghan she knitted because she wasn't sure if she would be around
for Christmas. She's got great insight into her own condition. She's a very
strong woman. (77-83)
No, I think she bonded with me quite well. We're very open and candid
with each other. A01BB 1, 103-105

Throughout the interview he refers to her strength and her independence in making

decisions. He is happy with her choices and respects her decisions.

While the provider in the preceding quote may have genuine affection for the

patient, he may also be more comfortable in relating to her because she has accepted her

dying and places few demands, tangible or moral, upon him. The physician in the

following quote describes how the patient's attitude, one that mirrors her own, makes it

easy to relate to her.

I think also when it comes to dealing with her prognosis, she tends, she
does tend to look on the brighter side of things but I think she also knows,
she obviously knows herself, that she is very ill and requires a lot of care
and that her life is relatively short. And I think that all of her decisions so
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far have been pretty appropriate. And I think that if...it's a lot easier for me
I think, when they make the decision, if they are making a decision...if I
were in their shoes, I'd make the same decision. And that's kind of the way
it has happened with her. It's very easy. She is well aware of what her
prognosis is and where things are going. C19H17_1, 313-333

Compare the preceding accounts with the following case. The providers find it

difficult to care for and relate to a family who passively rejects the notion of the good

death and a patient who refuses to accept that she is dying and is passive in her own care.

The lengthy quotes provide insight into the personal challenges these providers faced in

rendering her care.

I have strong feelings about this. This was not my favorite case. This was
clearly a young woman with problems keeping continuity in her life
because of her family and the patient herself. And the end, of course, is not
a good place for a new doctor to come in. It was difficult. There were
times when I was angry at the family for doing damage to the situation.
After the spinal hospitalization, we were finally able to get a VNA in there
and in truth, this patient was unattended for long parts of the day. She had
to depend on herself for getting her pain medications and I think she did
not get them as often as she should have. I think the family had some
feelings about the use of narcotics. But they got better about supporting
her through the use of the VNA. The visiting nurse said they were better
about accepting her prognosis and diagnosis. But I don't think that is it. I
think they could always accept the prognosis and diagnosis. I think that
they did not want to be so involved. I think they were angry by the time
and emotional energy the patient took. But then they became resigned to
the fact and it became easier to deal with things. To give the family some
credit, they were told at the six month point that she was going to die.
They thought that meant immediately. That is the tricky thing. They were
told the prognosis and thought that it could be any day and it just lingered
on. They couldn't deal with that. C05HG_1, 269-31 l

I don't think they [the family] understood cancer in the more philosophical
sense. Like about how cancer develops and that they knew more that
cancer kills people and that there is no cure. More the simplistic view.
They did not get involved in any group and didn't read any literature. They
didn't ask any questions in terms of meds, or what kind of cancer she had.
Or what stage. Or what caused it, diet. Why it happened. I don't think
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they know much in the way of cancer. This is just my sense. I don't know
for sure. CO5HG_1, 83-98

In spite of the frustration with the care the family provided for this patient, the social

worker provides remarkable insight into the internal dynamics of the family. Even so, the

family's behaviors and attitudes challenge and reject the professional values and norms of

the providers. Not only do they not see the world her way, they resist the efforts and

recommendations of the providers.

I would think there was a lot of guilt and shame in this situation. I think
the family was just trying to deal with a 40 year old woman who had never
been married hiding her cancer. I think the parents felt a lot of shame
around this. I think there may have been shame that it was a sex organ and
not something like lung cancer. And she had never been married and
maybe she was hiding her cancer because she didn't want to expose her
breast in public. There could have been a lot of this type of thing going on.
There was blame, shame and guilt going on in the family. A lot of these are
very normal reactions so I don't know if it is odd dynamics. Also she had
been taken care of by her sister not her husband or parents like some of the
other patients so there was a different relationship context (128-152).
I don't think that the family was very happy with the way this decision was
made. The patient died at home and the family may have wanted her to
have gone to another hospital. But they had to pitch in more time and
energy to take care of her. C05HG_1, 174-181

This patient was never able to come to terms with her disease or her dying. Not long

before she died she was asked if she would ever consider stopping treatment for her

disease, she replied:

Yes, I think someday my disease will be cured and I will recover
completely and I won't need any more treatment. C05PF_1, 374-377

The providers we interviewed had a great deal of themselves invested in their

patients. They appreciated patients who in turn appreciated the skill and aid the provider

brought to the encounter. The most frequent positive comment made about patients and

their decision making by the providers we interviewed was that the patient was "smart
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and/or asked "good questions" (L06HA-_1, VA01BN_1, B09HB_1, L23H24_1).

Interestingly, they also appreciated patients who were "responsible" (L05HH_1),

"intensely compliant" (B09HY_1), "independent-minded" (VA01 HN_1), and who thought

carefully about their decisions (CO2HC_1). They also enjoyed patients who gave of

themselves in the clinical encounter describing them variously as "very dynamic, very

creative" (C07HY_1), a "lively personality" (L22HA_1), "very engaging and entertaining"

(L23H24_1), and "interesting to talk to" (LO6HA_1).

The providers clearly valued patient involvement in the decision making process.

They ascribed to the ideal represented in the discourse of advance care planning. They

praised patients who asked questions, thought carefully and actively participated in the

treatment decisions. They expressed concern and sometimes annoyance with patients who

were passive, had poor understanding of their disease, or who refused the help-and

counsel—of the clinic staff. The following patient describes the decision-making process

he uses. It mirrors the ideal of shared decision making set out by the Presidents

Commission and by the principle investigators in the SUPPORT study. It is this balance

of reliance and independence that the providers tried to foster in their patients.

Yes. Because there is so much uncertainty about my illness. How would I
know what is the best treatment for me? I listen to the doctors, to See
what they think about my illness. They have the knowledge and they have
probably seen and treated many patients who are just like me. Usually after
seeing the doctors, I sit down and talk to my family and then we decide
what to do. Most of the time, they listen to my opinions and they agree
what I have come up with. I make the final decisions. CO9PM_1, 335-351

The physicians in the following quotes had a clear conception of what it meant to

engage in end-of-life care in a gratifying manner. The satisfaction they expressed was not
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just related to their ability to provide good care of their patients in these instances. I

suggest the reason that they related these particular stories is because in them, they were

able to experience themselves as the type of competent, compassionate, healer that they

expect to be. In addition, in both of these situations, there was open acknowledgment of

the patient's impending death and the approach to treatment was clear and unconflicted.

I think this is a very nice—better—smoother terminal care case than most.
I think it is because all the people involved were aware of what was going
on. It was very satisfying for me as a health care provider because we all
worked together nicely in a team and the result, I would say, was optimum.
It is an exception for a case to go this well and for everyone to be happy
with the care. A12HH_1, 295-306

I was pleased he was able to figure out his depression and go from being a
lonesome solitary person to someone who leaned on the people around him
and who got some contact and connections with the world. In some ways,
he used us in that way as well. He made the best of a bad situation by
doing that. A04EIA_1, 271-280

The Good Doctor. Patient Subjectivity

The patient-physician relationship is one based upon need. The patient is in need

of the expertise the provider has in caring for his or her illness. As described in Chapter 3,

that relationship has traditionally been based upon a foundation of trust that the provider

assumes the role of benevolent caretaker for the patient. The proposition of that

relationship is not one-sided—many patients look on their physician in this manner and

accept the physician's role of authority. As one patient described the role of the physician.

Doctors are like parents: they want you to be cured. C02PM 1, 1291
1292

Many patients took a fairly passive role in decision making in deference to what

they perceived as the physician's role to know what was best for them. It was not that
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they were indifferent or uninterested in their treatment, it was that they trusted the

physician and accepted his or her social role of authority. This authority was tied to the

subjective experience of the patient to do the right thing and was curiously tied to notions

of virtue and duty.

No. Look, I am obedient. What they tell me I have to do, I will do.
L20PF_1, 460-462

It is a very hard decision to make. Doctors are like parents: they want you
to be cured. If I don't want to take it, I feel bad about that. So for these
two [the two new cancer masses], I am sure I will have surgeries to remove
them. Later on, if there are more coming out, I will not let the doctors
know. CO2PM 1, 1290-1299

Contrary to the shared role espoused within the discourse of advance care

planning, these patients accepted the authority of the physician and incorporated that into

their own perception and experience of their role as the patient. Just as physicians were

able to share the moral burden of decision making with the patient by requiring patient

consent, patients were able to share responsibility for their treatment decisions by

abdicating to physician authority.

Uh huh. I just do what they tell me to do. They say, take this drug, and I
take it. And if it doesn't work, I'd try something else. VA13PM_1, 573
577

Well, we talked about that and I think that Pauline would do whatever the
doctors recommended and if they said there was nothing left to do she
would accept that and live with it. A 19Fl_1, 162-167

The patient's experience and wishes were mediated through the authority of the

provider. While there is great potential for abuse in this type of relationship, as we saw in

Chapter 3, there was no obvious evidence of any such abuse in these interviews.

Physicians struggled to do the right thing for their patients. Physician paternalism was
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formerly a highly prized virtue within the profession (Katz's conception of the

compassionate caretaker) but has lost its luster and has often been reduced to an epithet

within the realm of bioethics. However, paternalism is still alive and flourishing. Many

patients we interviewed did trust and rely on the physician's counsel and were willing to

subsume their own opinion to that of the professional. It is a seductive, or perhaps a

comforting, position for the patient to take. I was surprised at my own passive acceptance

of my physician's advice when undergoing surgery. The physician provides a level of

surety and direction in the bewildering and disorienting vulnerability accompanying illness.

The patient feels compassionately cared for. The following quote from a nurse describes

one patient's experience with physician authority and is an interesting commentary on this

nurse's conception of what constitutes a decision.

No, it has been more or less medical professionals that have made..."Well
you'll go to therapy for this many weeks with radiation." "Okay." Then
they'd say (physicians), "Well we can't give you chemo, or surgery (because
he is not a candidate or it's not going to work)." So he has never had to
make a particular decision as far as I know. He just has to sign a consent
to do it, but he has never really had to make a big decision about his care,
as far as I know. L14H19_1, 163-178

The patient validates his role in decision making as outlined above.

No, me, no. Whatever the doctors say. If they say that I have to take
something then fine, I'll take it. It's fine. Whatever. L14PM_1,470-473

The attitude expressed by the patient above reinforces the treatment and

technological imperative that often operates within biomedicine. This bias toward

treatment becomes problematic in end-of-life care where, as discussed above, the fact of

the illness eliminates real choice. One purpose of the discourse of advance care planning
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is to overcome that bias toward treatment. However, many of the patients who adapted a

more passive role in decision making were very oriented toward treatment.

Whether or not to get more chemo. That hasn't been a difficult decision for
her because as long as treatment is offered and the possibility of extending
her life exists, that is what she will want. She didn't have to think about
getting chemo. L17HZ_1, 329-336

No more treatment means I don't have any more hope. I think I will be
very sad. I don't know....
No. I want the doctors to do their best to treat my disease. I want to live
longer, C12PF_1, 411-431

The physician quoted below would rather take a less aggressive course with this

patient since he knows he can't cure her and she is not currently having symptoms.

However, she is very treatment oriented. While she is fairly passive in most of her

interactions with the physician, she does make it clear that she wants to try to get rid of

the cancer. He is unable to resist that request.

Part of it has been related to sort of the extent of treatment. And how long
she would want treatment, and the need for treatment. I wasn't particularly
eager to treat her with chemotherapy because she had really no symptoms
that I could attribute to her disease at all so I sort of stressed that. "I can't
improve upon how you feel now. I can only make you feel worse." But
she felt...what was communicated to me through the translators was that
she really wanted to try and get rid of it. The thought of having this cancer
in her was bad. And so the biggest issues have been, you know, what I
have been trying to address, what are her symptoms and how can I improve
upon them without sort of adversely affecting her quality of life.
C16HH_1, 183-207

Many of the Chinese patients seemed to have a strong orientation toward

treatment as well as trust in the physician. This trust was greatly diminished if the

physician tried to introduce a discussion of limiting treatment. Patients and families felt
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abandoned and angry. Several families expressed the opinion that care for the patient

would have been better in China.

In China they always give you some treatment, not like here, where there

are only chemo, surgery, and radiation. If they don't work for you, then

you can't have any treatment. I don't care if they are doing an experimental

study, at least they can adjust the volume of the medication: If the patient

doesn't respond well, they can increase the volume. Not like here, where

they cannot do anything for you. C07Fl_1, 337-349

I felt so disappointed. So did my family. The doctors here are different

from the doctors in China, who always try to save your life. The doctors

here let you wait to die (crying). I can't eat anything now, it means that I

don't have any nutritional resources--I will die soon (crying). (his wife

interrupts crying: "Don't think too much, just relax yourself.") C09PM_1,
99-110

The sister in the following quote describes the way they found to get around the doctor's

insistence that the patient was dying. She did not understand why her sister's doctor didn't

want to treat her while the emergency room doctors were more than willing.

We feel that the doctor thinks that there is no cure for her illness and that's
why he makes the decision according to that belief But the emergency
room staff thinks that they have to give her medication for wherever she
feels pain. I think that the latter is better. C19H1_1, 1239-1247

Many other patients were also very treatment oriented and could not imagine

stopping treatment. Some did acknowledged that if very sick and near death they might

consider stopping (A17PF_1, A19PF_1, VB09PM_1, VB10PM 1, VL03PM 1). Many

patients seemed to be operating under the dual influences of the technological imperative
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with the power of medical science to fight disease and the ideology of the good death. In

these cases, advance directives served to confuse the situation more than clarify it. One

grandmother told us that her grandson would never stop taking his medicines because it

would mean he was giving up, if he got worse he would have to go back in the hospital,

In the next breath she then described how it was all settled that when his time comes he

will get hospice care.

The problem with the discourse of advance care planning is that it takes both

positions literally and as absolutes. Early treatment decisions do not allow for the

negotiation and adjustment that happens through the gradual advance of disease. They

assume static preferences, static situations. They also are predicated upon an orientation

toward the self-motivated autonomous patient who is actively involved in all aspects of

treatment. The discourse of advance care planning does not easily accommodate patient

physician relations based upon the patient's acknowledgment of physician authority as an

integral part of the asymmetrical relations between them.

Conclusion

The discourse of advance care planning has been extensively deployed within

bioethics, the public sphere, and in clinical medicine. It has acquired the force of federal,

and, in most jurisdictions, state law. Studies based on the assumptions upon which the

discourse is predicated have been an appalling indictment of care for the terminally ill

(SUPPORT Principal Investigators, 1995). In this examination of the performance of

advance care planning, I have primarily focused on the ways that individuals resist the
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discourse. In this chapter, I have tried to illustrate the capillary action of power and the

subject formation attendant to that resistance.

The prime fallacy of the discourse is its reliance on patient choice in the decision

making process. The discourse serves to conceal the real limitations of choice that

patients confront. Physicians and other health care providers control the definition of the

situation and the decisions that are presented to the patient. As we saw, providers only

introduce the topic of limiting treatment to patients who meet an undisclosed criteria of

dying. Patients are classified based on the provider's perception of whether it is possible

to meaningfully intercede in the patient's dying. If patients try to choose non-treatment

when they do not meet that criteria, the providers resist, or subvert, that choice—

tormenting and at times bullying the patient into acceptance. If the patient who does meet

their interpretation of dying insists upon treatment, the providers can control the

availability of options presented to the patient. The only areas where there is true choice,

and this may be the majority of situations, is when there is not much at stake because

outcomes are equivocal or the worth of the treatment is purely a quality of life issue. In

these situations, the discourse of advance care planning is usefully employed. However,

there are also situations in which there is no choice to be offered to the patient. The

physical reality of the disease and its treatments preclude any curative intervention in the

inevitable death of the patient. Unfortunately, the discourse of advance care planning

requires the patient's acceptance and choice, if you will, in these situations as well. The

patient is asked to consent to withholding treatment (most often through a DNR order) as

if he or she, or even the provider, had some power over the situation. The patient is

required to serve as witness to his or her death.
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It is through the demand that the patient speaks his or her death that the discourse

of advance care planning gains its true power over the subjectivity of those engaged in the

discourse. Patients actively reject the subjectivities required by the discourse. As we saw,

patients refuse to admit they are dying, even as they actively do so. They maintain an

orientation toward life, even as they are actively dying. The patient's approach toward his

or her medical care, the interactions with the health care providers, and even the role in

decision-making gives insight into the subjective experience and the ways in which the

patient resists the discourse. The patient is expected to be an autonomous decision

maker, someone who rationally deliberates on the advisability of particular treatment

options. As we saw, some patients prefer to yield decision making authority to the

physician, seeming to accept the social role of the physician as benevolent caretaker. In

this way, they maintain an orientation toward treatment, toward life, and are shielded from

having to choose death because they rely on the recommendations of the provider. It is

incumbent on the provider to speak of death.

The subjective experience of the physician is also implicated in the patient's

approach to decision-making. The providers we interviewed identified with the discourse

of advance care planning and used it as a guide for judging better ways of providing for

patients at the end of life—doing it better, smoother as one physician said. The qualities

they profess to admire in patients are intelligence, asking good questions, and reaching

decisions independently. However, the underlying assumption is that those decisions will

be the ones that the provider not only agrees with but are consistent with the provider's

values related to the effectiveness of biomedicine to improve the patient's condition and

stop the advance of the disease. While advance care planning is predicated on patient
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choice, the providers support it only up to a point—the point that patient choice diverges

from the physician's strongly felt recommendation.

These reflections on the deployment and performance of the discourse of advance

care planning provide a starting point for answering the questions posed earlier. What are

the intended and unintended consequences of the discourse? What is the effect of the

discourse on those engaged with it? Does the discourse serve the needs of the dying

patient and his or her care providers? And finally, could it be otherwise?
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION.—NEGOTIATING A BALANCE

The line separating life and death runs through our communities and moves inexorably
nearer to each of us. (Pope John Paul II, 1999, p. 8)

A discourse operates within the space between the boundaries and in the

overlapping spheres of concern of different social worlds. It is a mechanism for sharing

meanings and addressing mutual goals, of bridging the gaps between Social worlds. As we

have seen, a particular discourse emerges over time as a result of unrelated incidents,

divergent concerns, and the need for a shared language between a multitude of social

worlds. But while a seemingly coherent discourse may develop, it does not in itself allay

the concerns or resolve the tensions among groups with competing interests and

perspectives. In fact, the discourse may actually intensify those tensions by creating and

maintaining subjectivities and concealing (or revealing) power relationships between

actors and groups in the performance of the discourse.

Within the discourse of advance care planning lies the hope of taming the chaos

surrounding the dying patient. This hope promises that if patients consider the possibility

of their death, make decisions about aggressiveness of treatment and resuscitation status,

and execute advance directives well in advance of need, then there will be no surprises at

the time of death and the patient will be supported in a gentle and caring manner in accord

with their previously expressed wishes. The patient chooses to accept the role of dying

based on a logical acceptance of the inevitability of physiology. The physicians, nurses,

and other health care providers have no other interests vested that seeing that the patient's
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chosen wishes are carried out. As presented in SUPPORT and accepted in the discourse,

medical decision-making should be a quiet, rational, deliberative, well thought out process

based on the certain capabilities of biomedicine in conjunction with the personal values of

the patient. Patients get what they want, families bear witness, physicians and nurses are

protected from any sense of failure or responsibility for the death and are agents to further

patient’s wishes. Last ditch attempts to flail in the face of death are undesired and

forgone.

Why then did SUPPORT fail in so many areas? Why is there such confusion and

contradiction within the interviews in this study? Are physicians and other health care

providers simply unfeeling, arrogant, and in need of control? Are families unable to let

go? Are patients too ignorant, frightened, and vulnerable to participate? Or is the hope of

taming death misplaced?

An analysis of the discourse of advance care planning reveals the ways the

discourse is performed and deployed as well as the ways that actors engaged in the

discourse actively resist it. The discourse of advance care planning attempts to tame death

by merely covering it over. Death is still, in spite of these measures, difficult for mere

mortals to accept, to approach, and to embrace. Talk to the contrary does not make death

easy to accept, instead, it can do violence to the processes of denial, negotiation,

acceptance, and living that engage the dying and those who care for them. I propose that

the discourse of advance care planning protects us from truly acknowledging and coming

to terms with death primarily by introducing the notion of choice into dying. We are

distracted from the reality of death by our preoccupation with the choices presented by the

discourse. By focusing attention on the performance of the discourse related to those
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choices rather than the underlying purpose for which the discourse was devised the reality

of death becomes lost. In this way, individuals are protected from facing its stark reality.

I have tried to explore the development of Western biomedicine and the discipline

of bioethics in order to place the discourse of advance care planning within the historical

and social context from which it issued. Advance care planning is a response to the

technological developments within biomedicine, the focus on individual rights, the societal

disenchantment with authority in general and biomedicine in particular, the rise of

consumerism especially as regards health care, and the cost constraints currently faced in

health care due to the failures of market reforms. These forces have coalesced into a

discourse—comprised of ethical principles, legal doctrine, regulatory mandates, clinical

practices and expectations, the ideology of the good death, and patient behaviors—that

requires the patient to speak his or her death, to grieve in advance, to decide upon the

terms within which it will be encountered, to choose to participate in it. It is an attempt to

normalize and tame death, to bring it into public consciousness. In Jennings' terms (see p.

147 above), to require the American people to deal with it. To do so, however, the

individual must perceive him or herself as an object that (a) is dying, and (b) must be

medically managed into that death. This poses a profound challenge for the individual

attempting to continue to live his or her known life through the dying process.

Bio-Power and Advance Care Planning

The discourse of advance care planning is an example of Foucault's concept of bio

power. As delineated in Chapter 2, the force of bio-power is in the means it provides for

Successful objectification of the self. Through the convergence of social practices,
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institutions, discourses, and technologies this objectification is made possible. Power is

made manifest, authority acknowledged, and behavior controlled through this process of

objectification and the resulting subjectivities that are created. This same process also

serves as a source of resistance.

Recall Foucault's description of bio-power.

On the one hand, it [bio-power] was tied to the disciplines of the body: the
harnessing, intensification, and distribution of forces, the adjustment and
economy of energies. On the other hand, it was applied to the regulation
of populations, through all the far-reaching effects of its activity. It fitted in
both categories at once, giving rise to infinitesimal surveillances, permanent
controls, extremely meticulous orderings of space, indeterminate medical
or psychological examinations, to an entire micro-power concerned with
the body. But it gave rise as well to comprehensive measures, statistical
assessments, and interventions aimed at the entire social body or at groups
taken as a whole. (Foucault, 1990, pp. 145-146)

Let's apply this description of bio-power to advance care planning. Advance care

planning is tied to disciplines of the body, how the body is to be handled when ill and

vulnerable, who is to control that handling, how decisions about that handling are to be

made. It began with resistance to the technologic imperative of biomedicine and the

simple concept that the individual should have some say over what does and does not

happen to his or her body, even at the moment of death. The grass roots development of

living wills of the 1970s put into place the idea that when death was inevitable, the

individual could decide that attempts to interfere with that death could be halted.

Although met with resistance by biomedicine, the courts and legislatures followed suit by

providing legal distinctions between and determinations of appropriate medical care versus

homicide, suicide, neglect, and patient abandonment. The doctrine of informed consent

was expanded to incorporate the right to refuse treatment, even life-sustaining treatment.
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This concept was further concretized and institutionalized by the introduction of DNR

orders. Bioethics developed as a pseudo-discipline to define, promote and legitimate this

new resistance to the traditional tenets of biomedicine where death was often viewed as

the ultimate enemy.

Hospices were developed to provide an alternative setting in which death could be

welcomed and spiritual support provided during the transitional phase of dying. These

early hospices were outside the realm of biomedicine. Yet, the hospices soon became part

of a larger medical movement promoting this type of non-interventionist approach and the

value of medical management of distressing symptoms was recognized and incorporated

into the hospice structure. This inevitably led to expectations, regulations and controls—

formalization and routinization of this individualized form of care. Expectations of what

would and would not be provided became set out in business plans, patient entry criteria,

and reimbursement schemes. With the introduction of government support for this type of

care, these expectations became part of regulatory requirements. The dying patient had to

complete the transition to death within a specified period of time or risk losing the support

of hospice and perhaps more importantly, the hospice (insurance) benefit.

The elimination of aggressive medical treatment for patients who died anyway

became a source of potential cost saving in an industry (biomedicine) who's costs were

Suddenly under public and governmental scrutiny. Research focused on identifying those

who could not benefit. At the same time, patient autonomy and choice continued to be

presented within much of bioethics as the highest patient good. Biomedicine introduced

the concept of futility as a means of excluding from aggressive intervention those who

they felt could not benefit from treatment as well as those who chose badly. At the height
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of the mily debate within biomedicine and bioethics, Congress passed the Patient Self

Determination Act requiring that all patients be informed of their right to be involved in

treatment decisions, including the right to refuse treatment and to formulate an advance

directive.

Finally, we see by the range of measures taken in SUPPORT the full implications

and meaning of bio-power. SUPPORT attempted to find correlations between patient

mortality, prognostic information, perceptions of survivors, physician specialty, untreated

pain, resource consumption, regional distribution of hospital resources, total cost of care,

and resuscitation status among other measures. An unspoken but obvious goal of

SUPPORT was to establish objective criteria for categorizing patients for whom treatment

was not worth it. For SUPPORT, worth was determined by a variety of sophisticated

criteria, including but not limited to, the patient's and the family's subjective experience.

SUPPORT addressed the microprocesses of the individual at the same time as it addressed

comprehensive measures aimed at the entire social body. It is a perfect illustration of the

discourse of advance care planning and the performance of bio-power.

Power and Subjectivity—The Performance of Advance Care Planning

The discourse of advance care planning is comprised of verbal and textual

practices—words. But words are never innocent. The use to which these words are put

has tremendous potential and opportunity to affect both the users and the objects of those

words as well as other third parties. These uses and their effects comprise the power of

the discourse as manifest in the relationships among actors and the subjectivities created

and maintained.
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Asymmetrical Relations—The Power of Authority

No amount of rights talk can ever create complete equality or equal distribution of

power between actors. In fact, in the definition of power that I propose, it is the unequal

status between actors that gives rise to the possibility of relationship. Inequality does not

have to create a situation of abuse or domination, however. We each choose to be in a

subordinate position to others in many of our everyday affairs. We acknowledge the

authority of others—by virtue of their expertise, social position, or other characteristics—

in many areas of life. The power so vested in these individuals as a result of that authority

should not necessarily trigger resistance to that authority. The fact that there is potential

for abuse within these relationships does not make these relationships inherently bad or

inappropriate. As Brody has said, the greatest ethical challenge facing physicians (and

other health care providers) is the responsible use of power (Brody, 1992).

Patients will always be in a vulnerable position in relation to physicians, nurses and

other health care providers. It is part of the nature of the relationship. Health care

providers have mastery of a body of knowledge, technical expertise, and certain socially

sanctioned privileges that permit them to provide services desired by patients. Patients

voluntarily accept the provider's authority in most medical matters and exhibit a great deal

of faith and trust in their relationships with them. These providers, in turn, take this

relationship very seriously and have tremendous faith in the scientific knowledge on which

their practice is based. In spite of the great potential for abuse in these relationships, the

overwhelming majority of clinicians struggle diligently to do the right thing for their

patients. When conflict arises or abuse seems to be in evidence, it is usually due to a

disagreement as to just what constitutes the right thing.
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Advance care planning covers over this asymmetry by presenting the patient as an

active and equal partner in all decision-making. This is rarely the case. Patients in this

study resisted the discourse by denying that there were decisions to be made, abdicating to

the physician's judgment, or passively agreeing with all recommendations. The primary

area of choice expressed by patients was the decision to identify symptoms as problematic

and to seek Western biomedicine for treatment. Once a decision to seek treatment had

been made, the ideal of choice was less prominent.

Conflicting Interests

If we assume basically good intentions on the part of all actors, there can still be a

contradiction, and inherent conflict, between the interests of those exercising power and

the interests of those in a subordinate role. Discourses serve as a means of promoting and

giving voice to some interests while concealing or silencing others. The form,

pervasiveness, and ultimate acceptability of any discourse is inordinately controlled by

individuals and groups in positions of power.

Conflicts of interest abound between the myriad groups and individuals with a

stake in the discourse of advance care planning. However, the discourse tends to cover

and obscure these conflicts under a veneer of cooperation and patient choice. The

discourse determines the form and content of discussions about end-of-life treatment.

There are two fundamental assumptions deeply embedded within the discourse of advance

care planning they are (1) that patients value autonomy as strongly as it is espoused in

bioethics and the law, and (2) that the ideology of the good death is the desired way of
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approaching death. The discourse does not give expression to conflicting ideas or

concerns since its language is focused around these two issues.

Patients and providers both actively and often resisted the discourse of advance

care planning. However, such resistance was not without consequence. Patients were

labeled in denial or lacking the sophistication to understand the severity and implications

of their disease. Physicians we interviewed frequently apologized or made other

expressions of guilt or remorse that they had not discussed end-of-life issues with their

patients. In both instances, I propose, there were underlying conflicts of interest not

addressed by the discourse that were the root cause of the resistance. What was

interesting is that almost no one identified the discourse itself as problematic or as creating

conflict.

Controlling the Perceived Reality of Others

The patients experience of symptoms is frequently affected by the power of the

physician to validate, and more importantly provide a name and explanation for, that

experience. Physicians' perceptions of the current state of the art in biomedicine is

constructed by research colleagues. Health care priorities are determined by

governmental, regulatory and funding agencies. In each of these cases, the

Superordinate—the physician, the researcher, the regulatory agency—is in a position to

control the perceived reality—provide meaning, acknowledge the validity of concerns,

determine possible courses of action—of the subordinate. Individuals may not be aware

of inherent conflicts because of the ability of the other to recast their perception of reality.
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It is in this regard that the real potential for abuse of authority and power exists. It is here

that the real possibility of resistance is found.

This is the most invisible and insidious operation and by-product of power within

relationships. Through positions of authority, the reality of others can be interpreted,

presented and altered without either party, the subordinate or the authority, being aware.

Discourse provides one means for this by defining and limiting who may speak, the terms

of engagement, and the possibility of responses.

For example, the discourse of advance care planning requires physicians to gain

informed consent from patients. In this way, patients are to be actively involved in all

medical decisions. Yet, the providers control what can even be brought into consideration

as a decision. In this way, they have enormous control over the reality of the patient, the

options open to that patient, and the subjective experience of the patient. Through the

prognostic capacities of biomedicine, the determination of dying can be made long before

the patient subjectively experiences him or herself as physically dying. Providers are

acutely aware of the potentials to change the experience of patients with this type of

information.

Classifying the Subject—The Science of Biomedicine

One of the purposes of the SUPPORT study was to determine scientific measures

for identifying patients who were dying. There are significant efforts underway to

improve prognostic estimates and to better identify patients who are dying or who cannot

benefit from aggressive medical interventions. The purposes for that identification are

usually to move the patient into a track providing palliation and symptom management
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rather than more aggressive interventions. The subtext is that this type of treatment is less

expensive.

In the performance of the discourse of advance care planning in this study, we saw

classification of the patient as (a) sick, (b) requiring treatment, (c) terminally ill, (d)

appropriate to limit treatment, and (e) actively dying. Classification in each of these areas

was related to the physicians understanding and application of the scientific knowledge

contained within biomedicine. Patients resisted these classifications and some providers

admitted to the fluidity and fallibility of them. This classification was strongly implicated

in how the discourse of advance care planning was deployed. While not rigid, the

providers held strong conceptions of where the patient lay on the treatment continuum.

Hence, the most frequent response as to why they had never discussed advance care

planning with a particular patient was that it wasn't time yet—the patient wasn't that sick.

Dividing Practices—In and Out of the Discourse

Differential treatment is provided dependent upon how the patient is classified

above. In Chapter 5, I described how the options presented to patients and the level of

choice provided to them was dependent upon the provider's classification of the patient's

terminality. The appropriateness of deploying the discourse of advance care planning is

related to that classification. Providers and family members would actively avoid engaging

in the discourse if they did not consider the patient to be in the right category, if it wasn't

time yet. This was pervasive in the data, even though the discourse, especially as

presented by the PSDA, insists that everyone should consider these end-of-life decisions.
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Although some providers denied that the discussions were tied to classification of

the patient as imminently dying, patients considered it so. Several patients were greatly

distressed by engaging in the discourse, especially regarding code status. One patient

thought it was rude to be asked since he was not imminently dying, several others felt

silence was the best response to such questions. Many patients who early resisted

engaging in discussing advance care planning did so without qualm as their disease

progressed. For these patients as well, the discourse became appropriate once they had

classified themselves as dying. They needed to think of themselves in a different way

before engaging with it.

The Meaning Giving Self

The real power of the discourse of advance care planning in is its affect on the

subjective experience of the individual. As described above, patients resisted the discourse

when they did not consider themselves to be in a classification for which the discourse was

appropriate. The discourse requires the patient to speak his or her death. In this way, the

patient must reconsider him or herself as a person with a finite future. This can require a

complete reconceptualization of the self, a reconceptualization that is beyond many of the

patients we interviewed. For many others, it was a reconceptualization that they simply

could not accept at that point in time. The reason many of them changed their minds and

agreed to DNR orders and other limitations of treatment as they got closer to death was

because it then made sense in terms of how they conceptualized themselves and their

disease rather than a change in their basic attitudes about appropriate treatment.
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The providers also resisted the discourse when it challenged their conception of

themselves. Providers had an interest in using their skills to the best of their ability and a

faith in the capacities of biomedicine. In this way, they could not conscience allowing

patients to make what they considered to be bad decisions. Rejection of the physician

recommended course of treatment in situations where the provider felt treatment could

truly provide some level of benefit for the patient was met with profound resistance by

most providers. Similarly, providers strongly resisted patient requests (or demands) for

treatment that would not work. Although they expressed strong support for the notion of

patient autonomy, it was only honored in situations where there was not much at stake or

the benefits involved were truly equivocal, or when the patient's autonomous choice

coincided with the physician recommendation. While these situations could be read as a

flagrant abuse of power on the part of the provider, their motivation was obviously a

moral one. These providers were passionate about their duty to guide the patient to the

right choices. These involved equally choices to pursue and to forgo aggressive

treatment.

Negotiating Death—Intertextuality

The challenge facing many of the patients—and providers—that we interviewed

was to discern how far to pursue treatment and when to pull back and prepare for death.

The discourse of advance care planning is intended to meet such challenges. But there is a

delicate balance to maintain in these situations that requires openness, honesty and careful

negotiation (Slomka, 1992). It is important in these instances for the patient and physician

to simultaneously maintain focus on the illness, the patient's values and the shape and form
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of the death that is to come. The give and take in the type of decision making referred to

above is a kind of intertextuality (Fox, 1997). Intertextuality is the means of engaging

with other texts in a productive manner. If the body is considered a text (as it must be if

we consider the role of discourse, relationship and power and their effect on subjectivity)

then it engages with other texts (bodies). It is this intertextuality that provides a means for

reflective engagement, resistance to the structures of discourse, and the possibility of

otherness.

The following quotes are a dramatic illustration of the type of constant

reassessment and negotiation required in the medical decisions about the end of life. They

are an intertextual performance between the patient and provider. The tenor of the

decision making process is decidedly different than in the cases examined in the previous

chapters.

Probably the major decision was when he was in the hospital two months
ago and faced issues about whether or not to go to Surgery--to do an
exploratory laparotomy because we didn't understand where his pain was
coming from. And at that time, just decisions about being aggressive in his
care, in terms of further diagnostic procedures versus pulling back to
comfort care or finding some happy medium. And he and I together kind
of chose to do a happy medium between those two, with some of the basic
procedures, trying to make to make the diagnosis to look [for] something
treatable, but without going to surgery. As it turns out I think that it was,
from both of our standpoints, a good decision. So that was part of the
major issue that we've dealt with together. VL03H20 1, 116-141

Well I pretty much decided that if in fact it is as serious as they say it is that
I am not going to fight it. I am not going to knock myself out to try and
get better. The interferon is a series of shots, I think it is three times a
week, into the stomach. And I would go a long with that. It is supposed
to make me feel better and stop the cirrhosis. But if it doesn't work I guess
this type of hepatitis often leads to liver cancer. And the chances are real
good that I have liver cancer. If this treatment can stop it, then it will. If
not, I don't know what I would be willing to do. VA 12PM 2, 72-91
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In the preceding quotes (see also A15F1_1), a careful balance was attended to by the

patient in cooperation with the physician. Treatment met the patient's personal goals

without placing an undue burden on the patient or on others. Limits were identified as to

when reconsideration would be required. As long as the contingent requirements of the

patient were met, there was no need to consider limiting the treatment. The following

quote illustrates this point well.

I don't know. It seems to be doin' me some good. I don't see any use in
stopping. Not right now, unless it started affecting me some other way.
Hair don't mean nothing in comparison to your life, you know? B01PF_1,
567-573

The careful consideration and balancing in these treatment decisions is difficult to

convey in an advance directive. It requires a personal presence and constant reassessment

of the situation, the goals of treatment, and of the personal values implicated in those

goals. Likewise, early decisions to forgo treatment for unspecified future contingencies

would preclude this type of decision-making. It is difficult to anticipate what concerns

will arise. Patients are often surprised at their reactions in these situations.

And he talked to me about [how] he had always thought that it would be
relatively easy to make the decision to stop treatment or to even maybe
take his own life. But that he was finding that it wasn't that easy to make
that decision because you're not just making it in a vacuum. There are all
these people in your life who don't want you to do that and want you to
keep trying. He was having a lot of trouble. He was thinking a lot about
that, obviously having a lot of pain, emotional pain. Trying to want to go
on living, is basically what he was saying. He said he had lost interest in
doing a lot of things he used to be interested in. Wanting to do. He felt
that he had always been the kind of person who threw themselves into life
and enjoyed whatever there was to do and now, he sort of could just go
through the motions of doing that. A20HZ_1, 114-140
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Patients live in a web of relation and concern. The decisions they make have far-reaching

effects.

Some patients were quite effective at identifying their own goals and using

biomedicine instrumentally to meet them. They were able to face the reality of the disease

and make their decisions fully aware of that context. This seemed to be especially true of

the AIDS patients, many of whom had had extensive experience with the disease.

Like I said, you can't ignore the possibility that a lot of other people have
put up the valiant fight and had the positive attitude, and they die
nonetheless. I want to think I am in that or we are going to be in that
percentage that are either long term survivors that really do survive the
long term. VAO6F1_1, 1348-1357

The patient in the following quote, lover of the patient quoted above, felt he would know

when it was time to end his struggle against the disease and make his peace with life.

And I think that up until the time when I feel really sick--I think one
realizes in one way or another when it's terminal. I don't know, what's
more, there is a curious face that I can't describe, but it's the face of the last
phase, which is seen in people who are about to die. So I think that
perhaps then, I'll probably go back to Mexico. I'll probably go back to
Mexico, and I'll tell my mom, the truth. VL06PM_1, 616-629

This type of reflective stance toward medical treatment in the context of possible

death is difficult to capture meaningfully in an advance directive. Personal and spiritual

values, relationships, and meanings are implicated in the words. The treatment decisions

made by these patients reflected a consideration of the robust context of their lives.

Providers tended to honor and respect decisions made by patients after this type of

reflection. These patients faced their death with a magnanimity that often commanded the

admiration and appreciation of their health care providers. Yet this type of exchange was
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decidedly absent in the discussions of advance directives and DNR orders explored in the

previous chapters.

[M]edically, we treated him, we really clobbered the hell out of him in the
beginning. And he agreed to do it. He knew it wasn't going to be any fun
and it wasn't, and it also didn't work worth a damn. So then we tried little
stuff to see if we could sort of keep the wolves at bay, and there came a
point when it was fairly clear that even that wasn't, wasn't [she pauses,
searching for words] helping, and it was probably hurting. It was probably
making him worse. So there was a decision point that went on to stop
therapy. To stop active, anti-cancer kind of therapy....And I think that
what really happened with that decision was that I had independently made
up my mind what I wanted to do, and he had independently made up his
mind what he wanted to do, and he felt sort of apologetic about bringing it
up, and I felt sort of unsure about how he was going to react to my
bringing it up because of his one foot in the world of denial' kind of
behavior. I thought "ah, ah" what's he going to say. But in fact we sort of
had this surprise when we both discovered we were thinking the exact
same way about things, and it was no crisis at all, it was just like, "Oh, you
don't want to continue, well I don't want to continue, so okay, that's cool."
L06HA_1, 542-586

These patients made dramatic and carefully considered decisions to limit treatment in a

way that made sense within the context of their lives. They faced their death through their

treatment decisions even as they hoped to remain in life.

The truth is, is that the only thing that concerns me at this point, is simply
to deal with my condition, to do what is appropriate to do under the
circumstances. Right now it is to not take medication. That may change.
Dr. L may suggest something else besides what we're doing. You know I
can't wait until I'm behind the wheel of my taxi again [he laughs].
L06PM 1, 616-628

These examples give a sense of careful, compassionate, and considered responses to

decision making that take into account the patient's concerns, the severity of both the

disease and the treatment, and the provider's role as caretaker. Discussion of advance

directives and DNR orders is not prominent here, nor is discussion or assertion of patient
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rights—yet the decisions feel right. The patients implicitly acknowledge their death

without being required to confess their dying. The possibility of treatment is left open

while the acknowledgment of limitations is allowed to stand. We have a glimpse of the

person struggling to live while moving toward death. The question remains, does the

discourse of advance care planning support or subvert this type of decision-making? Can

it, or should it, be otherwise?

Limitations

The interpretations of the interviews in this study represent the perspective of the

author, a nurse who has witnessed and escorted many patients through the decision

making and the dying process and an individual who has made and been affected by these

decisions in my personal life. My interpretation is influenced by my historical and social

experience of the discourse of advance care planning, a discourse that has continued to

evolve and influence clinical practice in the four to eight years since these data were

collected. Additionally, my interpretation is based upon reading the texts of the interviews

as transcribed. I listened to very few of the actual interviews and only conducted five of

my own. I was not privy to the verbal tone and inflection, the body language or facial

expressions of respondents, sources of profound meaning. This shortcoming was

especially obvious when reviewing the field notes of some of the research assistants. One

interview I found quite informative, the interviewer noted that she did not feel she had

ever really established rapport with the patient. In another interview enthusiastically

described by the interviewer l found little of value that was actually said. Obviously, other

interpretations, from other perspectives, can be made.
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There are also limitations in this interpretation given that it is based upon

interviews conducted to provide information for other research aims and goals. While

there was considerable overlap in my aims and those of the original research project,

differences do exist. Assumptions and questions of the principal investigators and

research team were duplicated in the interview schedule. In attempting to describe the

performance and affect of bioethics on clinical practice, the discourse of advance care

planning was reproduced in the interview schedules. Hence, questions were asked about

discussion of advance directives, DNR orders and limiting treatment and these were

accepted as appropriate conventions within the practice setting. It is interesting to note

that either through the construction of the interview questions or through the

pervasiveness of the discourse, these conventions were unquestioningly accepted by the

providers and by many patients. If the questions had been constructed to better allow for

exception to the discourse, the responses may have differed.

The conduct of the original research generating the interviews was not

unproblematic. The project was very large and involving multiple languages. Translation

problems presented major challenges. A large number of research assistants were utilized

to conduct the interviews. Sometimes the interviewers presented what I considered to be

inappropriate interpretations of the interview schedule, for example when patients on

hospice receiving only pain medications were asked if they would ever consider stopping

treatment. Or in a few of the Chinese cases where the interviewer provided an erroneous

description of CPR. For this reason, the interviews were somewhat uneven—some being

quite in-depth and others fairly superficial. The magnitude of the project also created

workload problems. Since many of the interviewers also did the transcription, had other
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jobs and school commitments, there were times when it seemed the interview was cut

short in order to stay more manageable. Seemingly open invitations for querying and

further exploration were ignored, no attempt was made to redirect or draw out

respondents who provided monosyllabic answers to complex questions. Additionally, the

burden of such proximity to profound sickness and death took a toll on the research

assistants. The copious field notes made by these young research assistants are moving

testament to the difficulty of the task.

These findings cannot be generalized to the larger population since they reflect the

attitudes, customs, and beliefs—the microculture—of a particular clinic in a particular

historical time. However, they resonate with the clinical experience of myself and others

in other treatment settings. They also reproduce the shortcomings in advance care

planning identified by other research.

Implications

The discourse of advance care planning can do a violence to things in the clinical

realm. The focus on early decision making, committing to treatment orientation outside of

the illness context, and most importantly, the rights orientation with a focus on the

primacy of choice upon which it is built denies the concerns of patients and providers in

the clinical setting. It often requires a violation of the meaning-giving self, the subjective

experience of the individual. More importantly, it distracts attention from an engagement

with shared decision-making by providing a language, a jargon, a check list, for short

cutting the negotiative process. This is of especial concern since the meaning of the

jargon is rarely understood in the same way between groups—misunderstandings abound.
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The discourse also directs attention to particular tasks, getting a DNR order, rather than

toward a negotiative process of give and take that acknowledges and incorporates the

meanings and concerns, the subjective experience, of both the provider and the patient.

Finally, advance care planning, by relying on the patient's right to choose requires the

patient to become an active participant in their dying, to adopt a sense of themselves

contrary to their perceived bodily experience. The idea of choice is especially egregious

since the patient is sometimes implicated as an active participant in a situation over which

there is no power or control. As Mills would say, they are confronting fate—there is no

power or choice involved. The decision-making model implicit in advance care planning

creates potential conflicts between patients and providers by not acknowledging the limits

of patient choice. None of us have a choice over the inevitability of death. It is not an

optional experience.

Advance care planning is not all bad. It provides some useful mechanisms

for allowing patients to maintain some control over their care. The current movement to

require patients to make end-of-life decisions well in advance of need is troubling,

however. In this study, both patients and providers preferred waiting to make decisions

until confronted with the actual decision. The decisions were frequently easier at that time

and made with more certainty. Additionally, they were made within the subjective

experience and context of the moment of decisions rather than requiring the patient to

imagine what he or she would decide in an unimaginable situation. Generally this results

in better decisions—better in Haraway's sense in that they allow varying perspectives to be

considered and incorporate that when taken together allow greater insight into the whole

(Haraway, 1991).
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Future attention needs to focus less on the mechanics of advance care planning and

more on its implications. Communication is often targeted as an area of needed

improvement. However, communication will not improve unless some of the assumptions

underlying advance care planning are reexamined. Patients and providers do not talk

about these issues because it does not serve their interests or meet their subjective needs

to do so. If the assumptions underlying advance care planning were valid: if patients really

wanted to speak their death, if providers really believed that treatment decisions are a

matter of patient choice; if end-of-life treatment decisions are really better made well in

advance of need, then I don't believe the SUPPORT study would have failed. And I don't

believe that our study would have revealed the performance of so much resistance in the

face of wide spread acceptance of the discourse of advance care planning.

It is said that it is the consciousness of our own mortality that sets humankind

apart from other animals. This consciousness has spurred millennia of work in philosophy

and religion. Advance care planning does not ease that consciousness, it merely distracts

from it. Physicians are not priests nor can advance care planning guide us through, as

Bertrand describes, the devouring jaws of Time. We each accept death in our own way

and in our own time, we should not require and coerce public confession.
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APPENDIX 1. PUBLICATIONS FROM THE CULTURAL PLURALISM AND

ETHICAL DECISION-MAKING STUDY

Papers

Barnes DM, Davis AJ, Koenig BA. “Informed Consent in a Multi-Cultural Population:
An Ethnography of Cancer Patients.” (abstract accepted for oral presentation)
Eighth Annual WIN Assembly, Phoenix, Arizona, Apr. 1994.

* Koenig BA, Gates-Williams J. Understanding Cultural Difference in Caring for Dying
Patients. Western Journal of Medicine special issue, "Caring for Patients at the
End of Life," C. Cassel and G.S. Omenn, editors. 1995; 163:244-249.

* Davis AJ, Koenig BA. A Question of Policy: Bioethics in a Multicultural Society.
Nursing Policy Forum. 1996; 2(1):6-11.

Strassberg A, Koenig BA, Shafer A. When Death is Not Good-bye. The River Styx Runs
Upstream. Stanford Medical Student Clinical Journal. 1996; 1(2): 17-19.

* Hern HE, Jr., Koenig BA., Moore, LJ, Marshall, PA. The Difference that Culture Can
Make in End-of-Life Decision Making. Cambridge Quarterly of Healthcare
Ethics. (“What Differences Make a Difference?” Special issue edited by Erik
Parens). 1998; 7(1): 27-40.

* Ersek M, Kagawa-Singer M, Barnes D, Blackhall L, Koenig BA. Multicultural
Considerations in the Use of Advance Directives, Oncology Nursing Forum, 1998,
4(10): 1683-1690.

* Barnes DM, Davis, AJ, Moran T, Portillo C, Koenig BA. Informed Consent in a Multi
cultural Cancer Patient Population: Implications for Nursing Practice. Nursing
Ethics, 1998, 5(5): 412–423.

Koenig BA. Observing Death, Examing Bioethics. In “Ethics, Medicine, and Social
Science,” a special issue of Daedalus, Ed. by A. Kleinman, A. Brandt and R. Fox
(in press).
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APPENDIX 2: STUDY DESIGN

The Setting

There have been many studies examining the processes of ethical decision-making
about end-of-life care in both the hospital and the intensive care unit setting (Anspach,
1993; Crane, 1975; Faber-Langendoen & Bartels, 1992; Jezewski, Scherer, Miller, &
Battista, 1993; Miller, Coe, & Hyers, 1992; Muller & Koenig, 1988; Slomka, 1992;
Zussman, 1992). However, once a patient is hospitalized, the trajectory of illness
solidifies and the range of choices and opportunities for resistance to medical authority
available to patients and their families narrows. For this reason, an outpatient clinic was
selected as the location for this study so that a wider range of treatment options selected
by patients and families was available for investigation. We were able to include patients
choosing less aggressive therapeutic approaches to their disease and those who chose to
avoid hospitalization—groups unavailable to the previous studies cited.

There are limitations to using an outpatient setting however. For example, it can
be difficult to get complete data as the patient may seek care in more than one setting and
may not fully disclose this to providers. Additionally, we were not able to include patients
who never returned to receive a diagnosis, elected to receive all care from their primary
care providers, or those who simply refused all contact with the medical care system once
diagnosed. In the case of our culturally diverse and immigrant patient population, we also
were not able to include patients who elected to leave the United States upon diagnosis,
choosing instead to return to their homeland to die or to receive therapy. We were able to
follow a small number of such patients, however, for a short time prior to their departure.

The outpatient clinic in the study is affiliated with a large urban public hospital.
This hospital has strong ties to a university-based teaching hospital in the city. The clinic
provides care to an extremely diverse population of cancer and AIDS patients. The
majority of patients who attend this clinic do not have private health insurance. Most care
is subsidized by the state/federal Medical program or through county programs for
medically indigent adults. Almost all of the Chinese and Latino patients were first
generation immigrants to the United States.

Cancer patients are referred to this oncology clinic in a number of ways. The most
common routes are referral from a hospital after the diagnosis of cancer, referral from a
public primary care outpatient clinic, or referral from another outpatient clinic within the
public hospital system. The oncology clinic meets two half days per week and is staffed
by attending (staff) oncologists, oncology fellows associated with the university, physician
assistants, nurse practitioners, staff nurses, oncology social workers, an oncology clinical
nurse specialist, and occasionally by internal medicine trainees pursuing oncology
electives.

AIDS patients are referred to the AIDS clinic in ways similar to the oncology
referrals. Additionally, the AIDS clinic is well known for providing state-of-the-art care
to AIDS patients. For this reason, more of the AIDS patients have private insurance than
do the cancer patients. The AIDS clinic is open two days per week and is physically
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located in the same space as the oncology clinic. The AIDS clinic is staffed by attending
physicians specializing in AIDS care, fellows associated with the university, physician
assistants, nurse practitioners, staff nurses, social workers, a clinical nurse specialist, and
medical students and internal medicine residents pursuing AIDS electives.

The Sample
A goal of the study was to explore differences in decision-making related to

cultural background. Patients were assigned to four cultural categories according to their
self-identification. We elected to compare broadly across the categories: (a) European
American or Anglo-American; (b) Hispanic or Latino, consisting primarily of Mexican and
Central American immigrants; (c) Chinese-American, consisting primarily of immigrants
from South China, and (d) African-Americans. The African-American subjects were
added to the study midway through the data collection when it became apparent that their
initial exclusion was unjustified.

The cultural categories chosen for comparison conformed generally to the
population diversity of the urban West Coast clinic under study. However, from the
beginning of this study, the researchers were forced to confront the serious limitations of
conducting meaningful cross-cultural comparisons using National Institutes of Health
mandated ethnic and racial categories. The AIDS sample did not include women or
Chinese because so few of either group was seen in this clinic. Figure 1 displays the final
study population by disease group, ethnic category and sex. A total of 88 patients were
enrolled in the study.

There are many problems and theoretical issues involved in cross-cultural
comparison (Koenig, 1993; Koenig & Gates-Williams, 1995; Marshall & Koenig, 1996).
The use of the cultural categories in this study presented difficulties in a number of ways.
Patients tended to identify their heritage as their country of origin rather than in terms of
broad categories such as Latino which encompasses those who hail from both Mexico and
Central America. The majority of clinic patients from Chinese backgrounds originated
from southern China, so we limited the variation in the Chinese-American sample by
including only speakers of Cantonese—the predominant language of Southern China.
Those from northern territories or from Taiwan who spoke Mandarin were excluded. The
African-American category was interpreted for this study as an ethnic/cultural category as
opposed to a racial one. For example, recent black immigrants from Africa or the
Caribbean were not included in the study. We encountered many difficulties in assigning
patients from complex backgrounds to the study categories, for example individuals of
mixed background or Chinese immigrants who had lived extensively in Latin America.

Patient Entry Criteria
A goal of the study was to examine the decision-making processes of individuals

facing the imminence of death. Identifying patients nearing the end-of-life proved to be a
major challenge, however. We relied on the health-care providers to identify patients who
met the study criteria. We asked them to use the admittedly arbitrary determination of a
prognosis of less than six months to live. This determination conforms to common
administrative requirements for referral to hospice and is a frequently used prognostic
construction in clinical work with cancer and AIDS patients. We chose to exclude patients
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with potentially curable cancers. Thus, we excluded diagnoses such as hematological
malignancy or early stages of testicular or breast cancer.

Criteria for inclusion of AIDS patients were equally difficult. The problem was
compounded by updates and changes in Centers for Disease (CDC) criteria for diagnosis
and staging over the 4 year course of the study. We relied heavily on provider referral and
used the general criteria of a t-cell count of less than 200.

Patients were recruited into the research study after their primary health care
provider verified that the patient's cancer or AIDS diagnosis was not considered curable
by currently available treatment modalities and that the patient's prognosis for survival was
likely to be under six months. Project research assistants attended the clinic regularly in
order to recruit patients. They approached physicians about new patients and reviewed the
status of continuing patients already entered into the study. This routine presence in the
clinic helped us to track changes in patient status that would have been missed by the
discreet snapshot in time which the interviews provided.

Methodology
The principal investigators assembled a large research team for the project

including numerous consultants, a project director, a project manager, and diverse
research assistants. Large project meetings with the consultants were held two to four
times each year of the study. Papers presented at these meetings focused on different
elements of the project that were then discussed in depth. These meetings were crucial to
the development of the project. In addition, the research team held monthly, and at times
bimonthly, analysis meetings. We shared observations made in the clinic, identified
problems, made methodological decisions, and developed the analytic focus. Debriefing
the interviewers was an important component of these meetings. This young group of
research assistants, many of whom had never encountered death in the circle of their own
lives, often found the interviews to be quite painful. They expressed a great deal of
concern about the effects of the interviews on the patients.

Participant observation techniques were used in the clinic. Members of the project
team were at the clinic for some part of the day on most days that the clinic was open.
The team took extensive field notes, recording the clinic layout, flow, and activities. The
team observed patient visits, medical team meetings, and many less structured interactions.

The health care providers provided names of patients who met the study criteria to
a member of the research team. A team member then made contact with the patient to
enlist the patient in the study. The study was described to the patient and written
information about the study was provided in English, Spanish, or Cantonese (see
Appendix 3). If the patient had a family member or friend willing to be interviewed and
informed consent was given, the patient was enrolled in the study, Demographic
information was obtained and the patient's medical chart was reviewed (see Appendix 4).
A ten-dollar stipend was offered for the initial interviews.

Interviews were loosely structured using an open-ended interview tool. The
project team developed this tool with input from the consultants (see Appendix 5). This
tool was modified and adapted for each of the three types of inviewees—the patient, the
patient identified primary caregiver or family member, and the health-care provider. The
patient and family interview tools were also translated into Spanish and Cantonese. Some
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modifications were made in the interview tools for the AIDS interviews to include
questions particular to that group.

Each patient was interviewed initially in a setting of the patient's choice. Patients
were given the choice of being interviewed in their native language of Spanish or
Cantonese or in English. Most of the Spanish and Cantonese interviews were conducted
by native speakers. Some interviews were conducted in the clinic, some in the patient's
home, and some at another mutually agreed upon location. These interviews lasted from
30 minutes to two hours. One to three follow-up interviews were also conducted. These
were generally conducted by telephone, although some were conducted during follow-up
appointments in the clinic. The follow-up interviews were less formal and generally lasted
from 5 to 30 minutes. Primary caregiver or family interviews were conducted in a similar
manner. More than one family or friend was included if possible. A total of 462
interviews were conducted for the 88 cases.

Health-care providers were involved in two types of interviews. Each provider in
the clinic was interviewed using a general interview schedule (see Appendix 6). This
interview focused on general impressions and experiences in the clinic, personal training
and background, and general knowledge of bioethics. Providers were also interviewed,
many of them multiple times, with the focus on interactions with a particular patient.
More than one provider was usually interviewed for each case study. Most frequently
interviews were conducted with the physician, nurse practitioner, or physician assistant
and the social worker or a nurse involved in the case. These interviews were usually
conducted in the clinic or over the phone. Health-care providers did not receive a stipend.

Interviews were tape recorded, transcribed and entered into the Ethnograph v.4
data analysis program. Interviews conducted in Spanish and Cantonese were translated
prior to transcription. The project team developed code words for analysis (see Appendix
7). Initially, two members of the project team coded each interview. Once good inter
rater reliability was obtained and the code word definitions were perfected, later
interviews were coded by one individual.
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Table 2: Study Sample

Ethnic Group Male Oncology Female Oncology Male AIDS

African American 4 4 12

Anglo-American 8 7 12

Chinese Immigrant 9 6

Hispanic Immigrant 8 10 8

Total 29 27 32
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APPENDIX 3: INFORMED CONSENT MATERIALS, INFORMATION SHEETS
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A. Rurpose—and Background N > -º, z

* p■ Slº-2
&nne J. Davis. P.N., Ph.D., a Professor in University of California. San Francis CSTSchool
> f Nursing, Barbara Koenig, R.N., Ph.D. and Celia Orona. Ph.D. are conducting a study to
better understand how patients and their families make decisions affecting the patient's
care and treatment. This study will examine what factors are important to the patient and
the family so that health care professionais can be more helpful to patients and families
a t tºe t i■ ne these decisions are made .

B. Procedure.

If I agree to participate in the study, I will be interviewed at my convenience (time and
place ) for approximately one hour. The interviewer will ask me questions about the
factors that I think are important in making the decisions about my care and treatment
while I'm a patient at San Francisco General Hospital. The interviewer will ask me
questions about my illness and what I think about it and how I feel about it. This
-nterview will be taped. These tapes will not be shared with my family or with the staff
here at San Francisco General Hospital.

C. Risks/Discomforts

Some of the questions may make me uncomfortable or upset, but I am free to decline to
answer any questions I do not wish to answer or to stop the interview at any time.
Participation in research may involve a loss of privacy; however, procedures will be
followed to protect the confidentiality of the information I give . Study information will
be coded and kept in a locked file at all times. Only Drs. Cavis, Koenig, and Orona and
the lif assistant will have access to the files and tapes. After the study has been
completed and the data has been transcribed from the tapes, the tapes will be destroyed.
No individual identities will be used in any reports or publications that may result from
this study.

D. Benefits

There will be no direct benefit to me from participating in this study. However, the
information that I provide may help health professionals better understand how people make
decisions about their care and treatment and what factors are important to them.

B. Alternatives

I am free to choose not to participate in this study.

F. Costs.

There will be costs to me as a result c.f taking part in this study.

9. Questions

:ave talked with Dr. Cavls or a member of the research team about this study and have
thad mv questions answered. If I have further questions about the study, I may call Dr.
Davis at : 4. 15) 476 - 4.650.
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It I -ave any comments or concer■ .s about participation in this study, I should first talk
with the investigator. If for some reason I do not wish to do this . . may contact the
lommittee on Human Research. which is concerned with the protection of volunteers in
research projects. I may reach the Committee office between 8:00 and 5:00, Monday through
Friday, by calling (415) 476-1814, or by writing: Committee on Human Research. BoxO162,
ºniversity of California. San Francisco/ San Francisco, CA 94143.

H. Consent

. . . . . be given a copy of this consent form to keep.

Signature or Person Obtaining Consent Signature of Study Participant

Cate Date
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A. Purpose and Background §
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Anne J. Davis. R. N. . 28. D. . . a Professor in University of California. San Francisco-school
of Nursing, Barbara Koenig, R.N., Ph.D. and Celia Orona, 2b. D. are conducting a study to
better understand how patients and their families make decisions affecting the patient's
care and treatment. This study will examine what factors are important to the patient and
the family so that health care professionals can be more helpful to patients and families
at the time these decisions are made.

B. Procedure.

: I agree to participate -: the study. I will be interviewed at my convenience (time and
lace ) for approximately one hour. The interviewer will ask me questions about the
ne factors that family members think are important in making declaions about the care and
reatment cf their relative who is a patient at San Francisco General Hospital. The

interviewer will ask me questions about how I view the patient's illness and what factors
I think are important in making decisions about his/her care and treatment. The interview
will be taped. These tapes will not be shared with my relative who is a patient or with
the staff at San Francisco General Hospital.

C. Risks/Discomforts.

Some of the questions may cake me uncomfortable or upset, but I am free to decline to
answer any questions I do not wish to answer or to stop the interview at any time.
Participation in research ■ tav involve a loss of privacy; however, procedures will be
followed to protect the confidentiality of the laformation I give. Study information will
be coded and kept in a locked file at all times. 2nly Drs. Davis, Koenig, and Orona and
the lic assistant will have access to the files and tapes. After the study has been
completed and the data has been transcribed from the tapes, the tapes will be destroyed.
No individual identities will be used in any reports or publications that may result from
this study.

r
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D. Benefits

There will be no direct benefit to me from participating in this study. However, the
information that I provide may help health professionals better understand how people make
iec lsions about their care and treatment and what factors are important to them.

B. Alternatives

I am free to choose not to participate in this study.

F. Costs

There will be costs to me as a result of taking part in this study.

9. Questions

I have talked with Dr. Cavis or a member of the research team about this study and have
had my questions answered. If I have further questions about the study, I may call Dr.
Davis a t ( , l S) 476-4650.
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f : have any comments or concerns about participation in this study, I should first talk
i tº tºe investigator. If for some reason I do not wish to do this. : may contact the

-ommittee on Human Research. which is concerned with the protection of volunteers in
research projects. I may reach the Committee office between 8:00 and 5:00, Monday through
fricay. Ev calling (415) 4.76-1814, or by writing: Committee on Human Research. Box O&G2,
º:iversity of California. San Francisco/ San Francisco, CA 94143.

H. Consent

... will be given a copy of this consent form to keep.

Signature cf Person Obtaining Consent Signature of Study Participant

Cate Jate

2
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A. Purpose and Background
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*::ine J. Davis. R. N. . Ph.D. . a Professor in University of California. San Fäwe, school
of Nursing, Barbara Koenig, R.N., Ph.D. and Celia Orona. Ph.D. are conducting a study on
culturai pluralism and ethicai decision-making. This study will examine the factors that
patients. their families, and their care providers think are important in the decisions
they cake that have an ethical component. Such issues are disciosure of information.
informed consent, advanced directives will be examined from a culturai - ethical perspective
-:, order to better understand the factors that go into the decisions and the possible
cultural differences between patients/family and staff.

I agree to participate in the study, the interviewer will ask me quest: cris about the
factors I think are important in ethical declsion making in disclosure. informed consent.
and advanced directives and the factors that seem to be important to culturally diverse
patients and their families. The interview will be taped. These tapes will not be shared
with anyone at San Francisco General Hospital.

C. Risks/Discomforts

Some of the questions may make me uncomfortable or upset, but I am free to decline to
answer any questions I do not wish to answer or to stop the interview at any time.
Participation in research may involve a loss of privacy; however, procedures will be
followed to protect the confidentiality of the information I give. Study information will
be ceded and kept in a locked file at all times. Only Drs. Davis. Koenig, and Orona and
their assistant will have access to the files and tapes. After the study has been
completed and the data has been transcribed from the tapes, the tapes will be destroyed.
No individual identities will be used in any reports or publications that may result from
this study.

9. Benefits

There will be no direct benefit to me from participating in this study. However. the
-

information that I provide may help health professionals better understand how people make
decisions about their care and treatment and what factors are important to the ".

F. Alternatives

I am free to choose not to participate in this study.

F. Costs

::ere will be costs to me as a result of taking part in this stºº

9. Questions

have talked with Dr. Davis or a member of the research team
had mv questions answered. If I have further questions about
2avis at (4.15) 4 76-4650.

about this study and have
the study. I may call Dr.
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concerns about participation in this study, should first talk
...es the investigator. If for some reason I do not wish to do this. I may contact the
temmittee on Human Research. which is concerned with the protection of volunteers in
research projects. I may reach the Committee office between 8:00 and 5:00, Monday through
Friday, by calling (415) -76-1814, or by writing: Committee on Human Research. Box 0%l.
Cniversity of California. San Francisco/ San Francisco, CA 34143.

; : I have any comments of

H. Consen■ :

- ill be given a copy ci this consent form to keep.

Signature of Person obtaining Consent Signature of Study Participant

Cate Date
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO

EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS
BILL OF RIGHTS

The rights below are the nghts of every person who is asked to be in a research
study. As an experimental subject I have the following nghts:

1) To be told what the study is trying to find out.

2) To be told what will happen to me and whether any of the proce:
dures. drugs, or devices is different from what would be used in
standard practice.

3) To be told about the frequent and/or important risks, side effects
or discomforts of the things that will happen to me for research
purposes.

4) To be told if I can expect any benefit from participating, and, if so,
what the benefit might be,

5) To be told the other choices I have and how they may be better or
worse than being in the study,

6) To be allowed to ask any questions concerning the study both be:
fore agreeing to be involved and during the course of the study,

7) To be told what sort of medical treatment is available if any compli.
cations anse.

3) To refuse to participate at all or to change my mind about partici.
pation after the study is started. This decision will not affect my
nght to receive the care I would receive if I were not in the study.

9) To receive a copy of the signed and dated consent form.

10) To be free of pressure when considering whether I wish to agree to
be in the study.

-º-

If I have other questions i should ask the researcher or the research assistant. In
addition. I may contact the Committee on Human Research, which is concerned
with protection of , oiunteers in research projects. I may reach the committer
office by calling: (+15) 476. 1814 from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Monday to Fridav.
or by writing to the Committee on Human Research. University of California. San
Francisco, CA 94143.

-

Call X18 l 4 for information on translations.

SOTE: We will provide translations c : the English version in
Spanish and Chinese languages.
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UNIVERSIDAD DE CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO

pEREcHos DE TODA PERSONASUJETA A EXPERIMENTOS MEDICOS

Toda persona a quien se le pida participar en un experimento medico tiene los siquientes
derechos:

l) A ser informada del proposito del experimento medico.

2) A ser informada de en que consistira el experimento y de si
alguno de los procedimientos, drogas o aparatos a emplear es
distinto de los que serian usados en la practica normal.

3) A ser informada de la frecuencia y/o riesgos de importancia.
efectos secundarios o malestares a que se vera sometida.

4) A ser informada de si puede esperar algun beneficio por
participar en el experimento medico y si es nsi, cuales serian.

5) A ser informada de que otras alternativas tiene y de si serian
mejores o peores que participar en el experimento medico.

6) A que se la permita hacer cualquier pregunta relacionada con
el experimento, ya sea antes o despues de acceder a participar
en el experimento, o durante el transcurso de este.

7) A ser informada de que tratamientos medicos existen en el caso
de que alguna complicacion surgiera.

8) A rehusar totalmente a participar en el experimento medico
antes o durante el desarrollo de este. Esta decision no afectara
el derecho de la persona a recibir el tratamiento que recibiria
si no participara en el experimento medico.

9) A recibir una copia del documento de consentimiento fechada
y firmada.

l0) A no ser presionada de ninguna forma respecto a la decision de
participar o no en el experimento medico.

Si la persona tuviera otras preguntas debe dirigirlas al investigador o a su asistente.
Ademas se puede dirigir al Comite de Investigacion Humana, el cual es responsable de la
proteccion de los voluntarios en proyectos de investigacion. Puede contactar al comite
llamando al numero (4l 5) 476-1814 de 8:00 a.m. a 5:00 p.m., de lunes a viernes. o
dirigiendose por escrito al Committee on Human Research, University of California, San
Francisco. Box 06 l6, San Francisco, California 94l 43.

(Spanish Version - 9/87)
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APPENDIX 4. INTAKE AND DEMOGRAPHIC SHEETS

RESEARCH ASSISTANT:

CONSENT PROCESS : INITIATED COMPLETED

S_- CO C FO

PSEUDONYM CODE NUMBER SEx
(first) (last) -

PATIENT # FIN. CLASS SUBCLASS

MEDICAL RECORD NUMBER

: TIMARY PROVIDER CLINIC ADMIT DATE

F FERRED TO STUDY BY STAFF INVOLVED

[ . AGNOSIS - SEE CHECKLIST ON REVERSE

TREATMENT SYNOPSIS

D. O. B. CURRENT AGE PHONE

ADDRESS

SECCND ADDRESS/PHONE IF ABOVE IS TEMPORARY

3 IRT:PLACE YEARS IN U. S. YEARS I? I S. F.

ETH!: Ic/CULTURAL IDENTITY (AS DESCRIBED BY INFORMANT)

KNOW! LEDGE OF ENGLISH PRIMARY LANGUAGE

CSES INTERPRETER2 YES NO LIVES ALONE2 ES NO COMES To CLINIC ALONE2 : ES :: O

TCC CATION COMPLETED IAST EMPLOYMENT

: E.L. GION PRACTICING 2

**'. E . CUR SEXUAL PARTNERS BEEN (ask each one) : º: F * , F ~

Cºry rigºHAVE YOU EVER INJECTED DRUGS 2 ARE YOU current LY INJECTI

WHEN DID YOU FIND OUT HIV+

CSE of ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE (ARE THERE OTHER DOCTORS OR HEALERS YOU ARE
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RENTLY SEEING2)

YOU/HAVE YOU EVER PARTICIPATED IN A CLINI CAL TRIAL2

XIAL NETWORK (COMPLETE FOR PATIENT INFORMANTS ONLY. INCLUDE WHO p ATI ENT LIVES
H., WHO HELPS, AND HOW, ETC. INCLUDE PHONE NUMBERs . . )

‘EDIATE NETWORK (HOME)
(Phone)

(Phone )
AL NETWORK (U. S. )

(Phone)

(Phone)
TENDED NETwork (count RY of or IGIN)
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RESEARCH ASSISTANT:

CONSENT PROCESS: INITIATED COMPLETED

OLOGY - C O P FORM

PSEUDONYM CODE NUMBER SEX
(first) (last)

PATIENT # FIN. CLASS SUBCLASS

MEDICAL RECORD NUMBER

PRIMARY PROVIDER CLINIC ADMIT DATE

REFERRED TO STUDY BY STAFF INVOLVED

TREATMENT SYNOPSIS

D. O. B. CURRENT AGE PHONE

ADDRESS

SEconD ADDREss/PHONE IF ABOVE Is TEMPORARY

BIRTHPLACE YEARS IN U. S. YEARS IN S. F.

ETHNIC/ CULTURAL IDENTITY (AS DESCRIBED BY INFORMANT)

KNOWLEDGE OF ENGLISH PRIMARY LANGUAGE

USES INTERPRETER2 YES NO LIVES ALONE2 YES NO COMES TO CLINIC ALONE2 YES NO

EDUCATION COMPLETED LAST EMPLOYMENT

RELIGION PRACTICING2

social NETwork (compleTE For PATIENT INFORMANTS ONLY. INCLUDE WHO PATIENT LIVES
WITH, WHO HELPs, AND HOW, ETC. INCLUDE PHONE NUMBERS 1 l)

IM-4EDIATE NETWORK (HOME) (Phone)

(Phone)

LOCAL NETWORK (U.S.) (Phone)
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(Phone)
=XTENDED NETWORK (COUNTRY OF ORIGIN)

! {OTES:
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APPENDIX 5: INTERVIEW SCHEDULES

Interview Schedule for the Patient
(DRAFT IV, July 29, 1992)

I. Introduction (it is not necessary to follow this "script"
exactly but please include the following points):

Thank you for talking with me today. I work with a group of
researchers at the University of California who are studying how
patients make decisions about their medical care. We are
especially concerned about patients from Chinese, Anglo, and
Hispanic backgrounds. We have two goals: 1) to improve the care
of future patients, and 2) to improve the training of doctors and
nurses .

Do you have any questions about the study?

Interviewer: If Informed Consent process is not complete, ask
patient to review the form.

If you feel ill or tired at any time we are talking, please let
me know. I will come back to talk with you another day to
finish.

II. Collection of demographic information from subject (form
attached) :

III. General Questions:

1. How are you feeling today?

opening if in clinic:

2. why are you here today?

opening if in home/other setting:

3. I know that you go to the clinic at San Francisco General,
can you tell me why?

Interviewer: whenever possible, use patients' own words to
discuss their illness.

probe: for patient's understanding of illness.

I would like to ask some questions about Your (use patient's
language. )

4. when did you first realize you were ill 2

5. What did you do first 2

Probe: for patient's story of illness.

Probe: for traditional medicine, non-western practitioners.
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10.

ll.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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How long have you been going to the clinic?

When you first came to the clinic, do you remember who first
talked to you about your illness?

What did they say you had 2

Have you known anyone with (use patient's language) 2

Why do you think people get (use patient's language) 7

What have they done for you at the clinic?

Probe: 1) palliative treatments such as pain control,
2) cancer treatments such as surgery, chemotherapy,
radiation therapy, 3) other services such as financial
assistance

Were you asked to sign forms giving permission for treatment
to be given?

Was anyone in your family asked to sign forms 2

If yes:
Why did they want you to sign the forms 2

How did you feel about this?

Thinking back to when you first found out about your
illness, who did you talk to about it besides (name
individual mentioned above) 2

Probes : 1) others at clinic
2) family, friends, other support network?

Who has been helpful to you?

Probe: professionals? family members? others?

In what ways?

Probes: practical help? emotional support?

What difficult decisions have come up because of Your
illness ( or use patient's language) 2

Interviewer: ask the following series of questions for each
decision. If necessary, suggest a decision relevant to the
patient's treatment, e.g., a second course of chemotherapy.

List topics/decisions:

2

:
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16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24 .

25.

26.

27.
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Who was/is involved in making the decision?

Was/Is more than one person involved?

How did you feel about the way the decision was made?

Probe: How did members of your family feel?

What decisions have you personally been asked to make?

Overall, who would you say is the most important person
making decisions about your treatment?

How has your life changed since you've been coming to the
clinic?

How has your family's life changed?

What decisions have you and your family had to make because
of your illness?

List topics/decisions:

Probe : Who was involved 2

How did you feel?

Who was most important?

At this point, what are your greatest concerns?

what other decisions do you foresee over the next few
months 2

Probe: Who will be involved in making these decisions?

How will you decide what to do? (get process if
possible)

what do you think will happen to you over the next few
months 2

Probe: Have you made any specific plans ?

Is there anything you hope to do?

Have you ever thought that there might come a time when you
wouldn't want any more treatment for your illness or

(use patient's language) 2

If yes
-probe: which treatments 2 (Include those the patient has

3

2
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.

mentioned, including traditional medicine)

Why might you want to stop the treatment? For what reasons?

How do you think your family feels about this?

Have you talked about this with anyone?

Probe: Anyone in your family?
Anyone in the clinic?

28. Has anyone from the clinic asked you if you might want to
stop treatment in the future?

Probe: for specific treatments - chemo, radiation, surgery,
etc.
Probe: Doctors, clinic staff 2

In the United States there is a new law which requires that
clinics like San Francisco General make information about medical
decision-making available to all patients.

29. Has anyone from the clinic asked if you would like to sign a
legal form giving someone else permission to make decisions
for you if you are too sick to make the decisions yourself?

If yes
who asked you?
What did you decide?
How did you feel?

If no
If possible, would you be interested in talking to
someone from the clinic about this 2

30. Do you know what resuscitation is 2

Probe: Can you explain it to me?

Definition to use: "Emergency treatment if someone's heart
and lungs stop working."

31. Has anyone ever asked you if you want to be resuscitated if
your heart stops?

32. Is there anything you would like to ask me?

33. Is there anything else you would like me to know?
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Interview—Schedule for the Health care Provider
( Draft October 1, 1992)

Patient Specific Interview

[This is to be conducted for each case and is meant to be case
specific. Please review all relevant interviews and patient
medical record/chart before conducting the interview. }

You have been involved in the care of (name of patient)
who is participating in this study. I would like to ask some
questions specific to the care of that patient.

1. When did you first meet 2 How have you been involved
in the care of 2

2. What was your initial view of his/her prognosis? What is itnow?

3. Is the patient aware of his/her diagnosis?

4. How was this patient made aware?

5. Is the patient aware of his/her prognosis?

6. How was this patient made aware?

(If there is a language or communication barrier, then ask
questions about translation issues )

7. If family members were used as translators, have you any reason
to believe that translations may have been censored or monitored by
the patient’s relatives? How did you handle this situation?

[Questions relating to family and disclosure )

8. Are family members aware of the patient’s diagnosis?
9. How were they made aware?

lo. Are family members aware of the patient’s prognosis?

ll. How were they made aware?

12. In what ways were they involved when you informed the patient
of his/her condition?

13. what do you think the family’s understanding of the
disease/cancer is?

14. What language (wording, terms) did You use in describing the

Health Care Provider
Part II
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condition? Diagnosis? Prognosis?

15. Have you been asked by any family members to modify or exclude
patient information?

16. How did you feel when this happened?

17. How have you handled this situation?

18. In what ways has your training prepared you for this
situation?

19. Did you perceive any other problems in communication - either
with the patient, the family members, or other health care
providers? [If so, probe for problems and explanations. }

20. From your perspective, describe the most important decisions -
that have come up in the care of

-

21. From your perspective, describe the most important decisions
that will arise in the future in the care of this patient.

[If only non-medical decisions are discussed, probe for medical
decisions. If something is evident from patient interview or
medical record/chart, specifically ask about these things. Similar
to the patient interview, go through each decision and ask
questions 22 through 25 of each decision. )

22. To the best of your knowledge and from your understanding, how
were these decisions made?

23. Who was involved?

24. What, do you believe, was your role in the patient’s decision
making?

25. What is your final assessment of the decisions and the way
they were made?

Health care Provider
part II

2
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26. Have you noticed any one family member who has emerged as
having a significant amount of authority or power in the
patient/physician interactions?

27. Have you discussed limiting treatment with the patient or with
the family members?

a. In what context?

b. How have they reacted to these discussions?

30. Have you discussed resuscitation with the patient or with the
family members?

a. In what context?

b. How have they reacted to these discussions?

33. Have you discussed advance directives with the patient or with
the family members?

a. In what context?

b. How have they reacted to these discussions?

Health Care Provider
Part II
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AIDS Interview Schedule For PATIENT

Before Starting Check That: consent form signed
demographic sheet filled

Introduction

Thank you for talking with me today. I work with a group of
researchers at the University of California who are studying how
patients make decisions about their medical care. We are
interested in patients from different ethnic backgrounds. This
research has two goals: 1) to improve care for future patients
and 2) to improve training of clinicians.

Do you have any questions about the study before we start?

1. How are you feeling today?

Why did you come to the clinic today? (If at home: ) I know
that you go to Ward 86; can you tell me how long you have been
going there and why?

2. I would like to ask you some questions about HIV/AIDS.

When did you find out that you were HIV positive?

What did you do after you tested positive?
probes: initial response, coping, talk to others
(who?), seek support (where?'), seek care (what kind?

traditional/non-traditional?)

How did you make the decision to come to the clinic at SFGH7

4. What do you call your illness? How do you understand it?
What conversations have you had with the doctor about this (try
to elicit the disclosure narrative/exchange)?

some people with this illness feel fine and do very well for
a long time; others feel quite sick and debilitated. Where do you
fit now along this spectrum?

5. When you found out about your illness, did you share it with
anyone besides (person(s) mentioned above)?

probes: Tothers at clinic, family, friends, lovers,
other support networks, others in gay community?

Have you known anyone else with HIV disease?

.
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6. Who has been the most helpful to you since you became ill?
Probes; others at clinic family, loved ones, other
support networks, gay community organizations?

In what ways?
probes; practical help, emotional help,
medical/social service help?

7. Have Your habits or daily routine changed since your HIV+
diagnosis?

probes: use of alcohol or drugs, cigarette smoking,
sexual practices, diet, other activities?

How do you feel about this? Do you feel more or less in
control of your life since your HIV+ diagnosis?

8. How has your illness affected your close friend (s) and
family? (Try to draw out specifics. )

9. What have they done for you at the clinic?
probes: antiretroviral therapies, PCP prophylaxis,
other treatments, pain control, social services,
counseling, drug rehabilitation, nutritionist, referral
for acupuncture?

10. What decisions have come up because of your illness?
probe: medical treatments, other.

ll. Have you ever been asked to sign forms giving permission for
certain treatments to be administered? Which treatments? How did
you feel about this? What did you do, and why?

12. Who was/is involved in making decisions about your care and
treatment?

-

prope: more than one person? who is the most important
person making decisions surrounding your illness?

13. [If patient’s native language is other than English: ) Have
you ever used a translator (hospital interpreter or family
member/friend)?

[If yes: ] Did you feel that what you told the translator
was correctly communicated to the doctor? Why or why not?

Did you ever feel that the translation of what the doctor
wanted you to know was not fully accurate or complete? (i. e.
ommissions?) Were you satisfied with the translation?

14. Has there ever been a time when you chose not to follow your
clinician's recommendations? (If yes: ) Why not? Tell me about it.

probes: starting/stopping antiretroviral therapies,
symptom control, etc.?
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Did you ever seek alternative forms of care or healing?
probes: what kinds of alternatives? did you tell you
clinician about them? why or why not?

15. Were you ever approached about participating in clinical
trials? Which ones? Were you asked to sign forms? Did you
agree to participate?

l6. What do you think will happen to you over the next few
months?

17. What decisions do you foresee having to make over the next
few months? Have you made any plans?

18. At this point, what are your greatest concerns?

19. Have you ever thought that there might be a time when you
would not want any more treatment? What would bring you to that
decision?

probe: are there kinds of treatment that you would
never want to have?

20. How would your close friends feel about this? Have you
talked to anyone about it?

probes: clinicians, close friend (s), family?

21. In the United States there is a new requirement that clinics
make information about medical decision making available to
patients.

Has anyone from the clinic asked you about signing a legal
form giving someone the right to make decisions for you if you
become too sick to make them yourself? (If yes: ) Who? How did
you feel about this?

22. Do you know what treatments are used when someone’s heart
stops beating or their lungs don’t work? (If not: explain that
resuciation is the emergency treatment used if one's heart or
lungs stop working) Has anyone asked you whether or not you
would want to be resuscitated, or under what circumstances you
would or wouldn’t want this kind of treatment?

23. Looking back, what are you most proud of in the way that you
have coped with your illness?

24. Is there anything you would like to ask me?

25. Is there anything else you would like to tell me?

Thank you for talking with me.
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AIDS Interview Schedule For HEALTH CARE PROVIDER

Before Starting Check That: consent form signed
demographic sheet filled

Introduction

Thank you for talking with me today. You have been involved
in the care of "X" (substitute patient’s name) who has been
participating in this study of bioethical decision-making in AIDS
care. I would like to ask you some questions specific to the
care of your patient.

1 - When did you first meet "X"? How have you been involved in
his care?

2. What was your initial view of his prognosis? What is it
now?

3. What is the patient’s understanding of his prognosis? What
have you told him? (probe: what wording did you use in
describing the condition?)

How do you talk about the prognosis with him? (probe: Do
you specify time ranges (estimated length of survival) when
discussing prognosis with the patient? Do you do this whether or
not the patient asks how long he has?)

4. Are the patient’s friends, significant others, or family
members aware of the patient's diagnosis and prognosis? (If
yes: ) Who? How were they made aware of it?

5. What do you think the patient's friends/significant others/
family members understand about HIV disease?

6 . In what ways were family members or close friends involved
when you informed the patient of their prognosis/condition?

(If patient’s language is other than English and a family
member/close friend serves as his translator, use probe from
#7. )

(If someone else was the interpreter, ask #7; if not, go to
#8. )

7. Have you used an interpreter? What has your experience with
interpreters been like?

probe: have you any reason to believe that
translations may have been modified in any way by
the interpreter? If so, how? Did this affect your
ability to involve the patient in decisionmaking?
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8. Did you perceive any other problems in communication--either
with the patient, their close friends, or other health care
providers? (Elicit explanations.)

probe: do you believe there have been attempts by
family members or close friends to influence your
communication with the patient?

9. From your perspective, describe the major decision(s) that
have come up in the care of X.

lo. To the best of your knowledge and from your understanding,
how were these decisions made?

Who was involved?

ll. Were there ever differences of opinion over these decisions?
(If yes: ) What were the differences based upon?

12. What, do you believe, was your role in the patient’s
decision-making process?

probe: how much discussion went into these decisions?

13. What is your final assessment of the decisions and the way
they were made?

14. From your perspective, describe the most important decisions
that may arise in the future care of this patient. (NOTE: if only
non-medical decisions are discussed, probe for medical decisions.
If something is evident from patient interview or medical
record/chart, specifically ask about it. )

15. Have you asked the patient to fill out any consent forms for
treatment or participation in a clinical trial? (If yes: ) How
was the patient informed about the treatment/trial?

What were his concerns about it, if any?

Who was involved in making the decision?

l6. Have you discussed limiting treatment with the patient?
With his close friends/family members? (If yes: ) In what
context? How have they reacted to these discussions? (If not: )
Why not?

17. Have you discussed resuscitation with the patient? With his
close friends/family members? (If yes: ) In what context? How
have they reacted to these discussions? (If not: ) Why not?

18. Have you discussed advance directive with the patient? With
his close friends/family members? (If Yes: ) In what context?
How have they reacted to these discussions? (If not: ) Why not?

Thank you for your assistance. Do you have any questions about
the study?
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APPENDIX 6: GENERAL PROVIDER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Interview—Schedule for the Health care Provider
(Draft September 15, 1992)

General Interview

[This is to be conducted only once. Each health care provider
will then have one of these interviews on file. )

Although the informant may be aware of the research we are
conducting, ask if they have any questions.

l. Very briefly, please tell me about your job in the clinic,
what exactly does it involve 2

2. In the situation of the cancer patient where a cure is not or
is no longer the clinical goal, what do you see as the most
critical decisions that must be made? (Be sure to probe here for
the type of patient in our study--less than 6 months prognosis. )

3. At what points in treatment do these decisions arise? Under
ideal circumstances, how should these decisions be made?

4. Is there anything you do differently when you have a patient
from a cultural background that is different from your own?

5. What differences have you noted between your white "anglo"
patients and your patients from other ethnic groups--black,
Chinese, and Hispanic? (Hand the health care provider the sheet
with the probes (ie differences sheet) and ask each specific
probe. )

e Disclosure of information about cancer diagnosis
(probe: who was told?)

e Ideas about the meaning of cancer, its causes, etc.

e Style of decision making, types of decisions made

• Involvement of family members or friends in treatment
decisions

- Relationships with care providers

- Dealing with the informed consent process (e.g. forms,
signatures)

• Making "do not resuscitate" or other treatment
limiting decisions

Health Care Provider
part 1
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- Discussing "quality of life" issues

- Using advance directives

- The need to maintain hope

6. Has a patient’s family ever asked you to withhold information
from the patient? How did you handle this situation? (If you do
not know already, ask if a translator has been used in this
interaction. ) If yes, what is the impact on the exchange of
information when a translator is used?

7. Since we plan to extend our study to patients with CDC
defined AIDS, I would like to ask the same list of questions
about AIDS patients from different ethnic backgrounds.

Keeping in mind your experience with an ethnically diverse
patient population, please consider the following concepts and
how ANGLO, BLACK, ASIAN (specify Filipino if they ask for
clarification), and HISPANIC AIDS patients may handle each
concept differently:

e Disclosure of information about AIDS diagnosis

- Ideas about the meaning of AIDS

- Style of decision making, types of decisions made

- Involvement of family members or friends in treatment
decisions

- Relationships with care providers

-
Dealing with the informed consent process (e.g. forms,
signatures)

-
Making "do not resuscitate" or other treatment
limiting decisions

e Discussing "quality of life" issues

e Using advance directives

- The need to maintain hope

Health Care Provider
part I
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CANCER

Keeping in mind your experience with an ethnically diverse patient
population, please consider the following concepts and how ANGLO,
BLACK, CHINESE, and HISPANIC patients may handle each concept
differently:

Disclosure of information about cancer diagnosis

Ideas about the meaning of "cancer, its causes, etc.

Style of decision making, types of decisions made

Involvement of family members or friends in treatment
decisions

Relationships with care providers

Dealing with the informed consent process (e.g. forms,
signatures)

Making "do not resuscitate" or other treatment limiting
decisions

Discussing "quality of life" issues

Using advance directives

The need to maintain hope

Health care Provider
Differences. Sheet
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APPENDIX 7. CULTURAL PLURALISM AND ETHICAL DECISION-MAKING

PROJECT CODE WORDS

"Housekeeping" Coding categories
T■ odified 28 June 1993

Decision-Making "decision"

of Cont "control."

Illness Narrative "illness"

Job/Role Narrative "job"

Quality of Life "quality"

e sis "hope"

+ Medici "tradition."

Relationships/Interactions "relation"

Religion/Religious concepts "religion"

Disclosure of Diagnosis/Naming the Disease "diagnosis"

Protectiveness/Shielding "protect"

ion of Culture "culture"

Money/Financial Matters "money"

Meaning of Disease "disease"

Meaning of Death "death"

Informed Consent "consent"

Limiting Treatment "limiting"

Advance Directives. "DPA"

In - º º DNR"

C icati + -
"commº

- e roce "research."

Bioethics eor" "bioethics"

D ssi No "profession"

Clinic "clinic"
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Preliminary coding categories, p. 2

es: Always include in your coding the relevant
question (s), even if they are not obviously topically related to
the response (s) that they elicit. Be sure especially to code
questions about decision-making as "decision" and the question
about limiting treatment as "limiting," regardless of the
responses.

Code any illustrative narratives that come up in answers (e. g.
about other patients, friedns, etc.) under the topic of the
narrative or under the topic that best reflects what the teller of
the narrative was trying to illustrate by its use.

Decision-Making: Any decision contemplated, made or rejected, even
when patient does not name it as a decision; also where no decision
is made (non-decisions); past, present and future decisions;
factors influencing or controlling decisions (e.g. finances);
medical and non-medical decisions equally important.

Locus—of Control/Autonomy: Identifying who is in control of a
decision situation, be it patient, family or provider; perception
of knowledge and choice by the patient; perception or experience
of no control, helplessness or passivity; dependency or self
sufficiency; individualism; active or involved.

Illness Narrative: Story of the illness, diagnostic procedures,
treatment, clinic visits, seeking care; descriptions of the past
and present; point of view of the patient, family or provider as
it relates to the illness trajectory. This should be a factual
narrative as opposed to an expression of the meaning of the illness
for this client or the relationship of the client to the providers,
both of which are separate codes.

Job ZRole Narrative: Story of any provider about what their job is
or how they see their role with the patient and family; story of
any patient or family about their perception of the role or job of
the health care provider.

: Any definition of the quality of daily life,
including symptom management on a daily basis; definition of
patient, family or provider; can include the quality of the
patient’s life or the quality of the family’s life. This should
not be merely a statement of symptoms, but an evaluative or
interpretive description of them, especially as they relate to
decision-making.
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Preliminary coding categories, p. 3

Hope/Prognosis: Any mention of the future, positive or negative;
any actions taken to improve the future, including treatment or any
other actions; talk of hope or cure; any change in the perception
of hope from the past to the future; futility or hopelessness;
any discussion of prognosis, which we are assuming is a future and
hope-related (or hope destroying) discussion; temporal discussion
of the future in months or years; including who is talking about
the prognosis with whom or who is left out of the discussion of
prognosis.

Traditional medicine: Any use of alternative therapy, herbal or
other traditional medicine.

s t - : Any discussion of relationships
between patient and/or family and/or provider; quality or type of
relationship, as in caring/noncaring, personal/impersonal, or
trust/lack of trust in a relationship; any caregiving by family
members of the patient; other roles of family members.

: Any mention of God, a religious
belief, a faith in a deity, church attendance, or a spiritual
advisor.

Disclosure of Diagnosis/Naming the Disease: Any discussion of the
diagnosis being given or known by someone (patient, family or
provider); any name given to the disease by patient, family or
provider, including metaphors (e.g.: "it’s a traitor").

Protectiveness/Shielding: Protection from knowledge of diagnosis
or prognosis or any other knowledge; usually by family members
toward the patient; also any shielding of patients toward family,
or providers toward patients (?); may be other forms of protection
as in protecting from overwork or worry.

C : Any explicit mention of ethnicity or
culture by the respondent, as with "in Latin America it’s like
this, " or "the Chinese patient is like this," etc. All culture
codes should be double coded depending on the topic of discussion.
For example, if the provider is discussing how Chinese patients
talk about cancer, it would be coded "culture" and "diagnosis".

: Any mention of personal or family
finances by the patient, family member, or provider, especially as
they relate to decision-making. Will often be double coded,
especially with "decision".
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Preliminary coding categories, p. 4

of t
-

: Any attitudes (patient’s, family’s, health
care worker’s ) about suffering, interpretation of symptoms, body
concepts or changing sense of self; personal meaning of the
illness; etiology of cancer; interpretation of treatment and
diagnostic procedures within the context of the disease.

: Any mention or discussion of death, plans for a
funeral ; denial or openness; euthanasia or suicide.

Informed Consent: Any consent forms or informed decision making
issues.

Limiting Treatment: Any discussion of discontinuing or limiting
treatment by patient, family or provider.

Advance Directives: Any durable power of attorney or will
discussions or decisions.

"Do Not Resucitate" orders: Any knowledge of or decision about DNR
by patient or family.

* : Any general information or
knowledge passed or not passed between patient, family or provider
(excluding deliberate shielding of diagnosis or prognosis); using
translators from the hospital or from the family; any mention of
not understanding English in a discussion with providers.

Methodological Issues/Research Process: Anything relating to this
study in particular, or the patient population in the study.

Bioethics. Theory: Any mention by providers of the bioethics theory
that they were taught or vise in practice, such as
beneficence/nonmaleficence, theoretical versus practical training
or experience, the individual as autonomous decision maker.

Professional Norms: Any preconceived norms of the providers that
they place on the client situation, such as the assumed wrong of
denial of prognosis, the necessity of an "open" discussion between
family members, etc. This refers to norms other than the bioethics
norms previously mentioned.

Clinic; Any general narrative of the clinic as a site of care,
what usually happens in the clinic, the type of patients cared for
at this clinic, or any other general information given by providers
or patients. This would be general narrative data as opposed to a
discussion of relationships between client and providers, which is
another code.
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APPENDIX 8: CODE WORDS

Any reference to longevity, disease trajectory, or current situation in
relation to disease. Overlaps a great deal with the project's code word
"hope".
Any description of current treatment regimen. I have not coded as
rigorously for this as for some other code words. Usually reserved for
descriptions of drugs, radiation, surgery, etc.
Any reference to an orientation toward treatment that eschews cure,
i.e., palliative care, symptom management rather than curative
measures. This may include hospice references, pain control, or scaling
back of palliation. Much broader than project definition.
Includes DPAHC, living will, or any reference to advance care
planning, i.e., refusal of resuscitation, machines, etc. Overlaps with
project's DPAHC code.
Any reference to resuscitation or foregoing resuscitation, DNR order,
or treatment at the moment of death. Coincides with project's DNR
code.

Any and all references to suicide or actively taking the patient's life.
Including rationalizations for and against. Overlaps with project's
DPAHC code.

any description of "ideal" decision making. Also provider descriptors
of patient characteristics that are good or bad, i.e., intelligence,
questioning, cooperative, or their opposites. Also patientt behavior
conforming with the above description.
Examples of how decisions are really controlled by MD's either
through what information is disclosed, what decisions they will accept,
and what situations they will defer to patients. Also some contrary
CaSCS.

References to concerns patients have in the decision making process.
Also responses to questions of what decisions and situations do they
foresee. Also reflections by patients about what is really important to
them at this time (of dying).
References to the clinic in particular. How things are done there,
personal experiences, other idiosyncrasies of the clinic.
References to important relationships, or limitations of relationships.
Sporadically coded, overlaps with the project's code word relations.
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